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CHAP. III .

Of FISH E S.

[Continued.]

12. Of the generation of Fiſhes.

13. Of ſome particular forts of Fiſhes.

34. General Reflections.

12 . S to the Generation of Fiſhes, ſome of

them are viviparous, otliers oviparous.

The womb and ovaries of moſt fiſhes, are not un .

like thoſe of birds. The female cafts out innu

merable eggs , in the ſea, in lakes , in rivers . Great

part of theſe are devoured by the males. The reſt

are hatched by the warmth of the ſun, and the

young ones immediately ſwim away, without any

help from the parent.

Sea -Tortoiſes lay their eggs on the ſea- ſhore,

and cover them with the ſand. It is not uncom

mon to ſee a great number of young Tortoiſes riſe

out of the fand, and without any guide or inſtruc

tions , march with a gentle pace toward the water.

But the waves uſually throw them back upon the

A 2 ſhore,
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Thore, and then the birds deſtroy the moſt of them .

So that out of two or three hundred of them it is

ſeldom that ten eſcape.

It ſeems at firſt view , that nature, in this in

ftance, charges herſelf with unnecelfary expence.

But a little reflection fhewstlie contrary : Wedo

not complain of the fertility of an hen , which fre

quently lays above two hundred eggs in one year :

although it may be, that not one chick is hatched

out of alltheſe. The deſign of the author of na

ture is plain: not barely to preſerve the ſpecies,

but at the ſame time, to provide man and other

animals with an excellent food. So his intention in

the fertility of a Tortoiſe, is not barely to con

tinue that ſpecies, butto accommodate a number
of other aniinals with food convenient for them .

But whence could ariſe the common opinion

concerning the generation of Soles ? namely, that

they are produced from a kind of Shrimps or

Prawns ? A French gentleman being determined

to try, put a largequantity of Prawns into a tub a

bout three feet wide, filled with fea -water. At

the end of twelve or thirteen days, he ſaw there

eight or ten little Soles, which grew by degrees,

He repeated the experiment ſeveral times, and

always found little Soles . Afterwards he put ſoine. · fome

Soles and Prawns together, in one tub, and in an

Other Soles alone. In both the Soles ſpawned ;

but there were no little Soles, only in the tub

where the Prawns were.

But how can Prawns be of uſe toward producing

Soles ? Farther obſervations cleared up this. When

Shrimps or Prawns are juſt taken out of the ſea,

you may diſcern between their feet many little

hladders, which are ftrongly faſtened to their fto

mach,
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mach, by a kind of glue. If you open theſe blada

ders gently, you ſee a ſort of embrio's, which

viewed with a microſcope, have all the appearance

of Soles .

Now here lies the myſtery . Theſe are the eggs

or ſpawn of Soles, which in order to hatch, are

faſtened to the Shrimps or Prawns : like many

plants and animals, which do not grow or receive

nouriſhment, but upon other plants and animals.
The Prawns therefore are the foſter -mothers of

Soles, during their firſt infancy. And this has

occaſioned many to imagine they were their real
mothers.

1

The coming of certain kinds of fiſh in ſhoals to

certain coaſts, at a certain time of the year, is of

great advantage to mankind. But the reaſon of it

has been little underflood. Yet obfervation may

clear it up . There is a finall inſect common in

many ſeas, particularly on the coaſt of Normandy,

in June, July, and Auguft. They then cover the

whole ſurface of the water as a ſcum . And this is

the feaſon when the Herrings come alſo in

ſuch prodigious quantities. The fiſhermen deſtroy

much of theſe vermin ; yet to theſe alone their
filheries are owing. For it is evident the Herrings

feed on theſe, by the quantities foundin all their

ftomachs. And doubtleſs , the very reaſon oftheir

coming is to feed upon them . Probably the caſe

is the ſame in all other places, where the Herrings

come in the ſame plenty.

The numberleſs ſwarms of Herrings, Cod and

other filh, that come forth yearly from their fhel

ter, under the ice adjoining to the north pole, ' di

vide themſelves into three bodies. One part direet

their courſe ſouthward , toward the Britiſh iſlands :

A 3
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another part weſtward, toward Newfoundland; and

other places in North -America : and the third part

along the coaſt of Norway, and then through the
Sound into the Baltic.

The water, though quite ftill before, curls up in

waves wherever they come. They croud together

in ſuch numbers, that they may be taken up by

pailſulls .

A large ſhoal of Herrings, reaches (according

to the fiſhermen's account) an hundred or two

hundred fathom deep . They extend alſo to a con

fiderable circumference. Were they all to be

caught, the greateſt part would be loſt. For it

would be impoſſible to get hands, tubs , falt, and

other neceſſaries to cure them. Several hundred

thip -loads are ſent every year from Bergen alone to

foreign parts : beſides the quantities that the pea

fants at home conſume, whomake them their daily

proviſion.

The fiſhers on the weſtern iſles of Scotland

obſerve, that there is a large Herring, double the

fize of a common one, which leads all that are in

a bay, the ſhoal following him wherever he goes.

This leader they term theKing of Herrings :and

when they chance to catch it alive, they drop it

carefully into the ſea, judging it petty treaſon to

deſtroy a fiſh of that name.

1

a

Mackrels come in the ſame numbers at certain

times of the year ; and for the ſame reaſon . They

are particularly fond of a ſea -plant, the narrow

leaved, purple Sea -wick, which abounds on the

coaſts of England ; and is in its greateſt perfe&tion

in the beginning of ſummer: though at ſometimes

later than other, according to the ſeverity or mild
neſs of the winter.

The
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The chief occaſion of their coming is to feed on

this plant. And thoſe who attend to its growing up,
would know when to expect the Mackrel, better

than thoſe who liſten for thunder.

But this is not the ſole occaſion of their coming.

The real truth is this. The ſea near the pole is

the native country of all Fiſh of Pallage. The ice

which continually covers that fea, affords them a

ſafe retreat. Large, voracious fiſh , want a free

air for perfpiration, and cannot purſue the ſmaller

ſort into their ſanctuariesę where they multiply ſo

prodigiouſly, that at length for want of ſubſiſtence,

they are forced to quit their retreat. The large fila

wait for them at the extremity of the ice. They

devour all they can catch , drive them cloſe into

the coaſts, while the birds of prey pour down up

on them from all quarters. In conſequence of

this perſecution their march is always incolumns,

which are commonly as thick as they are broad.

With regard to the Herrings, they quit the ice in

the beginning of the year. But the prodigious

columns which they form , ſoon divides into two

wings . The right moves wellward , ſo as to be

near Iceland, in the month of March. The left

bends its courſe eaſterly , and comes down the

north ſea . to a certain latitude , where it divides

into two other wings, the eaſtern moſt of which

coait along Norway. Hence it fends off one di

viſion , by the ſtrait of the Sound, into the Baltic .

another towards the country of Holſtein , Bremen .

&c. and thence into the Zuderzce . The weſtern

wing, which is the largeſt, falls directly upon the

ifles of Shetland and the Orkneys. And thither

the Dutch go, to wait their coming. All that

eſcape theſe dexterous fiſhers, go on toward Scot

land, and dividing again into two columns, one

A4 paſles
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pafles to the eaſt of that kingdom , and goes round

England, detaching numerous diviſions to the coaſts

of Frieſland, Holland , Zealand , Flanders, and

France, while the other moves to the weſtward of

Scotland and Ireland . The remains of the whole

weſtern wing, which have eſcaped the nets of the

fihers, and the voracity of other fiſh and fowl,

having at length rallied in the channel, the colunin

is formed anew ; and then iſſues into the ocean :

from which (without ſhewing itſelf again on the

coaſt) it regains, like the remains of the firſt weſt

ern wing, which had not travelled ſo far, the polar

ice, at the approach of winter. And under the

protection of this, the loſs is repaired, which the

ſpecies had ſuffered ſince they left it .

Thus does the divine wiſdom ſupply many thou.

ſands ofmen with food, as well as numberleſs other

animals: and yet prevent any decay of that neceſ

fary proviſion, which is continually conſumed and

as conſtantly recruited .

The Tunnies come in equal ſhoals at certain

ſeaſons, to the coaſts of Provence and Languedoc,

But it is on another occaſion. The fiſh called by

the French the Emperor, is the great enemy of

theſe fiſh. He is in ſummer ſo plentiful in thoſe

feas, that they cannot eſcape him but by flying to
the fliallow waters .

1

The Pilchards catched on the coaſt of Brittany ,

are ſtill a ſtronger proof, of the natural means that

bring fiſh in ſhoals to certain places . The people
uf Brittany purchaſe from Norway, the offals and

entrails of all the large fiſh caught there. Theſe

they cut in pieces, and ſtraw in vaft quantities on

the fea along the coafls. This always brings thither

fhoals
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fhoals of Pilchards, cnough to ſupply all the ma

ritime places in the neighbourhood.

The Salmon (bred both in tlie fea , and in

rivers) is another fifh , which comes in thoals at

eertain times . But this is on another occaſion .

The female Salmon chiefly ejects her roe at the

mouth of rivers, in fhallow water. The male

comes preſently after , keeps other fiſh from de

Fouring it , and calls his fperm upon the roe.

They are in great plenty from the middle of

April till the middle of July ; at which time alſo

they come in ſhoals into the rivers, partly to re

freſh themſelves in freſh water, and partly to rubs

or waſh off in the ſtrong currents, a greeniſh ver

min called Salmon Lice : inſects wiſely deſigned

by the Creator, to drive this rich and valuable fiſh

into the hands of men .

The Salmon when they are going up the rivers

out of the ſea, always ſwim as near the bottom as:

they can . And on the contrary, when they are

going down them into the ſea, they always ſwim

near the ſurface. The reaſon is, in going up, they

fwim againſt the current, which always runs
{wifteſt at the ſurface. When they are going down

on the ſurface, the current alone is ſufficient to.
carry them.

At Leixlip, ſeven miles from Dublin, there is

a fine water- fall, or Salmon - leap ſo called from
the numberleſs Salmon which leap up it , at

the ſeaſon of the year for ſpawning. "When

they come to the foot of tlie fall, you may ob

ferve them frequently to leap up juſt above the
water, as if to inake an obfervation of the dif

Soon after they leap up again , with an

attempt to gain the top , and perhaps rife near it ;

tance .

A.1.5
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but the falling water drives them down again .

The ſame fiſh foon fprings up again , and riſes

above the fall ; yet this is equally unſucceſsful,

for dropping with their broadſides on the rapid

curvature of the waters, they are thrown back

again headlong. The only method of ſucceed

ing in their attempt, is to dart their heads into

the water, in its firſt curvature over the rocks.

By this means they firſt make a lodgment on the

top of the rock for a few moments, and then

ſcud up the ſtream. There ſeems to be a pecu

liar inftin &t in then , to aim at this very point;

for the force of the ſtream on the
top

of the
pre

cipice , is leſs at the bottom , cloſe to the rock

than on the ſurface. 'Tis almoſt incredible, the

height to which they will leap , they frequently

leap near twenty feet. The manner of their do

ing it is , by bending their tails round, almoſt to

their heads ; it is then by the ſtrong re-action of

their tails againſt the water, that they ſpring ſo
much aboveit.

13. One particular inſtance of the divine care ,

is obſervable in the Turbot. He is not well able

to ſwim , eſpecially in ſtormy weather, He muſt

then keep at the bottom , and ſtick in the ſand .

And for that reaſon he is provided , with a ſkin or

membrane which draws over his eyes, to keep the

ſand out of them.

Whales are as many degrees raiſed above

other fiſhes in their nature, as they are in their

ſize . They reſemble beaſts in their internal ſtruc

ture, and in ſome of their appetites and affections.

They have lungs, a midriff, a ſtomach, inteſtines,

liver, ſpleen, bladder, and parts of generation like

beaſts.

!
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beaſts. Their heart alſo refernbles that of beaſts ,

driving red and warm blood in circulation through

the body. .

As theſe animals breathe the air, they cannot

bear to be long under water. They are con

ftrained, every two or three minutes, to come up

to the ſurface to take breath , as well as to ſpout

out through their noftril (for they have but one)

the water which they ſucked in while gaping for
their

prey .

The ſenſes of theſe animals ſeem alſo ſuperior

to thoſe of other fiſhes. The eyes of other fiſhes

are covered only with that tranſparent ſkin that

covers the reſt of the head ; but in all the catace

ous kinds, they are covered by eye-lids, as in man .

This keeps that organ in a more perfect ftate, hy

giving it intervals of relaxation . The other fithes,

that are ever ſtaring, muſt ſee, if for no other

reaſon, more feebly, as their organs of fight are

always exerted .

As for hearing, they are furniſhed with the in.

ternal inſtruments of the ear, although the exter

nal orifice no where appears. It is probable, this

orifice may open by ſome canal into the uçouth ;

but this has not as yet been diſcovered .

It is likely, that all animals of the kind can

hear, as they certainly utter ſounds to each other.

This vocal power would be as neelleſs to animals

naturally deaf, as glaſſes to a man that was blind .

But it is in the circumſtances in which they

continue their kind, that theſe animals ſhew an

eminent ſuperiority. Other fiſh depoſit their

ſpawn, and leave the ſucceſs to accident: theſe

never produce above one young, or two at the

· moſt ; and this the female fuckles entirely in the

manner of quadrupedes, her breafts being placed

as in the human -kind.

A6 In
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In fiſhes of the Whale- kind , the tail has a difa

ferent poſition from what it has in all other fiſhes .

For whereas in theſe it is erected perpendicular

to the horizon , in them it lies parellel thereto ;

parily to ſupply the uſe of the hinder pair of fins,

which theſe creatures have not , and partly that

they may be able to raiſe or depreſs their body at

pleafure. For it being neceſſary they thould fre

quently come to the top of the water, to take in ,

or let out the air, they are provided with an

organ to facilitate their aſcent and deſcent as

they have occaſion . And as for turning their

bodies in the water, they perform that as birds

do ; by ſtrongly moving one of their fins, while

the other is quiefcent.

The Norway Whale is frequently ſixty or

ſeventy foot long . His Shape pretty much re

fembles that of a cod : he has a large head , and

ſmall eyes in proportion. On the top of the

head are two openings , through which he ſpouts

out the water (which he takes in , as he breathes)

like a large fountain, which makes a violent

noiſe .

His ſkin is ſmooth and not very thick. The

colour of his back is dark and marbled. His

belly is white. His throat is very narrow , in

proportion to his fize. Under his backbone lies

a long bladder, which he dilates or contracts as

he pleaſes. He rows himſelf with his tail. They

copulate after the manner of land animals.

The female brings forth but one or two at a

birth , at which time they are nine or ten foot

long. They fuck for foine time: when they are

tired with ſwimming, ſhe carries thein between

hier great fins. Under the ſkin lies the blubber

or fat. Its uſual thickneſs is about fix inches :

but
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but about the under lip it is found two or three
feet thick. Out of this the oil is extracted . One

Whale ordinarily yields forty or fifty, fome

times eighty or ninety hundred weight.

The uſe of blubber ſeeins to be , partly to poiſe

the body and make it equiponderant to the water;

partly to keep the water at a diſtance from the

blood , left it ſhould be chilled by its immediate

contact ; and partly to keep the fiſh warm, by

reflecting the hot iteams of the body , and ſo re

doubling the heat .

Under the fat is the fleſh of a reddiſh colour.

Their general food , is certain finall inſects, which

float
upon

the water, in great heaps, and are no

larger than flies. But they likewiſe eat various

forts of ſmall fiſh, particularly herrings, which
they drive together in large ſhoals , and then ſwal

low vaſt quantities at a time, The Whale com

monly goes under the ſhoal; then opens his
mouth and fucks in all he can . Sometimes he

ſwallows ſo many , that he is ready to burſt , and

ſets up a hideous roar.

But he is far more troubled by a ſlender fiſh

about four feet long , which tears great pieces of

fleſh out of him. The Whale then not only

makes a frightful noiſe, but often leaps a

conſiderable height. In theſe leaps hie fome

times raiſes himſelf perpendicular above the

furface of the water, and then plunges himſelf

down with ſuch violence, that if his head ftrikes

againſt any of the hidden rocks that are in the

ſhallows, he fractures his ſkull , and comes in

ftantly floating up dead. So there is no creature

in the world fo great or ſtrong as to be exempt

from calamities !

a

The
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The Whalebone-Whale is about ſeventy feet

long, and very bulky, having ſcales, and no

fins, but only one on each ſide, from five to eight
feet long.

The Spermaceti Whale is much of the fame

dimenſions. The Spermaceti oil lies in a great

trunk , four or five feet,deep , and ten or twelve

feet long , near the whole length, breadth , and

depth of the head . It ſeems to be no other than

the brain . Not but ſome other parts of the fiſh

vield an oil ; but not ſo good as that in the trunk .

The care of their young is remarkable : while

they carry them under water, they often riſe for

the benefit of the air. However they are chaſed
.

or wounded, as long as theyhave ſenſe, and per

ceive life in their young, they will not leave

them , and if in their flying the young one drops

off, the dam comes about, and pafling under

neath takes it again.

Whales are gregarious, being fonetimes found

an hundred ina ſwarm , and are great travellers .

In autumn the Whalebone Whales go weſtward ;

in Tpring eaſtward again . The ſeveral kinds of

Whales do not mix with each other, but each

keep by themſelves.

Their wonderful ſtrength lies chiefly in the
tail . A boat has been cut down from the top to

the bottom by the tail of a Whale, and the clap

boards hardly fplintered, though the gunnel on

the top was oftough wood. Another has had the

ftern -poft, three inches thick, cut off ſmooth

without ſo much asſhattering the boat, or draw

ing the nails of the boards .

It is commonly ſuppoſed, that all fiſhes are

mute, as well as void of hearing. But a late

author ſays, There is one kind of Whale, that

when
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when they are ftruck roar ſo loud as to be heard

two miles. He likewiſe aflerts , that ſome of

them have hearing, as have frogs, ſnakes , and

all the lizard kind, though they have not the

uſual outward apparatus of hearing . But they

have the auditory paſſage, by which found is

conveyed, and internal organs, to which the me

atus auditores reaches . This is obſervablc in all ·

the Whale kind, and in all fiſhes that have lungs .

And whereas ſome have ſuppoſed, thatwater

cannot tranſmit found, the contrary of this

is now well known . Many experiments have

shewn, that even a man under water may hear

what is ſpoken in the open air.

The Hippopotamos, or River -Horfe, is above

ſeventeen - feet long from the ſnout, to the inſer

tion of the tail ; above ſixteen feet in circuiſe

rence round the body, and above ſeven feet high :

the head is near four feet long, and above nine feet

in circumference. The jaws open about two feet

wide, and the cutting teeth, of which it hath four

in each jaw, are above a foot long ,

Its feet reſemble thoſe of the elephant, and are

divided into four parts. The tail is thort, flat,

and pointed ; the hide is impenetrable to the blow

of a ſabre ; the body is covered over with a few

ſcattered hairs of a whitiſh colour. The figure

of the animal is between that of an ox and a hog,

and its cry between the bellowing of the one , and

the grunting of the other.

It chiefly reſides at the bottom of the great

rivers and lakes of Africa ; the Nile, the Niger,

and the Zara ; there it leads an indolent life , fel

dom diſpoſed for action, except when excited by

the calls of hunger . Uponſuch occaſions , three

a
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or four of them are often ſeen at the bottom of a

river, forming a kind of line , and ſeizing upon

ſuch fiſh as are forced down by the violence of the:

ſtream . In that element they purſue their prey

with great ſwiftneſs and perſeverence ; they ſwim .

with much force, and remain at the bottom for

thirty or forty minutes without riſing to take

breath. They traverſe the bottom of the ſtrean ,

as if walking upon land. But it often happens,

that his fiſhy food is not ſupplied in fufficient a

bundance ; it is then forced to come upon land ,

where it is an aukward and unweildy ſtranger ;

it moves but ſlowly , yet it commits dreadful ha

vock among the plantations of the helpleſs na

tives, who ſee their poffeffions deítroyed, with

out daring to reſist their invader . Their chief

method is, by lighting fires, ſtriking drums, and
railing a cry to frighten it back to its favourite

element. But if they happen to wound it, it

then becomes formidable to all that oppoſe it :

overturning whatever it meets. It pofleſſes the

fame inoffenſive diſpoſition in its favourite ele

ment, that it is found to have upon land ; it

never attacks the mariners in their boats, as they
go up or down the ſtream ; but ſhould they inad .

vertently ſtrike againſt it , there is much danger

of its ſending thein , at once, to the bottom ,

" I have ſeen , fays a mariner, one of theſe ani

inals open its jaws, and feizing a boat between

his teeth, at once, bite and fink it to the bottom .

I have ſeen it upon another occaſion , place itſelf

under one of our boats, and riſing under it,
overſet it with fix men which were in it ; who,

however, happily received no other injury.

Such is the great ſtrength of this animal ; and.

from hence, probably , the imagination has been

willing
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willing to match it in combat againſt others more

fierce and equally formidable . The crocodile and

ſhark have been ſaid to engage with it , and yield

an eaſy victory ; but as the ſhark is only. found

at ſea, and the Hippopotamos never ventures

beyond the mouth of freſh water rivers , it is

moſt probable that theſe engagements never oc

curred; it ſometimes happens, indeed , that the

princes of Africa amufe themſelves with com .
bats, on their freſh -water lakes , between this and

other formidable animals ; but whether the rhi

noceros or the crocodile are of this number, we

have not been particularly informed. If this

animal be attacked at land, and finds itſelf in

capable of vengeance from the ſwiftneſs of its

enemy, it immediately returns to the river, where

it plunges in head foremoſt, and after a ſhort time

riſes to the ſurface, loudly bellowing, either to

invite or intimidate the enemy ; but though the

negroes will venture to attack the ſhark, or the

crocodile, in their natural element, and there

deſtroy them , they are too well apprized of the

force of the Hippopotamos to engage it ; this

animal, therefore , continues the uncontroulled

maſter of the river, and all others fly from its ap

proach and become an eaſy prey.

As the Hippopotamos lives upon fiſh and
vegetables , ſo it is probable the flesh of terref

trial animalsmay be equally grateful : the natives

of Africa allert, that it has often been found to

devour children and other creatures that it was

able to ſurpriſe upon land ; yet it moves but ſlow

ly, alınoſt every creature, endued with

common ſhare of ſwiftneſs, is able to eſcape it ;

and this animal, therefore, feldom ventures from

the river ſide, but when prefled by the necef

fities of hunger, or of bringing forth its young.

The

a
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The female always comes upon land to bring

forth, and it is ſuppoſed that the ſeldom produ

ces above one at a time ; upon this occaſion,

theſe animals are particularly timorous, and dread

the approach of a terreſtrial enemy ; the inſtant

the parent hears the flighteſt noiſe, it daſhes into

the ſtream , and the young one is ſeen to follow it

with equal alacrity.

The young ones are ſaid to be excellent eat

ing; but the negroes, to whom nothing that has

life , comes amiſs, find an equal delicacy in the

old . Dr. Pocock has ſeen their fleſh fold in the

Thambles, like beef ; and it is ſaid, that their

breaſt, in particular, is as delicate eating as veal .

As for the reſt, theſe animals are found in great

number, and as they produce very faſt, their

fleſh might ſupply the countries where they are

found, could thoſe barbarousregions produce

more expert huntſmen. But this creature, which

once was in ſuch plenty at the mouth of the Nile,

is now wholly unknown in Lower Egypt, and
is nowhere to be found in that river, except above

the cataracts.

water,

4

One can hardly tell whether to rank him

among land or water animals. He ſleeps on

land , but paſſes all the reſt of his tine under

But in one reſpect he is different from

all other creatures thatlive partly onland, and
partly in the water. All other forts of amphibi

ous animals have the faculty of ſwimming ; but
this has not. He has to feed under water, yet

is the moſt unwieldy of all creatures, and cannot
ſwim at all . He comes out of the water in an

evening to ſleep : and when he goes in again , he

walks very deliberately in overhead, and purſues

1

1

his
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his courſe along thebottom , as eaſy and uncon

cerned as if it were in the open air. The rivers

he moſt frequents are very deep, and where they

are clear, this affords an aſtoniſhing fight..

An animal of this ſize and make, muſt be one of

the ſtrongeſt in the world . It therefore required

from nature no ſwiftneſs, either to avoid purſuit,

or to overtake its prey , as it was deſigned to feed

chiefly on vegetables.' The manner of its feeding

is this. When he walks into a river, he feldom

looks about till he is near the middle . Here he

ſeeks for the larger water-herbs, particularly for the

root of a large water- lilly. People from a boat on

the ſurface frequently ſee this. He roots up theſe

with his noſe, like a hog, and his mouth and throat

being very wide, ſwallows them up in vaft

morfels half chewed.

But he has frequently occaſion to breathe: in

order to which, when feeding at his eaſe, his cuſ

tom is, every thirty or forty minutes, to riſe to the

ſurface of the water. This he does, by a ſpring

from the bottom, made with all his feet at once.

Having taken a little freſh air, and looked about

hiin , he drops to the bottom again .

Of all the inhabitants of the deep , thoſeof

the Shark Kind are the moft yoracious. The

ſmalleſt of this tribe is not leſs dreaded by greater

fiſh , than many that ſeem more powerful; nor do

any of them ſeem fearful of attacking animals far

above their ſize. But the great White Shark

joins to the moſt amazing rapidity, the ſtrongeſt

appetites for miſchief : as he approaches nearly in

ſize to the whale, he far furpalles him in ſtrength

and celerity, in the formidable arrangement ofhis

teeth, and his inſatiable defire of plunder.

a

The
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The White Shark is found from twenty to

thirty feet long. Some aſſert, that they have ſeen

them of four thouſand pounds weight. The mouth

is enormouſly wide ; as is the throat , and capable

of ſwallowing a man with great eaſe. But its fur

niture of teeth is ſtill more terrible : of theſe there

are fix rows, extremely hard, ſharp -pointed, and

of a wedge-like figure. It is aſſerted , there are

feventy -two in each jaw , one hundred and forty

four in the whole . With theſe the jaws both

above and below are planted all over, but he has

a power of erecting or depreſſing them at pleaa

ſure . When the Shark is at reft, they lie quite

flat in his mouth : but when he prepares to ſeize

his prey, he erects all this dreadful apparatus, and

the aniinal he ſeizes, dies pierced with an hundred
wounds in a moment.

His skin is rough, hard, and prickly, being that

ſubſtance which covers inſtrument-cales, called

Shagreen .

No fl can ſwim ſo faſt as he ; he outſtrips the

ſwifteſt ſhips, plays round them , darts out before

thern, and returns to gaze at the paſſengers.

Such amazing powers, with ſuch great appetites

for deltruction, would quickly unpeople even the

ocean : but providentially the Shark's upper jaw

projects ſo far above the lower, that he is obliged

to turn onone ſide (not on his back, as is gene
rally ſuppoſed) to ſeize his prey. As this takes

fonie finall time to perform , the animal purſued

often feizes that opportunity to eſcape.

Tortoiſes are commonly known to exceed eighty

years old ; and there was one kept in the arch

biſhop of Canterbury's garden, at Lambeth, that

was remembered above an hundred and twenty .

It
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It was at laſt killed by the ſeverity of a froſt , in

its winter retreat, which was a heap of fand , at

the bottom of the garden .

The young Tortoiſes are generally excluded in

about twenty -ſix days. The little animal no ſooner

leaves the egg than they feek for their proviſion,

and their ſhell, with which they are covered from

the beginning, expands and grows larger with age .

As it is compoſed of a variety of pieces, they are

capable of extenſion at their ſutures , and the ſhell

admits of increaſe in every direction . It is other

wife with thofe animals, whoſe ſhell is compoſed

all of one piece, that admits ofno increaſe; which,

when the tenant is too big for the habitation, muſt

burft the ſhell, and get another. But the cover

ing of the Tortoiſe grows larger in proportion as

the interior parts expand; in ſomemeaſure re .

ſembling the growth of the human ſkull, which is

compoſed of a number of bones , increaſing in ſize

in proportion to the quantity of the brain . All

Tortoiſes, therefore, as they never change their

thell , muſt have it formed in pieces : and though

in fome theſe marks have not been attended to, yet

doubtleſs they are general to the whole tribe .

It is of different magnitudes, according to its

different kinds; ſome Turtles being not above

-fifty pounds weight, and ſome above eight hun

dred.

The great Mediterrancan Turtle is the largeſt
of the Turtle kind, with which we are acquaint

ed. It is found from five to eight feet long, and

from ſix to nine hundred poundsweight .

All Tortoiſes having ſmall and weak feet, are

exceeding flow in their motions . They have

neither tongue nor teeth, nor any offenſive

weapon. How then can they take , how can

they
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they chew , or in any degree comminute their

food ? This is well provided for : they break not

only ſhells , but ſometimes even ſtones with their

lips: which by their exceſſive hardneſs effectually

fupply the want of teeth, But how can they de

fend themſelves ? Abundant proviſion is made

for this alſo . Their ſhells more than cover the

whole body, and are of ſo firm a texture, that a

loaded waggon may go over them , without any

injury either to the ſhell or the creature within

it.

The blood of Tortoiſes is colder than any com

mon ſpring water ; yet is the beating of the heart

as vigorous as that of any animal, and the arteries

as firm as thoſe of any creature.

There is ſomething highly remarkable in the

change of tadpoles into frogs ; but there is ſtill

ſomething more remarkable in the Frog-fiſh .

Theſe are found in great numbers in the river

Surinam. At firſt they are perfect frogs, they

are ſpotted with brown , yellow, and green ; but

are paler on the belly, their hinder feet are web

bed, like thoſe of a gooſe, the fore - feet without

webs. The firft change the animal undergoes,

is by the growing of a tail. After this the fore

feet decreaſe , and perilh by degrees. The de

creaſe ofthe hinder legs follows, and at laſt the

Frog is changed into a perfect Fiſh .

a

It may not be unacceptable or unprofitable to

thoſe who fee God even in his loweſt works, to

add a ſhort account of a few more inhabitants

ofthe waters .

Flying
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Flying-Fiſh are very rarely a foot long. They

havea pretty large, though thin and light head.

The mouth is generally open ; the body ſmall,

roundiſh, and tapering towards the tail : beſides

the uſual fins, they haveunder their necks, three

broad and pretty long ones, of a more fubtle ſtruc

ture, nearly as thin as a fly's wing, but ſtrength

ened with rows of bones. On the back part of

their neck they have alſo a flying fin , about fix

inches long, quite erect. And lower down the

back , thereis another ſhorter but broader. Theſe

wings they uſe to eſcape the purſuit of creatures

too powerful for them . They riſe ſeveral feet

above the water, and fly the length of two or

three muſket-ſhot. Then they drop, becauſe their

wings are dry, which ſerve them no longer than

they are moiſt.

a

The Ink-Fiſh, as ſome call it , has a ſtill more

extraordinary way of eſcaping its purſuers... " I

have lately, ſays the author ofthe natural hiſtory

of Norway, procured a dryed one, which is two

foot long. The body is almoſt round, reſembling

a ſmall bag, and is blunt at both ends . But the

head is the moſt remarkable part. It has two

large eyes, and a mouth like a birds beak . Above

this ftands eight horns, like a ſtar. Each horn is

octangular, and covered with many ſmall, round,

balls,ſomething larger than a pin's head. On

each ſide of the body there are two ſkinnymem

branes, with which he can cover himſelf all

over. The fore-part of the body is quite filled.

with a black fluid . When it is purſued , it diſ

charges this which colours the water all around,

and renders it inviſible. This is a wonderful gift
of
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of nature, for the preſervation of an animal ,

otherwiſe utterly helpleis.

The Arboreſcent Star - Fiſh is another of the cu

riofities ofnature. It is upwards of a foot in dia

meter, having its mouth in the middle . The

figure of thetrunk is pentangular, and from the

five angles ariſe as many branches,which ſubdivide

into ſeveral others , and thoſe again into others,

that are leſs, till the laſt are ſcarce thicker than

horſe -hairs, and in number above a thouſand. In

ſwimming he ſpreads all theſe branches like a net ;

and when he perceives any prey within them , draws

them in again , and ſo takes them with all the

dexterity of a fiſherman .

Full as ſurpriſing a creature is the Torpedo, a

Nat fiſh, much like a thorn -back. It is common

on the coaſts of Provence, and is eaten without

any ill effect. But upon touching it with the fin

ger, the perſon commonly (though not always)

feels an unuſual, painful numbneſs, which ſudden

ly feizes him up to the elbow , and ſometimes up

to the ſhoulder. It reſembles, but far exceeds , the

pain felt by ſtriking the elbow violently againſt an

hard body. But it laſts only a few moments, and

gradually wears away. If a man touch it even

with a fick, he feels a little of it . If he preſſes

his hand ſtrongly againſt it , the numbneſs is the

leſs. But it is ſo uneaſy as to oblige him , very

fpeedily to let it go. Many have attempted to ac

count for this ; but ſhould we not rather honeſtly

own our ignorance ?

The Sea- Nettle, ſo called , is another ſtrange

production of nature, common , I ſuppoſe, in all
the
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the northern ſeas. It generally ſwims on the top

of the water , and is throughout ſoft, ſmooth, and

tranſparent. It appears to be a lump of flime or

jelly . But it co -heres firmly together, being mark

ed in the middle with a croſs ſomewhat like a

flower -de -luce.

Theſe creatures are blue , white, or red, and

fome of them have many branches underneath.

Theſe are uſually ſomething larger than the com

mon ſort, and are of a dark red. They all abound

with a corroſive poiſon, which if it drop onany

part of the body will cauſe a ſmart and an inflani

mation, much likethat produced by nettles . Hence

it has its name. However it is no vegetable, but

evideutly a living creature. For it has ſenſation :

it grows, moves to and fro, contracts and extends

itſelf. It often picks up and devours ſmall fiſh ,

and is itſelf devoured by others.

The care of the Creator is obſervable, even in

fo inconſiderable a creature as a Limpet, a ſmall

ſhell- fiſh , which fo faftens itſelf to the rock , that

ſcarce any thing can unlooſe its hold .

The fact has long been known. But the man

ner of its faſtening itſelf, was not underſtood till

very lately. Its ſhell approaches to the figure of

a cone; the baſe of which is occupied by a large

muſcle , which alonehas nearly as much fleſh in it,

as the whole body of the fiſh. This is not cover

ed by the ſhell, but ferves the creature equally to
move forward or to fix itſelf to the rock . When

it is in a ſtate of reſt, which is the common caſe,

it applies this muſcle every way round to the ſur

face of ſome ſtone, and thereby holds itfelf fixt to

it ſofirmly, that it is impoſſible to take it off with
the hands. Thoſe who would remove them are

B
obliged
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obliged to make uſe of a knife for that purpoſe.

And even then it is not eaſy : for on whatſoever

ſide the blade of the knife attempts to enter, the

fiſh immediately fixes its muſcle with double force.

to the ſtone,

The true cauſe of his adheſion is a viſcous juice,

a kind of glue , thrown out by this muſcle, which

though it is not preceptible to the eye, yet it is

eaſily perceived by thetouch. For if immediately

after the removing a Limpet from the ſtone, the

finger be applied to the place, it is faſtened very

ſtrongly to it, by means of the glue left there. But

if any wet have come upon the ſtone, ſince the

fiſh has been removed, no viſcoſity can be per

ceived on it , the whole fubftance of the glue being

immediately diffolved . This confideration may

lead us to obſerve the great care of nature over
all her works . How eminently is it manifefted

in this little fiſh ? It was abſolutely neceſſary for

its preſervation, that it ſhould have a power of

fixing itſelf to the ſtone, or it would have been

waſhed away by every wave. And this power is

given it, by means of that glue which fixes it

fo firmly. But when it is fixed, how ſhall it be

looſed ? This is equally neceſſary. For if there

be not fome power in the animal itſelf, to diſſolve

this glue, it muſt needs periſh for want of food,

when once fixt to a barren ſpot. Water is the

proper diſſolvent of this glue. But it cannot be

the external water. This is kept at a diſtance,

by the cloſe adheſion of the outer rim of the great

circular muſcle. And ' tis needſul it ſhould : elſe

it would always diſſolve the glue, as ſoon as it was

diſcharged. But the under ſurface of the body of

the animal is covered all over with ſmall tuber

cles , moſt of which contain water. When there

fore
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fore it would move, it has only to diſcharge a ſmall

quantity of this water, and the cement immedi
ately diffolves and ſets it at liberty The other

tubercles doubtleſs contain the vicſous matter. So

that when the animal would fix itſelf, it needs only

to ſqueeze one ſet of its tubercles, and then it

would looſe itſelf with the other.

a

14. Upon the whole, how natural are the re

flections, which a late writer makes on the inhabi

tants of the waters ?

What an abundance of fiſh do the waters pro

duce ? In theſe I ſeem to diſcern nothing but a

head and a tail . They have neither feet nor

hands. Nor have they any neck : ſo that their

head cannot be turned at all, any otherwiſe than

by turning the whole body. Were I to conſider

their figure only, I ſhould think they were deſti

tute of allthat was neceſſary for the preſervation
of their life. But with theſe few outward organs

they are more nimble and dexterous, than if they

had ſeveral hands and feet . And by the uſe they

make of their tails and fins, they are carried along
like arrows.

But as almoſt all fiſhes prey upon each other,

and cannot ſuſtain their own lives, any otherwiſe

than by continually deſtroying thoſe of their own

fpecies , how can the inhabitants of the water ſub

filt? How can many ſpecies eſcape utter deſtruc

tion ? God has guarded againſt this, by multiply

ing them in fo prodigious a manner. More than

three hundred thouſand eggs have been counted in

the roe of a ſingle Salmon. By this means, let

them be deſtroyed ever ſo faſt, fill their increaſe

is equal to their conſumption.

B 2 But
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But who can explain how the inhabitants of the

ſea enjoy their perfect health , in the midſt of

water fo loaded with ſalt ? And bywhat art is it,

that they preſerve even there, a fleſh that has not

the leaſt taſte of it ?

Why do thoſe which are fitteſt for the uſe

of man, come and offer themſelves on our coaſts ?

While ſo many that would be uſeleſs, if not per

nicious, affect remoteneſs from us.

Whydo ſeveral of them , in their ſtated ſeaſons,

run up into our rivers, and communicate the ad

vantages of the ſea, to ſuch countries as are far

diſtant from it ? What hand conducts them with

ſo much care and goodneſs, but thine, O thou pre

ſerver ofmen ?

CHAP
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CHA P. IV.

Of R E P T I L E S.

1. Of their motion : 6. Water lizards often

2. Of ferpents : change their kins:

3. Of their Brain, Sto- 7. Re-production of parts

mach , Generation : cut off :

4 .
Venom : 8. Of tape-worms:

5. Of ſome particular 9. Of worms that feed

forts of Reptiles : on ſtones.

BE

1 .

NOOT
TOT far removed from fiſhes are Reptiles,

ſo named from their creeping, or advanc

ing on the belly . Many ſpecies of them have

legs and feet, but very ſmall in proportion to the

body. There is a world of contrivance in their

motion . The whole body of the earth -worin for

inſtance, is a chain of annular muſcles, or rather,

one continued ſpiral muſcle, the orbicular fibres

whereof being contracted , make each ring nar

rower and longer, by which means it is enabled,

like the wormof an augre, to bore its paſſage

into the earth . Its creeping may be explained by

a wire, wound on a cylinder. If this is taken off,

and one end extended and held faſt, it will bring

the other near it. So the worm having ſhot out

its body, which is ſpiral, takes hold by its ſmall

feet,B 3
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feet , and ſo brings on the hinder part. Its feet

are placed in a four-fold row , the whole length
of the worm With theſe, as ſo many hooks, it

faltens to the earth , or whatever it creeps over,

ſometimes this, ſometimes that part of the body,

and ſtretches out, or draws after it another.

2. The inoft eminent ſpecies of Reptiles are

Serpents, which we may therefore particularly

conſider . Their bodies are of a very peculiar

make, having a compages of bones articulated to

gether. Here part of the body is appliedto the

ground,and the other part ſhot forward,which being

applied to the ground in its turn, brings the other

after it. The ſpine of their back variouſly writhed,

helps their leaping, (as the joints of the feet in

othier animals .) They make their leaps by means
of the muſcles that extend the folds thereof.

The number of joints in the back-bone are nu

merous beyond whatany one would imagine. In

the generality of quadrupeds they amount to not

above thirty or forty. In the ſerpent kind they

amount toan hundred and forty-five from the

head to the vent , and twenty-five more from that

to the tail . The number of theſe joints muſt give

the back -bone a ſurpriſing degree of pliancy : but

this is ſtill increaſed by the manner in which each

of theſe joints is locked into the other. In men

and beaſts the flat ſurfaces of the bones are laid

one upon the other, and bound tight by finews ;

but in ſerpents the bones play one within the

other like ball and ſocket, ſo that they have a full

motion upon each other in every direction . Thus

if a man were to form a machine compoſed ofſo

many joints as arein the back of a ſerpent, he

would find it no eaſy matter to give it ſuch ſtrength
and

a

a
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and pliancy at the ſame time. The chain of a

watch is but a bungling piece of work in compa

riſon .

Though the number of joints in the back bone,

is great, yet that of the ribs is ftill greater ; for,

from the head to the vent, there are two ribs to

every joint, which makes their number two hun

dredand ninety in all. Theſe ribs are furniſhed

with muſcles, which being inſerted into the head,

run along to the end of the tail, and give the ani

mal great ſtrength and agility.

The ſkin alſo contributes to its motions, being

compoſed of a number of ſcales united to each

other by a tranſparent membrane, which grows

harder as it grows older, until the animal changes,

which is generally done twice a year. This cover

then burſts near the head , and the ſerpent creeps

from it , by an undulatery motion, in a new ſkin ,

much more vivid than the former. If the old

flough be then viewed, every ſcale will be diſtinct .

ly ſeen like a piece of net-work.

There is much geoinetrical neatneſs in the dir

poſal of the ſerpents ſcales, for aſſiſting theanimal's

finuous motion . As the edges of the foremoſt

ſcales lie over the ends of thefollowing, ſo theſe

edges, when the ſcales are ereéted, which the ani,

mal has a power of doing in a finall degree , catch

in the ground, like the nailsin the wheels of a

chariot, and ſo promote and facilitate the animal's

progreſſivemotion. The erecting theſe ſcales are

by means of a multitude of diflinct muſcles, with

which each is ſupplied , and one end of which is

tacked each to themiddle of the foregoing.

Serpents differ very widely as to fize. The

Lyboija ofSurinam grows to thirty ſix feet long.

The lítle ſerpent at the Cape of Good Hope is

B4 not
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not above three inches, and covers whole fandy
defarts with its multitudes ! This tribe of animals,

like that of fiſhes , ſeems to have no bounds put

to their growth. Their bones are in a great mea

ſure cartilgenous; and they are conſequently

capable ofgreat extention ; the older therefore a

ferpent becomes, the larger it grows; and as they

live to a great aye, they arrive at an enormous

fize. Leguat aflures us, that he ſaw one at Java,

that was fifty feet long.

Vipers are often kept in boxes for ſix or eight

months, without any food whatever ; and there

are little ſerpents ſometimes ſent over to Europe,

from Grand Cairo, that live for ſeveral

glaſſes, and never eat at all , nor even ſtain the

glaſs with their excrements. Thus the ſerpent

tribe unite in themſelves two very oppoſite qua

lities ; wonderful abſtinence, and yet incredible

rapacity.

Serpents will ſwim a long time, but they can

not ſtay long under water, without being ſuffo

cated . In winter they retire under ſtones, roots

of trees , old walls, or any warm , dry ſhelter.

Here they ſleep halfdead, though with theireyes

open , till the returning fun recalls them to life.

years in

3 . Their Brain little differs from that of fiſhes :

but their Stomach very much. It is like a looſe

gut, which runs along, from the jaws quite to

the tail. They have likewiſe folid ribs and ver

tebræ, at ſmall diſtances, from the neck to the

end of the tail . Hereby they are enabled, to raiſe

themſelves up , to ſupport, to writhe themſelves

into rings , to ſpring forward, and to fuck or

ſwallow any thing with ſurpriſing force. And

their whole fieſh is of ſo cloſe and firm a texture,

that
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that they will live for ſome time , even after they

are cut in pieces. There is nothing more harm

leſs than the common Snakes : they are as inno
cent as flies.

There is a great deal of geometrical nicety in

the ſinuous motion of Serpents. For the aſſiſting

herein, the annular ſcales under their body , are

very remarkable , lying croſs the belly, contrary

to thoſe in the back and the reſt of the body. Alſo

the edges of the foremoft ſcales, lie over the edges

of the following ſcales from head to tail. So that

when each ſcale is drawn back, or ſet a little up

right by its muſcle, the outer edge of it is raiſed

a little from the body, to lay hold on the earth ,

and ſo promote the ſerpent'ś motion. But there

is another admirable piece of mechaniſm , that

ſcale has a diſtinct muſcle, one end of which

is fixed to the middle of its ſcale, the other to

the upper edge of the next ſcale. There is no

thing peculiar in the generation of Serpents , moſt
ofwhich are oviparous.

4. Vipers and many other Serpents have ſmall

bags near the root of their teeth, which contain

the poiſon. When they bite , this is ſqueezed

ont, by the compreſſion of thoſe bags. If they

are taken out of a viper, the liquid they contain

mixed with the blood of an aniinal, cauſes death ,

But if taken in by the mouth, it does no harm ,

loſing its efficacy by mixing with other li

quids.

A Viper has the bigge.t and flatteſt head of all

the Serpent kind. It is uſually half an ell: long
and an inch thick , with a fnout not unlike that of

an hog: - It has ſixteenſmall teeth in one row ; be

ſide,two large, ſharp, hooked, hollow, tranſparent

B 5 teeth
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teeth , placed at each ſide of the lower jaw . Thefe

convey the poiſon into the wound, through a long

llit . They are flexible, and then only raiſed,

when the Viper is going to bite. The roots of

them are encompaſied with a little bladder, con

taining a large drop of a yellow inſipid juice.

The llit is a little below the point of the teeth ,

which are not hollow to the top. Hence ariſe all

thoſe dreadful ſymptoms, which frequently end

in death . But they are all prevented or removed,

by rubbing oil upon the wound.

Vipers creep but ſlowly, and never leap or

bite, unleſs provoked . They are of a yellowiſh

colour, fpeckled with longiſh brown ſpots. The

belly is of the colour of well-poliſhed ſteel. Other

Serpents lay eggs ; the female Viper only brings

forth her young alive, wrapt up in ſkins, which

break on the third day, and ſet them at liberty.

The venom of a Viper is not mortal to a

ſound and robuft body, though attended with

painful ſwellings, violent vomitings, phrenſies,

and convulſions. In eight or ten days, the poi

fon having run throughdivers parts of thebody,

throws itſelf into the ſerotuin , and ſwelling it

extremely , cauſes great heat, and much urine

very hot and ſharp, by which it is diſcharged,

this being the certain criſis of the diſeaſe.

But a ſickly or fearful perſon, bit by a Viper

furely dies, if there be not ſpeedy help . Any

one bit , in two or three days weighs almoſt as

much more as he did before. Who can account

for this ?

It is remarkable, that the youngeſt Vipers are

provided with poiſonous reeth grown to perfec

tion , commenſurate to their bulk ; that ſo they

may

a
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may be able to kill their - prey and feed them

felves, as foon as they are born .

а

The poiſon of a Rattle-Srake is equally fatal

and more ſwift in its operation . For it frequent

ly kills within an hour. The Snake is from ten to

fifteen feet long. But whenever it moves in order

to bite, the tail begins to rattle : and that conſi

derably loud : ſo that a man if he has preſence of

mind, may eaſily get out of his way. When he

bites an hare, he is obſerved to lick her all over

before he takes her into his mouth : probably,

that having moiſtenedand fmoothed her ſkin, he

may the more eaſily ſwallow her .

It is very remarkable, that he frequently ſtays

under a tree, on which a bird or ſquirrel is hop

ping about, with his mouth wide open. And the

event conſtantly is, the creature in a while drops

into it. Sir Hans Sloane thinks , he has wounded

it firſt : and that he then waits under the tree,

till the poiſon works and the animal drops down

into the mouth of its executioner.

But this is not the caſe, as plainly appears, from

what many have been witneſſes of. À Swallow ,A

purſuing his prey in the air, if he cafts his eye on,

a Snake beneath him , waiting with his moutlı

wide open, alters his courſe, and flutters over him

in the utmoſt conſternation, till finking gradually

lower and lower, he at laſt drops into his mouth .

To the fame purpoſe is the famous experiment

of Dr. Sprenger, mentioned in the Hamburgh

magazine. He let looſe a mouſe on the ground,

at a little diſtance from a common ſnake. It

made a few turns, and ſqueaked a little, and then

ran directly, into the mouth of the ſnake, which

all the while lay ſtill, and without motion .

a
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ment.

The Rattle-Snake being leſs nimble than others,

would find difficulty in getting its prey, were it not

for the fingular proviſion made, by the rattle in

his tail . . When he ſees a ſquirrel or bird on a

tree, he gets to the bottom , and ſhakes this inſtru

The creature looking down , ſees the ter

rible eye of the Snake bent full upon it . It trem

bles, and never attempts to eſcape, but keeps his

eye upon the deſtroyer, till tired with hopping

from bough to bough, it falls down , and is de

voured. Indeed the ſame power is in the Viper.

The field - mice , and other animals, which are its

natural food , if they have once ſeen his eyes,

never eſcape, but either ſtand ſtill or run into his

mouth .

But Vipersin generalwillnot eat, after they

under confinement. The Viper -catchers throw

them together into great bins, where they live

many months, though they eat nothing. It is

only a female Viper, when big with young, that

will eat during its confinement. If á mouſe be

.thrown into the bin, at the bottom of which forty

or fifty Vipers are crawling, among which one is

with young, ſhe alone will meddle with it , and

ſhe not immediately . The relt paſs it by , with

out any regard, though it be their natural food.

But the female , after ſhe has done this ſeveral

times, will at length begin to eye it . Yet ſhe

.paſſes by it again , but ſoon after ſtops ſhort, and

holding her head facing that of the mouſe, ſeems

ready to dart at it , which however ſhenever does,

but opens her mouth, and brandiſhes her tongue.

Her eyes having nowmet thoſe of the mouſe,

ſhe never loſes fight of it more ; but they face

one another, and the Viper advances with her

open mouth , nearer and nearer, till without mak

1

ing
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ing any leap, ſhe takes in the head, and after

ward the whole body.

a

a

A common Snake will avoid a man ; but

Rattle-Snake never turns out of the way. His

eye has ſomething ſo terrible in it , that there is

no looking ſtedfaſtly at him . But he creeps very

flow , with his head cloſe to the ground, ſo that

one may eaſily get out of his way. His leaping

is no more than uncoiling himſelf, ſo that a man

is in no danger, if he is not within the length
of the Snake. Neither can he do any harm , un

leſs he firſt coil , and then uncoil himſelf; but

both theſe are done in a moment.

The noiſe they make is not owing( as fomeima

gine) to little bones lodged in their tails . But

their tail is compoſed of joints that lap over one

another, like a lobſter's, and they make that noiſe

by ſtriking them one upon another. This is

loudeft in fair weather ; in rainy weather they

make no noiſe at all . It is remarkable , that

whenever a ſingle Snake rattles , all that are within

hearing rattle in like manner.

Of how extremely penetrating a nature is

their poiſon ? A man provoking one of them to

bite the edge of his broad -axe , the colour of the

fteeled part preſently changed : and at the firit

ſtroke he made with it in his work, the diſco .

loured part broke out , leaving a gap in the axe.

A gentleman in Virginia has lately given a

particular account, of what he felt after being
bit by one of them .

Hearing, ſays he, a bell upon the top of a
ſteep hill , which I knew to be on one of the

cows of the people where I then quartered. I
went

a
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went right up the hill ; but near the top my foot

flipped , and brought me down upon my knees.

I laid my hand on a broad ſtone to ſtay myſelf;

I ſuppoſe the Snake lay on the other ſide, who

bit my hand in an inſtant, then flid under the

ftone , and founded his rattles. But I foon found

him , cruſhed his head to pieces with a ſtone,

took him up in my left hand, and ran home,

fucking the wound on my right hand, and ſpit

ting out the poiſon. This kept it eaſy ; but my

tongue and my lips grew ſtiff and numb, as if

they were froze . When I came home, one pre

fently ripped a fowl open , and bound it upon

my hand. This eaſed me a little . I kept my

elbow bent and my fingers up, which kept the

poiſon from my arm . Another bruiſed ſome

turmeric, and hound it round my arm, to keep

the poiſon in my hand . This kept my arm eafy

for fome hours ; and my hand, though numb,

was not much fwelled , nor even painful: but

about midnight it puffed up on a ſudden, and

grew furious, till I flit my fingers with a razor.

I alſo ſlit the back of my hand, and cupped it ,

and drew out a quart of ſlimy ſtuff , yet my arm

fwelled . Then I got it tied fo faſt, that it was

almoſt void of feeling. Yet would it work,

writhe, jump, and twine like a Snake, change

colours, and be ſpotted. And the ſpots moved

to and fro upon the arm , which grew painful at

the bone. All things were applied for two days

which could be thought on ; but without effect,

till the aſhes of white aflı -bark made into a plaiſ

ter with vinegar, drew out the poiſon. Wethen

untied my arm ; but within two hours all my

right-ſide turned black. Yet it did not ſwell, nor

pain me. I bled at the mouth foon after, andcon

tinued
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tinued bleeding and feveriſh four days. The

pain raged ſtill in my arm, and I was by tinies

delirious for an hour or .vo . After nine days

the fever went ; but my hand and arm

ſpotted like a Snake all the ſummer. In autumn

my arm ſwelled, gathered, and burſt, ſo away

went poiſon, ſpots and all.

But the moſt ſurpriſing circumſtance was my
dreams. In all ficknefíes before, theſe were

always pleaſant . But now all were horrid. Of

ten I was rolling among old logs ; ſometimes I

was a white oak cut in pieces. Frequently my

feet would be growing into two hickary trees :

ſo that it was a teriorto me, to think of going

to ſleep.

5. It is a wonderful proviſion which is made

for thoſe Snakes, who are inhabitants of the

waters . A Water-Snake has no air-bladder like

fiſhes: but to make amends for this want,, it has

a large membranous air-bag on its back, which it

empties or fills with air at pleaſure, by an aper

ture which it can fhut ſo cloſe, that the leaſt

globule of water cannot enter. By this means

it can enlarge or leſſen the bulk of its borly, and
inhabit

any depth of water.

As for the Serpent of the Waters, of which an

account is gravely given , by the writer of the

Natural Hiſtory of Norway, which he talks of,

as being five or fix hundred yards long, and as

rearing his head higher than the main -maſt of a

man of war, I prefume it is very nearly related

to the Craken of the fame author : a ſea -monſter,

to which a whale is but a ſhrimp, larger than
twenty men of war put together. And this

our
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our writers of magazines and reviews, ſwallow

without any difficulty ! Is it from the juſt judg

ment of God, that men who do not believe the

bible , will believe any thing ?

The King of all Reptiles which are known with

any certainty, is the Crocodile . There are ſixty

two joints in the back -bone, which , though very

cloſely united , have ſufficient play to enable the

animal to bend like a bow to the right and the

left ; ſo that what we hear of eſcaping the crea

ture by turning out of the right line, and of the

animal's not being able to wheel after its prey ,

ſeems to be fabulous. It is likely the Crocodile

can turn with great eaſe; for the joints of its

back are not ſtiffer than thoſe of other animals :

and we know by experience, it can wheel about

very nimbly for its fize.

It is probable, that the ſmell of muſk , which

all theſe animals exhale, may render them agree

able to the favages of that part of Africa. They

are often' known to take the part of this anima}

which contains the muſk , and wear it as a per

fume about their perſons. Travellers are not

agreed in what part ofthe body their muſk -bags

are contained ; ſome ſay in the ears ; ſome, in

the parts of generation , but the moſt probable

opinion is, that this mufky ſubſtance is amaſſed

in glands under the legs and arms.

The American Crocodile, or Alligator, is only

fifteen or fixteen feet long. But thoſe bred in

Afric, or the Eaſt- Indies, are ſaid to be between

five and twenty and thirty. It may well be ſaid

of him , (which cannot be ſaid of the whale) that

his ſcales are his pride: for on his back, as well

as on his head , they are impenetrable as ſteel..
No.
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No creature dares withftand him . He is the king

of all the children of pride. And as every female

Crocodile lays ſome hundreds of eggs at once,

they would utterly diſpeople the waters, were it

not that the male devours all he can find of

them. And ſo diligent is he in his ſearch , that

ſcarce oneout of an hundred eſcapes him . It is

another inſtance of divine mercy, that he cannot

bite under water. By this circumſtance , crea

tures that are able to dive, generally eſcape his

ravenous jaws. It is a vulgar error, that he

moves the upper jaw : he moves the lower only.

The Chameleon (as well as the Alligator) is

of the Lizard Kind. Some in Egypt are twelve

inches long ; båt the Arabian feldom exceeds fix.

He has four feet, and a long flat tail , whereby he

hangs on trees , as well as by his feet. His ſnout

is long, his back ſharp, and grained like ſhagreen .

He has no ears , neither does he make or receive

any found. The tongue is half the length of the

animal , round to the tip, which is flat and hol

low , ſomewhat like an elephant's trunk. And

this he darts out, and drawsback with ſurpriſing

ſwiftneſs. The great uſe of this is , to catch flies,

(which are its proper food, not the air, as is vnla,

garly thought) " by darting it out upon them. Its

colour is not always the ſame. One at Paris ,

when it was in the ſhade, and at reft, was of a

bluiſh grey. In the ſunſhine this changed to a

darkergrey, and its leſs illumined partsto vari

ous colours. When handled or ſtirred, it ap

peared fpeckled with dark ſpots bordering upon

green . If it was wrapt up a few minutes in a

linen cloth , it was ſometimes taken out whitiſh .

But it did not take the colour of any
other cloth

or

“
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or ſubſtance that incloſed it . So that its aſſuming

all the colours it comes near, is a groundleſs ima

gination .

The Chameleon at London was of ſeveral co

lours, like a mottled coat . The moſt diſcernible

were , a green, a fandy yellow, and a liver colour.

When ſtirred or warmed it was ſuddenly full of

black ſpots, as big as a large pin's head. But when

it was quiet, they gradually diſappeared.

There are four ſpecies of Chameleons, 1. The

Arabian , about the ſize of the green lizard . This

is of a whitiſh colour, variegated with reddiſh and

yellowiſh ſpots. 2. The Egyptian, which is of
middle hue, between a whitiſh and a fair green .

3. The Mexican. And 4. A kind which has

been frequently thewn in Europe, and differs from

all the reſt. His head is large; but he alters his

body at pleaſure , inflating it more or leſs : and

not only his body, but his legs and tail . This is

peculiar to , him . The body thus puffed up, will

remain ſo two hours. But it is inſenſibly ſinking

all the time. It can continue a long time in

either of theſe ſtates ; but is generally uninflated .

It then looks miferably lank and lean : its back

bone may be ſeen perfectly; its ribs counted, and,

even the tendons of the feet diftin &tly ſeen

through the ſkin .

Its mouth is furniſhed with continued , denticu

lated bones : but it does not appearwhat uſe they

are of, ſince it preys on flies, and ſwallows them

whole, unleſs for holding a ſtick in its mouth

croſs -ways: which according to Ælian , he fre

quently does, to prevent being ſwallowedby fer

pents .

The ſtructure and motion of his eyes are ſur

priſing. They appear to be large ſpheres, of
which
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which one half ſtands out of the head , and is co

vered with a thick ſkin , perforated with a ſmall

hole at top . Through this is ſeen a very vivid

and bright pupil , ſurrounded with a yellow iris .

This hole is a longitudinal flit, which he opens

more or leſs at pleaſure. The motion of his eyes

is not leſs fingular. It can turn them , ſo as to ſee

either forward, backward, or on either ſide, with

out moving the head at all , which is fixt to the

ſhoulders. And he can give one eye all theſemo
tions, while the other is perfectly ſtill. Each

foot has five toes, all of one ſide, two behind and

three before. He noves very flowlyon the

ground , but on trees more eaſily. Its tail is then

its ſafety, as it twiſts it round the branches, when

in any danger of falling.

Buthow can ſo ſlow a creature catch the moſt

nimble ſort of inſeats ? What nature has denied it

in agility, is abundantly ſupplied by other means.

Its flow, and eaſy motion renders it but little fuf

pected at a diſtance. And when it comeswith

in a proper ſpace of its object, it ſtretches out its

tail , poiſes its body, and fixes itſelf, ſo as ſeldom

to ineet with a diſappointment. When all is

ready, it uncoils its long, ſlender tongue, and

darts it ſo ſwift as ſcarce ever to miſs its prey.

The common colour of the Chameleons in

Smyrna is green , toward the belly inclining to a

yellow. But thoſe in the ruins of the caſtle are

greyiſh, like the ſtones among which theybreed.

One of them , having been kept in a napkin , ap

peared whitiſh ; but it never changed to red or
blue , though wrapt in cloth of thoſe colours for

ſeveral hours together. On being handled or

diſturbed, it became ftained with dark ſpots, bor

dering on green . Sometimes from a green all
over
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over, it became full of black ſpots ; ſometimes

when it appeared black , green ſpots ſuddenly ap

peared. So far is it from being true , that it

changed its colour, according to every object near

it . Nor could we perceive this change to be any

fixed law , it rather ſeemed ſpontaneous. This

only was conftant ; being placed on green, it be

became green ; being on the earth, it changed to

the colour of earth .

no

Another uncommon creature of the Lizard

kind is a Salamander. This is ſuppoſed to live

in fire ; but without any ground . It is indeed

generally found in the chinks of glaſs-houſes, or

near furnaces, where the heat is ſo great,
that

other animal could endure it, without being de

ſtroyed in a few minutes. But ſome years ago,

the trial wasmade by ſeveral gentlemen , whether

it could really live in fire . Some charcoal was

kindled, and the animal laid upon the burn

ing coals. Immediately it emitted a blackiſh li

quor, which entirely quenched them . They

lighted more coals, and laid it upon them . It.

quenched them a ſecond time in the ſame man

ner. But being preſently laid on a freſh fire, it was
in a ſhort time burnt to aſhes.

In many parts of LowerEgypt, there is a kind

of Lizard ' termed Oocaral . It reſembles à cro.

codile, only that is but three or four feet long,

and lives wholly on the land . As it is exceeding

fond of the milk of ewes and ſhe-goats, it makes

uſe of a remarkable expedient. It twiſts its

long tail round the leg of the ewe or goat, and ſo

fucks her at his leiſure.

In moſt parts of Italy there are ſwarms of

Lizards, eſpecially of the green kind. In the

a

a
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ſpring hundreds of them are ſeen, balking on the
roofs, and crawling up and down the walls of

houſes. They are very nimble, and have a bright

ſleek ſkin, and beautiful eyes , but are entirely

harmleſs. The Scorpions are not ſo ; they har

bour not only in oldwalls and under ſtones, but

in every part of the houſe, eſpecially the beds;

and if touched, immediately ſting. The ſting of

an Apulian ſcorpion, has the ſame effect with the

bite of a tarantula. And it requires the ſame

method of cure ; only by different inſtruments,

the flute and bagpipe in particular, with the briſk

beat of a drum . "But the commonremedy againſt

the ſting of a ſcorpion is , to bruiſe the animal,

and bind it on the wound.

6. With regard to Water-Lizards, commonly

called Newts, which moſt people ſuppoſe to be

venomous, they are harmleſs as Land -Lizards,

and arefound in ſummer, in moſt ſhallow ſtanding

waters . One who kept ſeveral of them in glaſs

jars for many months obſerves, in reſpect of that

odd circumſtance, caſting their ſkins, they do this

every fortnight or three weeks. A day or two

before the change, the animal appears more flug

giſh than uſual, and takes no notice of its food,

which at other times it devours greedily. The

ſkin in ſome parts appears looſe,and not of fo

lively a colour asbefore. It begins this work, by

looſening with its fore- feet, the ſkin about its

jaws, puſhing it forward gently and gradually both

above and below the head, till it can flip out firſt

one leg and then the other. Then it thruſts the

ſkin backward as far as thoſe legs can reach.

Next it rubs itſelf againſt pebbles, gravel, or

whatever

1
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whatever elſe it can meet with , till inore than

half the body is freed from the ſkin : which then

appears doubled back, covering the hinder part

of the body and tail . Then turning its head

round to meet its tail , it takes hold of the ſkin

with its mouth, and ſetting his feet thereon, by

degrees pulls it off, drawing the hind-legs out,

as it did the fore-legs. Ifyou then examine the

ſkin , it will be found inſide outward , but with

out the leaſt hole or breach , the part which

covered the hind legs ſeeming likes gloves turned

inſide out , though entirely perfect and unbroken .

They do not however putoff the coverings of
their eyes, as moſt kinds of ſnakes do ; for the

ſkin of the Newt has always two holes, at the

places where the eyes have been. When the

ſkin is off, if it be not foon taken away, the

ture ſwallows it whole.

Many creatures of very different kinds , put off
their ſkins or ſhells at certain periods, and if we

may gueſs at other ſhell-fiſh by the freſh water

ſhrimps, their ſhells are put off without any breach

but one, lengthways in the middle of the belly

part , through which the body, tail, and claws are

pulled out, and the ſhell left in a manner whole.

In the inſect tribe, the changes of caterpillars

are well known . The ſpider throws off its ſkin as

frequently, getting out of it by a rupture under

neath, and leaving every claw intire, and even

the horny covering of his forceps . Even the

mite cafts' its ſkin at ſeveral ſhort periods, and

nearly in the ſame manner.

crea

A particular ſpecies of Water-Lizards, Abbe

Spallanzani terms an Aquatic Salamander. Yet
he
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he obſerves, this cannot bear any great degree

either of heat or cold. But the moſt remarkable

circumſtance relating to it is,that let its tail , legs, or

evenjaws be cut away ,and in a ſhort time they are

re -produced. The tail, beſide a complete appa

ratus of nerves ,muſcles, glands, arteries and veins,

has vertebræ of real bone. And their legs do not

differ from thoſe of the moſt perfect animals, in

the number of bones, whereof they are compoſed.

7. Now when the legsand tails of this animal are
taken away, new vertebræ , new bones are pro

duced : a phænomenon as wonderful as any hi

therto known. This takes place in every known

fpecies of Salamanders, at any period of their life ,

on the earth or in the water ; and let the length

of the divided partbe greater or leſs. Nor do the

conſtituent parts of the new -tail differ from thoſe

of the part that was cut, either in number, ſtruc
ture, or connexion . But a whole

year
is ſcarce

ſufficient to render the new part equal to that

which was cut off. Indeed the regenerating

power ceafes during the winter half year.

When the part re -produced is cut off, it is ſuc

ceeded by another, which proceeds in the fame

manner as the former, and this a ſecond. a third ,

or fourth time : the Salamander ſtill forming new

parts by the ſame unalterable laws.

There are in thelegs of a Salamandar ninety
and nine bones . In the four regenerated legs

there is the ſame number. The form and inter

nal ſtructure of the re-produced, and bones of the

natural , are the ſame . But the colour of the

new bones is ſomewhat different, and their ſub

ſtance more tender. And all theſe parts are re

pro

a
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produced in the ſame manner and the ſame time,

whether the creature is fed, or kept faſting.

When their jaws are cut off, the ſame thing

happens . New bones are re -produced, new teeth,

new cartilages, veins and arteries. From the

wonderful reproduction of ſo many parts in this,

may we not extend our enquiry to other animals

of equally complicated ſtructure ?
Let us en

quire firſt concerning Tad-poles. If the whole

of their tails be cut off, they fink to the bottom of

the water, and periſh . But if part only , they ſoon

recover it . In one ſummer's day the reproduction

makes a rapid progreſs in young Tad-poles. And

in a ſhort time, the new part of the tail and the

old together, equal the tail of others born at the

ſame time . A ſecond, third , and fourth reproduc

tion conſtantly follows, upon a ſecond, third , or

fourth ſection . Nay, ſucceſſive regenerations never

fail, as long as the Tad-pole keeps its tail .

If no nouriſhment is given Tad -poles, they

do not grow, nor are the membranesof the in.

fant ſtate caſt off. Yet the tails cut off, will be

reproduced nearly in the ſame time.

If the head of an Earth -worm be cut off, a new

head is reproduced. Nay, if both the head and

tail are cut off from the middle part, both of

them are reproduced, Nor is this regenerating

power foon exhauſted . A ſecond reproduction

being cut off, is ſucceeded by a third , this by a

fourth, that by a fifth , and ſoon.

The ſame thing takes place in another kind of

worm , little known, which he calls an Aquatic

Boat-worm. It is compołed of rings like the

earth.
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earth -worm , which it ſhortens or lengthens at

pleaſure, and ſo moves from place to place. To

ward the head it is as large as the largeſt gooſe

quill , and its length is about a ſpan. It lives in

fhallow , clear water, either ſtagnating or flowing

gently, fixing its fore part in the inud, whence it

is nouriſhed . The back part reaches the top of

the water, and being ſtretched and hollowed,

form a kind of boat on the ſurface. Its ſides riſe

above the water, ſo that none gets in . But on

the leaſt agitation of the water, the inſect imme.

diately ſhuts up his boat, and retires into the mud .

When the motion is over, he again thruſts his tail

out of the water, and makes hisboat afreſh, which

remains entire till he is difturbed again . And this

he does not fail to make , though the mud is re

moved, and he left with little water . It ſeems

the organs of reſpiration are placed in this part, as

they are in various forts of aquatic animals.

Theſe worms are quicker in their reproduction
than earth-worms. They more eaſily recover

their heads, as well as tails, and this power exerts

itſelf throughout the whole year.

The caſe of the Snail may ſeem ftill more

ſtrange. It can frít , reproduce its horns. After

they have been cut off, the trunk becomes like a

ſmall knob, whence ſprings a black point, which

is the eye. The trunk then increaſes in length

and ſize, till it equals the former horn .

If the head be cutoff, a new one ſucceeds ; but

in a ſingular manner. If a worm's bead he cut off,

the reproduction is an entire organic body, that is ,

a part in miniature exactly fimilar to that which

was cut off. But what appears on the trunk of a

Snail, is not an entire organic body, containing in
VOL . II . C miniature
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miniature all the parts of the head which were cut

off : but theſe parts grow piece by piece at differ

ent intervals, and require time to unite and con

ſolidate into one maſs, reſembling the original pat

tern . For inſtance. Sometimes the re -produc

tion is like a round, ſmall body , containing the

primary parts of the two lips , and of the ſmall

horns , which are united to the mouth, and to the

new -formed teeth . This round body is placed on

the center of the trunk. The large horns and

the fore part of the Snail , which in the entire ani.

mal are contiguous to the head, are wanting.

Another trunk ſhewsthe larger horn on the right

fide, more than a tenth of an inch long, already

provided with its eye. Under this, at ſome dií.

tance , the firſt lineaments of the lip appear . In a

a third Snail ariſe three horns , two of which are

of their natural length , while the third is but juſt

above the ſkin . Some ſhew nothing but the trunk,

without any ſign of re -production, although the

head was taken off at the ſame time with that of

the others , from which are come forth ſuch a

number and variety of organs : on the contrary,

in ſome Snails , there is no difference between the

old and the new head :only there is an afh -colour

ed line, painting out exactly where the head was

cut off.

That Earth -worms feed upon earth , will be

put beyond diſpute, if any one is at the pains to

examine the little curled heaps of dung, which are

ejected out of their holes. But it is in all proba

bility, notpure earth , but ſuch as is made of leaves,

roots, and plants, when gradually rotted and

mouldered away. And whatmakes this the more

probable, is , that they are obſerved to drag the

leaves of trees into their holes.

8. Both
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8. Both the whole Tape-worm , and every part

of it ſeems tobe a compleat animal . In every

joint there is a mouth for receiving food, and doubt

leſs organs for digeſting it . Single joints, as well

as larger pieces, are frequently voided alive. All

thoſe pieces are almoſt equally turgid with chyle.

Now is it not probable, that a ſingle worm, ſhould

in voiding, be broke in ſo niany pieces : andhad

it been done ſome time before, they would be

emaciated ? There ſeems then to be an analogy ,

between this jointed worm and knotted graſs ; each

joint ofwhich is a completeplant, andpropagates
itſelf. It is indeed a Zoophyton, a plant-animal,

bred in animal-bodies : ſince ſo large and fre

quent detruncations, do not deſtroy the life of it.

9. Not only vegetables and animals have their

reſpective infects, to which they afford food as

well as habitation , but Stones themſelves. Thofe

kind of worms , called Lithophagi, are a proof of

this. One might think it incredible, that there

little creatures ſhould ſubfift by gnawing Stones .

And yet nothing is more certain , theſe worm

eaten ilones beingfound almoſt every where. Theſe

are generally lime- ftones. Grit and free- ſtone is

ſeldom eaten in this inanner. Yet there is an an

tient wall of free -ſtone in theBenedictine abbey at

Caen in Normandy, fo eaten with worms, that

one may put one's hands into many of the cavi

ties. The worins are covered with a greeniſh

ſhell, having flat heads, a wide mouth, and four

black jaws. And they lay their 'eggs in thoſe ca

vities, which they gnaw in the ſtone.

One more reptile we may examine a little more

minutely, in which the wiſdom of God is not a
C2 little
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of the part

as

little diſplayed. It is a common Leech. When this

is at reſt, its upper lip forms a regular ſemicircle .

When he moves, this ſemicircle becomes two

oblique lines, the junction of which makes an

angle, which he applies to whatever he would

fix himſelf to . The two lips then make a ſort of

hollow. Both theſe and its mouth are made of ſo

ſupple fibres, that they take the figure

they are applied to , and fix perfectly cloſe to
it.

The wounds it makes are not punctures, but

three cuts made like three rays , which uniting in a

center make equal angles with each other. They

appear if made by a fine lancet. They are in

deed made by three rows of fine and ſharp teeth,
which the microſcope ſhews to be placed along

the middle of a ſtrong muſcle . When the mouth

has ſeized on any part, the muſcle exerts its ac

tion , and ftrikesin all the teeth at once.

Between the mouth and the ſtomach there is a

ſmall ſpace , in which are two different arrange

ments of fibres. The one ſet are flat and plain,

the others are circular. The former contracting

in length, enlarge the capacity ofthethroat; and

the circular ones determine the blood toward the

ſtomach, by contracting it when the blood is re

ceived . Hence it paſies into a kind of mem
branous fack , which ſerves the animal both for

ſtomach and inteſtines. This takes up
the greateft

part of its body. On each fide of this long canal

there is a number of little bags. Theſe be

ing filled with blood, ſwellout the body of the
animal to a fize. Here it remains for many

months , and ſerves the creature for nouriſhment.

If any thing is excreted, it can be only by in

fenſible perſpiration, ſince the creature has no

anus ,
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anus , nor any aperture which can ſupply the
place of one.

Frogs change their ſkins every eight days.

Toads, as well as Frogs, are harmleſs, defenceléfs

creatures , and their greateſt crime is their ugli
neſs.

Newly generated Frogs , which fall to the bot.

tom, reinain there the whole day ; but having

lengthened themſelves a little, ( for at firſt they

aredoubled up) they mount to the mucus which

they had quitted, and feed upon it with great

vivacity. The next day they acquire their Tad

pole form . In three days more they have little

fringes, that ſerve as fins beneath the head , and

theſe four days after aſſume a more perfect

form . It is then they feed greedily upon thepond

weed ; and leaving their former food, on this they

continue to ſubGift, till they arrive a: maturity.

When they come to be ninety-two days old , two

ſmall feet begin to burgein near the tail; and the

head appears to be ſeparate from the body . The

next day the legs are conſiderably enlarged ;

four days after they refuſe all vegetable food ;

their mouth appears furniſhed with teeth ; and

their hinder legs are completely formed. In two

two days more the arms are completely produced ,

and now the Frog is every way perfect, except

that it ſtill continues to carry the tail . In this

odd . ſituation the animal , reſembling at once

both a Frog and a Lizard , is ſeen frequently rifing

to the ſurface, not to take food, but to breathe.

In this ſtate it continues for fix or eight hours,

and then the tail dropping off, the animal appears

in its perlect forin .

C 3 Thus
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Thusthe Frog, in leſs than a day, having chan

ged its figure, changes its appetites allo . So ex

traordinary is this transformation, that the food it

fed upon ſo greedily but a few days before, is now

utterly rejected. It would even ſtarve, if ſupplied

with no other. As ſoon as the animal acquires

its perfect ſtate, it becomes carnivorous , andlives

entirely upon worms and inſects. But as the

water cannot ſupply theſe, it is obliged to quit

its native element, and ſeek for food upon land,

where it lives by hunting worms, and taking in

fects by ſurpriſe.

“ Concerning the Toad, ſays Mr. Arocott, that

lived with us ſo many years, and was ſo great a

favourite, the greateſt curioſity was its being ſo

remarkably tame; it had frequented fome ſteps

before our hall -door, ſome years before my ac

quaintance commenced with it , and had been

admired by my father for its ſize (being the largeſt

I ever met with)who conſtantly paid it a viſit

every evening. I knew it myſelf above thirty

years ; and by conſtantly feeding it, brought it to

be ſo tame that it always came to the candle and

looked up , as if expecting to be taken up and

brought upon the table, where I always fed it

with inſects of all ſorts. It would follow them ,

and when within a proper diſtance, would fix its

eyes, and remain motionleſs for near aquarter of

a minute, as if preparing for the ſtroke, which

was an inſtantaneous throwing its tongue at a

great diſtance upon the infect, which ſtuck to the,

tip, by a glutinous matter. The motion is quicker

than the eye can follow . I cannot ſay how long
my father had been acquainted with the Toad be

fore I knew it ; but when I was firſt acquainted

with it, he uſed to mention it as the old Toad. I

have
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have known it for thirty-ſix years . This Toad

made its appearance as ſoon as the warm weather

came, and retired to ſome dry bank to repoſe till

{pring. When we new layed the ſteps, I had two

holes madein the third ſtep, on each ſide, with

an hollow ofmore than a yard long ; in which I

imagined it ſlept, as it came from thence at its firſt

appearance. It was feldom provoked. Neither

that Toad, nor the multitudes I have ſeen tor

mented with great cruelty, ever ſhewed the leaſt

deſire of revenge. In the heat of the day Toads

come to the mouth of their hole ; I believe for air.

I once from my parlour window obſerved a large

Toad I had in the bank of a bowling-green, about

twelve at noon , in a very hot day, very buſy and

active upon the graſs. So uncommon an appear.

ance made me go out to ſee what it was; when I
found an innumerable ſwarm of winged ants had

dropped round his hole , which tempiation was ir
reſiſtible. Had it not been for a tame raven , I

make no doubt but it would have been now living.

This bird one day ſeeing it at the mouth of its

hole , pulled it out , and although I reſcued it,

pulled out one eye, and hurt it ſo, that notwith

Itanding it liveda twelvemonth, it never enjoyed
itſelf, and had a difficulty of taking its " food,

miſſing the mark for want of its eye."

All Toads are torpid and unvenemous, and

ſeeking the darkeſt retreats , not from the malig

nity of their nature , but the multitude of their

enemies .

a
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CH AP. V.

Of I N S E C T S.Е T

1. Of their Shape and 11 Of theDeath -watch .

Make. 12. Of theEggs of Flies.

2. Of their Eyes. 13. OfGnats.

3. Their Heart, Ref. 14. Of the Cicadula.
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particularly the Silk 17. Of the Ephemeron.

Worm and Silk Spi- 18. Of Butterflies.
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19. Of Catterpillars.

5. Of the common Spi- 20. of the TransformaÖf
der . tion of Inſects.

6. Ofthe Tarantula: 21. Of Ants.

7. Of the Cova. 22. Of the Ant- Eater.

8. ( f Microſcope Ani 23. Of Bees.

mals . 24. Of thePolypus.
9. Of the Flea. 25. Of the Transforma

10. Of the Louſe. tion of Animals.

THE
"HERE remains only the loweſt order of

animals, uſually termed Inſects, becauſe

they have an inciſion, as it were, whichin a man

ner cuts them in two parts. Of theſe I would

ſpeak the more largely, becauſe generally they are
little known.

Rather
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Rather they are deſpiſed , and purpoſely paſſed

over, as unworthy of our conſideration . And yet

it is certain, the wiſdom of the great Creator does

moſt conſpicuouſly thine in them .

1. As to the Shape of their bodies, though it

be ſomewhat different from that ofbirds, being for

the moſt part not fo ſharp before, to cut and

make way through the air, yet it is better adapted

to their manner of life. For conſidering they have

little need of long flights, and that the ſtrength

and activity of their wings, far ſurpaſs the reliſt

ance they meet with from the air, there was no

occaſion for their bodies to be fo ſharpened. But

the nature of their food, the manner of gathering

it , and the great neceſlity they had of accurate

viſion, and large eyes in order thereto, required

the largeneſs of the head , and its amplitude be

fore the reſt of the body is all well-made, and

nicely poiſed for their flight and other occaſions.

The make of their bodies is no leſs admirable :

not built throughout with bones, covered over with

fleſh , and then with ſkin, as in moſt other ani

mals : but cloathed with a curious mail of a middle

nature, ſerving both as a ſkin and bone too ; as

it were on purpoſe to ſhew , that the great con

triver of nature is not bound up to one way only.

How admirably are the legs and wings fitted for

their intended ſervice ? Not to overload the body

nor to retard it, but give it the moſt proper and

convenient motion . What for example , can be

better contrived for this ſervice than the wings ?

Diftended and ſtrengthened by the fineſt bones,

and theſe covered with the fineſt and lighteſt mem

branes ; and many of them provided with the

fineſt articulations, and foldings, in order to be

C 5 laid
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laid
up in their caſes, when they do not uſe them ;

and yet always ready, to be extended for flight.

2. The ſtrućture of the Eye is in allcreatures
an admirable piece of mechaniſm . But this is

peculiarly obſervable in that of an inſect. Its

hardneſs is an excellent guard againſt external in

juries ; and its outer coat is all over beſet with

curious, tranſparent inlets, enabling it to ſee every

way,
without any loſs of time, or trouble to move

the eyes.

a

And their feelers, beſides their uſe in cleaning

the eyes, are a good guard to them in their walk

or flight, enabling them by the ſenſe of feeling to

diſcover annoyances, which, by their nearneſs,

might eſcape the fight.

The eye of a Fly is in truth an aſſemblage of

multitudes, often many thouſands of ſmall eyes.

Nature has given each Fly two large reticular eyes

(that is covered with a kind of net-work .) And

as each contains ſuch a multitude of ſmaller
eyes ,

one would imagine this might ſuffice. Yet ſome

Flies have four reticular eyes; the two ſmaller

are placed as uſual , the two larger are behind the

other, on the upper part of the head.

In different ſpecies the reticular eyes are of dif

ferent colours. Some are brown, fome yellow ,

green , red , and this in all the different ſhades of

thoſe colours. And ſome have the glofs of metals

highly poliſhed.

But beſide theſe, many ſpecies of Flies have a

ort of eyes, which are not reticular, but of a per

fectly ſmooth and even furface, and far ſmaller

than the reticular. Three of theſe are on the

back of the head of vaſt numbers, which are tri

angularly placed. Some have more, and ſome

have
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have leſs than three. Gnats have none of them .

Their heads are in a manner covered with their

reticular
eyes , ſo as to leave no room or occaſion

for ſmooth ones.

Nor are theſe ſmooth eyes peculiar to Flies .

Other inſects alſo have them : the graſs-hopper in

particular has two , which are placed near the

noſe.

a

3. The fpecies of inſects are almoſt innumer

able. All of theſe ſome ſuppoſe to have no Heart,

as they have no ſenſible heat, none that can be

perceived either by the touch, or by any other

experiment. But this is a miſtake. Many indeed

have not ſuch an heart as other animals have : but

all have ſomething analogous to it , ſomething that
anſwers the fame purpoſe.

Some likewiſe have thought, that inſects have

no Reſpiration . But later experiments ſhew , that

there is no ſpecies of them which has not lungs,

and thoſe larger in proportion than other animals.

In moſt of them they lie on , or near the ſurface

of the body. And hence it is , that if Flies are

beſmeared with oil, or any other un&tuous mat

ter, they die in a ſhort time , their Reſpiration be

ing ſtopt , ſo that they are properly ſuffocated .

4. Some alſo hare imagined, That infekts were

Generated out of mere putrifaction, becaufe they

obſerved worins come out of putrified fleſh , which

afterwards turned to flies . But it is certain , if

putrifying fleſh be ſhut up cloſe, no worms are

ever generated from it . Hence we learn , that

Flies lays their eggs in fleſh , which hatch when

it putrifies : ſo that the animal juſt comes to life

when its food is ready for it . All inſects lay their

C.6 eggs ,
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eggs, where there is heat enough to hatch them ,,

and proper food as ſoon as they are hatched.

Thoſe whoſe food is in the water, lay their eggs

in the water : thoſe to whom fleſh is a proper food ,

in fleſh : thoſe to whom the fruits or leaves of

vegetables are food, are depoſited on the proper

fruits or leaves . And conſtantly the ſame kind is

found on the ſame fruit or plant. Thoſe that re

quire more warmth , are lodged by the parent, in

or near the body of ſome animal. And as for

thoſe to whom none of theſe methods are proper,

the parents make them neſts by perforations in

the earth , in wood, in combs : carrying in and

fealing up proviſions, that ſerve both to produce

the young, and to feed them when produced.

The eggs of all inſectsbecome worms, com

monly called Nymphæ. They are next changed

into Aureliæ, ſo called , incloſed in a caſe ; and

theſe dying, a Fly or Butterfly fucceeds .

Some Aureliæ ſhine like poliſhed gold . From

the beautiful and reſplendent colour, ſome authors

have called it a Chryſalis, implying a creature

made of gold. This brilliant hue, which does not

fall ſhort of the beſt gilding, is formed in the ſame

manner in which we fee leather obtain a gold

colour ; though none of that metal ever en
ters into the tincture. It is only found by a

brown varniſh laid upon a white ground; and

the light thus gleaming through the tranſparency

of the brown, gives a charming golden yellow .
Theſe two colours are found one over the other

in the Aureliæ , and the whole appears gilded,

without any real gilding.

To
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To trace theſe wonderful changes a little, in

one kind of inſect. A Silk -Worm , from a ſmall

egg, becomes a worm of the caterpillar kind , and

feeds on mulberry -leaves, till it comes to maturity.

Then it winds itſelf up into a ſilken caſe, about

the ſize and ſhape of a pigeon's egg; and is meta

morphoſed into an Aurelia, in which ſtate it has

no motion or ſign of life : till at length it awakes,

breaks through its filken fepulchre, and appears

a butterfly .

As ſoon as the Silk -Worm has ſtrength, he

makes his web, a'ſlight tiſſue, which is the ground

of his admirable work . This is his firſt day's em

ploy. On the ſecond, he covers himſelf almoſt

over with ſilk . The third he is quite hid . The fol

lowing days he employs in thickening his ball , al

ways working from one ſingle end ſo fine a thread,

that thoſe who have examined it, affirm it would

reach fix miles .

The Silk-Spider makes a thread, every whit as

ſtrong, gloily , and beautiful as the Silk-Worm.

It ſpins from ſeven nipples. Theſe, as ſo many

wire-drawing irons, draw out a viſcous liquor,

which gradually dries in the air, and becomes
ſilk .*

Each of theſe nipples contain many ſmaller

nipples, inviſible to the naked cye ; through

the ſeveral perforations whereof, numberleſs

finer threads are drawn . Before the Spiders be

gin to ſpin, they apply more or fewer of the large

nipples to the body whence the web is begun.

And

* All bonelefs inſects are hermaphrodites, as are ſnails,

leeches , and many ſorts of worms. But ſuch worms as be .

come flies are not, being indeed ofno ſex .
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And as they apply them more or leſs ſtrongly,

nore or fewer of the ſmaller nipples come to

touch : and accordingly the whole thread will be

compounded of more or fewer ſingle threads . One

compound thread frequently confiſts of fifteen or

fixteen ſingle ones.

Their threads areoftwo kinds : one ferves only

for the web with which they catch flies. The

other is much thicker and ſtronger, in which they

wrap up their eggs, in order to ſhelter them from

the cold, as well as from devouring inſects. Theſe

threads they wind looſely round, reſembling the

balls of ſilk -worms that have been looſened for

the diſtaff.

The balls are grey at firſt, but turn blackiſh

when long expoſed to the air. From theſe balls a

filk is made , nothing inferior to the common filk .

It takes all kinds of dyes, and may be niade into all

kinds of ſtuffs. Only there is a difficulty in keep

ing the ſpiders : for they are ſo extremely quar

relome,that if an hundred of them be put together,

in a few hours ſcarce twenty will be left alive.

5. Amazing wiſdom is diſplayed in the make of

the Common Spider. She has ſix teats ,each furniſh

ed with innumerable holes . The tip of each teat

is divided into numberleſs little prominences,which

ferve to keep the threads apart at their firſt exit,

till they are hardened by the air. In every teat,

threads may come out at above a thouſand holes.

But they are formed at a conſiderable diſtance,

each of them having a little fheath , in which it is

brought to the hole. In the belly are two little

ſoft bodies, which are the firſt ſource of the ſilk .

In ſhape and tranſparency they reſemble glaſs

beads, and the tip of each goes winding toward

the

a
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a

the teat. From the root of each bead proceeds an

other branch much thicker, which alſo winds to

wards the fame part. In theſe beads and their

branchesis contained the matter of which the filk is

formed , the body of the bead being a kind of reſer

voir; the two branching canals proceeding from it .

It was before obſerved; that the tip of each teat

maygive paſſage to above a thouſand threads. And

yetthe ſize of the teat in the largest Spider does not

exceed a ſmall pin's head. But the ſmalleſt Spi

ders no ſooner quit their eggs than they begin to

ſpin. Indeed their threads can ſcarce be per

ceived, but the web formed thereof is as thick

and cloſe as any. And no wonder, as four or five

hundred little Spiders often concur in theſame
work. How minute are their teats ! When per

haps the whole Spider is leſs than the teat of its

parent. Each parent lays four or five -hundred

eggs, all wrapt up in a bag. And as ſoon as the

young ones have broken through the bag, they be

gin to ſpin .

And even this is not the utmoſt which nature

does. There are ſome kinds of Spiders ſo ſmall,

as not to be diſcerned without a microſcope. And

yet there are webs found under them ! What muſt

be the fineneſs of theſe threads ? To one of theſe

the fineſt hair is as a cart-rope.

There are ſeveral ſpecies of Spiders that fly, and

that to a ſurpriſing height. The laſt October,

ſays an eminent writer,I took notice that the air

was very full of webs. I forthwith mounted to

the top of the higheſt ſteeple on the Minſter ( in

York ] and could thence diſcern them yet ex

ceeding high above me . Some of the Spiders that

fell upon the pinnacles I took , and found them to

be of a kind, which feldom or never enter houſes,

and
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fome way

and cannot be ſuppoſed to have taken their flight

from the feeple.

There are divers animals as well as Spiders , that

have ſome way of conveyance, utterly unknown

to us. Thus the animals on the ſtanding waters ,

ſo numerous as often to diſcolour them ,and tinge

them red , yellow, or green. That there have

of conveyance is certain, becauſe not

only moſt ſtagnating waters are ſtocked with them ,

yea, not only new pits and ponds, but even holes,

and gutters on the top of houſes , churches, and

ſteeples. That they have not legs for travelling

fo far, is manifeft; it is therefore probable, either

that they dart out webs, and can make themſelves

buoyant, and lighter than the air : or that their

bodies are naturally lighter than air, and ſo they

can ſwim from place to place. It is highly propable,

the eggs of ſuch as are oviparous may be light
enoughto float therein .

To trace this matter farther : every one muſt

have obſerved threads floating in the air : but few

conſider what end they ferve. They are the works

of Spiders. Their uſual method is, to let down

a thread, and then draw it after them. But in the

midſt of this work they fometimes defift ; and

turning their tail according to the wind, emit a

thread with as great violence, as a jet of water

diſcharged from a cock . Thus they continue dart

ing it out, which the wind carries forward , till it is

many yards long. Soon after , the Spider throws

herſelf off from her web, and truſting herſelf to

the air, with this long tail,will afcend ſwift, and

to a great height with it . Theſe lines, which the

Spiders attach to them (though unobſerved) make

theſe air -threads, that waft them along the air ,

and enable them to prey on many inſects, which

they could not reach byany other means.
AL
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All Spiders that ſpin , young as well as old, caft

out theſe threads, and ſail thereby in the air, And

the threads themſelves ſhew the uſe thereof, being

uſually hung with the fragments of devoured ani

mals .

When the threads are newly ſpun , they are al

ways ſingle, and are generally ſeen aſcending

higher and higher. But when they are ſeen

coming down, they are ſometimes compoſed of

three or four, and either without any Spider or

with ſeveral. ' 'Tis plain this happens from the

threads meeting and intangling in the air, which

of courſe brings them down.

It is common to ſee a Spider mount to the top

moſt branch of a buſh , and from thence dart out

ſeveral threads one after another, trying, as it

were, how ſhe likes them. When ſhe has darted

one ſeveral yards, ſhe will of a ſudden draw it up

again, and wind it into a link with her fore-feet,

but more frequently break it off, and let it go. A

Spider will ſometimes dart out and break off many

threads, before it fpins one that it will truſt to .

But at length ſhe ſpins one to her liking, and com
mits herſelf to the air upon it .

The buſineſs of feeding is not all the uſe of theſe

threads; but they evidently ſport and entertain

themſelves by means of them, floating to and fro

in the air, and changing their height at pleaſure.

Theſe air-threads arenot only found in autumn,

but even in the depth of winter. The ſerene days

at Chriſtmas bring out many : but they are only

ſhort and ſlender, being the work of young Spi

ders , hatched in autumn, and are thrown out

as it ſeemsonly in ſport. The thicker ones of au

tumn are the only ones intended to fupport the

old Spiders, when there is plenty of ſmall flies in
the
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the air, which make it worth their while to fail

among them .

a

6. A Tarantula is a kind of Spider, chiefly

found near the city of Tarentum , in Apulia . It

is about the ſize of an acorn , and has eight eyes

and eight feet. Its ikin is hairy : froin its mouth

riſe two trunks, a little crooked and exceeding

ſharp . Through theſe it conveys its poiſon : they

ſeem likewiſe to be a kind of moveable noftrils,

being in continual motion , eſpecially when it is

feeking its food. It is found in other parts of

Italy, but is dangerous only in Apulia. And there

it does little hurt in the mountains (which are

cooler) but chiefly on the plains. Indeed it is

not venomous, but in the heat of ſummer, par

ticularly in the dog-days. It is then fo inraged as

to fly upon any that comes within its reach .

· The bite cauſes a pain , like that by the ſtinging

of a bee. In a few hours the patientfeels a numb

neſs, and the part is marked with a ſmall livid

circle, which ſoon riſes into a painful tumour. A

little after he falls into a deep ſadneſs, breathes

with much difficulty , his pulſe grows feeble, and

his fenſes dull . At length he loſes all ſenſe and

motion, and dies, unleſs ſpeedily relieved. An

averſion to blue and black, and an affection for

white, red, and green, are other unaccountable

fymptoms of this diforder.

There is no remedy but one. While he lies

ſenſeleſs and motionleſs, a muſician plays ſeveral

tunes. When he hits on the right; the patient

immediately begins to make a faint motion. His

fingers firſt move in cadence, then his feet : then

his legs, and by degrees his whole body. At

length he riſes on his feet, and begins to dance,
which
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which fome will do for fix hours without inter

miſſion . After this he is put to bed, and when

his ſtrength is recruited , is called up by the fame

tune to a ſecond dance .

This is continued for fix or ſeven days at leaſt,

till he is ſo weak that he can dance no longer. This

is the ſign ofhis being cured ; for if the poiſon act.

ed ſtill , he would dance till he dropt down dead.

When he is thoroughly tired he awakes as out of

ſleep, without remembering any thing that is paft.

And ſometimes he is totally cured ; but if not, he

finds a melancholygloom, thuns men, feeks water,

and if not carefully watched, often leaps into a

river. In ſome the diſorder returns that time

twelvemonth, perhaps for twenty or thirty years.

And each time it is removed as at firſt. Can

even Dr. Mead account for this ?

Equally unaccountable are the two relations

publiſhed ſome years ſince, by a phyſician of un

doubted credit. The firſt is : a gentleman was

ſeized with a violent fever, attended with a deli

rium . On the third day he begged to hear a little

concert in his chamber. It was with great dif

ficulty the phyſician conſented. From the firſt

tune, his face aſſumed a ſerene air, his eyes were

no longer wild , and the convulſions ceaſed. He

was free from the fever during the concert; but

when that was ended, it returned . The re

medy was repeated , and both the delirium and fe

ver always ceaſed during the concerts.
In ten

days, muſic wrought an entire cure, and he re

lapſed no more.

The other caſe is that of a dancing -maſter,

who through fatigue, fell into a violent fever.

On the fourth or fifth day he was ſeized with

a lethargy , which after ſome time changed into
à furious
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a furious delirium. He threatened all that were

preſent , and obſtinately refuſed all the medicines

ihat were offered him . One of them ſaying, that

perhaps muſic might a little compoſe his imagi

nation, a friend of his took up his violin , and be

gan to play on it . The patient ſtarted up in his

bed, like'one agreeably ſurpriſed, and ſhewed by

his head ( his arms being held) the pleaſure he

felt. Thoſe who held his arms, finding the effects

of the violin, looſened their hold, and let him

move them , according to the tunes . In about a

quarter of an hour, he fell into a deep ſleep.

When he awoke he was out of all danger

We have many other odd accounts of the

power of muſic ; and it muſt not be denied,

but that an ſome particular occaſions, muſical

foundsmay have a very powerful effect. I have
feen all the horſes, and cows in a field , where

there were above an hundred, gather round a

perſon that was blowing a French horn, and ſeem

ing to teſtify an aukward kind of ſatisfaction .

Dogs are well known to be very ſenſible of differ

ent tones in muſic ; and I have ſometimes heard

them ſuſtain a very ridiculous part in a concert .

The
great

old lion which was fonie
years

ſince

kept at the infirmary in Edinburgh, while he was

roaring with the utmoſt fierceneſs, no fooner

heard a bag-pipe, than all his fierceneſs ceaſed .

He laid his ear cloſe to the front of the den, nib

bled his noſe and his teeth againſt the end of the

pipe , and then rolled upon his back for very glee .

I have ſeen a German flute have the fame effect

on an old lion, and a young tyger in the Tower of
London .

7. Thereis found in America a kind of Spider
more miſchievous than even the Tarantula ,

chiefly
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chiefly in the valleys of Neyba , and others within

the Juriſdiction of Popayon. It is called a Coya.

It is much leſs than a bug, and is of a fiery red

colour. It is found in the corners of walls and

among the herbage. On ſqueezing it , if any

moiſture from it falls on the ſkin of either man or

beaſt, it immediately penetrates the fleſh, and

cauſes large tumours, which are foon followed by

death .

The only remedy is, on the firſt appearance ofa

ſwelling, to finge the perſon all over the body with

a flame of ſtraw , or of the long graſs growing on

thoſe plains. This the Indians perform with great

dexterity, ſome holding him by the feet, others

by the hands .

Travellers here are warned by their Indian

guides, if they feel any thing crawl on their neck

or face, not even to lift their hand, the Coyabe.

ing ſo delicate a texture, that it would immedi

ately burſt . But let them tell the Indian what

they feel, and he comes and blows it away.
The beasts which feed there, are taught by in

ftinét, before they touch the herbage with their

lips , to blow on it with all their force, in order

to clear it of theſe pernicious vermin . And when

their ſmell informs them, that a Coya's neft is

near, they immediately leap and run to ſome other

part . Yet ſometimes a mule , after all his care,

has taken in a Coya with his paſture. In this

caſe after ſwelling to a frightful degree, it expires

upon the ſpot. Thus does even the irrational

creation " groan and travel in pain together , " un

till it ſhall be “ delivered into the glorious liberty

“ of the children of God !"

7. Mention
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8. Mention was made of the extreme ſmallneſs

of fome Spiders. But how much ſmaller are thoſe

Animalcula, difcerned by the Microſcope ? Theſe

are in almoſt all water. Even in that wherein the

beſt glaſſes can diſcover no particles of animated

matter, aíter a few grains of pepper, or a ſmall

fragment of a plant of almoſt any kind has been

fometime in it , animals full of life are produced

and ſo numerous as to equal the fluid itſelf in

quantity .

A ſmall quantity of water taken from any ditch

in ſummer, is found to abound in juſt ſuch crea

tures, only larger. Nay any water, ſet in open

veffels in the ſummer months, will after a few

days, yield multitudes of them .

Theſe we know by their future changes are the

fly -worms of gnats, and ſeveral other forts

flies. And we eaſily judge, they owe their origin

to the eggs ofthe parent fly there depoſited. No

doubt then but the air abounds with other animal

cula, as minute as the worms in theſe fluids.

And theſe are the flying worms of theſe animal.

cula which after a proper time ſpent in that ſtate,

will become flies likethoſe to which they owe

their origin .

The waters in which different liquors are in

fuſed afford a proper matter for the worms of dif

ferent ſpecies of flies. And ſome of theſe doubt

leſs are viviparous, others oviparous. This may

occafion the different time taken up for producing

inſects in different fluids. Thoſe proper for the

worms of a viviparous fly, will be fooneſt full of

them : whereas a longer time is required to hatch

the eggs of the oviparous .

Now every animalcule being an organized body,

how delicate muſt the parts be that are neceſſary

to
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to make it ſuch , and to preſerve its vital actions ?

It is hard to conceive, low in ſo narrow a com

pafs, there is an heart , to be the fountain of life,

muſcles neceſſary for its motion, glands to ſecrete

its fluids, ſtomach and bowels to digeſt its food ,

and other innumerable parts, without which an

animal cannot ſubſift. And every one of theſe

muſt have fibres, membranes, coats , veins , arteries,

nerves , and an infinite number of tubes , whoſe

ſmallneſs exceeds all efforts of imagination . And

yet there are parts that muſt be infinitely ſmaller

than theſe, namely the fluids that move through

them , the blood , lymph andanimal ſpirits, whoſe

ſubtility even in largeanimals , is incredible.

As to ſome of the animalcules obſerved by

Lewenhoeck, he computed, that three or four

hundred of them placed cloſe together in a line ,

would only equal the diameter of a grain of ſand.

Twenty-ſeven millions then of theſe animals

equal in bulk a grain of ſand !

But Hartſocker carries the matter ſtill farther,

If, ſays he, according to our preſent ſyſtem of ge

neration, all animalswere formed from the begin

ing ofthe world, and incloſed one within another,

and all of them in the firſt animal of each fpe

cies : how minute muſt the animalcula produced

now , have been at the beginning ?

9.
Even the meaneſt and moſt contemptible of

inſects, ſhews the wiſdom of its creator . Fleas,

for inſtance, depoſit their eggs only on ſuch ani

mals, as afford them a proper food.' Theſe hatch

intowormsof a ſhining pearl colour, which feed

on the ſcurff of the cuticle. In a fortnight they

are very active, and if diſturbed, ſuddenly roll

themſelves into a ball. Soon after they begin to

creep ,

a
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creep, with a very ſwift motion. When arrived at

their full ſize, they ſpin a thread out of their

mouth, wherewith they form themſelves a cafe.

After a fortnight's reſt here, each of them burits

a perfect Flea, leaving its exuvia behind. It is

milk-white till the ſecond day before its erup

tion : then it changes colour and gets ſtrength , lo

that upon its firſt delivery , it ſprings nimbly a
way.

Minute animals are found proportionably much

ſtronger and more active than large ones. The

ſpring of a Flea in its leap vaſtly exceeds any

thing greater animals are capable of. Mr. De

Liſle has computed the velocity of a little crea
ture , which ran three inches in half a ſecond.

Now fuppofing its feet to be the fifteenth part of

a line, it muſt then , in order to travel over fuch

a ſpace in ſuch a time, make five hundred ſteps

in the ſpace of three inches : that is, it muſt ſhift

its feet five hundred times in a ſecond, or in the

ordinary pulſation of an artery. What is the
motion of any large animal, in compariſon of
his ? Or what is the ſwiftneſs of a greyhound or a

race-horſe, to that of ſuch an animalcule ?
-

The body of a Flea appears, by a microſcope ,

to be all over curiouſly adorned with a ſuit of

poliſhed fable armour, neatly jointed , and beſet

with multitudes of ſharp pins. It has ſix legs , the

joints of which are ſo adapted, that it can fold

them up one within another ; and when it leaps,

they all ſpring out at once, whereby its whole

ſtrength is exerted, and the body raiſed above

two hundred times its own diameter.

a

10. A Loufe alſo affords to our obſervation ,

a very delicate ſtructure of parts . It is divided into

the
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at

e.

the head, the breaſt, and the tail. In the head

appear two fine black eyes, with a horn that has

five joints and is ſurrounded with hairs, ſtanding

before each eye. From the noſe projects in a

ſheath the piercer or fucker, which it thruits into

the ſkin. This is judged to be ſeven hundred

times finer than an hair. It has no other mouth

than this.

The ſkin of the breaſt is tranſparent, and from

the under part of it proceed fix legs, each having

five joints ; each leg is terminated by two claws,
which it uſes as we would a thumb and middle

finger.

If one of them when hungry be placed on the

back of the hand, it will thruſt its ſucker into the

Ikin, and the blood it ſucks may be ſeen paſſing

in a fine ſtream to the fore-part of the head .

Falling into a roundiſh cavity there, it paſſes on

to another receptacle in the middle of the head .

Thence it runs to the breaſt, and then to a gut

which reaches to the hinder part of the body,

where in a curve it turns again a little upward. It

then ſtands ftill , and ſeems to undergo a ſepara

tion : ſome of it becoming clear and watry, while

other black particles paſs down to the anus.

Lice are not hermaphrodites; and the males

have ſtings, which the females have not.
A fe

male lays in twelve days an hundred eggs, which

hatch in fix days . Suppoſe theſe produce fifty

males , and as many females: theſe females com

ing to their full growth in eighteen days , may

each in twelve days lay an hundred eggs more ..

And theſe in ſix days more may produce a young

brood offive thouſand. So ſwiftly do theſe crea

tures multiply !

a

a

1
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Moft animals are ſubje £t to lice , but each of a

different kind , and none of them like the human .

Nay, even inſects are not free . Beetles, ear

wigs and ſnails are particularly ſubject to them .

Numberleſs little red lice are often ſeen about the

legs of ſpiders. A ſort of whitiſh lice are com

mon on bees . They are alſo found on ants.

Fiſhes, one would think, living in the water,

and perpetually moving to and fro, ſhould be free

from lice. But they have their forts too, which

neſt under their fcales, the ſalmon in particular.

Beſide which , there are frequently found great

numbers of long worms, in the ſtomach and other

And theſe work themſelves fo

deeply into their fleſh, that they cannot eaſily be

parts of fiſh .

got out.

Many inſects are bred in the noſtrils of ſheep.

One may take out twenty or thirty rough mag

gots at a time. A rough , whitiſh maggot is found

alſo within the inteſtinuni rectum of horſes.

Others are generated in the backs of cows, which

at firſt are only a ſmall knot, being an egg laid

there by ſome infect. Afterward it grows big.

ger, and contains a maggot, lying in a purulent

matter.

In Perſia ſlender worms, ſix or ſeven yards

long, are bred in thelegs and other parts ofmen's
bodies. Yea, there have been divers inſtances

of worms taken out of the tongue, gums, noſe,

and other parts, by a perſon of Leiceſter, before
many witneſſes.

11. A very extraordinary kind of inſect, is

that which is called a Death -Watch, becauſe ita

makes a noiſe like the beating of a watch . They

are of two kinds . One is a ſmall beetle. fome.

what

a
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the eyes.

what more than aquarter of an inch long, of a

dark brown, and ſpotted, having a large cap on

the head, and two feelers ſpringing from beneath

Dr. Derham obſerved it to draw

back its mouth, and beat with its forehead . He

kept two, a male and a female, in a box , for ſome

months, and could bring one of them to beat

when he pleaſed, by imitating its beating. And

he foon found this tícking to be the way, whereby

they wooed one another.

The other kind is a greyiſh inſect like a Louſe,

which beats ſome hours together without inter

miſſion, and that ſlowly ; whereas the former beats

only ſeven or eight ſtrokes at a time, and much

quicker. It is very common in ſummer in all

parts of our houſes, is nimble in running to ſhel

ter, and ſhy of beating, if diſturbed ; but is free

to beat, and to anſwer yourbeating, if you do not

ſhake the place where it lies. This commonly,

if not always, beats either in or near paper. It is

at firſt a ſmall,white egg, like a nit. It hatches in

March , and creeps about with its ſhell on. It is

then ſmaller than the egg itſelf, but ſoon grows to

the perfect ſize .

That Death -Watches do woo one another, but

not always, wemay learn from the account of

an accurate obſerver. “ As I was in myſtudy,

I happened to hear what is called a Death

watch. Inclining my head toward a chair, I

found it was beating there.. The manner of its

beating was this . It lifted up itſelf on its hinder

legs , and extending its neck, ftruck its face upon

the ſedge, which was bared upon its outward coat,

about the length of half an inch . The impreſſion

of its ſtrokes was viſible : the outward court of

the ſedge being depreſſed, where it had juſt been

beating,

a
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woo its

beating, for about the compaſs of a ſilver-penny.

I am inclined to think it beats for food . There

were ſeveral places on the fedge, where it had

been at work, and where it had probably been

ſojourning for ſome days.

Poſſibly the infect may ſometimes

mate by beating thus : but it was not the caſe

now. It had not any other of its kind near it.

It ſeemed therefore to be preparing its food. It

was about a quarter of an inch long, of a dark

dirty colour, having a broad helmet over its head,

which he can draw up under it , ſo that it is a

notable defence againſt the falls, to which he is

continually expoſed, creeping over rotten and

decayed places.

“ The ſecond day after I took it, I opened the

box , and ſet it in the ſun . It was ſoon very briſk,

and crept nimbly to and fro , till ſuddenly it

ftruck out its wings, and was going to take its

leave; but on my shading it over, it drew in its

wings, and was quiet."

This ſeems to be the ſmalleſt of the beetle kind

A gentleman deſcribes one of a very different

fort, in the Philoſophical Tranſactions.

the removal of a large leaden cifern , I obſerved

at the bottom of it black beetles. One of the

largeſt I threw into a cup of ſpirits, ( it being the

way of killing and preparing inſects for mypur

poſe. ) In a few minutes it appeared to be quite

dead . I then ſhut it up in a box about an inch

and a half diameter, and throwing it into a drawer,

thought no more of it for two months, when

opening the box, I found it alive and vigorous,

though it had no food all the time, nor any

more air than it could find in ſo fmall a box, whoſe

cover ſhut verycloſe. A few days before, a friend

had ſent me three or four cack -roaches.

Theſe

- On

а
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Theſe I had put under a large glaſs; I put my

beetle among them , and fed them with green

ginger,which they ate greedily; but he would never

taſte it , for the five weeks they lived there . The

cock - roaches would avoid the beetle, and ſeem

frighted at his approach : but he uſually ſtalked

along not at all regarding whether they came in

his wayor not. Duringthe two years
and an half

that I have kept him , he has neither eat nor
drank .

“ How then has he been kept alive ? Is it by the

air ? There are particles in this, which ſupply a

growth to ſome ſpecies of plants, as ſempervive,

orpine and houſe-leek: may not the ſame or the

like particles ſupply nouriſhment to come ſpecies

of animals ? In the amazing plan of nature , the

animal, vegitable and mineral kingdoms, are not

feparated from each other by wide diſtances, but

near their boundaries, differ from each other, by

fuch minute and inſenſible degrees, that we can

not find out certainly , where the one begins, or

the other ends. As the air therefore nouriſhes

fome plants, ſo it may nouriſh ſome animals ;

otherwiſe a link would ſeem to be wanting, in

the mighty chain of beings. It is certain came

leons andſnakes can live many months without

any vifible ſuſtenance : and probably, not merely by

their flow digeſtion, butrather by means of partic

les contained in the air, as this beetle did ; yet

doubtleſs in its natural ſtate, it uſed more ſubſtan

tial food. So the plants above-named thrive belt

with a little earth , although they flouriſh a long

time , and ſend forth branches and flowers, when

they are ſuſpended in the air.

“ Even in the exhauſted receiver, after it had

· been there half an hour, it ſeemed perfectly un

concerned ,D 3
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eggs, between

concerned, walking about as briſkly as ever, But

on the admiſſion of the air, it ſeemed to be in a

ſurpriſe for a minute.

“ After Ihad kept him half a year longer, he got

away, through the carleſſneſs of a ſervant who

took down the glafs.”

12. A Female-Fly, within four and twenty

hours after her congreſs with the male, begins to

depoſit her eggs on ſomeſubſtance proper to give

nouriſhment to the worm that is to be produced.

There eggs in general are white and oblong. But

there are ſomeof them which are ſingular. To

deſcribe one fpecies of them may ſuffice, the eggs

laid on hog's dung.

They are white and oblong, but of a peculiar
make. At one end of each of theſe

that end and the middle, are two little wings,

ftanding out on either ſide. As foon as the Fly

has laid her eggs, ſhe thruſts them into the dung.

This keeps the coat of the egg ſoft ; otherwiſe the
embryo could never get out. But if the whole

egg were thruſt in,the creature would be ſuffocat

ed, as ſoon as it is hatched. Therefore part only

is to be emerſed, and part to be left out. And

this is admirably provided for by theſe wings.

For when the female thruſts in the egg, it eaſily

enters at the finaller end , which is the part
firit

protruded from her body : but it ſtops at the

wings, and ſo the upper part remains open to the

air,

Some ſpecies of Flies faſten their eggs to the

ſides of veſſels of water. All theſe
eggs

have a

thin flake running down the two fides diametri

cally oppofite . So that they look as if they were

incloſed in a frame. The uſe of this frame is, to

hold
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hold the body of the egg more firmly to the ſide

of the veſſel. Thoſe eggs which have it not , are

depoſited by the FemaleFly with a viſcous mat

ter about them .

Some Flies lay their eggs in the bodies of cater.

pillars. Theſe are at great pains to carry thoſe

catterpillars to the places where it is proper their

eggs ſhould be hatched. There is one ſpecies

whoſe worm can never ſucceed, unleſs it be both

bred in the caterpillar, and that caterpillar buried

under ground. To this purpoſe the parent, when

ready to lay her eggs, forms a hole in the ground,

and covers itwith a little clod. Then ſhe goes in

ſearch of a proper catterpillar, perhaps one

much larger than herſelf, which nevertheleſs the

drags to her hole. This ſhe uncovers, and goes in

to ſee if all is right. Then ſhe goes and draws the

caterpillar in, depoſits her eggs in his fleſh, and

ſtopsup the hole with ſeveralpellets of dirt and

dult , carefully rammed in between . When the

wormsare hatched, they feed on the fleſh , of the

caterpillar till they are full grown. Then they

change into Aureliæ, and afterward into the form

of the Parent-Ay : in which ſtate they eaſily make

their way out of the ground.

12. Some oftheſe lay their eggs in the bodies of

ſmaller Flies . They often fly with one of them

in their legs, the head of it being cloſe to their

bellies. They carry theſe to little holes inthe

ground. In the firſt they lay their eggs. Then

they bring others, to be food for their young when

hatched . One Fly is not enough ; therefore their

parents carry them more every day, crawling

backward into the hole, and draggingin the Flies

after them . When the worms change into Au

reliæ, their caſes are made of the exuviæ of the

Flies they have been feeding on.

D4 The
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The eggs of inſects are uſually the occaſionof

what are termed blights. Theſe ſeldom happen

but on the blowing ofſharp eaſterly winds. Many

inſects attend thoſe winds, and lay their eggs on

proper plants. Indeed the large worms or cater

pillars which attend ſome blights, ſeem to be only

hatched by thoſe winds. But they probably bring

thoſe ſwarms of inſects, which occafion the curl

ing of the leaves of trees .

Every inſeĉt feeds on one plant and no other.

On this only it lays its eggs. Hence it is, that one

kind of tree only is blighted, and the reſt eſcape.

All treesthen cannot be blighted at once, unleſs:

onewind could bring the eggs of all infe &ts, with

as many different degrees of heat and cold, as are

required to hatch and preſerve each ſpecies.

And what though we do not always perceive

animals in blights? By microſcopes we diſcover

animalcula, a million times lefs than thoſe that are

perceivable by the naked eye. The gentleſt air

may waft theſe from place to place : ſo that it is

no wonder if they are brought to us from Great

Tartary, even the cold air ofwhich may give them

life, and from whence there is not ſo much fea as

to ſuffocate them in its paſſage, by the warmth

and faltneſs of its vapours.

Trees are preferved from blights, by ſprink

ling them with tobacco-duſt or pepper-duft, which

are death to all inſects.

But one kind of blight is cauſed, merely by long

continued, dry, eaſterly winds. Theſe ſtop the
perſpiration in the tender bloſſoms, ſo that in

ſhort time they wither and decay : ſoon after ,

the tender leaves are affected ; their perſpiring

matter becoming thick and glutinous, ſo as to be

a proper nutriment to the inſects, which are then

always found upon them . In this caſe, the in

ſects
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fects are not the cauſe, but the effect of the

blight.

It is a kind of blight that produces Galls,which

are the buds of oaks ſwelled out. The cauſe is ,

into the heart of the tender bud, a fly thruſts one

or more eggs. This
egg

foon becomes a worm,

and eats itſelf a little cell in the pith of the bud,

which would have grown into a branch . The

fap, which was to nouriſh that branch, being di

verted into the remaining parts of the bud, theſe

grow large and flouriſhing, and become a cover

ing for the cell of theinſečt.

Not only the willow and ſome other trees, but

plants alſo, nettles, ground- ivy, and others, have

ſuch caſes produced upon their leaves. The pa
rent- infect, with its ſtiff tail , bores the rib of the

leaf when tender, and makes way
for her

egg
into

the very pith . Probably the lays it there, with

fome proper juice, to preventthevegetation of it.

From this wound ariſes a fmall excreſcence, which

when the egg is hatched grows bigger, and

bigger as the worm increaſes, ſwelling on each

fide the leaf, between the two membranes. This

worm turns afterwards to an Aurelia, and then to

a ſmall green Fly.

The Aleppo-Galls,wherewith we make our ink ,

are of this number, being only caſes of inſects,

which knawed their way out, through the little
holes we ſee in them.

For a ſample of the tender balls , ſee the balls as

round,and ſometimes as big as ſmall muſket-bullets ,

growing under oaken leaves, cloſe to the ribs of

a greeniſh yellowiſh colour. Their ſkin is ſmooth ,

with frequent riſings therein . Inwardly they are

very ſoft and ſpungy; and in the very center is a

cafe, with a white worm therein, which afterwards

becomes

D5
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becomes a fly . As to this gall , there is one thing

peculiar. The fly lies all winter within this ball,

and does not come to maturity till the follow

ing ſpring. In the autumn theſe balls fall to the

ground with their leaves. Yet the inſect incloſed

in them , is fenced againſt the winter froſts, partly

by other leaves lying upon them, and partly by

the thick ſpungy wall , afforded by the gallsthem
felves.

13. There are few inſects more prolific than

the Gnat. All its changes from the egg to the

perfect animal are fulfilled in three weeks or a

month : and there are uſually ſeven generations

of them in a year, in each of which the parent

lays two or three hundred eggs .
Theſe ſhe ran

ges in the form of a boat , and each leg is ſhaped

like a nine-pin . The thicker ends of theſeare

placed downward . They are firmly joined to

gether by their middles, and their narrower parts

ſtand upward.

Viewed with a microſcope, the larger end is

obſerved to be terminated by a ſhort neck, the

end of which is bordered by a kind of ridge. The

neck of each is funk in the water, on which the

boat ſwims: for it is neceſſary they ſhould keep

on the ſurface, ſince otherwiſe the eggs could

never be hatched .

The ranging theſe in ſo exact order, requires

the utmoſt care in the parent. Gnats lay their

eggs in the morning hours, and that on ſuch

waters, as will give ſupport to their young . Here

the parent places herſelf on a ſmall ſtick , a leaf,

or any ſuchmatter near the water-edge, in ſuch a

manner, that the laſt ring but oneof her body,

touches the ſurface of the water. The laſt ring
of
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of all , where there is the paſſage for the eggs, is

turned upward, and every egg is thruſt out ver

tically. When it is almoſt diſengaged, ſhe ap
plies it to the ſides of the cluſter already formei:

io which it readily adheres by means of a viſcous

matter wherewith they are covered.

The great difficulty is, to place the firſt laid

eggs in a proper poſition to receive the reſt, and

to ſuſtain themſelves and them , in a proper di, .

rection. Theſe ſhe with great precaution places

exactly, by means of her hinder legs. Andwhen

a ſufficient number of them are arranged , all the

reft is eaſy: inaſmuch as theſe are a firm ſupport

to all that follow them.

Theſe are circumſtances ſufficiently extraor

dinary in this little animal ; but it offers fome

thing ſtill more curious in the method of its pro

pagation. However ſimilar inſects of the Gnat

kind are in their appearances, yet they differ

widely in the manner in which they are brought

forth ; for ſome are oviparous , ſome vivipa

rous ; ſome are males, fome are females,

fome are of neither ſex, yet ſtill produce young,

without any copulation whatſoever. Thisis one

of the ſtrangeſt diſcoveries in allnatural hiſtory !

A Gnat ſeparated from the reſt of its kind, and

incloſed in a glaſs veſſel, with air ſufficient to

keep it alive, ſhall produce young, which alſo ,

when ſeparated from each other, ſhall be the pa

rents of a numerous progeny. Thus down for

five or fix generationsdo theſe extraordinary ani

mals propagate in the manner of vegetables, the

young burſting from the body of their parents,

without any previous impregnation. At theſixth

generation, however, their propagation ſtops ;

the Gnat no longer produces its like from itſelf,

but requires the acceſs of the male.

D6 14. A Cicadula
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14. A Cicadula is a ſmall infećt found in May

and June, on the falks of leaves of plants, in a

kind of froth, commonly called Cuckoo -Spit .

This froth is not from theplant, but the mouth of

the animal ; and if it be gently wiped away, will

be preſently ſeen illuing out of its mouth , till

there is as large a quantity of it as before. They

are of the thape of a louſe, ſome being whitiſh ,

foine yellowiſh, and others green. They often

change their ſkins, while they live in this froth ,

and only creep a little. But when they leave the

plant they hop and fly , having wings which cover

the whole body.

The Cochineal is an infect of the fame fpe

cies with the Gall - infect. It is found adhering to

ſeveral plants ; but only one communicates its

valuable qualities to it, the Opantia or Prickle
Pear . This confifts of thick ſmalliſh leaves,

and its fruit, reſembling a fig, is full of a crimſon

juice , to which the inſect owes its colour.

When forft hatched, it is ſcarce bigger than

a mite, and runs aboutvery ſwiftly. But it ſoon

loſes its activity, and fixing on the leaſt and moſt

juicy part ofthe leaf, clings there for life, with

outmoving any more, only for its ſubſiſtence,

which it fucks wthin its probocis.

The male has no appearance ofbelonging to the

fame ſpecies . They are ſmaller than the fe

male; have wings, and like the butterfly, are .

continually in motion. They are conſtantly

ſeen among the females, walking over them, as

it were careleſly, and impregnating them . But

it is the female only which is gathered for uſe,

four tiines in the year ; for ſo many are the ge

uerations of them .

15. The
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worm.

15. The moſt ſingular part of the life of a

Drone -Fly, is that it paſſes in the form of a

It is then diſtinguiſhed from all other

worms by its long tail : at different times this is

indeed of different lengths: but it is always longer

than the worm itſelf. It is round , ſmooth , and

very ſmall at the extremity ; ſometimes no

thicker than a horſe-hair . To know the uſe of

this tail , we muſt firſt know the nature of the

worm itſelf. It is an aquatic, and never leaves

the water tillit changes into its Fly-ſtate. They lie

in multitudes in the mud at the bottom of veſſels.

of ſtinking water. Put them into veſſels of clean

water, and they will ſoon ſhew the uſe of their

tails . Though they live under water , they can

not live without breathing freſh air. This is the:

end to which their long tails ſerve. For even

while they lie buried in the mud, their tails are
extended to the top of the water, and being open

at the extremity, let air into their bodies. And

as ſoon as theyare ina veſſel of freſh water,they

get to the bottom and thruſt up their tail to the

furface . They can lengthen them at pleaſure :

to beaſſured of this, you needonly pour in more

water. Theworms then lengthen their tails pro

portionably, in order to breathe from the ſurface :

by adding more and more water you will find they

can extend their tails to the length of five inches :

an extremely remarkable length for a creature

little more than half an inch long. Beyond five

inches however they cannot go. And if you

make the waterof a greater depth, they leavethe

bottom, and either travel up the ſides of the vef

ſel to a proper height; or elſe ſwim in the water,

at the depthof five inches..

a
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16. No
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16. No fpecies of Flies is more remarkable,

than the larger Fire - Fly of Jamaica. It is above

an inch long, and proportionably broad. Moſt

of its internal parts are luminous ; only the

thickneſs of the cover hinders its appearing.

But on forcing the rings that cover the body a

little aſunder, light illues from all the entrails.

The head has two ſpots juſt behind the eyes,

which emits ſtreams of ſtrong light . But though

theſe flow naturally from the inſect, yet it has a

power of interrupting them at pleaſure. And

ihen theſe ſpots are as opaque as the ſurface of

the body:

A perſon may read the ſmalleſt print by the

light of one of theſe infects, if held between the

fingers , and moved along the line , with the lu

minous ſpots over the letters. They are ſeldom

ſeen in the day, but wake with the evening, and

move and ſhine moſt part of the night . They

readily fly toward each other. Hence the ne.

groes have learned, to hold one between their

fingers, and wave it up and down, which others

ſeeing fly directly toward it, and pitch upon the

hand. They are ſo torpid by day, it is hard to

make them diſcover ſigns of life; andif they do,

they preſently relapſe into the ſame ſtate of in

ſenſibility. As long as they remain awake, they
emit light : but they are vigorous only in the

night .

17. One more inſect of the fly kind, we cannot

paſs by unnoticed : the Ephemeron, or Fly that

lives but part of a day. It appears uſually about

Midſummer. It is produced about fix in the

evening, and dies about eleven . But before it

becomea fly , it exiſts three years as a worm in

a clay
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a clay caſe. It never eats from the time of its

change to its death , nor 'has any organs for re

ceiving or digeſting food. The buſineſs of its

life is ſummed up in few words . As ſoon as it

has dropt its clay coat , the poor, little animal

being now light and agile, ſpends the reſt of its

ſhort, winged ſtate, in friſking over the waters.
During this the female being impregnated, drops

her
eggs upon

the water. Theſe ſink to the bot

tom , where they are hatched by the heat of the

ſun into little worms, which make themſelves

caſes in the clay, and feed on the ſame, or on

what the waters afford, without any need of

parental care . Thus they are inhabitants of the

water, till the time comes for ſhaking off their

ſhell, and emerging into air.
Of one ſort of Ephemeron , Mr. Collinſon

writes thus . May 26 , 1744 , I was firſt ſhewn

this, by the name of May -Fly. It lies all the

year, but a few days , at the bottom of the river ;

then riſes to the ſurface of the water, and ſplit

ting opens its cafe, up ſprings the new animal ,

with a ſlender body, four ſhining wings, and three

long hairs in its tail . It next flies about to find a

proper place , where it may wait for its approach

ing change . This comes in two or three days .

I held one on my finger, while it performed this

great work . It was ſurpriſing to ſee, how eaſily

its back ſplit, and produced the new birth, which

leaves head , body, wings, legs, and even its

three-haired tail behind, or the caſes of them.

After it has reſted a little, it flies nimbly to ſeek

its mate. The males keep under the trees, re

mote from the river. Hither the females re

forted, and when impregnated, ſoon left the

males, fought the rivers, and kept continually

playing

a
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playing up and down on thewater. Every time

they darted down, they ejected a cluſter of eggs.

Then they ſprang up again . Thus they went up

and down, till they had exhauſted their ſtock of
eggs and ſpent their ſtrength , being ſo weak that

they can riſe no more , but fall a prey to the fiſh .

This is the end of the females. The males neyer

reſort to the river, but having done their office,

drop down and die.

In a life of three or four days, they eat no

thing. They have no apparatus for that pur

poſe; yet they have ſtrength to ſhed their ſkin,

and to perform the ends of their life with great

vivacity.

But how poor an end, to our apprehenſion, is

anſwered by the life of this, and innumerable

other animals ?

18. The eggs of Butterflies do not increaſe in

bulk while in the body of the female. As ſoon as

they are impregnated by the male , they are

ready to be laid . But this requires ſome time,

both becauſe of their number, and the nicety

with which ſhe arranges them. This indeed is

the whole buſineſs of her life : for when they are

laid , ſhe dies .

The female does not depoſit them at random ,

but ſearches out a ſort of plant which the Ca

terpillars can feed on as ſoon as they are hatched.

Neither does ſhe ſcatter them irregularly and

without order, but difpofes them with perfect

ſymmetry, and faſtens them together by a viſ

cous liquor diſcharged from her own entrails..

And thoſe ſpecies whoſe hinder part is covered

with long hairs, gradually throw them alloff, and
therewith
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of their parents.

therewith make a neſt, wherein the eggs are kept

ſafely, till the time of their hatching.

19. Some Caterpillars are hatched in the

ſpring, as foon as the leaves they are to be fed

on begin to bud. After thirteen days , they change

into Aureliæ , and having paſt three weeks in that

ſtate, they iſſue forth winged, with all the beauty

Thewings of Butterflies fully diſtinguiſh them

from flies of every other kind . They are four in

number ; andthough two of them be cut off, the

animal can fly with the two remaining. They

are in their own ſubſtance tranſparent; but owe

their opacity to the beautiful duſt with which

they are covered, and which has been likened,

by fome, to the feathers of birds ; by others, to

the ſcales of fiſhes. In fact, if we regard the

wing of a Butterfly with a good microſcope, we

fhall perceive it ftudded over with a variety of

little grains of different dimenſions and forms,

generally ſupported on a foot talk ,regularly laid

upon the whole ſurface. Nothing canexceed the

beautiful andregular arrangement of theſe little

ſubſtances. Thoſe of one rank are a little co

vered by thoſe that follow : they are of many

figures : here may be ſeen a fucceſſion of oval

ftuds; there a cluſter of ſtuds, each in the form

ofan heart: in one place they reſemble a hand

open ; and in another, they are long or trian

gular ; while all are interſperſed with taller ſtuds

a

between the reſt, like muſhrooms upon,

a ſtalk.

The
eyes

of Butterflies have not all the ſame

form; for in ſome they are large, in others ſmall.

In all of them the outward coat has a luſtre, in

that grow

which
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which may be diſcovered the various colours of

the rainbow . When examined cloſely, it will

be found to have the appearance of a multiplying

glaſs; having a great number of ſides or facets,

in the manner of a brilliant cut diamond . Theſe

animals, therefore , ſee not only with great clear

neſs, but view every object multiplied in a ſur

priſing manner. Puget adapted the cornea of a

fly in ſuch a poſition, as to ſee obječts through

it by ineans of a microſcope; and nothing could

exceed the ſtrangeneſs of its repreſentations : a

ſoldier , who was ſeen through it, appeared like

an army of pigmies ; for while it multiplied, it

alſo diminiſhed the object . It ſtill, however, re

mains a doubt, whether the inſect ſees objects

ſingly, as with one eye ; or whether every facet

is itſelf a complete eve , exhibiting its own ob

ject diſtinct from all the reſt. The trunk, which

few Butterflies are without, is placed exactly be

tween the eyes ; which, when the animal is not

ſeeking its nouriſhment, is rolled up like a curl .

A Butterfly, when it is feeding, flies round fome

flower, and ſettles upon it. The trunk is then un

curled, and thruſt out , ſearching the flower to its

very bottom . This ſearch being repeated ſeven

or eight times, the Butterfly then paſſes to ano

ther ; and continues to hover over thoſe agree

able to its taſte, like a bird over its prey. This

trunk conſiſts of two hollow tubes, nicely joined

like the pipes of an organ.

Butterflies as well as moths employtheir ſhort

lives in a variety of enjoyments. Their whole

time is ſpent either in queft of food, which every

flower offers; or in purſuit of the female, whoſe

approach they often perceive at above two miles

diſtance. Their fagacity in this particular is

aſtoniſhing ;

a
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aſtoniſhing ; but by what ſenſe they are capable

of doing this; is not eaſy to conceive. It can

not be by fight, ſince ſuch ſmall objects muſt be

utterly imperceptible at half the diſtance : it can

ſcarcely be by the ſenſe of ſmelling, ſince the

animal has no organs for that purpoſe. What

ever be their powers of perception, certain it is ,

that the male, after having fluttered, as if care

lefly, about for ſome time, is ſeen to take wing

and go forward , ſometimes for two miles toge

ther, in a direct line to where the female is

perched on a flower .

Caterpillars are of no fex, it not being their

buſineſs to propagate, till they commence Butter
flies. Yet

manyof them are not ſo harmleſs as

they ſeem ; for they deſtroy their fellows when

ever they can . Put twenty Caterpillars of the

Oak together in a box, with a ſufficient quantity

of leaves, their natural food. Yet their numbers

will decreaſe daily , till only one remains alive.

The ſtronger feizes the weakerby the throat, and
gives hima mortal wound. When he is dead,

the murderer begins to eat him up , and leaves

only the ſkin with the head and feet. But this

is not the caſe of all . Many ſpecies live peace

ably and comfortably together.

Yet even theſe are expoſed to dangers of a

more terrible kind . The worms of ſeveral ſorts

of flies, continually prey upon them. Some are.

upon, ſome under the ſkin, and both eat up the

poor, defenceleſs animal alive .

It is ſurpriſing to ſee with what induſtry theſe

little creatures weave the caſes, in which they

paſs their Aurelia -ſtate . Some are made of ſilk ,

mixt with their own hair , with pieces of bark,
leaves, wood, or paper.

There

a a

.
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There is one fort that builds in wood, and gives

its caſe an hardneſs greater than that of the wood

itlelf. This is the Caterpillar of the Willow,

which is one of thoſe that eat their exuviæ. He

has ſharp teeth, wherewith he cuts the wood

into a number of ſmall fragments. Theſe he

unites together into a caſe, by means of a pecu

liar filk , which is a viſcous juice that hardens as

it dries . In order to make this filk enter into

the very ſubſtance of the fragments, he moiſtens

every one of them , by holding them ſucceſſively

in his mouth for a conſiderable time . In this

firm caſe he is afterward to be included till he:

becomes a Butterfly. But how ſhall a creature

of this helpleſs kind, which has neither legs to

dig, nor teeth to gnaw , get out of ſo firmy and

Nrong a lodgmentas that wherein it is hatched ?

Nature has provided for this alſo . As ſoon as it

is hatched, it diſcharges a liquor which diffolves

the viſcous matter that holds the cafe together,

ſo that the fragments fall in pieces of themſelves.

And accordingly, nearits mouth, there is always

found a bladder of the ſize of a finall pea, full of

this liquor,

Some Caterpillars fpin all the way they walk ,

a thread of filk, which marks their journey. Now

what end does this ſerve ? A little obſervation

will ſhew . Trace one of them till he chances to

fall , and you will ſee the uſe of this thread. Be

ing faſtened to the leaves and twigs , it ſtops the
creatures fall, Nor is this all . It can alſo by

means of this thread, re-aſcend to the place from

whence it fell . And when it is ſafe got up again ,

it continues its motion as before.

Another curious artifice is that by which the

ſame ſpecies of Caterpillars make themſelves caſes

of

a
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of leaves before they change into Aureliæ . The

niceft hands could not roll theſe up fo regularly,

as they do without hands or any thinglike them .

Theyperform it thus. The Caterpillar places

itſelf on the upper ſide of a leaf, fo far from tlie

edge that he can reach it with his head . Turn

ing himſelf round, he then brings the edge of

the leaf to the point juſt oppoſite to it. It next

draws lines from the edge of this leaf to that

point : and doing this all the way along the leaf,,

its narrowneſs toward the point makes it form a

cloſe caſe there. It ſtrengthens the firſt bending

of the leaf, by many parallel threads , and then

faſtening other threads to the back part of the

leaf, draws them as tight as it can . The caſe is

then formed . The ſame method repeated makes

the additional caſes, five or ſix over each other.

And every one of theſe is ſufficiently ſtrong, ſo

as to make the inner ones uſeleſs. He then en

ters his cell , and undergoes his change. Mean

time his covering ſerves him alſo for food. For

ſo long as he has need to eat, he may
feed

upon

the walls of his caſtle : all of which may
be eaten

away, except the outer one of all. Probably

every Caterpillar makes his caſe thick enough to

ferve the neceflary calls of his future hunger.

Many ſpecies of Butterflieslay a great number

of eggs in the ſame place . Theſe all hatch very

nearly at the ſame time. And one would natu

rally. ſuppoſe, that the young brood of all , would

be inclined to continue and live together. But

it is not fo : the different ſpecies have different

inclinations . Some keep together from the time

they are hatched , till they change into Aureliæ.

Others ſeparate as ſoon as able to crawl , and

hunt their fortune ſingle. And others live in

community
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community till a certain time, and then each

ſhifts for itſelf. Thoſe that live wholly together,

begin by forming a line with their little bodies

upon a leaf; their heads all ſtanding even, and

in this manner they move and eat together. And

often there are ſeveral ranges of this ſort, which *

make ſo many phalanxes , and eat into the leaf

they ſtand on, with perfect equality.

Many do this while young, who when they

grow large , make one common habitation, ſur

roundedby a web, which is the joint work of

all : within which, each has a neſt of its own

ſpinning

When they have made their common lodging,

each takes its courſe over the tree or buſh for

food . Thus many hundreds of them form a re

gular republic . The ſeparate cell of each, is

finally the place where it paſſes its change into the
Aurelia and perfect ſtate. But many ſpecies do

not ſeparate even then ; but are found in their

Aurelia - ftate all huddledtogether; numbers oftheir

caſes making one confuſed maſs.

One thing more is highly obſervable in them .

The regularity of their marches. They are ex

actly obedient to their chief. When they change

their quarters, one marches ſingle firſt ; two

others follow , and keep their bodies very nicely

in the ſame poſition with his. After theſe there

follows a large party. Theſe regulate their mo

tions by the former : and ſo the order is con

tinued through the whole company. When the

leader turns to the right or left, the whole body

does the ſame inſtantly. When he ftops, they

all immediately ſtop, and march again the mo

ment he advances.

20. The
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20. The outward covering of the body, is in

many animals changed ſeveral times : but in few

more frequently than the Caterpillar. Moſt of

theſe throw it off at leaſt once in ten days. In
deed in the whole infect claſs, the moſt nume

rous of all animated beings, there is ſcarce one

which does not caſt its ſkin , at leaſt once, before

it arrives at its full growth . But the Catterpillar

changes more than his ſkin : even the outward

covering of every, the minuteſt part of its body.

And what they throw off has theappearance of a

compleat infect, preſenting us with all the ex

ternal parts of a living animal. If the Catter

pillar be of the hairy kind, the ſkin it throws off

is hairy, containing the covering of every hair.

And even the claws and other parts that are not

viſible without a microſcope, are as plain in this

as in the living animal. But what is more amaz.

ing is , that the folid parts of the head, the ſkull

and teeth are diſtinguiſhable therein . The throw

ing off an old ſkull and teeth , to make way for

new ones, is an act beyond all comprehenſion !

A day or two before, the creature refuſes to eat,

and walks very ſlowly, or not at all. He turns

from ſide to ſide, and often raiſes his beak, and

gently depreſſes it again. He frequently raiſes

his head, and ſtrikes it down rudely againſt any

thing he ſtands upon . Frequentlythefore-part

of the body is raiſed from the place, and thruſt

very briſkly backward and forward, three or four

times together. There are likewiſe diftinét mo

tionswithin every ring. Theſe are ſeverally in

flated and contracted alternately, by which the

skin is looſened from them ; till by this

its remaining without food, the body is quite diſ

engaged from its covering.
When

means, and
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When this time approaches, all the colours of

the ſkin grow faint, and looſe their beauty , re

ceiving no nouriſhment from the body. And as the

creature continues ſwelling and ſhrinking , the

ſkin, being no longer ſupple, cracks along his

back . The crack always begins, at the ſecond

or third ring, from the head. As it opens, the,

new ſkin is ſeen within. This opening he eaſily

enlarges, thruſting his body likea wedge, out of

the ſlit, till he lengthens it through four rings.

Then he has room to draw out the whole body.

Firſt, the head is by ſeveral motions looſened,

drawn out of the old ſkull , and raiſed through the

crack : this is then laid ſoftly on the old ſkin of

the part. By the ſame motions the tail end is dif

engaged , drawn out,and laid ſmoothly on the

old ſkin. It takes the animal ſeveral days , to

prepare for the laſt operation. But when the

crack is once made, the whole remaining work is

done in leſs than a minute.

The hairs found on the caſt ſkins of the Hairy

Caterpillars ſeem at firſt, like the other part of

the exuviæ , to be only the covering of the hairs

incloſed. But that is not the caſe. They are

folid things themſelves, not barely coverings.

In truth , the creature when firſt hatched has all its

ſkins perfectly formed, one under another, each

furniſhed with its hairs, ſo that the old ones fall

off with the old ſkins. And probably the erect

ing theſe is one great means of forcing off the
old ſkins.

Perhaps the ſame ſort of mechaniſm is uſed

even by thoſe Caterpillars which do not appear

to be hairy. For they really are fo, as the mi

croſcope ſhews. When the upper ſkin of one

juſt ready to change, is fit longitudinally in the

place

a
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The very

place where the crack would be, the ſkin may be

taken off; and it is eaſily ſeen , how the new one

lies below. The hairs are diſpoſed in the niceſt

manner, for lying ſmooth under the upper ſkin .

They grow in ſeparate tufts, which never lie one

upon another, but together forin one ſurface.

It is remarkable, that immediately after this

change, they appear much larger than they did

before. And they really are fo .

head and ſkull are greatly larger than before

the change. The operationof the Cray-fiſh in

changing its ſhell, may explain this. This alſo is

found conſiderably larger, when out of the ſhell
than before. In both caſes, the body had grown

ſo much , that it was too big for its covering.

However, while it remained in it, the parts were

compreſſed, and forced to lie in that narrow room.
But as foon as that covering is off, every part

diltends itſelf to its
proper

ſize .

Indeed, ſo large a fkull, being a hard ſubſtance

in the Caterpillar, could not have been com.

preſſed into a ſmaller. But the fact is, the new

{kull never hardens till the change approaches,

and then inperfectly . At the ſame time it necef

farily takes, from the place it is in, an oblong

form . In this ſhape it is found a few hours be

fore the old ſkin is caſt off ; not incloſed within

it , but extended under the ſkin of the firſt ring

of the body. When the old ſkull is thrown off,

the new one foon hardens, and takes its proper

figure.

We call the creature hatched from the egg
of

a Butterfly, a Caterpillar. But it is a real But

terfly all that time. A Caterpillar changes its

ſkin four or five times, and when it throws off

one, appears in another of the ſame form . But

VOL. II. E when
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when it throws off the laſt, as it is now ſo pet-

fečt, as to need no farther nouriſhment, ſo there is

no farther need of teeth , or any other parts ofa

Caterpillar.

'Tis plain from hence, that the change of a

Caterpillar into an Aurelia, is not the work of a

moment, but is carrying on from the very
time of

its hatching from the egg. But while the Butter

fly lies in the body of the Caterpillar, its wings

are long and narrow, and wound up into the form

of a cord, and the feelers are rolled up on the

head. The trunk alſo is twiſted up,
and laid on the

head , but in a very different manner from what

it is in the perfect animal , or indeed in the Au

relia .

A Butterfly then in all its parts, is in the Ca

terpillar in all its ſtates. But it is more eaſily
traced, as it comes nearer the time of being

changed into Aurelia. The very eggs hereafter

to be laid by the Butterfly, are to be found not

only in the Aurelia , but even in the Caterpillar,

all arranged in their natural, regular order. In

the Caterpillar indeed they are tranſparent : but

in the Aurelia, they have their proper colour.

As ſoon as the límbs of the Butterfly are fit to

be expoſed to the more open air, they are thrown

out from the body of the Caterpillar, ſurrounded

only with thin membranes. And as ſoon as they

arrive at a proper degree of ſtrength and ſolidity,

they break through theſe, and appear in their

perfect form .

The animal then creeps a little on , and there

reſts ; the wings being quite folded up. But by
degrees they expand, and in leſs than half an hour

appear in all their beauty .

In the beginning of May 1737, the Cornel

trees, near Monaghan in Ireland, appeared co
vered
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vered with ſmall Caterpillars, employed partly in

feeding on the leaves, partly in crawlingoverthe
bark of the tree. Each as it crawled left a fine

thread ſticking to the bark . By the end of May,

there was not a leaf on any of the trees, except a

fewreſerved for a curious purpoſe. But ſnſtead
of the green, a white cloathingcovered the whole

bark, from the ground to the point ofthe ſmalleſt

twigs, and that ſo gloſſy, that it ſhewed, in the

ſun, as if it was caſed in burniſhed ſilver, Then

they covered with the ſame all the aſh , beech,

'lime, yea the very weeds which grew near
them .

But how did they travel from tree to tree ?

Many crawled alorg the ground. But many had

a quicker way. They hung by their own threads

from the utmoſt branches of the tree, ſo that a

ſmall breeze wafted them to the next tree, as

ſpiders paſs from one buſh to another.

As they made no uſe of the threads left behind

them , probably they wrought for no other pur

poſe, than to rid themſelves of that glutinous

matter, out of which it was fpun.

In the beginning of June, they retired to reſto

Their manner of executing this, was very inge

nious. Some choſe the under fide of the branches,

juſt where theyſpring from the trunk , that they

might be defended from the water, which in a

ſhower, running down the bark of the tree, is

parted by the branches , and ſent off on each ſide.

Here they draw their threads acroſs the angle

made by the trunk and branch ; and croſſing thoſe

with other threads, make a ſtrong covering.

Within this they place themſelves lengthways

among the threads, and rolling their bodies

round, ſpin themſelves into little hammocks, in

theE 2
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the mean time ſhrinking into half their length.

Theſe hammocks being ſuſpended by the tranf

verſe threads, do not preſs each oiher. That

they may take up the lefs room , they lie parallel

to each other, in the moſt convenient order pof

ſible. Others , ftill more ingenious, faften their

threads to the edge of the leaves which they had

ſaved for that purpoſe : and with that flender
cordage pulling in the extremities of the leaves,

draw themſelves into a kind of purſe, within

which they form the ſame fort of work, and lay

themſelves up as above . They lay themſelves up

in great numbers together, both becauſe many

were neceſſary to the work of providing a com

mon covering, and alſo to keep one another warm,

while preparing for thegreat change.

Between the worm thus laid up, and the ham

mock incloſing it, there is a tough brown ſhell,

probably formed of ſome glutinous matter, tran

luding through its pores. In the end of June,

they gnaw through the ſhells and hammocks, and

come forth a moſt beautiful fly . After its reſur

re& lion , it needs no food . Thoſe that came out

in a room , lived as long there as the reſt did a

broad. After a while leveral of them diſcharged

a drop ofbrown liquor, probably containing the

egg. ' But as it was not lodged in a proper recep

tacle, it produced no worm the next year.

As the Cornel only ſupplies this worm with

food , ſo it is the only nurſe of its egg. There is

not an animal or a vegetable, but yields habita

țion and food to its peculiar inſect.' The ſcheme

of life begins in vegetation : and whenever nature

produces vegetables, ſhe obliges them to pay for

their nouriſhment, to certain animals which ſhe

billets
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billets upon them . Each of theſe again , is to

diet and lodge another ſet of living creatures ..
This juſtcommunity in nature, which ſufles no

thing to fubfift merely for itſelf, is found not only

every where on the earth, but likewiſe every

where in the waters. By microſcopes we di

cover an infinity of little creatures, feeding on the

floating vegetables, or on one another. Indeed,

as to the ſea, we know only what happens near

the ſhores, where we find vegetables of various

kinds , which breed and nouriſh a like variety of

infects. Theſe, with a multitude of others bred

in the mud, are the prey of the ſmaller kinds of

fiſh , and they again of a greater . That this

ſcheme of nature, found every where elſe, dives

into the depths of the ocean, we may çather

from the wonderful kind of fiſhes, waſhedup by

the ſtorms now and then from the deep waiers.

Now it is on the Cornel alone, that the wornis

we have ſpoken of can be propagated and fed.

The ſpecific qualities with which its juices are

impregnated, are peculiarly ſuitable to this in

ſect. If theſe reſide in the eſſential oil of the

plant , this, as well as the other infects , fubfilling

on vegetables, have the ſkill to extract, nicer

than any chymiſt can do, the effential oil of each

plant, nothing elſe therein , being of a nature fuf

ficiently peculiar, either to aſſiſt the propagation,

or ſupply the nouriſhment of the inſect.

21 . The Ant lays eggs like flies, from which

are hatched ſmall worms without legs . Theſe are

ſharp at one end, and blunt at the other : after a

ſhort time they change into a large , white Aure

lia ; vulgarly called Ants-Eggs: whereas they are

larger than the Ants themſelves. They move theſe

a
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at their pleaſure . When an Ant's neft is difturbo

ed, and the Aurelia ſcattered abroad, the Ants

are at infinite pains to gather them and make

them a neſt again . Nay, thoſe of one neft will

often do this for the Aurelia of another.

At the bottom of an Ant's neft, which is built

with ſmall pieces of dry earth , there is always a

large quantity of eggs, worms, and Aurelia. The

Aureliæ are covered only with a thin ſkin , and if

opened ſhew the Ant in its ſeveral ſtages toward

perfection .

In every neſt, as in every bee-hive, there are
three kinds of the infect, males, females, and

working Ants , or labourers. Theſe laſt are neither

male vor female, nor have any buſineſs, but taking

care of the young brood. Male Ants have four

wings and three lucid points on their head, and

their eyes are larger than thoſe of the female or
labourers . They are not found in the neits at allı

ſeaſons, but only at particular times . It ſeems

they are killed ( like drone bees) as ſoon as the ſea

ſon forimpregnating the females is over.
The body of the female is larger and thicker

than that of the male, or labourer; and contains a

great number of eggs, placed in regular lines . She

has alſo the three lucid points on her head , which

feem to be three eyes,

The Ant examined by the microſcope appearsa

very beautiful creature. Its head is adorned with

two horns, each having twelve points. Its jaws

are indented with ſeven little teeth , which ex

actly tally. They open ſideways exceeding wide,

by which means the Ant is often ſeen graſping

and carrying away bodies of three times its own

bulk. It is naturally divided into the head, the

breaſt, and the belly , each joined to the otherby
a fender
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a ſlender ligament. From the breaſt proceed three

legs on each ſide. The whole body is cafed over

with a fort of armour, ſo hard as ſcarce to be pe

netrated by a lancet, and thick ſet with ſhining,

whitiſh briſtles.

They bring out not corn , but their young, every

day, and ſpread them near their neft, in little

heaps, on a kind of dry earth , provided for that

purpoſe. They carry them back at night. But

it is obſerved , they never bring them out , unleſs

in a day that promiſes to be fair. In the prog

nofticsof this they ſhew great ſagacity. Where

it is dangerous to expoſe them in the day times,

by reaſon of the birds, they vary their rule, bring
ing them out in the night, and carrying theni

back in the morning.

They do not eat at all in winter, but ſleep
Tike moſt other inſects. There is a ſtrait hole in

every Ants neſt, about half an inch deep ; after

which itgoes floping into their magazine, which

is a different place from that where they eat and

reft. Over the hole they lay a flat ſtone or tile,

to ſecure them from their great enemy the rain.

In a fair day, the hole is open ; but when they

foreſee it will rain , and every night, the cover is

drawn over, with great ingenuity aswell as labour.

Fifty of the ſtrongeſt of them furround the ſtone,

and draw and ſhove in concert. The like pains

they take every morning, to thruſt it back again .
Án Ant never goes into

any
neft but her own ;

if ſhe did , ſhe would be ſeverely puniſhed . And

if ſhe returned again after this warning, the others

would tear her in pieces . Therefore they never

attempt it, but in the laſt extremity : fometimes

they will rather ſuffer themſelves to be taken .

E 4 Ants
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Ants do not bite , as is vulgarly ſuppoſed. But

red Ants have a ſting, whichexpreſſes a corroſive

liquor, that raiſes à flight inflammation. The
black Ants have no ſting .

On opening an Ant-hill, a great quantity of
eggs is uſually found. They look like the feat.

terings of fine falt, and are too minute to be ſeen

diſtinctly by the naked eye. Through a micro

ſcope they appear like the eggs of ſmall birds, and

are as clear as the air-bladder of fiſhes. Theylie
in cluſters under cover of ſome light earth. The

Ants ſeem to brood over them , till every gran

ule is hatched into a worm , not much larger

than a mite. In a ſhort time theſe turn yellowiſh

and hairy, and grow to near as big as their pa

rent . They then get a whitiſh film over them ,

and are of an oval form . If this cover be opened

after ſome days, all the lineaments of an Ant may

be traced ; though the whole is tranſparent,except

the eyes, which are two dark ſpecks.

The care theſe creatures take of their
young

is

amazing. Whenever a hill is disturbed, all the

Ants are found buſy, in conſulting the ſafety, not

of themſelves, but oftheir offspring. They carry

them out of fight as ſoon as poſſible; and will do

itover and over, as often as they are diſturbed .

They carry the eggs and worms together in their

bafte; but as ſoon as the danger is over, they

carefully ſeparate them, and place each by them

ſelves, under thelter of different kinds, and at vari

ous depths, according to the different degrees of

warmth which their different ſtates require.

In the ſummer they every morning bring up

the Aurelice near the ſurface of the earth . And

from ten in the morning till about five in the af,

ternoon. they may be found juſt under the ſur

face. But if you ſearch at eight in the evening,

they
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they will be found to have carried them all down

And if rainy weather be coming on, they lodge

them at leaſt a foot deep .

Though Ants unite in colonies, in ſuch places

as are agreeable to their different natures, yet they

often vary their reſidence. But the ſeveral ſpecies

never intermix , though they will be good neigh

bours one to another.

Their architecture is adjufted with remarkable

art. The whole ſtru &iure is divided into numer

ous cells, communicating with each other by

ſmall ſubterraneous channels, which are circular

and ſmooth . They carry on all their works by

means of their double ſaws, and the hooks at the

extremity of them .

A colony from the latter end of Auguſt, to the

beginning of June, conſiſts of a female,and various

companies of workers : and beſides theſe in the

latter end of June, all July and part of Auguſt,

ofa number of winged Ants.

The labouring Ants, being of no fex, are wholly

employed in providing for the young, which the

Queen depoſites in the cells. In whatever apart

ment ſhe is preſent, univerſal joy is ſhewn. They

have a particular way of ſkipping , leaping, pran

cing, and ſtanding on their hind legs. Some

walk gently over her, others dance round her,

all expreſs their loyalty and affection ; ofall whichi

you may be convinced in a few moments, by plac

ing the queen and her retinue under a glaſs.

The queen lays three different forts of eggs,

male and female in ſpring, neutral in July and

part of Auguſt. The common Ants then brood

over them in little cluſters, and remove them to

and fro, for a juſt degree of heat. The young

diſengage themſelves from the membranes that en

cloſe the eggs, juſt as the filk -worms do . The

female eggs puton the form of worms, ſome time

E 6

a
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in February ; the male, by the latter end of

March, the neutral by September. The firſt

fummer they grow little , and leſs in winter .

In the beginning of April the ſecond year ,

they viſibly increaſe every day. By the end
of May the male and feinale attain their full

growth, and are ready for another change. This

long continuance of Ants in the vermicular ſtate,

has nothing like it in any other claſs of inſects.

The vermiclesin a few days infold themſelves in

a foſt filken covering , and ſo commence Aurelias,

which are commonly miſtaken for Ants eggs. As

foon as they tend to life , the workers give them

air, by an aperture in the end of the covering,

This they gradually enlarge for a day or two, and
then take out their young.

There is a larger“ and a ſmaller ſort of winged

Ants, the latter male, the former female. Thoſe

females, which eſcape being devoured by other

creatures, becomequeens, and give birth to new

colonies.

In all other inſeets the loſs of their wings leſſens:

their beauty , and ſhortens their lives. But Ants

gain by that lofs : this being the prelude of their

aſcending the throne.

The young are fed by the juices of moſt ſorts of

fruits, which the labourers extract, and receive

into their own ſtomach ; where they are prepared,

and afterwards transfuſed into the tender ver

inicles .

Perhaps in warm climates, Ants do not paſs

the winter in ſleep, as they do with us. If ſo,
they need a ſtore offood, which in our climate is

quite needleſs . Accordingly thoſe who have ac

curately examined their moſt numerous ſettle

ments, could never find out any reſervoir of corn

1

or
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or other aliments . And they thatliave carefully.

obſerved their excurſions from and return to their

colonies, could never obſerve that they returned

with any wheat corn , or any other vegetable feed :

though they would eagerly attack a pot of honey,

jar
of ſweet-meats.

But is it not faid , Prov. vi. 8. She provideth

her meat in the ſummer, and gathereth her food in

the harveſt ?” It is : but this does not neceſſarily

mean any more, than that ſhe collects her food in

the proper ſeaſon . Nor is any thing more de-.

clared, ch . 30. 35 , than that Ants carry food

into their repoſitories. That they do this againſt

winter, is not ſaid : neither is it true in fatt.

In England, Ant-hills are formed with but little

apparent regularity . In the fouthern provinces

ofEurope, they are conſtructed with wonderful

continuance. They aregenerally formed in the

neighbourhood of ſome large tree and a ftream of

water. The one is the proper place for getting,

food; the other for ſupplying the animals with

moiſture, which they cannot well diſpenſe with.

The ſhape of the Ant -hill is that of a fugar-loaf,

about thiee feet high, compoſed of various ſub

ſtances ; leaves, bits of wood, fand , earth , bits of

gum , and grains of corn . Theſe are all united

into a compact body, perforated with galleries

down to the bottoin , and winding ways within

the ſtructure. From this retreat tothe water, as

well as to the tree, in different directions, there

are many paths worn by conſtant aſſiduity, and

along theſe the buſy inſect paſs and repais con

tinually ; ſo that from May or the beginning of

June they work continually till the bad weather

a

1

comes on.

E 6 · The
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The chiefemployment of working Ants is it .

finding a fufficiency of food. They live upon

various provifions , as well of the vegetable as the

animal kind . Small infects they kill and devour;

ſweets of all kinds they are particularly fond of.

They feldom , however, think of their community

till themſelves are firſt fatiated . Having found a

juicy fruit, they ſwallow what they can , and then
tearing it in pieces , carry home their load. If

they meet with an inſect above their match, ſeve

ral of them will fall upon it at once, and having

torn it in pieces, each will carryoff a part of the

fpoil. If they meet with any thing that is too

heavy for one to bear, and yet which they are

unable to divide , ſeveral of them endeavour to

force it along, ſome dragging, others puſhing

If any one ofthem makes a lucky diſcovery, it

immediately gives advice to others, and then at

once, the whole republic put themſelves in mo .

tion. If in theſe ftruggles one of them happens.

to be killed , fome ſurvivor carries him off to a

great diſtance, to prevent the obſtructions his

body might give to the general ſpirit of induſtry.

In autumn they prepare for the ſeverity of the

winter, and bury their wheat as deep in the earth

as they can. It is now found that the grains of

corn , and other ſubſtances with which they fur

nilh their hill , are only meant as fences to keep

off the rigour of the weather. They paſs four

or five months without taking any nouriſhment,

and ſeem to be dead all that time. It would be

to no purpoſe therefore for Ants to lay up corn

for the winter, fince they lie that time without

motion, heaped upon each other, and are ſo far

from eating, that they are utterly unable to ftir .

Thus whatauthors have dignified by the name of

a magazine,
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a magazine, appears to be no more than a cavity,

which ſerves for a common retreat, when they

return to their lethargic ſtate.

But what has beenfalſely ſaid of the European

Ant, is true of thoſe of the tropical climates.

They do lay up proviſions, and as they probably

live the whole year, .ſubmit to regulations un

known among the Ants in Europe. Thoſe of

Africa are of three kinds , the red , the green, and

the black ; the latter are above an inch long , and

in every reſpect, a moft formidable inſect.They

build an Ant-hill from ſix to twelve feet high ;

made of viſcous clay, and in a pyramid form . The

cells are ſo numerous and even, that a honey

comb fcarce exceeds them . The inhabitants of

this edifice ſeem to be under a very ſtrict regula

tion. At the ſlighteſt warning they ſally out up

on whatever diſturbs them , and if they arreſt

their enemy, he is ſure to find no mercy. Sheep,

hens, and even rats are often deſtroyed by theſe

mercileſs inſects, and their fleſh devoured to the

bone. No anatomiſt can ſtrip a ſkeleton ſo clean

as they

If a frog be put into a box with holes bored

therein, and the box laid near a neſt of Ants ,

they will entirely diffect him, and make the

fineft ſkeleton poflible, leaving even the liga

ments unhurt .

1

21. One of the moſt dreadful enemies of the

Ants is the Formica -leo or Ant-Eater : it is ſoft as

a ſpider, but has in its form ſome reſemblance of

a wood-louſe. Its body is compoſed of ſeveral
rings : it has fix legs, four joined to the breaſt ;

an th other two to a long part, vhich may
be

termed the neck. Its head is ſmall and flat, and

it
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manner.

it has two remarkable horns , the ſixth of an

inch long, as thick as a hair, hard , hollow and

hooked at the end . At the origin of each of

theſe horns, it has a clear and bright black eye.

He is not able to hunt after prey, nor to deſtroy

large inſects . He can only inſnare ſuch as come

by his habitation , and of theſe, few are ſuch as he

can manage. All the winged tribe eſcape by flight,
and thoſe that have hard ſhells are of no uſe to

him . The ſmallneſs of the Ant, and its want of

wings, make it his deſtined prey :
The manner

wherein he proceeds is this. He uſually en
camps under an old wall for fhelter, and always

chuſes a place where the ſoil is compoſed of a

light, dry fand. In this he makes a pit in the

ſhape of a funnel, which he does in the following

If he intends the pit to be but ſmall, he thruſts

bis hinder parts into the fand, and by degrees

works himſelf into it. When he is deep enough ,

he toſſes out with his head the looſe fand which

is run down , artfully throwing it off, beyond the

edges of the pit. Then he lies at the bottom of

the ſmall hollow , which comes floping down to
his body.

But if he is to make alarger pit, he firſt traces

a larger circle in the ſand. Then he buries him

ſelf in it , and carefully throws off the fand, be

yond the circle . Thus he continues running

down backward in a ſpiral line, and throwing off

the ſand above him all the way, till he comes to

the point of the hollow cone, which he lias form

ed by his paſſage. The length of his neck, and

the flatneſs of his head, enable him to uſe the

whole as a ſpade. And his ſtrength is ſo great

that he can throw a quantity of ſand, to ſix inches

diſtance,
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diſtance. He likewiſe throws away the remains

of the animals he has devoured , that they may

not fright other creatures of the ſame ſpecies.

Where the fand is unmixed , he makes and re

pairs his pit with great eaſe. But it is not ſo

where other ſubſtances are mixed with it. If

when he has half formed his pit, he comes to a

lone not toolarge , he goes on,leaving that to
the laft. When the pit is finiſhed , he creeps

up backwards to the ſtone, and getting his back

ſide under it, takes great pains to get it on a true

poile, and then creeps backward with it, to the

top of the pit.

We may often ſee one thus labouring at a ſtone

four times as big as his own body . And as it

can onlymove backward , and the poife is hard to

keep, eſpecially up a ſlope of crumbly ſand, the

fone frequently ſlips when near the verge, and
rolls down to the bottom . In this caſe he attacks.

it again , and is not diſcouraged by five or fix

miſcarriages; but attempts it again , till at length
he gets it over the verge of his place. Yet he

does not leave it there, left it ſhould roll in again ,
but always removes it to a convenient diſtance.

When his pit is finiſhed , he buries himſelf at

the bottom of it in the fand, leaving no part a

above it , but the tips ofhis horns , which he ex

tends to the two ſides of the pit . Thus he waits

for his prey. If an Ant walk on the edge of his

pit, it throws down a little of the ſand . This gives

notice, to toſs up the ſand from his head on the

Ant ; of which he throws more and more, till he

brings him down to the bottom , between his

horns. Theſe he then plunges into the Ant,

and having fucked all the blood, throws out the

ſkin as far as poſſible. This done, he mounts up,

the

a
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the edges of his pit , and if they have ſuffered

any injury, repairs it carefully. He then imme

diately buries himſelf again in the center, to wait

for another meal .

This creature has no mouth , but it is through

its horns that it receives all its nouriſhment . And

as they are fo neceſſary for its life, nature has pro

vided for the reſtoring them , in caſe of accidents :

ſo that if they are cutoff, they foon grow again.

When he has lived his ſtated time, heleaves

his pit , and is only ſeen drawing traces on the

fand. After this he buries hinſelf under it , and

incloſes himſelf in a caſe . This is made of a ſort

of ſilk with grains of ſand cemented together by a

glutinous humour which he emits. But this

would be too harſh for his body: ſo it ſerves only

for the outward covering. He ſpins within it

one of pure, fine, pearl coloured filk , which

covers his whole body . When he has lain ſome

time in this caſe, he throwsoff his outer ſkin , with

the eyes, the horns, and all other exterior parts ,

and becomes an oblong worm , in which may be

traced the form of the future fly . Through its

tranſparent ſkin may be ſeen neweyes, new horns,

and all other parts of the perfect animal. This

worm makes its way about half out of the caſe,

and ſo remains, without farther life or motion,

till the perfect fly makes its way out of a ſlit in

the back. It much reſembles the Dragon -fly.

The male then couples with the female and dies.

22. The fagacity of Bees, in making their
combs, cannot be too much admired . The la

bour is diſtributed regularly among them . The

fame Bees, ſometimes carry the wax in their jaws,

and moiſten it with a liquor which they diſtil up::

on
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on it, and ſometimes build the walls of their

cells . But they that form the cells , never poliſh

them . Others make the angles exact, and ſmooth

the furface. The bits of wax which are ſcraped

off in doing this, others pick up, that none may

be loſt.

Thoſe that poliſh , work longer than thoſe that

build the walls; poliſhing not being ſo laborious a

workas building. They begin the combat the

top ofthe hive, faſtening it tothe moſt folid part

thereof. Hence they continue it from top to
bottom, and from ſide to fide. The cells are al

ways fix fided : a figure which, beſide the advan

tage it has in common with the ſquare, of leaving

no vacancies between the cells , has this peculiar

to itſelf, that it includes a greater ſpace within the

fame ſurface than any other figure.

It is a grand queſtion, Is there any part of a

plant without iron ? It is certain honey is not.

And if ſo delicate an extract from the fineſt part

of flowers , and that farther elaborated in the bow

els of the infect : if this be not without iron, we

inay deſpair of ſeeing any part fo .

The trunk of a working Bee , is not formed

in the manner of a tube by which the fluid is to

be fucked up ; but like a beſom to ſweep , or a

tongue to lick it away . The animal is furniſhed

alſo with teeth , which ferve in making wax .

This ſubſtance is gathered from flowers like ho

ney : it conſiſts of that duft or farina which con

tributes to thefoundation of plants. Every Bee

when it collects this, enters into the cup of the

flower, particularly ſuch as have the greateſt quan

tities of this yellow farina. As the animal's body

is covered over with hair , it rolls itſelf within

the flower, and is foon covered over with duft ,

a
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which it bruſhes off with its two hind legs, and

kneads it into two little balls .

The habitation of Bees ought to be very cloſe ;

and what their hives want, from the negligence

or unſkilfulneſs ofman they ſupply by their own

induſtry : ſo that it is their principal care, when

firſt hived, to ſtop up all the crannies.
For this

purpoſe they make uſe of a refinous gum , which

is more tenacious than wax. When they begin to

work with it , it is foft, but it acquires afirmer con

liſtence every day. TheBees carry it on their hin

der legs, and plaiſter the inſide of their hives

therewith. Their teeth are the inſtruments by

which they model and faſhion their various

buildings, and give them ſuch ſymmetry. Seve

ral of them work at a time, at the cells which

have two faces. If they are ftinted in time, they

give the new cells but half the depth which they

ought to have ; leaving them imperfect, till they

have ſketched out the cells neceſſary for the pre

fent occafion. The conſtruction of their combs,

coſts them a great dealof labour: they are made

by inſenſible additions , and not caſt at once into

amold as ſome areapt to imagine. There ſeems

no end of their ſhaping, finiſhing, and turning.
them neatly up: The cells for their young are

moſt carefully formed ; thoſe deſigned for drones,

are larger than the reſt, and that for the queen

Bee, the largeſt of all. Honey is not the only

food on which they ſubſiſt. The meal of flowers

is one of their favourite repaits. This is a diet

which they live upon during the ſummer, and of

which they lay up a largewinter proviſion. The

wax is no more than this meal digeſted and

wrought into a paſte . When the flowers are not

fully blown, and this meal is not offered in ſufa

ficient
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ficient quantities, the Bees pinch the tops of the
ftamina in which it is contained, with their teeth ;

and thus anticipate the progreſs of vegetation. In

April and May the Bees are buſy from morning

to evening, in gathering this meal: but when the

weather becomes too hot, they work only in the

morning. The Bee is furniſhed with a ſtomach

for its wax, as well as for its honey. In the

former their powder is altered; digeited, and con

cocted into wax; and is then ejected by the ſame

paſſage by which it was ſwallowed . Beſide, the

wax, thus digeſted, there is a large portion of the

powder kneaded up for food inevery hive , and

kept in ſeparate cells for winter proviſion. This

is called by the country people Bee-bread ; and

contributes to the health and ſtrength of the Bee

during the winter. We may robthem of their

honey, and feed them during the winter with

treacle, but no proper ſubſtitute has yet been

found for the Bee-bread ; without it the animal

becomes conſumptive and die:

Honey is extracted from that part of the

flowers called the nectaræum. From the mouth

it paffes into the firſt ſtomach, or honey-bag,

which when filled, appearslike an oblong blad

der. When a Bee has filled its firſt ſtomach, it

returns back to the hive, where it diſgorges the

honey into one of the cells. It often happens.

that the Bee delivers its ſtore to ſome other at the

mouth of the hive, and flies off for a freſh ſupply .

Some honey-combs are left open for common uſe,

many others are ſtopped up, till there is a necef

fity of opening them. Each of theſe are covered

carefully with wax ; ſo cloſe that the cover ſeems

to be made at the very inftant the fluid is depoſit
ed within them ,

IL

a

a
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It was formerly thought that Bees do not col

lect honey in the form we ſee it , but lodge it in

their ſtomachs, till its nature is changed . But

we now know that they merely collect it. Many

flowers afford it ; but beſide this, there are two

kinds ofhoney dews. The one does not fall, but

is a inild ſweet juice, which having circulated in

the veſſels of plants, is ſeparated by proper ſtrain

ers, and exſudes on the leaves, though ſometimes

it is depoſited on the pith , or in the ſugar canes.

So the leaves of the holm oak are frequently

covered with thouſands of ſmall drops, which

point out the ſeveral pores from which they pro

ceeded, and are no other than pure honey . But

it is found only on the old leaves, which are ſtrong

and firm , not on the tender ones, which are

newly come forth : although the old are

vered by the new ones , and ſo theltered from any

thing, that could fall from above. Mean time the

leaves of the neighbouring trees , have no moiſture

upon them : whereas, if it falls as a dew, it

would neceſſarily wet all the leaves without diſa

tinction .

The other kind of honey-dew, ſprings from a

ſmall inſect called a Vine-fretter : the excrement

ofwhich is the moſt delicate honey in nature .They

ſettle on branches of trees that are a year old ;

the juice of which, however, harſh at firſt , be.

comes in the bowels of the inſect equal in ſweet

neſs to any honey whatever.

There are two ſpecies of theſe flies, the ſmaller

is green ; the other, twice as large, is blackiſh .

Hearing many Bees buzzing in a tuft of holm

oak , upon obferving, I found the tuft of leaves,

and branches covered with drops which the Bees

collected . Each of the drops was not round, but of

a longilh
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a longiſh oval . I ſoon perceived from whence

they proceeded . The leaves covered with them ,

were juſt beneath a ſwarm of the larger Vine-freta

ters ; which from time to time raiſed their bellies,

and ejected ſmall drops of an amber colour . I

catched ſome of them on my hand, and found

they had the very fame flavour with what had

before fallen on the leaves. I afterwards ſaw the

ſmaller vine-fretters eject their drops in the ſame

manner. This is the only honey dew that falls :

and this never falls from a greater height than a

branch, where a cluſter of theſe inſects can fix
themſelves.

Ants are as fond of this honey as Bees. The

large black ants follow the infect'which lives on
oaksand cheſnut- trees : the leſſer attend there on

the elder. But as ants cannot ſuck up fluids like

Bees, they wait juſt under the vine-fretters, in

order to ſuck the drop juſt as it falls.

The vine-fretters afford moſt honey about mid

ſummer, as the trees are then fulleit ofjuice, the

treesnevertheleſs, though pierced to the fap in a

thouſand places, do not ſeem to be hurt at all. ..

The ſting of a Bee or Waſp is a curious piece

of workmanſhip. It is an hollow tube, within

which, as in a ſheath, are two ſharp bearded ſpears.
A wafp's fting has eight beards on the ſide of each

ſpear, ſomewhat like the beards of fiſh -hooks.

Theſe ſpears in the ſheath, lie one with its point

a little before that of the other. One is firſt dart

ed into the fleſh, which being fixed, by means of

its foremoſt beard, the other ſtrikes in too, and

ſo they alternately pierce deeper, the beards tak

ing more and more hold in the fleſh : afterward

the ſheath follows, to convey the poiſon into the

wound. When the beards are lodged deep in

the

a
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the fleſh, Bees often leave their ſtings behind

them , if they are diſturbed before they have

time to withdraw their ſpears into their ſcab
bard.

The Queen-Bee is ſomewhat larger, conſider

ably longer, and of a brighter red than others.

Her office is , to direct and lead the fwarm , and

to raiſe a new breed . She brings forth ten, fif

teen, or twenty thouſand youngones in a year:

ſo that ſhe may literally be ſaid to be the mother

of her people. Inanhive of eight or ten thou

ſand, there is uſually but one Queen -Bee.

Drones, or maleshave no ſtings, and are larger

and darker-coloured than the working Bees. The

eggs for them are placed in a larger fort of cells.

They are alſo nurſes to the young
brood .

It'is certain Bees foreſee rain, though we know

not how . HencenoBee is ever caught in a fud

den ſhower : unleſs it be far diſtant from the hive,

orany way hurt or ſickly.

Thus much may be ſeen on the outſide of the

hive. But when we look within, how is the

wonder increaſed ! to ſee ſo many thouſands all

ſo buſily at work, and with ſuch admirable regu

larity ! Nor is there leſs wonder in obſerving the

cluſters of them , when they take ſome reſt. Their

method then is, to get together andhang one to

another in vaſt numbers. When theſe cluſters are

large, they are only ſhapeleſs heaps ; when ſmaller

they are a ſort of feftoon or garland, each end

being faſtened to the branch, and the middle

dropping from it. The manner in which they

hang is this. Each with one or bothof his fore

legs lays hold of one or both of the hinder -legs of
the Bee that is next above it .

a
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-Worm.

Through a glaſs hive we ſee, that as the combs

are carried down from the top to the bottom of the

hive, each is placed parallel to the former, but

not touching it, there being a ſpace between for

the Bees to walk . Theſe are their public ſtreets,

and by means of theſe they can make uſe of every

cell. There are likewiſe alleys cut from ſtreet

to ſtreet, through the ſubſtance of the ſeveral

combs.

All the cells are uſed in common . Some of

them contain only honey, and are covered with a

lid ofwax. Theſe arenever touched by any Bee.

But other cells are open, and a Bee is often ſeen

{o lodged in one of theſe, that only its hinder

part appears. The meaning hereof is , each of

Theſe open cells contains at the bottom a Bee

Certain Bees duly viſit theſe, plunging

their heads into the ſeveral cells, one after an

other.

The fruitfulneſs of the female is the leſs ſtrange,

when we conſider the number of the males. In

any hive there are, at the ſeaſon, ſeveral hundreds :

in ſome two or three thouſand. Theſe are the

joint fathers of the numerous offspring, and when

they have done their work , are all killed. The

wings ofthe female reach only to the third ring of

her body : whereas thoſe of all other Bees cover

the whole body . But though ſhe is thus eaſy to be

diftinguiſhed, yet few have ever ſeen a Queen

Bee : as ſhe is always cloſe covered in the hive.

Mr. Reaumur, defiring to try how far the ac

counts given of the homage paid by the others to

the Queen-Bee was true, cauſed a ſwarm of Bees

to be ſweptdown into a glaſs-hive. Among theſe

there was one female. She was ſoon diſtinguiſh

ed by her ſhape, and the ſhortneſs of her wings.
For

a
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For a while ſhe walked alone at the bottom of the

hive ; the reſt ſeeming to regard nothing but their

own ſafety. The female after going twice or

thrice up the ſides of the hive , to the top of it,

where they were hung, at laſt going in among

the cluſter, brought down about a dozen with

her. Attended with theſe, ſhe walked along ſlowly

at the bottom of the hive . But the reſt continu .

ing at the top, ſhe went again and again , till they

all came down and formed a circle about her,

leaving her a free paſſage wherever ſhe turned to

walk, and feeding her with the honey they had

gathered for themſelves.

The hive was large enough for more than their

number. Howeverthe female ſeemed to find, it

would not be large enough for the family ſhe was

to produce. So gathering them all about her, ſhe

went out and flew to a neighbouring tree. All

followed her, and formed a cluſter about her, in

the common way.

The Bees follow their queen wherever ſhe goes .

And if ſhe be tied by one of the legs to a ſtick, all

the fwarm will gather in a cluſter about her , and

byremoving the ſtick may be carried any where..
.

Nature ſeems to have informed the common

Bees that they are to bring up the offspring of

this female, therefore they ſerve her in every

thing . If by any means ſhe is dirted , all the reít

try who ſhall clean her. And in cold weather

they cluſter together about her to keep her warm.

Nor do they ſhew this reſpect to one female only.

Mr. Reaumer, at ſeveral times , put ſeveral fe

males,marked with different colours, into the

fame ſwarm. And all theſe were, for a time, re.

ceived as well as the proper female.

The
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they all

The ſwarm which leaves an old hive, have of.

ten three or more females. Theſe have their ſe

veral followers. And each with her followers,

were the number ſufficient, would form a diſtinct

fwarm . As it is not,
go

into the ſame

hive . But all, except oue, are foon deſtroyed.

The reaſon is, the working Bees of an hive have

enough to do to prepare cells, for lodging the eggs

of one female , and it would be impoſſible for

them to prepare twice or thrice that number.

Sometimes in two parts of a ſwarm , there are

more than two female Bees . In this caſe too, as

ſoon as they are lodged in the hive, all are killed

but one . Nature deſigns but one ſeniale for each

fwarm . But asmany things may deſtroy the egg

or worm of this ſingle female, it was needful,

that proviſion fhould be made for accidents . So

that there are often twenty females which live to

maturity with the Bees of one (warm . But one

only is then ſpared, whether they go out with the

ſwarm , or remain within .

As ſoon as the ſwarm is gone out, the firſt work

of the remaining bees, is to deſtroy the young fe

males . Theſe are all immediately killed and car
ried out of the hive : and it is common, the morn

ing after the going out of a ſwarm, to ſee fix ,

eight or more female bees, lying dead at ſome

diſtance from the hive. What determines the

bees in favour of one, is her having eggs ready

to be hatched. Accordingly , if new made cells be

examined, ſhe will be found the very next day,
to have laid

eggs
in many, if not all. Whereas

if the bodies of the rejected females be examined,

there will be found either no eggs at all, or eggs

ſo extremely minute, that it muſt havebeen a long
time before

any
could have been laid.

Vol. II . F It
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It is not at all times, however, that the Bees are

thus cruel to the ſupernumary females; but only

at the time when they are newly eſtabliſhed in

their habitation , and in want of all things . At

other times they are as kind to ſtrange females

as to their own. Mr. Reaumur tried the experi

ment, by putting a ſtrange female into an ħive,

where the combs were perfect, and filled with

honey. And the bees ſhewed the ſame reſpect

to her , as to their proper ſovereign.

The Bee that comes loaded to any cell, foon

diſcharges his honey into it . No ſooner is he

gone, than another comes, and ſo on , till the

whole cell is filled. But that which lies upper

moft is always of a different appearance from the

reſt of the honey. It is a kind of cream, which

both keepsthe honey moiſt, and prevents its run

ning outby accident.

This cruſt or cream was not, as one would

think, voided laſt, but was gathering from the firſt.

For the Bee which comes loaded to the cell, does

not at once diſcharge his honey, but entering into

it as deep as may be, thruſts out his fore-legs, and

pierces an hole through the cruſt . Keeping this

open with his feet, he diſgorges the honey in

large drops from his mouth . He then cloſes the

hole, and this is regularly done by every bee that

contributes to the common ſtore .

But every bee that comes loaded to the hive,

does not depoſit his honeyin thecell. They often

diſpoſe of itby the way. Inſtead ofgoing to any cell ,

theyoften go to thoſe that are at work, and call them

to feed upon the honey they have brought, that
they may not be obliged to intermit their work,

on the account of hunger. Theſe feed on the

ſtore of the friendly Bee, by putting their trunk
into
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into her mouth , exactly in the ſame manner as

they do into the bottoni offlowers.

Some cells in every hive contain honey for

immediate conſumption, as in caſe of bad wea

ther. And theſe are always open at the top ..

Others contain their proviſion for the winter.

Thele are all cloſed down with a ſtrong lid, not ea

fily to be removed. Such is the wiſdom which the

great Author of Nature has imparted to ſome of the

moſt inconſiderable of his creatures,

24. The kind of ſea-ſhrubs, as they are formerly

accounted, uſually termed Corallines, are in rea

lity no other than caſes for various ſpeciesof In

ſects. A French Gentleman was the firſt who

diſcovered this. Obſerving a great number of

Inſects lodged in ſeveral parts of theſe marine

productions, he foon inferred, that theſe were

only caſes made by theſe creatures for their habi

tations : and many of them have ſince been found

to be the covers of marine Polypus : a ſtrange

kind of animal, ſo nearly partaking the nature of

ſome vegetables , that new , perfect Polypus, per

petuallygrow like branches from the trunk ofthe

parent. Yea, if a Polypus be cut in pieces, every

piece will grow into a perfect Polypus.

A late writer informs us, “ At the iſle of Shep

pey, I had the opportunity of ſeeing ſeveral

branched Corallines , alive in fea -water, by the

help of a commodious microſcope, and was fullya

aſſured, that theſe apparent plants were real ani

mals, in their proper caſes, which were fixt to
the ſhells of oyſters and other ſmall ſhell- fiſh .

And at Brighthelmſtone, I ſaw thoſe Corallines

in motion , whoſe Polypus are contained in cups

ſupported by a long item that appears full of rings,
F 2 or
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аor twiſted in form of a ſcrew . In the middle of

the tranſparent ftems or caſes, I could eaſily diſ

cern the thread like a tender part of the animals.

On ſeveral parts of theſe Corallines there are

little bodies , which through the microſcope appear

as ſo many bladders. To the uſe of theſe I was

quite a ſtranger before: but I now diſcovered,

they are habitations of young Polypes , which are

produced here and there on the ſides of the pa

rent, as in the freſh -water Polypus: only in the

marine ones they are protected by this 'veſicular

covering. Theſe veſicles appear at a certain

ſeaſon of the year, according to the different

ſpecies of Corallines, and fall off, like the bloffoms

of plants, as ſoon as the Polypus arrive at matu

rity.

But Corallines are caſes not of Polypes only,

but of various ſorts of animals : which occaſions

their being made of various materials, and in great

variety of forms. Some are united cloſely and

compactly together, forming irregular branches,

like trees. Others riſe in tufts, like the tubular

fort of plants, diſtinct from one another. Some

Malteſe Corallines are of a peculiar kind. The

animals incloſed in theſe, reſemble the many

legged ſpiders, uſually known by the name of

Scolopendræ . Their outſide coats are formed of

an afh -coloured earthy matter, and cloſely united

to an inner coat, which is tough, horny, tranſpa

rent , and extremely ſmooth . The cavity of the

tube is quite round, though the animal is of a

long figure, like a leech extended. It can turn

itſelf in this tube, and move up and down the

better to attack and ſecure its prey.

It has two remarkable arms. The left much

larger than the right. Theſe are doubly feathered.
The
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The number of its feet on each ſide of the body

exceeds an hundred and fifty.

or

As barnacles ſeem to be a medium between

birds and fiſhes, although they more properly

belong to the former, ſo is a Polypus , ( although
it is doubtlefs an animal, between animals and

plants.

In a Polypus, life is preſerved, after it is cut

into ſeveral pieces, ſo that one Animal is by ſec

tion immediately divided into two, three, ormore

compleat animals , each enjoying life and conti

nuing to perform the proper offices of its ſpecies.

The common operations both of the animal and

vegetable world, are all in themſelves aſtoniſhing.

Nothing but daily experience makes us fee with

out amazement, an animal bring forth young,

a tree bear leaves and fruit. The ſame experience

makes it familiar to us , that vegetables are pro

pagated not only from the feed, but from cuttings .

So the willow-twig cut off, and only ſtuck in the

ground, preſently takes root , and is as perfect a
tree as that whence it is taken. This is common

in the vegetable kingdom , and we have a rare

example of it in the animal.

The Polypus is an aquatic animal , to be found

in ditch -water. It is very flender, and has on

the fore part ſeveral horns, which ſerve it for legs

and arms. Between theſe is the mouth ;

into the ſtomach, which takes up the whole length

of the body : indeed the whole body is but one

pipe, a ſort of gut which opens at both ends.

The common Polypus is about three quarters

of an inch long : but there are many ſpecies of
them ; fome of which can extend themſelves to

the length of fix or ſeven inches . Even in the

fame

it opens

F 3
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fame ſpecies, the number of legs and arms is not

always the ſame: but they have feldom fewer than

fix . Both the body and arms may be inflated all

manner of ways, and hence it is , that they put

themſelves into fo greata variety of figures.

They do not ſwim , but crawl on the ground,

or onany body theymeet with in the waters. They

uſually fix their poſterior end to ſomething, and

ftretch their bodies, and arms into the water.

With theſe arms they catch numberleſs infećts,

which are ſwimming upand down . A Polypus,

having ſeized its prey , uſes one or more arms to

bring it to his mouth . He can mafter a worm

thrice as long as himſelf, which he ſwallows

whole ; and having drawn all that is nutritive

from it , then throws out the ſkin .

I have cut a Polypus in iwo, between ſeven

and eight in the morning, and before three in

the afternoon, each partwas a compleat animal,

able to eat a worm as long as itſelf. If a Polypus

be cut lengthways , beginning at the head, but not

quite to the tail, there is a Polypus with two
heads, two bodies, and one tail . Some of theſe

heads and bodies may ſoon be cut lengthways

again. Thus I have produced a Polypus with

feven heads, ſeven bodies and one tail. I cut off

the heads of this new hydra, ſeven others grew

up , and each of theſe cut off became a Polypus.

“ I cut a Polypus croſs-ways into two parts ;

put them together again , and they re-united. 1

put the poſterior part of one, to the anterior of

another, they foon united into one Polypus , which

ate the next day, and ſoon put forth young ones ,

from each part.

“ As the body of a Polypus is but one gut, I

have turned it inſide out . The inſide ſoon after

became

a
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became the outſide, and it fed and multiplied as

before. They do not copulate at all ; but each

Polypus has the faculty of multiplying itſelf: yea ,

before it is ſevered from its parent. I have ſeen

a Polypus while growing out of the ſide of its pa

rent , bring forth young ones : nay, and thoſe

young ones themſelves have alſo brought forth
others.”

Cut a Polypus acroſs, and the ſame day the

anterior end lengthens itſelf, creeps and eats.

The lower part which has no head, gets one,

forms itſelf a mouth , and puts forth arms. It is

all one, in whatever part the body is cut ; cut it

into three or four parts, and each becomes a com

pleat Polypus .

Cut one lengthways, ſlitting it quite in two, ſo

as to form two half pipes. It is not long before

the two ſides of themcloſe, they begin at the poſ

terior part, and cloſe upward , till each half pipe
becomes a whole one. All this is done in leſs

than an hour, and the Polypus produced from

each of thoſehalves, differs nothing from the firſt,
only it has fewer arms. But theſe too are foon

fupplied !

But as ſtrange animals as all Polypus are, the

Cluſtering Polypusare more ſtrange than the reft.

One ſpecies of theſe are of a bell-like form . Their

anterior part, in which is their mouth, is hollowed

inward, and reſembles the open end of a bell .

Their other extremity ends in a point, to which

is fixt a ſtalk or pedicle. The Polypus when it

is ready to divide, firſt draws in its lips into the

cavity : it then by degrees grows round , and pre

fently after divides itſelf into two other round

bodies. Theſe in a few moments open, loſe

their ſpherical form , and put on that of a bell ,

a

F4 or
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or compleat Polypus.This is the manner in which

Cluſtering Polypi are multiplied. The whole

operation is performed in three quarters of an

hour. The cluſter which they form , refts upon

a ſtem , which is fixt to ſome other body at its

lower extremity, and from it ariſe other branches:

other branches again ſhoot out from theſe in dif

ferent places ; from theſe laft other new ones,

and ſo on. At the extremity of each branch ,

is a Polypus. The aflemblage of all theſe branches

with the Polypi at their extremities, form a clnf

ter much reſembling a tuft of flowers. The ſtem

which carries all the cluſter, is capable of a re

markable motion , each branch contracts when it

is touched : each can contract itſelf alone, though

this ſeldom happens, for in contracting it.com

monly touches another, which then immediately

contracts with it . When the main ſtem which

bears the whole cluſter contracts, all the branches

contract together , and the whole becomes entirely

cloſed . A moment after, the branches and the

ftem again extend themſelves, and the whole

cluſter recovers its ordinary figure. A cluſter is

formed thus : a ſinglePolypus detaching from the

cluſter, ſwims about in the water, till it meets

with ſome proper body, to fix itſelf upon. It then

has a pedicle, but which is no longer than the

Polypus itſelf ; but it becomes eight or nine times

as long in four and twenty hours, and is to be

the main ſtem of the new cluſter. In a day after

it is fixt, it divides itſelf into two, each of which

in a few hours divides into two more. Theſe foon

after put out branches , and all this is re-iterated

ſeveral times . Thus a principal branch is formed ,

provided with ſeveral lateral ones, which after

wards
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wards become principal ones, with regard to others

thatſpring from them.

Whenacluſter is nearly ſtript of its Polypi, the

branches are no longer able to contract. When

but a few Polypi remain, none can contract but

thoſe to which they are fixed. Hence it appears,

that this motion in the ſtem and branches of a

cluſter, is entirely derived from the Polypi. In

deed at firſt fight one would imagine, that the

Polypi fixed to the branches of a cluſter, ſpring

from them, in the ſame manner as the leaves,

the flowers and the fruit of a vegetable ſpring

from it. On the contrary the branches compoſing

the cluſters of Polypi, ſpring from the . Polypi,

which are at their extremities, and theſe Polypi,

which at firſt appear to be fruits, may rather be

termed the rootsof them.

The nature of Corallines , and the mechaniſm of

their Polypi , (ſays Dr. Peyſſonel) made me con

jecture, that it was the ſamewith reſpect to Spon
ges ; that animals neſted in the inteſtices of their

fibres,and gave them their origin and growth : but

I had not yet ſeen the inſects. Sponges appeared to

me only as ſkeletons, and I at length diſcovered

the worms which form them . They areof four
fpecies. 1. The tube-like Sponge. 2. The corda

like Sponge. 3. The fingered Sponge. 4. The

honey-comb Sponge.
Theſe four kinds only differ in form ; they have

the ſame qualities, and are made by the fame

kinds of worm ; they are all compoſed of hard

firm , dirty fibres, fometimes brittle, ſeparated one

from another, having large hollow tubes diſperſed
through their ſubſtance : theſe tubes are ſmooth

within. Theſe fibres, which conſiſt of the twifted

doubleshiF 5
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doubles of the Sponge,form as it were a labyrinth

filled with worms, which are eaſily cruſhed : but

having carefully torn the Sponges, and their groſs

fibres , I diſcovered the living worms.

Theſe ſpecies of Sponge commonly grow upon

ſandy bottoms. At their origins we perceive a

nodule of fand, or other matter, almoſt petrified ,

round which the worms begin to work , and round

which they retire, as to their laſt refuge, where I

had the pleaſure of ſeeing them play, exerciſe

themſelves , and retire, by examining them with

the microſcope .

The worms are about one third of a line thick,

and two or three lines in length . They are ſo

tranſparent that one may diſcern their viſcera

through their ſubſtance, and the blood may be ſeen

to circulate. They have a ſmall black head, ſur
niſhed with two pincers; the other extremity is

almoſt ſquare , and much larger than the head.

Upon the back may be ſeen two white ſtreaks, as

if they contained the chyle : theſe two canals are

parallel to each other from the head to the other ex

tremity, where they come together, In the middle,

where the belly and viſcera ought to be placed, a

blackiſh matter is perceivable, which hasa kind of

circulation ; ſometimes it fills all the body of the

worm , ſometimes it gathers towards the head, or at

the other end , and ſometimes it follows the motion

of the animal . This vermicular motion begins at

the poſterior extremity, and ends at the head .

They have no particular lodge, they walk indiffer

ently into the tubular labyrinth. Theſe Sponges

are attached to ſome folid body in the ſea . Some

kinds are fixed to rocks, others to heaps of fand,

or to pieces of petrified matter: and the ſea put

ting in motion the ſand, and the little parcelsof

broken ſhells, forces them into the holes of the

Sponge.
So
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So far the Doctor. But ſtill I doubt, whether

the worms form the Sponge, or only lodge therein

( though I think, the former more probable.)

The fame doubt Ihave withregardto what fol

ows, “ The Beleninites is a foffile , a kind of ſtony,

ſhell, which has hitherto perplexed the naturaliſts

of all countries. Strait ones are common in

Sweden, Livonia and Germany, thoſe that are
curved are more common in France and Eng

land. The Nucleus of it ſeems to be a ſtrait con

camerated ſhell, which is ſurrounded by a huge

folid ſubſtance . Now how was this formed ?

And how is it that ſome have a nucleus , others

not ? Again, how is it that in ſome, thecavities

containing it , are very ſmall, in others not vi

fible ?

In order to underſtand this, we may confider,

that many bodies which we alway's took for ve

getable, are really animal. So the feveral coral

line ſubſtances, hitherto reputed marine plants , are

now generally believed, to be the ſhells of Polypi.

Is it not then highly probable, that the teſtaceous

tribe in general are generated like flies, the latter

from a maggot, the former from a Polipus ? It

muſt be ſo with many : and as corals in general

ſeem to be conſtructed by Polipi , are they not the

primary ſtate of all, or moſt of the teſtaceous

tribe ? 'If ſo, it is almoſt beyond a conjecture,

that the body called a Belemnites, (which on be

ing put into acids is found to ferment in like

manner as corals) is formed likewiſe by a Poly

pus, from which the nucleus ſeems to be the laſt

Itate. And does not this concamerated body, of

which the belemnites is only the habitation, lead

us into the connection and manner of generation

(perhaps particular to the teſtaceous tribe) by re
F6 maining

a
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'maining within its nidus all its life , whereas the

generality quit their nidi as ſoon as they are able
to ſhift for themſelves .

The Polypus is an animal of the vermicular

kind ; the bodies of ſome are long and flender,

like a fine fibre, extremely tender, and from the

head proceed a variety of claws or arms, with

which it catches its food, and prepares its habi

tation . They are of various ſhapes and tex

tures ; according to the ſpecies of the animal

that is to proceed from them , and very wonderful

it is , how ſo ſmall an animal ſhould form fo large

a body as the Belemnites! Some animals in the

terreftial parts of the creation, naturally aſſociate

together, others ſeek folitude . The ſame diſpo

fitions we find in the aquatic, then why not a

mong the Polypi ? Is not this evidently ſeen

from the variety of coral bodies ? It ſeems in

fome as if thouſandsacted in concert together ; in

others each acts for itſelf ; ofwhich latter is the Be.

lemnites . The ſhape of the Belemnites is generally

conic , terminating in a point, and of various co

lours, according to the juices of the Stratum in

which it lay ; it has uſually a ſeam running down

the whole length of it. Its interior conſtitution

ſeems compoſed of ſeveral cruſts, which when

broken tranſverſely proceed on rays from the ſeam

to the centre. This feam I take to have been

the habitation of the animal in its Polypi ſtate,

and in which the body was affixed . The animals

of the teſtaceous tribe in general , as they increaſe

in age, increaſe their ſhells in thickneſs, until they

have lived their ſtated time, and that is done by

adding a new cruſt to, as ſeveral, if not all the

tubuli ; the oyſters, and the nautili , witneſs. By

length of time thev grow inactive and dead, the

effect
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effect of extreme old age ſuffering other marine

bodies, as worms and oyſters, to affix themſelves to

their outer coat. The like appearance we fre

quently meet with on Belemnitæ , when the ani.

mal within was either waxed old, or dead .

One might enlarge upon the analogies which

may be found, between the origin of theſe ininute

animals, the origin of plants , and that of thoſe

other animals, which we are more acquainted

with. But we ſhail be better able to judge of

thoſe analogies, when we come to know more

both of plants and animals .

The ſurprizing facts which the ſtudy of natural

hiſtory lays before us day by day, may convince

us, that the nature of plants and animals, is as yet

but very imperfectly known : indeed much more

imperfectly, than many have been apt to imagine.

All we know is very little, in compariſon ofwhat

remains unknown. And this confideration , as it

1hould prompt us , ftill more diligently to enquire

after truth, ſo it ſhould make us exceeding cauti

oushow we judge of the nature of thingsfrom

ſo few principles as we are at preſent maſters

of.

25. One circumſtance more is worthy our ob

ſervation, with regard not only to inſects, but in

fome meaſure to the whole animalcreation, namely

the various Transformations they undergo. Thoſe

kinds of animals which are viviparous, which pro

duce their young alive , undergo the ſlighteſt al

teration ; yet even theſe have fome. Growth

itſelf is the loweſt ſtep of this ladder : and this is

common to all animals . Man himſelf, lordly as

he is, at his perfect growth, is not only the moſt

helpleſs
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helpleſs at his birth , but continues ſo longer than

any other member of the animal world. How

ever, except that of growth , he undergoes no

conſiderable alteration in this life.

Quadrupeds undergo a greater change yearly,

by the loſsand renovation of their outward co

vering. This change however is gradual, and almoſt

inſenſible, the latter being of the ſame fubftance,

and even colour as the former. But there is an

exception to this, in thoſe which undergo this

change iwice in the year, as do the bears, hares,

and foxes in Greenland and other extremely cold

countries: and the ermins , which are frequent in

Yorkthire, and ſeveral other parts of England,

their hair changes white at the approach ofwin

ter, and in ſpring reſumes its former colour.

One claſs however of viviparous animals un

dergo a more ſudden alteration, namely, the fer

pent kind. Theſe having no hair or ſur to loſe

gradually, caſt their whole covering at once, and

are ſodexterous therein, though they have nei.

ther feet nor claws, that their whole ſkins are

frequently found entire , without even the cornea

or outward caſe of the eyes , which accompanies

the other exuviæ , being broken.

Next to theſe are the oviparousanimals. Theſe

make their firſt appearance in a ſtate of entire in

action, but being gradually ripened by natural or

artificial heat, burſt out , fome in their compleat

ftate, as lizards, ſpiders , and fiſh in general : and

others, as birds, requiring like viviparous animals,

the addition of the extrementious parts . Almoſt

all the ſpecies of theſe which we know , need the

fame farther change with the viviparous . All

birds moult their feathers , and many in cold

countries change the colour of them in the win

ter. Lizards drop their ſkins like ſnakes ; one

!

kind
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kind of them , water newts, every two or three

weeks. Spiders, crabs, and all whoſe outward

covering is eruſtaceous, and therefore incapable

of diſtenſion, caſt their ſhells once a year, at

which time nature provides them with ſuch ſup
plementary juices, by a kind of exudation from
their

pores, as form a new ſhell beneath.

Proceed we to thoſe animals, whoſeTransforma

tions are more compleat, which being fully pofleft

of life in one figure, afterwards aſſume another,

orbeing firſt in one, afterwards inhabit a quite

different element.

To give an inſtance of each , the egg of a frog

being laid in the water, produces a lively animal
which we call a Tad -pole. He has a thin flimy

tail, which ſteers him in the water, in which

he wholly reſides. But after a while, legs and

feet burft through the ſkin ; the tail drops off, he

is a perfect quadruped. He leaps upon the earth ,

and ranges over that ground, on which ſome

time ſince it would have been death to him to

be caft.

The Beetle claſs is an inſtance of the other change

nd, particularly the cock -chaffer . The female

depoſites her egg below the ſurface of the earth ,

which hatches into a grub, with two or three pair

of ſtrong forcipes, whereby it is enabled to force

its way through the mould where it was lodged,

and to cut andtear in pieces for its nouriſhmentany

ſmall roots whichcome in its way. After ſtaying

here two whole years , a fhelly covering forms

over its ſoft body, a pair of fine wings grow on its

back, to ſecure which from danger, when not

uſed, a pair of Atrong caſes are provided. And

now forcing his way out of the ground, he be

comes a lively inhabitant of the air.

снАР.

1
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C H A P. VI.

General Obſervations and Reflections.

1 .

,
Such as

S to the number of animals, the ſpecies of

beafts, including alſo ſerpents , are not

very numerous. are certainly known

and clearly deſcribed, are not above an ' hundred

and fifty. And yet probably not many that are

of any conſiderable bigneſs, have eſcaped the
notice of the curious.

The ſpecies of birds , known and deſcribed , are

near five hundred, and the ſpecies of fiſhes, ſe

cluding ſhell - fth , as many : but if the ſhell-fiſh

are take , in , above fix times the nuniber. How

many of each genus remain undiſcovered, we

cannot very nearly conjecture. But we may ſup

poſe, the whole ſum of beaſts and birds to exceed

by a third part, and fiſhes by one half, thoſe that
are known.

The inſects, taking in the exſanguious, both

terreſtrial and aquatic, may for number vie even

with plants themſelves . The exanguious alone, by

what Dr. Liſter has obſerved and delineated, we

may conjecture cannot be leſs ( if not many more)

than three thouſand ſpecies. Indeed this com

putation ſeems to be much too low : for if there

are a thouſand ſpecies in this iſland and the ſea

near it ; and if the ſame proportion hold between

the inſects native of England , and thoſe of the
reſt
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reſt of the world (about a tenth :) the ſpecies of

inſects on the whole globe, will amount to ten .
thouſand .

Now if the number of creatures even in this

lower world , be ſo exceeding great : how great ,

how immenſe must be the power and wiſdom

of Him that formed them all ! For as it ar

gues far more ſkill in an artificer, to be able to

frame both clocks and watches and pumps and

many other forts of machines, than he could dif

play in making but one of thoſe forts of engines :

fo the Almighty declares more of his wiſdom , in
forming ſuch a multitude of different forts of

creatures, and all with admirable and

proveable art, than if he had created but a

few .

unre.

2. Again , The ſame fuperiority of knowledge

would be diſplayed, by contriving engines for

the ſame purpoſes after different faſhions , as the

moving clocks or other engines by ſprings in

ſtead of weights : and the infinitely wiſe Creator,

has ſhewn by many inſtances, that he is not con

fined to one only inſtrument, for the working one

effect, but can perform the ſame thing by divers

means. So though moſt flying creatures have

feathers, yet hath he enabled ſeveral to fly with.

out them , as the bat, one ſort of lizard , two ſorts

of- fiſhes, and numberleſs forts of inſects. In

like manner , although the air -bladder in fiſhes

ſeems neceſſary for ſwimming : yet are many ſo

formed as to ſwim without it, as firſt, the Carti

laginous kind, which nevertheleſs aſcend and de.

ſcend at pleaſure, although by what means we

cannot tell , Secondly, The Cetaceous kind : the

air
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air which they receive into their lungs, in ſome

meaſure anſwering the fame end .

Yet again . Though God has tempered the blood
and bodies of moſt fiſhes to their cold element,

yet to flew he can preſerve a creatureas hot as
beafls themſelves in the coldeſt water, he has pla

ced a variety of theſe cetaceous fiſhes in the north

ermoſt ſeas. And the copious fatwherewith their

bodies is incloſed , by reflecting the internal heat,

and keeping off the external cold, keeps them

warm even in the neighbourhood of the pole.

Another proof that God can by different means

produce the ſame effe &t, is the various ways of

extracting the nutritious juice out of the aliment

in various creatures.

In Man and Beaſts the food firſt chewed, is re

ceived into the ſtomach, where it is concocted

and reduced into chyle, and ſo evacuated into the

inteſtines, where being mixed with the choler and

pancreate juice, it is farther fubtilized, and ren

dered ſo fluid, that its finer parts eaſily enter the

mouth of the lacteal veins.

In Birds there is no chewing : but in ſuch as

are not carnivorous, it is immediately ſwallowed

into the crop, or anti - ftomach (which is ob

ferved in many, eſpecially piſcivorous birds) where

it is moiſtened by ſome proper juice, and then

transferred to the gizzard, by the working of

whoſe muſcles, aſſiſted by ſmall pebbles, which

they ſwallow for that purpoſe, it is ground imall ,

and ſo tranſmitted to the inteſtines.

In oviparous Reptiles, and all kind ofSerpents,

there is neither chewing nor comminution in the

ftomach , but as they ſwallow animals whole, ſo

they void the ſkins unbroken, having extracted

the nutritious juices. Here, by the by, wemay
obſerve
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obſerve the wonderful dilatability of the throats

and gullets of ſerpents. Two entire adult mice

have been taken out of the ſtomach of an adder,

whoſe neck was no bigger than one's little fin

ger.

Fiſhes, which neither chew, nor grind their

meat, do, by means of a corroſive juice in their

ſtomach, reduce ſkin , bones , and all into chvle.

And yet this juice ſhews no acidity to the taſte.

But how mild ſoever it taſtes , it corrodes all ani

mal ſubſtances, as aqu-afortis does iron .

3. Several eminent men have been ofopinion ,

that all brutes are mere machines . This may be

agreeable enough to the pride of man ; but it is

not agreeable to daily obfervation . Do we not

continually obſerve in the brutes which are round

about us, a degree of reaſon ? Many of their ac

tions cannot be accounted for without it : as that

commonly noted of dogs, that running before

their maſters, they will ſtop at the parting of the

road, till they ſee which way their maſters take.

And when they have gotten what they fear will

be taken from them , they run away and hide

it. Nay, what account can be given , why a
dog being to leap on a table, which he ſees he

cannot reach at once, if a ſtool or chair itando

near it, first mounts that , and thence proceeds to

the table ? If he were mere clock -work , and his

motion cauſed by a material ſpring, that ſpring

being once ſet to work, would carry the machine

in a right line, towards the object that put it in
motion.

Were it true, that brutes were mere machines,

they could have no perception of pleaſure or
pain. But how contrary is this, to the doleful

ſignifications

a -
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ſignifications they give, when beaten or tor

mented ? How contrary to the common ſenſe of

mankind ? For do we not all naturally pity them,

apprehending them to feel pain juſt as we do ?

Whereas noman is troubled to ſee a plant torn,

or cut, or mangled how you pleaſe. And how

contrary to ſcripture ? A righteous man regardeth

the life of his beaſt : but the tender mercies

of the wicked are cruel. Prov. xii. 10 . The

former clauſe is uſually rendered , A good man is

merciful to his beaft. And this is the true ren

dering, as appears by the oppofite clauſe, That

the wicked is cruel. Cruelty then may be exer

cifed toward beaſts. But this could not be , were

they mere machines.

4. The Natural Inſtinct of all creatures, and

the ſpecial proviſion madefor ſome of themoft

helpleſs, do in a particular manner demonſtrate

thegreat Creator's care .

Firſt, What an admirable principle is the na

tural affe £tion of all creatures toward their

young ! By means of this, with what care do they

nurſe them up, thinking no pains too great to be

taken for them, no danger too great to be ven

tured upon, for their guard and ſecurity ! How
will they careſs them with their affectionate

notes, put food into their mouths, fuckle them,

cheriſh and keep them warm , teach them to pick

and eat, and gather food for themſelves : and in

a word, perform the whole part of ſo many
nurſes, deputed by the fovereign Lord of the

world, to help fuch young and ſhiftleſs creatures

till they are able to ſhift for themſelves.

Other
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Other animals, inſects in particular, whoſe off

ſpring is too numerous for the parent's proviſion,

are fo generated, as to need none of their care.

For they arrive immediately at their perfect ſtate,

and ſo are able to ſhift for themſelves. Yet thus

far the parental inſtinct, (equal to the moſt rational

fore-fight) extends, that they do not drop their

eggs any where, but in commodious places, ſuita

bleto their ſpecies. And fome include in their

neſts, fufficient and agreeable food , to ſerve their

young till they come to maturity.

And for the young themſelves. As the parent

is not able to carry them about, to cloaththem

and dandle them, as Man doth : how admirably

is it contrived, that they can foon walk about,

and begin to ſhift for themſelves ! How naturally,

do they hunt for their teat, fuck, pick and take in

their proper food !

On the other hand, the young ofman,( as their

parent's reaſon is ſufficient, to help, to nurſe,

feed and cloath them ) are born utterly helpleſs,

and are more abſolutely than any creature, caſt

upon their parent's care .

Secondly, What admirable proviſion is made

for ſome of the moſt helpleſs creatures, at a time

when they muſt otherwiſe utterly periſh ! The

winter is an improper ſeaſon to afford food to in.

ſeets and many other animals. When the fields,

trees, and plants are naked, and the air is chilled

with froſt ; what would become of fuch animals,

whoſe tender bodies are impatient of cold , and

who are nouriſhed only by the produce of the

{pringor ſummer ? Toprevent their total deftruc

tion, the Wiſe Preſerver of the world has ſo or

dered , that in the firſt place, thoſe which are im

patient
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patient of cold , ſhould have ſuch a peculiar ſtruc

ture of body, as during that ſeaſon , not to ſuffer

any waſte, nor conſequently need any recruit.

Hence many ſorts of birds, and almoſt all infects,

paſs the whole winter without any food. And

moſt of them without any reſpiration. It ſeems

all motion of the animal juices is extinct. For

though cut in pieces theydo not awake, nor does

any fluid ooze out at the wound. This ſleep

therefore is little leſs than death , and their wak

ing, than a reſurrection : when the returning

fun revives them and their food together.

The nextproviſion is for ſuch creatures as can

bear the cold, but would want food. This is

provided againſt in ſome, by a long patience of

hunger, in others by their wonderfulinſtinct, in

layingup food before hand, againſt the approach

ing winter. By ſome of theſe, their little trea

furies are at the proper ſeaſon well ſtocked with

proviſions. Yea, whole fields are here and there

beſpread with the fruits of the neighbouring trees

laid carefully up in the earth, and covered ſafe by

provident little animals .

5. And what a prodigious act is it of the Crea

tor's indulgence to thepoor, ſhiftleſs irrationals,

that they are already furniſhed with ſuch cloath

ing, as is proper to their place and buſineſs !

With hair, with feathers, with fhells, or with

firm armeture, all nicely accommodated, as well

to the element wherein they live, asto their ſe

veral occaſions there . To beaſts, hair is a com

modious cloathing ; which together with the

apt texture of their ſkin, fits them in all weathers

to lie on the ground, and to do their ſervice to

The thick and warm fleeces of others,man.

are
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are a good defence againſt the cold and wet, and

alſo a ſoftbed : yea, and to many a comfortable

covering for their tender young .

All the animals near Hudſon's Bay , are cloathed

with a cloſe , foſt , warm fur. But what is ſtill

more ſurprizing, and what draws all attentive

minds to admire the wiſdom and goodneſs of Pro

vidence , is, that the very dogs and cats which

are brought thither from England, on the ap

proach of winter change their appearance, and

acquire a much longer, fofter, and thicker coat of

hair than they originally had.

And as hair is a commodious dreſs for beaſts, ſo

are feathers for birds. They are notonly a good

guard againſt wet and cold, but nicely placed

every where on the body, to give them aneaſy

paſſage through the air, and to waft them through
that thin medium. How curious is their texture

for lightneſs, and withalcloſe and firm for ſtrength !

And where it is neceſſary they ſhould be filled ,

whata light, medullary ſubſtance are they filled

with ? So that even the ſtrongeſt parts , far from

being a load to the body, rather help to make it

light and buoyant. And how curiouſlyare the

vanes of the feathers wrought, with capillary fila

ments, neatly interwoven together, whereby they

are ſufficiently cloſe and ſtrong, both to guard

the body againſt the injuries of the weather , and

to impowerthe wings, like ſo manyfails, to make

ſtrong impulſes on the air in their flight.

No leſs curious is the cloathing of Reptiles.

How well adapted are the rings of fome, and

the contortions of the ſkin of others, not only to

fence the body ſufficiently, but to enable them

to creep , to perforate the earth, and to perform

all
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all the offices of their ſtate, better than any other

covering ?

Obſerve, for inſtance, the tegument of the

Earth -worms, made in the compleateſt manner,

for making their paſſage through the earth ,where

ever their occaſions lead them . Their body is

made throughout of ſmall rings , which have a cu.
rious apparatus of muſcles, that enable them with

great ſtrength to dilate, extend, or contract their

whole body. Each ring is likewiſe armed with

ftiff, ſharpprickles, which they can open at plea

ſure, or ſhut cloſe to their body. Laſtly, under

their ſkin there is a ſlimy juice, which they emit

as occaſion requires, to lubricate the body, and

facilitate their paſſage into the earth. By all theſe

means they are enabled , with eaſe and ſpeed, to

work themſelves into the earth, which they could

not do, were they covered with hair, feathers,

ſcales, or ſuch cloathing as any of the other crea
tures.

How wiſely likewiſe are the inhabitants of the

waters cloathed ! The ſhells of fome Fiſhes, are

a ſtrong guard to their tender bodies, and conſiſt

ent enough with their flow motion : while the

ſcales and fins of others afford them an eaſy and

ſwift paſſage through the waters .

6. Admirable likewiſe is the fagacity of brute

animals, in the conveniency and method of their
habitations. Their architectonic ſkill herein ,

exceeds all the ſkill of man. With what inimita

ble art do ſome of theſe poor, untaught creatures,

lay a parcel of rude ugly ſticks or ftraws together !

with what curioſity do they line them within, yea ,

wind and place every hair, feather, or lock of

wool, to guard and keep warm the tender bodies ,

both
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both of themſelves and their young ? And with

what art do they thatch over and coat their neſts

without, to deceive the eye of the ſpectators, as

well as to guard and fence them againſt the inju.

ries of the weather ?

Even Inſects, thoſe little, weak , tender crea .

tures, what artiſts are they in building their ha

bitations ? How does the bee gather its combfrom

various flowers, the waſp from ſolid timber ?

With what accuracy do other inſects perforate

the earth , wood, yea, ſtone itſelf ? Farther yet ,

with what care and neatneſs do moſt of them line

their houſes within, and ſeal them up and fence

them without ? How artificially do others fold
up

the leaves of trees ; others glue light bodies toge

ther, and make floating houſes, to tranſport them

felves to and fro, as their various occaſions require!

7. Another inſtance of the wiſdom of him that

made and governs the world , we have in the ba.
lance of creatures, The whole ſurface of the

terraqueous globe, can afford room and ſupport,
to no more than a determinate number of all ſorts

of creatures. And if they ſhould increaſe to dou

ble or treble the number, they muſt ſtarve or de

vour one another. To keep the balance even,

the great author of nature has determined the life

of all creatures to ſuch a length , and their increaſe

to ſuch a number, proportioned to their uſe in the

world. The life indeed of ſome hurtful creatures

is long; of the lion in particular. Butthen their

increaſe is exceeding ſmall : and by that means

they do not overſtock the world. On the other

hand, where the increaſe is great, the lives of

thoſe creatures are generally ſhort. And beſide

this, they are of great uſe to man , either for food ,

VOL. II. G
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or on other occaſions. This indeed ſhould be

particularly obſerved, as a ſignal inſtance of di

vine providence, that uſeful creatures are pro

duced in great plenty : others in ſmaller num

bers. The prodigious increaſe of inſects, both

in and out of the waters may exemplify the for

mer obſervation . For innumerable creatures feed

upon them , and would periſh , were it not for

this ſupply . And the latter is confirmed by what

many have remarked : that creatures of little uſe,

or by their voraciouſneſs, pernicious, either ſel

dom bring forth , or have but one or two at a
birth.

8. How remarkable is the deſtruction and re.

paration of the whole animal creation ? The ſur

face of the earth is the inexhauſtible ſource

whence both man and beaſt derive their ſubfiſ.

tance . Whatever lives , lives on what vegetates, and

vegetables in their turn , live , on whatever has

lived or vegetated : it is iinpoſſible for any thing

to live, without deſtroying ſomething elſe. It

is thus only that animals can ſubſift themſelves,

and propagate their ſpecies,

God in creating thefirſt individual of eachfpe

cies, animal or vegetable, not only gave aform

to the duſt of the earth , but a principle of life ,

incloſing in each , a greater or ſmaller quantity of

organical particles, indeſtructible and common

to all organized beings. Theſe paſs from bodyto

body, ſupporting the life, and miniſtring to the

nutrition and growth of each. And when any

body is reduced to aſhes, theſe organical particles,

on which death hath no power, ſurvive and paſs

into other beings, bringing with them nouriſh

ment and life. Thus every production, every

renovation,
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renovation, every increaſe by generation or nú.

trition, ſuppoſe á preceding deſtruction , a con

verſion of ſubſtance, an acceſſion of theſe orga

nical particles, which ever ſubſiſting in an equal

number, render nature always equally full of life.

The total quantity of life in the univerſe is

therefore perpetually the ſame. And whatever

death ſeems to deſtroy, it deſtroys no part of that

primitive life, which is diffuſed through all or

ganized beings. Inſtead of injuring nature, it only

cauſes it to ſhine with the greater luftre. If death

is permitted to cut down individuals, it is only, in

order to make ofthe univerſe, by the re-production

of beings, a theatre ever crouded, a ſpectacle

ever new. But it is never permitted to deſtroy
the moſt inconſiderable ſpecies.

That beings may ſucceed each other, it is ne

ceſſary that there be a deſtruction among them.

Yet like a provident mother, nature in the midſt

of her inexhauſtible abundance, has prevented

any waſte, by the few ſpecies ofcarnivorous ani

máls, and the few individuals of each ſpecies ;

multiplying at the ſame time both the ſpecies and

individuals of thoſe that feed on herbage. In ve

getables ſhe ſeems to be profuſe, both with regard

to the number and fertility of the ſpecies.

In the ſea indeed all the ſpecies are carnivorous .

But though they are perpetually preying upon,
they never deſtroy each other, becauſe their

fruitfulneſs is equal to their depredations.

* Thus thro ' ſucceſſive ages ftands

Firm fixt thy providential care !

Pleas'd with the works of thine own hands

Thou doſt the waites of Time repair."

G2 9. I add
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9 . I add a few more reflections on the world in

general. The ſame wiſe Being, who was pleaſed

to make man, prepared for him alſo an habitation

ſo advantageouſly placed , that the heavens and

the reſt of the univerſe might ſerve it both as an

ornament and a covering. He conſtructed like

wiſe the air which man was to breathe, and the

fire which was to ſuſtain his life. He prepared

alſo metals, falts, and all terreſtrial elements to re

new and maintain throughout all ages, whatever

might be on any account neceſſaryfor the inha

bitants of the earth .

The ſame Divine Ruler is manifeft in all the

objects that compoſe the univerſe. It is he that

cauſed the dry-land to appear, above the ſurface

of the ocean , that guaged the capacity of that

amazing reſervoir, and proportioned it to the

fluid it contains . He collects the riſing vapours,

and cauſes them to diftil in gentle ſhowers. At

hiscommand the ſun darts his enlivening rays,

and the winds ſcatter the noxious effluvia,which

if they were collected together might deſtroy the
human race.

He formed thoſe hills and lofty mountains

which receive and retain the water within their

bowels, in order to diſtribute it with economy

to the inhabitants of the plains, and to give i

ſuch an impulſe, as might enable it to overcome
the unevenneſs of the lands, and convey it to

the remoteſt habitations.

He ſpread under the plains beds of clay, or

compact earths, there to ſtop the waters , which

after a great rain,make their way through innu

merable little paſſages. Theſe ſheets of water

Irequently remain in a level with the neighbour

ing
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ing rivers, and fill our wells with their redundancy,

or as thoſe ſubſide, flow into them again .

Heproportioned the variety of plants in each

çountry, to the exigencies of the inhabitants, and

adapted the variety of the ſoils, to the nature of

thoſe plants.

He endued numerous animals with mild diſpo

fitions, to make them the domeſtics of man : and

taught the other animals to govern themſelves,

with an averfion to dependence, in order to con

tinue their ſpecies without loading man with too

many cares .

Ifwe more nearly furvey the animal and vege

table world , we find all animals and plants, have

a certain and determined form , which is invaria .

bly the ſame. So that if a monſter ever appear,
it cannot propagate its kind, and introduce anew

fpecies into the univerſe. Great indeed is the va .

riety of organized bodies . But their number is

limited. Nor is it pollible to add a new genus

either of plants or animals, to thoſe of which

God has created the germina, and determined

the form .

The fame Almighty power lias created a preciſe

number of ſimple elements, eſſentially different

from each other, and invariably the ſame . By

theſe he varies the ſcene of the univerſe, and at,
act

the ſame prevents its deftruction , by the very

immutability of the nature and number of theſe

elements. So that the world is for ever changed,

and yet eternally the ſame.

Yet if we would account for the origin of theſe

elements,we are involved in endleſs uncer

tainty. We can only ſay, he who has appointed

their different uſes in all ages , has rendered thofe

G3
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uſes infallible, by the impoſſibility of either de

Itroying or increaſing them .

Herein we read the characters ofhis power ,

which is invariably obeyed ; of his wiſdom ,which

has abundantly provided for every thing ; and of

his tender kindneſs toward man, for whom he has

provided ſervices equally various and infallible.

It is an additional proof of his continual care of

hiscreatures, that though every thing be compoſed

of ſimple elements, all placed within our reach,

yet no power is able to deſtroy the leaſt particle

of them . Nothing but the ſame cauſe which

was able to give them birth, can annihilate them,

or change their nature . In truth , the deſign and

will of the Creator, is the only phyſical cauſe of

the general economy of the world : the only phy

fical cauſe of every organized body, every germen

that flouriſhes in it ; the only phyſical cauſe of

every minute, elementary particle, which enters

into the compoſition of all.

We muſt not then expect ever to have clear

and full conception of effects, natures , and cauſes.

For where is the thing which we can fully con
ceive ? We can no more comprehend either

what body in general is , or any particular body,

ſuppoſe a maſs of clay, or a ball of lead, than

what a ſpirit, or what God is.

If we turn our eyes to the minuteſt parts of

animal life, we ſhall be loft in aſtoniſhment! And

though every thing is alike eaſy to the Almighty,

yet to usit is matterof the higheſt wonder ,that

in thoſe ſpecks of life , we find a greater number

of members to be put in motion, more wheels and

pullies to be kept going, and a greater varietyof

machinery, more elegance and workmanſhip (fo

to ſpeak ) in the compoſition, more beauty and

ornament in the finiſhing, than are ſeen in the

enormous
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enormous bulk of the crocodile , the elephant, or

the whale. Yea, they ſeem to be the effects of

an art, as much more exquiſite as the movements

of a watch are, than thoſe of a coach or wag.

gon .

Hence we learn , That an atom to God is as a

world, and a world but as an atom : juſt as to him,
a

one day is as a thouſand years ; and a thouſand

years but as one day. Every ſpecies likewiſe of

iheſe animalculæ may ſerve to correct our pride,

and ſhew how inadequate our notions are, to the

real nature of things. How extremely little can

we poſſibly know, either of the largeſt or ſmalleſt

part of the creation ? We are furniſhed with or

gans capable of difcerning, to a certain degree, of

great or little only . All beyond is as far beyond

the reach of our conceptions, as if it had never
exiſted .

Proofs of a wiſe, a good and powerful being

are indeed deducible from every thing around us :

but the extremely great and the extremelyſınall,
ſeem to furniſh us with thoſe that are moſt conia

vincing. And perhaps, if duly conſidered, the

fabric of a world, and the fabric of a mite, may

be found equally ſtriking and concluſive.

Glaſſes diſcover to us numberleſs kinds of liva

ing creatures, quite indiſcernable to the naked

eye . And howmany thouſand kinds may there

be , gradually decreaſing in ſize, which we can

not ſee byany help whatever ? Yet to all theſe.

we muſt believe God has not only appointed the

moſt wiſe meansfor preſervation and propagation

but has adorned them with beauty equal at leaſt

to any thing our eyes have ſeen . ·

· In ſhort , the world around us is the mighty

volume wherein God hath declared himſelf. Hu-.

G4 man
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nian languages and characters are different in dif

ferent nations. And thoſe of one nation are not

underſtood by the reſt. But the book of nature

is written in an univerſal character, which every

man may read in his own language. It con:
fifts not of words, but things, which picture out

the Divine perfections. The firmament every

where expanded, with all its ſtarry hoft, declares

the immenſity and magnificence, the power,

and wiſdom of its Creator. Thunder , lightn
.

ing, ſtorms, earthquakes and volcanos, ſhew the

terror of his wrath. Seaſonable rains, ſun -ſhine

and harveſt, denote his bounty and goodneſs, and

demonſtrates how he opens his hand, and fills all

living things with plenteouſneſs. The conſtantly

fucceeding generations of plants and animals, im

ply the eternity of their firſt cauſe, Life ſubfift

ing in millions of different forms, ſhews the vaſt

diffufion of this animating power, and death the

infinite diſproportion between him and every

living thing

Even the actions of animals are an eloquent

and a pathetic language. Thoſe that want the

help of man have a thouſand engaging ways ,

'which, like the voice of God ſpeaking to his

heart, command him to preſerve and cheriſh

them . In the mean time the motions or

looks of thoſe which might do him harm , ſtrike

him with terror, and warnhim , either to fly from

or arm himſelf againſt them . Thus it is, that

every part of nature directs us to nature's God.

10. The readerwill eaſily excuſe my conclud
ing this chapter alſo, with an extract' from Mr.

'Harvey.

“ In all the animal world , we find no tribe,

no individualneglected by its Creator. Even the

ignoble
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ignoble creatures are moſt wiſely circumſtanced

and moſt liberally accommodated .

They all generate in that particular ſeaſon ,

which ſupplies them with a ſtock of proviſions,

ſufficient not only for themſelves, but for their

increaſing families. Theſheep yean , when there

is herbage to fill their udders, and create milk for

their lambs . The birds hatch their young, when

new-born inſects ſwarm on every ſide. So that
the caterer, whether it be the male or female

parent, needs only to alight on the ground, or
make a little excurſion into the air, and find a

feaſt ready dreſſed for themouths at home.

Their love to their offspring, while they are

helpleſs, is invincibly ſtrong : whereas the mo

ment they are able to ſhift for themſelves, it va

nilhes as though it had never been . The hen '

that marches at the head of her little brood,

would fly at a maſtiff in their defence. Yet

within a few weeks, ſhe leaves them to the wide:

world, and does not even know them any more .

If the God of Iſrael inſpired Bezaleel and

Aholiah with wiſdom and knowledge in all manner

of workmaniſhip, the God of nature has not been

wanting, in his inſtructions to the fowls of the air ..

The ſkill with which they erect their houſes, and

adjuſt their apartments is inimitable. The caution

with which they hide their abodes from the

ſearching eye, or intruding hạnd, is admirable .

No general, though fruitful in expedients, could

build ſo commodious a lodgment. Give the moſt

celebrated artificer the ſame materials, which

theſe weak and unexperienced creatures uſe. Let
a Jones or a Demoivre haye only fome rude

ftones or ugly ſticks, a few bits of ditor ſcrapsof

hair, a lock of wool, or a coarſe ſprig of moſs :

and what works could they produce ?

Wa
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We extol the commander, who knows how to

take advantage of the ground ; who by every cir

cumſtance embarraſſes the forces of his enemy,

and advances the ſucceſs of his own . Does not

this praiſe belong to the feathered leaders ? Who

fix their penſile camp, on the dangerous branches

that wave aloft in the air, or dance over the

ſtream ? By this means the vernal gales rock their

cradle , and the murmuring waters lull the young,

while both concur to terrify their enemies, and

keep them at a diſtance. Some hide their little

houſhold from view, amidſt the ſhelter of in

tangled furze. Others remove it from diſcovery,

in the center of a thorny thicket. And by one

ftratagemor another they are generally as ſecure,

as if they intrenched themſelves in the earth.

If the Swan has large ſweeping wings, and a

copious ſtock of feathers, to ſpread over his callow

young, the Wren makes up by contrivance what

is wanting in her bulk . Small as ſhe is, the will ,

be obliged to nurſe up , a very numerous iſſue.

Therefore with ſurpriſing judgment. The deſigns,

and with wonderful diligence finiſhes her neft. It

is a neat oval, bottomed and vaulted over with a

regular concave : within made ſoft with down,

without thatched with moſs, only a ſmall aper

ture left for her entrance. By this means the

enlivening heat of her body is greatly increaſed

during the time of incubation. And her young

no ſooner burſt the ſhell, than they find them

Selves ſcreened from the annoyance ofthe weather,

and comfortably repofed, till they gather ſtrength

in the warmth of a bagnio .

Perhaps we have been accuſtomed to look up

on Inſects, as ſo many rude ſcraps of creation.fo :
.

But if we examine themwith attention, they will

appear

a
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appear ſome of the moſt poliſhed pieces of divine
workmanſhip. Many of them are decked with

the richeſt finery. Their eyes are an aſſemblage

of microſcopes : the common Fly , for inſtance,

who ſurrounded with enemies, has neither ſtrength

to reſift, nor a place of retreat to ſecure her

ſelf. For this reaſon ſhe has need to be very
vi.

gilant, and always upon her guard. But her head

is ſo fixed that it cannot turn to ſee what paſſes,

either behind or around her. Providence there .

fore has given her, not barely a retinue, but more

than a legion of eyes. Inſomuch that a ſingle fly

is ſuppoſed to be miſtreſs of no leſs than eight
thouſand. By the help of this truly amazing

apparatus, ſhe ſees on every ſide, with the utmoſt

eaſe and ſpeed, though without any motion of

the eye, or flexion of the neck .

The Dreſs of inſects is a veſture of reſplendent

colours, ſet with an arrangement of the brighteſt

gems. Their wings are the fineſt expanſion im

aginable, compared to which lawn is as coarſe as

fackcloth. The caſes, 'which encloſe their wings,

glitter withthe fineſt varniſh, are fcouped into

ornamental flutings, are ſtudded with radiant ſpots,

or pinked with elegant holes. Not one but is

endued with weapons to ſeize their prey, and dex-.

terity to eſcape their foe, to diſpatch the buſi
ſineſs of their ſtation , and enjoy the pleaſure of

their condition .

What if the Elephant is diſtinguiſhed by

his huge Proboſcis ? The uſe of this is anſwered

in there his meaner relations, by their curious

feelers, remarkable, if not for their enormous

- Size, yet for their ready flexion and quick ſen

ſibility. By theſe they explore their way in the

darkeſt road : by theſe they diſcover and avoid,

G 6 whatever
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whatever might defile their neat apparel, or en

danger their tender lives.

Every one admires the majeſtic Horſe. With

how rapid career does he bound along the plain ?

Yet the Graſs-hopper ſprings forward with a

bound abundantly more impetuous. The Ant too,

in proportion to his ſize, excels him both in

ſwiftneſs and ſtrength : and will climb preci.

pices , which the moſt courageous courſer dares

not attempt to fcale. If the Snail moves more

Nowly, fhe has however no need to go the ſame

way twice over : becauſe whenever ſhe departs,

wherever ſhe removes, ſhe is always at home.

The Eagle it is true, is privileged with pinions

that our-ſtrip the wind. Yet neither is that poor

outcaft, the groveling Mole, diſregarded by di

vine providence. Becauſe ſhe is to dig her cell

in the earth, her paws ſerve for a pick -axe and
{pade. Her eye is funk deep into its focket , that

it may not be hurt by her rugged ſituation . And

as it needs very little light, ſhe has no rea

fon to complain of her dark abode. So that her

fubterranean habitation , which ſome might call a

dungeon, yields her all the ſafety of a fortified

caftle, and all the delights of a decorated grot .

Even the Spider, though abhorred by man, is

the care of all-fuſtaining heaven . She is to fup

port herfelf by trepanning the wandering fly. Suit

ably to her employ ,ſhe has bags of glutinous

moiſture. From this ſhe ſpins a clammythread ,

and weaves it into a tenacious net. This ſhe

ſpreads in the moſt opportune place. But know .

ing her appearance would deter him from ap

proaching, ſhe then retires out of ſight. Yet the

conſtantly keeps within diſtance ; ſo as to receive

immediate intelligence when any thing falls into

her

a
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her toils, ready to ſpring out in the very inftant.

And it is obſervable, when winter chills the air,

and no more inſects rove through it, knowing her

labour would be in vain , ſhe leaves her ſtand,

and diſcontinues her work.

I muſt not forget the inhabitants of the hive. ,

The Bees ſublift as a regular community. And

their indulgent Creator has given them all imple

ments neceſſary either for building their combs,

or compoſing their honey: They have each a

portable veſlel, in which they bring home their

collected ſweets : and they have the moſt com

modious ſtore -houſes, wherein they depoſit them .

They readily diftinguiſh every plant, which af
fords materials for their buſineſs : and are com

plete practitioners in the arts of ſeparation and

refinement. They are aware that the vernal

bloom and ſummer ſun continue but for a ſeaſon.

Therefore they improve to the utmoſt every ſhin

ing hour, and lay up a fock fufficient to ſupply

the whole ftate, till their flowery harveſt returns.

If the maſter ofthis lower creation is ennobled

with the powers of reaſon, the meaneft claffes of

ſenſitive beings, are endued with the faculty of

inftinét: a fagacity which is neither derived from

obſervation, nor waits the finiſhing of experi

ence : which without a tutor teaches them all

neceſſary ſkill, and enables them without a pat

tern to perform every needful operation. And

what is more remarkable, it never mifleads them ,

either into erroneous principles , or pernicious

practices: nor ever fails them in themoſt nice and

difficult of their undertakings.

Let us ſtep into another element, and juſt viſit

the watry world . There is not one among the

innumerable myriads, that ſwim the boundleſs

ocean,

c
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ocean , but is watched over by the fovereign eye,

and ſupported by his almighty hand. He has

condeſcended even to beautify them. He has

given the moſt exact proportion to their ſhape,

the gayeft colours to their ſkin , and a poliſhed

ſurface to their ſcales. The eyes of ſomeare ſur
rounded with a ſcarlet circle : the back of others

diverſified with crimſon ſtains. View them when

they glance along the ſtream ,or when they are freſh

from their native brine, the ſilver is not more .

bright, nor the rainbow more glowing than their

vivid, gloſſy hues.

But as they have neither hands nor feet, how

can they help themſelves, or eſcape their ene

mies ? By the beneficial, as well as ornamental

furniture of fins. Theſe when expanded, like

mafis above, and ballaſts below , poiſe their float

ing bodies, and keep them ſteadily upright.

They are likewiſe greatly affifted by the flexi

bility and vigorous activity of their 'tails : with

which they jhoot through the paths of the fea,

ſwifter than a veſſel with all its fails. But

we are loft in wonder at the exquiſite con

trivance and delicate formation of their gills: by

which they are accommodated , even in that

denſe medium , with the benefits of reſpiration !

A piece of mechaniſm this , indulged to the

meaneſt of the fry : yet infinitely furpaſſing, in the

fineneſs of its ſtructure and operation, whatever is

curious in the works of art, or commodious in

the palaces of Princes.

PART
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PART the THIRD.

Of PLANTSand FOSSILS.

CH A P. I.

Of P L A N T S.

1. What we mean by 14. Of Male and Fe
Plants. male Plants.

2. Their liquid Parts.: 15. Of the Sleep. of
3. Their ſolid Parts. Plants.

4. Of theBark .
16. Of the Agreement

5. The Wood. between Plants and

6. The Pith . Animals.

7. The Root and Bran- 17. Of the Generation

ches. of Plants.

8. The Leaves. 18. Oftheir Flowers.

9. The Nutrition of 19. Their Seeds.
Plants. 20. Their Fruits .

10. Water not the Ele- 21. Of the Perſpiration

ment ofPlants. of Plants .

11. The Motion of the 22. Trees inverted will

Nutritive Juice.

12. The Deſcent and 23. 8f the Propagation
Aſcent ofthe Sap. of ſeveral Plants.

13. Of the Increaſe, of 24. Of Grainplanted in
Grain and Seeds, various Subſtances.

B we ,
titute of ſenſe and motion, fixed in the

earth, and drawing their nouriſhment from it by

their roots. Touching theſe , we may conſider,

firft ,
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firſt, the ſtructure of their parts, and then their

nutrition and generation.

2. The Parts of which they are compoſed are

either Liquid or Solid . The Liquid are uſually

divided into Juices and Tears . The Juice is to

the Plant, what blood is to an animal,and is va

rious in the various kinds of Plants . Tears are

liquors which are emitted from them, whether

they ſweat out of them naturally : or are drawn

out of them, either by art, or by the heat of the

fun. Some of theſe remain liquid ; others grow

by degrees into a firm conſiſtence.

3. Plants conſiſt of three diffimilar, folid Parts,

the Root, the Trunk, and the Branches. In

each of theſe we may obſerve three fimilar

parts , the Bark, the Wood, and the Pith .

4. To begin with the Trunk. Here wemay

firſt obſerve the Bark ; whoſe ſurface conſifts of

little bladders, which ſurround the trunk like a

ring. Theſe, which are , commonly filled with

ſome kind of juice, being removed , there occur

various ranks of woody fibres, curioufly wrought

in a kind of net-work, one row above another.

The intervals alſo between thoſe fibres, are all

filled with little veſſels. The uſe of the Bark

feems to be, not only like ſkin , to cover the

wood and pith , but alſo to concoct the nutritive

juice, and forward the growth of the Plant. And

as tothe nutrition of the Plant, it is probable the

juice aſcends from the root , through the fibres,

and is fuftained by the unevenneſs therein, till it

is lodged in the veſſels. In theſe the new juice

being mixed, with that they contained before, is
fermented

1
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fermented and rarefied to ſuch a degree, as is

needful for its nouriſhment .

It has been a common opinion , that trees only

live by the aſcent of the fap in the Bark, or be

tween the Bark and the wood. Butthis evidently

appears to be a vulgar error, from the inſtance of

a large, old elm , in Magdalen College Grove at

Oxford, which was quite difbarked all round, at

moſt places two feet, at ſome four feet from the

ground. Notwithſtanding this, it grew and flou

riſhed many years, as well as any tree in the

grove.
What is more, it was likewiſe without

all pith, being hollow within as a drum . Add to

this, that the plane and cork-trees, diveſt them

ſelves every year of all their old bark, (as ſnakes do

of their ſkins) and acquire a new one. Now

during the change from one to the other, it is

clear they are not nouriſhed by the Bark . There

fore there muſt be other veſſels, beſides thoſe of

the Bark , capable of conveying the fap. It is

probable, the Bark may ordinarily do this , but

that when the ordinary conveyance fails, ſome of

the woody parts, (which were all fap -vefſels once)

reſume their ancient office : ſo far, at leaſt, as to

keep the tree alive, though not to increaſe its

bulk . Perhaps this is the uſe of the fap -veſſels in

- the wood different from that of thoſe in the

Bark. Theſe are deſigned for the continuation

of a tree , thoſe in the Bark for its augmentation.

It ſeems the Bark in fruit-trees is principally

deſigned for the augmentation of thetree itſelf,

while the finer veſſels of the woody part, ſtrain

and prepare thejuices for the fruit. “ A gentle

man near Cork, obſerving that his peach - tree

grew exceedingly , but bore no fruit, cut off

the Bark almoſt quite round , for the breadth of

two
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two fingers . The next year the tree hardly grew

at all , but bore abundance of fruit.

Again. As animals are furniſhed with a Pan

niculus Adipoſus, uſually replete with fat, which

inveſts and covers all the fleſhy parts, and ſcreens

them from external cold : fo plants are incompaſ

ſed with a Bark, replete with fatty juices, by means

whereof even the winter cold ' is kept off, and

hindered from freezing the juices in the veſſels.

And thoſe ſort of trees, whoſe Bark abounds with

oil , remain green all the year round.

5. In the Wood likewiſe there are obſerý

ed concave fibres, woven as it were of various

veſicles, and ſtretching all the length of the wood,
as do the fibres of thebark . Theſe have intervals

between them, in which are tranſverſe veſicles,

reaching to the very pith. There are other.

fibres, which run obliquely, and are farlarger, but
not fo numerous as the former. In ſome trees

there are alſo ſeveral rows of tubes, which emit a

thick milky liquor.

a

6. The Pith is in the middle of the wood . It

confifts of various rows of hollow globules, covered

with a fine membrane. In ſometrees it contains

a peculiar juice , which ſometimes hardens , or

grows black . In tender ſhoots the Pith (which is

frequently hexagonal) is not exactly in the

middle : but is nearer the bark on the ſouth -ſide,

than on the north -ſide of the plant. It is a con

ftant obſervation, that the Pith leſſens as the tree

grows. Some have imagined it to be the heart of

the plant : but this cannot be. For ſome trees

will flouriſh and bear fruit, after the Pith is taken

out. Beſides this, there is in ſome trees à Blea, a

white
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white and a tender ſubſtance, between the bark

and the wood.

7. TheRoot has nearly the ſame veſſels as the

trunk . Through it the juice paſſes that nouriſhes

the plant. The roots of ſome plants are full of

hollow threads, which tranſmit nouriſhment to

the
upper parts. This in other plants inſinu

ates itſelf through the pores that are in the bark

of the root. The Branches of a plant agree with

the trunk , in all the eſſential parts of its ſtruc

ture.

If no moiſture come to tlie roots of trees they

cannot
grow ; but if it comes only to the points

of the root, though all the reſt reinain dry, they

For the root ſhoots out yearly a

ſharp pointed tender part, ſomewhat like the

ſharp bud on the end of a ſprig, by which it not

only' inlarges itſelf in breadth , as the branch

es do above, but alſo receives its nouriſhment.

And that tender part moves toward the ſoft

and moiſt earth . So that to looſen the earth at

the points of the roots , much helps the growth of

grow well.

4

all plants .

8. On the ſmalleſt part of the branches grow

the Leaves ; of theſe we may obſerve, 1. The

Fibres of the leaf ſtand not on the ſtalk in an

even line, but always in an angular or circular

poſture; and their vaſcular fibres or threads , are

three, five, or ſeven. The reaſon of this poſi

tion is, for the more erect growth, and for the

greater ſtrength of the leaf : as alſo for the ſecu

rity of its fap. 2. The accurate poſition of theſe

fibres, which often take in the eighth part of a

circle, as in mallows ; in ſome plants a tenth ;
but
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abut in moſt a twelfth. 3. The art in folding up

the leaves before the eruption, is incomparable

both for elegance and ſecurity. They take up

the leaſt room their form will bear ; and are ſo

conveniently couched, as to be capable of re

ceiving protection from other parts, and of giv
ing it toeach other.

Leaves confift of fibres continued from the

trunk of the tree. They are cloathed with an

extremely thin pellicle which is covered with the

fineft down . Their ſkin or coat is only that of

the branches extended, as gold is by beating. In

the bud they are folded up, almoſt in the manner
of a fan , ſometimes in two , ſometimes in ſeveral

plaits . But if they are too thick to plait com

modiouſly in two, and to be ranged againſt each

other, or if they are too ſmall a number, or their

fibres tov delicate ; inſtead of being plated , they

are rolled up, and form either a ſingle roll, or

two rolls, which begin at each extremity of the

leaf, and meet in the middle . There are alſo ſome

plants, as fern in particular, which form three
rolls,

The chief uſe of leaves ſeem to be, 1. To catch

the dew and rain, and ſo convey more nouriſh

ment to the plant, than the root alone could do.

2. To take in air ; (ofwhich more hereafter :) and

3. To miniſter to a kind of inſenſible perſpira

tion, by which redundancies may be thrown off.

9. The Nutrition of plants ſeems to be per

formed thus. As the earth abounds with particles

of every fort, thoſe which ſuit each plant, being

diffolved by moiſture and agitated by heat,

enter the root through its threads or pores, af-.

cend through the woody @res, and being in the
veſicles
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veſicles of the plant mixed with its native juice,

and ſubtalized by fermentation, infinuate them

felves into all parts of it . Part of this nouriſhes

the plant and forms the fruit; the reſidue tranſ

pires . But as all particles are not equally fit to
enter the

pores of every plant , neither can all be

fermented into a juice proper to nouriſh it : the

reaſon is plain, why every plant will not flouriſh

in every ſoil.

It is remarkable, that trees of very different

kinds, draw their whole fuftenance from the

moiſture they find in the ſame piece of ground,

and from the ambient air and dews. Hence we

may infer, that the very contexture of their :

bodies form the firſt feed , are the natural limbecs,

where the common water and air, are digefted

into ſo many different leaves and fruits.

We fee alſo, that an handful of moſs, fome

times above a ſpan long, grows out of a ſmall

oyſter- ſhell, without any earth, as do trees out of

bare rocks , Hence we eafily learn, that the

feeds firſt, and then the roots, ſtems, and leaves

of trees, are the ſtrainers which ſecrete and
genea

rate their peculiar faps and juices . Theſe are at

firſt little elſe than pure air and water, till they are

concreted in peculiar falts, by more curious

ſtrainers, and more fubtle boilers than art has

ever deviſed.

10.The antients generally ſuppoſed the earth to

produce vegetables ;many of the moderns aſcribe

it to wateralone. But it is a doubt whether the

experiment ever was made with the nicety that

is requiſite. And it proves nothing, unleſs that

water be quite pure from any terreſtrial mixture.

For if it be not, the plant may owe its whole

growth to that terreſtrial matter.

Who

>
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Who can findany water, newly taken out of

the ſpring, which does not exhibit even to the

naked eye, great numbers of ſmall terreſtrialpar

ticles, diſperſed through every part of it ? Theſe

are of two general kinds. Some are of a mineral

nature, others of a vegetable. Of the latter

ſome are fit to nouriſh one plant, or one part of

it, and ſome another. All water is much charged

with vegetable matter, which is fine, light, and

eaſily moveable. Spring water containsmore of

it than river water, river water more than rain

water.

To which of theſe waters, or the matter fuf

tained therein, do vegetables owe their growth ?

In order to decide this,the following experiments

were made. Several phials of the ſame ſhape and

ſize were filled with equal quantities of water.

Overeach was tied a piece ofparchment, with an

hole in it juſt large enough for the ſtem of the

plant, to prevent the water from evaporating, or

aſcending any way butthrough the plant. Seve.

ral plants being exactly weighed , were then,

placed in theſe phials, and as they imbibed the

water, more was added from time to time. Each

glaſs was marked with a different letter, and all fet

in the ſanie window, from July 20, till October 1.

Then they were taken out, thewater in each phial

weighed, and the plant with the leaves that had

fallen off. It then appeared how much each

plant had gained, and how much water had been

expendedupon it.

.

Letters
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15 2558 1 to 170

gr. gr.

A. Spear-mint ſet
42

in ſpring-water. 27

B. Spear-mint in
28

rain -water.
45 17 3004 1 to 171

C. Spear-mint in
28

Thames-water.
54

26 2493 1 to 95

D. Night- ſhade in

ſpring-water.
49 106 57 3708|1 to 65

The water aſcends through the veſfels of plants,

as through a filtre. And a larger filtre draws

more water than a ſmaller. Therefore plants that
have more

or larger veſſels, draw more than

thoſe that have fewer and ſmaller.

But the greateſt part of the water imbibed by

plants, paſſes through their pores into the atmoſ

phere. Hence the leaſt proportion of water ex

pended is to the increaſe of the plant, as 46 or

50 to one. In ſome it is 100, 200, nay, in one,

700 times as much as the increaſe of the plant.

Nor does this water paſs off alone, but bears

with it many particles of the plant. The groſſer

indeed are not ſo eaſily borne up into the atmoſ

phere, but are uſually depoſited on the ſurface of

the flowers, leaves, or other parts of the plant.

Hence our honey -dews, and other gummous exile

dations.
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dations. But the finer eaſily aſcend into the atmoſ.

phere, and are conveyed to our organs of ſmell.

Great part of the terreſtrial matter mixt with

the water, aſcends into the plants. After the ex ,

periment , there was inuch more of it in the glaſſes

which had no plants in them , than in thoſe that

had . Indeed, thismatter, being ſofine and light,
attends water in all its motions : ſo that filtre it

ever ſo often , ſome will remain .

The plant increaſes more or leſs as the water it

ſtands in, contains more or leſs of this matter.

So the mint in the glaſs C, was of much the

ſame bulk and weight with thoſe in A and B.

But ſtanding in river-water, which contained

more terreſtrial matter, than the ſpring or rain

water wherein they food, it increaſed almoſt

double to either of them , yea, and with leſs ex

pence
of water.

But all vegetable matter is not proper for the

nouriſhment of every plant. Although ſome parts

in all may owe their ſupply to the ſame common

matter , yet others require a peculiar fort of matter,

and cannot be formed without it. Yea, different

ingredients go to the compoſition of one and the

ſame plant. If therefore the ſoil wherein a plant

is ſet, contains all , or moſt of thoſe ingredients , it

will grow
there, otherwiſe not. If there be not as

many ſorts ofparticles,as are requiſite for the effen

tial parts it will not grow at all. If they be there,

but not enough of them, it will not grow to its

natural ſtature. If the leſs effential particles be

wanting, it will be defective in ſmell , taſte, or

ſome other way. But though ſome land may not

contain matter proper for ſome plants, yet it may

for others, All this ſhews, that plants owe their

increaſe, not to water only, but to a particular

terreſtrial matter : elſe there would be no need

of
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water .

of manure ,or of tranſplanting them from place

10 place. The rain falls on all places alike: on

this field and that , this garden or orchard and

another . Vegetables therefore are not formed of

One plant drew up 2501 grains of this ;

yet increaſed only three grains and a half. The

mint in B. took thirty nine grains of water a day,

which was much more than the whole weight of

the original plant. And yet it gained not one

fourth of a grain, in a day and night.

Water then is only a vehicle to the terreſtrial

matter, which forms vegetables. Where this is

wanting, the plant does not increaſe, though ever

ſo much water aſcend into it. This is only the

agent which conveys that matter to them , and

diſtributes it to their ſeveral parts for their nou

riſhment. It is fitted for this office, by the figure

of its parts, which are exactly ſpherical; there

fore eaſily ſuſceptible of motion , and conſequently

capable of conveying other matter that is not ſo

voluble. Befide, the conſtituent particles of water

are abſolutely folid, and do not yield to the greateſt

external force : therefore their intervals are

always alike . By this quality water is diſpoſed to

receive inatter into it : by the former, to bear

it along with it.

It is farther qualified to be a vehicle of this

matter, by the fineneſs of its particles . We ſearce

know a fluid in nature , except fire, whoſe con

ftituent parts are ſo exceeding ſmall. They paſs
pores which air itfelf cannot paſs. This enables

ihem to enter the fineſt veſſels of plants, and to,

introduce the terreſtrial matter to all parts of them ;

each of which, by means of peculiar organs, al

fumes the particles ſuitable to its own nature, let

ting the reſt paſs on through the common ducts.

11. As to the motion of the nutritive juice, fome

VOL . II . H think
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think it aſcends by the wood, and deſcends by the

bark . But it is not eaſy to Mhew, by what particu

lar tubes it either aſcends or defcends. Neither

after all our reſearches does it appear, what is

the principle of this motion ? Whether there be

any ſuch thing as an attractive force in the plant

itself : or whether it be performed on the mere

principles of mechaniſm , by the expanſion of the

air contained in the juice, which moves and pro

pels the particles of it into every part of the plant.

However, that the Sap in plants does circulate

is nade probable by an eaſy experiment. On

a branch of a plain jeilamine, whoſe item ſpreads

into two or three branches, inoculate in Autumn,

a bud of the yellow ſtriped jeſſamine. When

the tree ſhoots the next ſummer, ſome of the

leaves will be ſtriped with yellow , even on the

branches not inoculated. And by degrees, the

whole tree will be ſtriped , yea, the very wood of

the young branches.

It is probable the circulation is performed thus.

The wood of plants conſilts of fine, capillary tubes,

which run parallel with each other from the root,

and may be looked upon as arteries. On the

outſide of theſe , between the wood and the inner

bark , are larger tubes, which may do the office

of veins . Now the root having imbibed juice

from the earth, this is put into motion by the heat.

Hereby it is rarefied and cauſed to aſcend in the

form of a ſteam orvapour; till meeting the mouths

of the arterial veſſels, it paſſes through them to

the top, and to tie extreme parts of the tree with

a force anſwerable to the heat whereby it is moved .

When it arrives there, meeting with the cold of

the external air, it condenſes into a liquor, and

in that form returnsby its own weight, to the

root of the venal veſſels.

12. That
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12. That the Sap does circulate, appears farther

from hence,that the graft will either corrupt or heal

the ſtock . Nay, it changes the very way of the

growing of the root, which it could not do, but

by ſending down its fap thither. Crab -ſtocks

grafted with fruit, which the ſoil does not like,

will canker, not only in the graft, but the ſtock

alſo. But graft them again with fruit it does like,

and it will quickly heal. Farther : graft twenty

young pear-ſtocks with one ſort of pear , and

twenty with another. The roots of one fort will

grow all alike, and ſo will thoſe of the other.

Yet ever-greens grafted on treeswhich drop their

Jeaves, as the ever-green oak of Virginia upon

the commonEngliſh oak, hold their leaves all

the winter. Does not this ſhew , that the juices

circulate in winter, as well as fummer, even

in the plants which drop their leaves ? Otherwiſe

thoſe grafted on them muſt foon die.

It ſeems that the Sap does not riſe by the pith :

becauſe ſome large trees are without that part,
and

yet continue to put forth branches. Indeed

no pith is found in thoſe branches ofa tree, which

exceed two or three years growth . And the

pith which is in a branch of this year, is diſtributed

into thoſe boughs which are formed the next

ſeaſon .

Many believe , the tree does not receive its

nouriſhment by the bark ; becauſe trees that have

loſt that part, continue to grow . But they ſuppoſe

a tree has but one bark ; whereas
every

branch

has four diſtinct coverings . The two outermoft

of theſe may be taken from a tree without much

damage. But if the two others be taken off, it

will infallibly kill the tree .

Some affirm , that the Sap neither riſes nor falls

in the woody part of the tree, becauſe when a
branch

a
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branch is cut, they cannot diſcern any Sap iſſue

out of it . Certainly they cannot; becauſe thoſe

tubes are not large enough, to receive any thing

more groſs than vapour. The root receives chiefly

in Autumn its proper juices, which the warmth

in ſpring raiſes into a vapour, that gradually aſ

cends through thoſe fine tubes , and by that means

cauſes vegetation.

13. Some have objected to our Lord's ſpeaking

of corn increaſing an hundred fold, that this is im

poſſible. So far from it , that a grain of barley,

has been known to produce two hundred and for

ty -nine ſtalks, containing above eighteen thou

land grains.

A ftill more curious experiment was made

with turnip feed, at Sutton -Coldfield, in War

wickſhire. In leſs than three days after it was

ſown, the turnips were above ground. In three

weeks the roots were as big as walnuts : in leſs

than five weeks, as large as apples. Auguſt 12th,

one of them weighed two pounds fourteen ounces .

At the ſame time was weighed an ounce of the

feed, which had been ſown, and it was found to

contain fourteen thouſand fix hundred ſingle

grains. This being multiplied by forty-fix (the

ounces that the turnip weighed ) produces fix

hundred and ſeventy -one thouſand fix hundred,

viz . the number of ſingle grains required to

equal the weight of the turnip. Hence it follows,

that(ſuppoſingthe increaſe was uniform ) the grain

when it was ſown, weighing but oth part of an

ounce, increaſed in the following proportions :
In ſix weeks 6716007

A week
111933 Times its own
15990

An hour 660 weight.

A minute In

A day

11
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In June 1766 Mr. Miller ſowed ſome grains of

common red wheat. On Auguſt 8 , a plant was

taken up and divided into eighteen parts. Each

of theſe was placed ſeparately. Theſe plants

having ſhot out ſeveral ſide ſhoots, by the middle

of September, they were taken up and divided

again . This ſecond diviſion produced fixty -ſeven

plants. Theſe remained through the winter. Ania

other diviſion of them madein theſpring, produc

ed 500 plants, They were then divided no farther.

The whole number of ears, which by the pro

ceſs were produced from one grain, was 21109.

And from a calculation made, by counting the

whole number of grains in one ounce, might be

about 576840.

14. Some plants are male and ſome female .

Mr. Miller ſeparated the Male plants of Spia

nach from the Female. The feed ſwelled as

uſual, but did not grow when he lowed it . Yet

it might have been impregnated another way, as

appeared from another experiment. He fet

twelve tulips about fix yards from any other, and

as foon as they flowered, carefully took out the

ſtamina . Two days after he ſaw beesworking on

other tulips, and coming out loaded with the dust .

They flew into the firſt tulips, and left therein

duſt enough to impregnate them, which accord

ingly bore good ſeed . Thus we ſee the farina

may be carried by inſects, and lodged on flowers,

which it is fit toimpregnate.

Afterwards he bought and fowed ſome Savoy

feed, and planted outthe plants,butwas ſurprized

at theproduction . For he had ſome red cabbage,

ſome white, fome favoys with red ribs, and ſome

a mixture ofalltogether in one plant. The gar

dener aſſured him , he had carefully ſaved the feed.

BeingH 3
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Being aſked, where he had ſetthe plants for ſeed ,

he fhewed him , and ſaid, He planted firſt a dozen

white cabbages, next a dozen favoys, and then a

dozen red cabbages. Is it not plain that here the

effluvia of one ſort, impregnated the other ? For

did each grain of the farina impregnate only its

own kind, this mongrel fort could never be pro
duced.

An inſtance of the ſame kind has been obſerved

with regard to Indian Corn : this is of ſeveral co

lours, as white , red and yellow . If each of theſe

be planted by themſelves, they produce their ownı

colour. But if you plant the blue corn in one

row , and the white or yellow in the next, they

will interchange colours : fome of the ears in the

blue corn rows, are white or yellow, and ſome in

the white or yellow rows, aré blue. That this is

cauſed by the effluvia of one impregnating the

other , is manifeft from hence. Place a cloſe,

high fence, between the corn of different colours,

and there is no change of colour in any of

them .

The Holly is deſcribed by all naturaliſts, as

bearing hermaphrodite flowers. But by late ob

ſervations it has appeared , that ſome trees bear

male , ſome female flowers. Yet there is a vaſt

variety. In Chelſea -garden, fome Hollies bear

female, ſomehermaphrodite flowers, But ſome

trees bear only male flowers ; fome only female,

fome only hermaphrodite. Others hear both

male and female, both male and hermaphrodite,

or female and hermaphrodite. And others bear

male , female, and hermaphrodite , all at the ſame
time.

+

15. That the leaves of certain plants aſſume at

night a diſpoſition different from that of the day,

15
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is well known. This has been uſually termed,

The Sleep. But to what is this owing ? Not to

the variation of heat or cold, moiſture or dryneſs.

For however theſe are varied , the fame thing

happens with equal regularity. It is light alone

that occaſions this change , which by the ſmall

neſs of its particles, is capable of entering bodies,

and by its activity , of producing great changes in

them . It changes the poſition of the leaves of

plants, by a motion it excites among the fibres.

The natural poſition of the lobes in theſe leaves

is drooping. This is their poſture ofrepoſe. But

vegetation is very imperfe &tly performed, while

they remain in it . It is light which alters that

poſition, by its quick vibrations.

In the evening, Auguft 7 , (in order to make a

full experiment) Dr. Hill placed a plant of Abrus,

in a room where it had moderate day-light, with

out the ſun ſhining upon it. The lobes of the

leaves were then fallen perpendicularly from the

middle rib, and cloſed together by their under fides.

Thus they continued all night. Half an hour af

ter day -break, they began to ſeparate, and a quar

ter of an hour after ſun -riſe, were perfectly ex

panded. Long before fun-ſet they began to droop

again, and toward evening were cloſed as at firit.

Next day the plant was ſet, where there was

leſs light. The lobes were raiſed in the morn

ing, but not ſo much. And they drooped earlier

at evening

The third day it was ſet in a ſouth window ,

open to the full fun. Early in the morning the

leaves had attained their horizontal ſituation : by

nine o'clockthey were raiſed above it, and con

tinued fo till evening. Then they fell to the ho.

rizontal ſituation, and thence gradually to the
uſual ſtate of reſt.

a
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The fourth day the plant ſtood in the ſame place,

but the ſun did not appear. The lobes early at

tained their horizontal ſituation , but did not riſe

beyond it, and in the evening cloſed as uſual.

Theſe experiments prove, thatthe whole change

is occaſioned by light only. To putthis beyond dif

pute,in the evening of the ſixth day, theplant was

ſet in a book -caſe, on which the morningfun fhone,

the doors ſtanding open. The next day wasbright.

The lobes whichhad cloſed in the evening, be

gan to open early in the morning, and by nine

o'clock, ihey were raiſed in the uſual manner. I

then ſhut the doors of the book - caſe : on opening

them an hour after, the lobes, were all cloſed as

at midnight. On opening the doors , they open

ed again , andin twenty minutes they were fully

expanded. This has ſince been many times re

peated , and always with the faine ſucceſs. We

can therefore, by admitting or excluding the

light, make the plant put on all its changes .
Hence we are certain , that what is called the

Sleep of Plants , is cauſed by the abſence of light

alone, and that their various intermediate ſtates

are owing to its differentdegrees.

It has been ſuppoſed that the daily motions of

the Senſitive Plant, were likewiſe owing to light

and darkneſs ; becauſe it expands itſelf in the morn

ing, and cloſes again in the evening. From the

main branches ofthis plant ſpring ſeveral ſmaller

ones, and from theſe othersſtill leſs, which ſupport

the leaves rangedon each ſide,in pairs over -againſt

one another. Several other plants are of the

fame form , and all theſe cloſe their leaves in the

evening, and open them in the morning, which

therefore is not peculiar to the Senſitive Plant.

But this cloſes them at any time of the day, if

touched , and ſoon after opens them again. You
can
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can ſcarce touch the leaf of a vigorous Senſitive

Plant ſo lightly, as not to make it cloſe . The

large rib which runs along its middle, is as an hinge

onwhich the two halvesof the leaf move, when

they turn upon being touched, till they ſtand erect,

and by thatmeansmeet one another. Theſlighteſt

touch gives this motion to one leaf ; if a little

harder, it gives the ſame motion to the leaf op

poſite. If the touch be ftill rougher, the whole

arrangement of leaves on the ſame rib cloſe in

the ſame manner. If it be ſtronger ftill, the

rib itſelf moves upward toward the branch on
which it grows. And if the touch be yet

more rough, thevery branches ſhrink
up toward

the main ſtem . The motion which has the greateſt

effect of all others upon it , is the ſhaking one.

Winds and heavy rain alſo cauſe this plant to cloſe

its leaves ; but notgentle ſhowers : the contraction

being cauſed by the agitation of the wind, and the

ſtrokes given by the large diops.

The natural ſhutting and opening of its leaves

at night and morning, are not ſo fixed, as notto

be variable by many circumſtances. In Auguſt a

Senſitive Plantwas carried in a pot into adark

The ſhaking in the carriage ſhut up its

leaves , ſo that they did not open for four and

twenty hours. And when they did open, they

cloſed no more for three days and nights. Being

then brought again into the open air, they re

covered their natural motions , ſhutting at night.

and opening in the morning, as variouſly as ever.

While in the cave , it was as much affe &ted by the

touch, as in the open air.,

By this and many experiments it appears, that

it is not the light that opens theſe plants, nor the

darkneſs which ſhuts them. Neither is it owing

to the increaſe of heat or cold . Indeed, great heat

H 5 will
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will affect them a little , but not in any conſidera

able degree. Concerning the real cauſe , we may

form many conjectures: but nothing certain can
he known.

Nearly related to the Sleep of Plants, is that

which Linnæus called the Awaking ofFlowers.The

flowers of moſt plants , after they are once open

ed, continue ſo night and day,until they drop off,

or die away. Others, which fhut in the night

time, open in themorning ſooner or later, accord

ing to their fituation in the fun or fhade, or as they

are influenced by the manifeft changes of the at

moſphere.There are another claſs of flowers,which

make the ſubject of theſe obſervations, which ob

ſerve a more uniform law in this particular.

Theſe open and ſhut conſtantly at certain

hours, excluſive of any manifeſt changes in the

atmoſphere ; and this with ſo little variation in

point of time , as to render the phænomenon

worth obſervation . Linnæus's obſervation extends:

to near fifty ſpecies which are ſubject to this law .

We will enumerate ſome of theſe, and mention

the time when the flowers open and ſhut. The

little blue Convolvulus, or Bindweed, opens its

flowers between five and fix in the morning.

and ſhuts them in the afternoon . The flowers of

the Day-Lilly open about five in the morning,

ing, and fhut at ſeven or eight in the evening.

The leſſer Water-Plantain , during its flowering

time,only opens its flowers each day about noon.

The flowers of the Proliferous Pink , expand about

eight in the morning, and cloſe again about one

in the afternoon . Purple Spurrey, expands be

tween nine and ten in the morning, and cloſes be

tween two and three in the afternoon. This

little plant is common among the corn in fandy

foils and flowers in June . Common Purſlain ;

opens its flowers about nine or ten in the

morning,
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morning, and cloſes them again in about an hour's

time . The white Water-Lilly grows in rivers,

ponds and ditches , and the flowers lie upon the

ſurface of the water. At their time of expanſion,

which is about ſeven in the morning, the ſtalk is

erected, and the flower more elevated above the

ſurface . In this ſituation it continues till about

four in the afternoon, when the flower ſinks to the

furface of the water, and cloſes again . Yellow

Goats Beard , or Go-to -bed -at -noon ( the latter

of theſe names was given to this plant long ſince ,

on account of this remarkable property) opens

its flowers in general about three or four o'clock,

and cloſe again about nine or ten in the morn

ing Theſe flowers will perform their vigiliæ , if

fet in a phial of water, within doors, for ſeveral

mornings fucceffively. Sometimes they are quite
clofed, from their utmoft ſtate of expanſion, in

leſs than a quarter of hour.

16. From what has been ſaid it plainly appears,

that there is a conſiderable agreement between

plants and animals, as well with regard to their

nutrition , as to the ſtructure of their parts. Some
extend this farther, and think there is ſomething

in plants anſwerable to reſpiration in animals.

They ſuppoſe the ſpiral fibres to be in the place

of lungs, and to ſerve this very purpoſe : that in

each of theſe there is a ſpiral lamina, which is ex

tended or contracted, asit is impelled this way or

that, by the elaſtic air it includes : that theſe libres

aſcending ſtrait through the trunk, are diſperſed
through all the branches, and thence into the

leaves, where they are woven together in a kind

of net-work. By this means the more fubtle
parts of the air are flrained through thoſe ſpiral

fibres, to keep the juices of the plant fluid , and
H 6 perhaps
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perhaps to ſupply them with nitre or æther, to

affift their fermentation .

The air enters vegetables various ways , by the

trunk , leaves , roots and branches. For the re

ception as well as expulſion of it , the pores are
very large in ſome plants. So one ſort of

walking canes ſeem full of large pin-holes , reſem

bling the pores of the ſkin in the ends of our fin

gers. In the leaves of the pine, if viewed through

a glaſs, they make anelegant ſhow, ſtanding as

it were, in rank and file, throughout the length

of the leaves .

Air veſſels are found in the leaves of all plants,

and in many are viſible to the naked eye.
For

on breaking the chief fibres of the leaf, the like

neſs of a fine woolly ſubſtance , or rather of cu

rious, ſmall cobwebs may be ſeen to hang at both

the broken ends. Now theſe are the fibres of

the air veſſels, looſed from their ſpiral poſition ,

and drawn out in length .

The pores in the leaves of plants are almoft in

numerable. Mr. Lewenhoek found above an

hundred and ſeventy two thouſand, on one ſide
of a leaf of box . The leaves of Rue are as

full of holes as an honey -comb. Thoſe of St.

John's wort likewiſe appear full of pin -holes to

the naked eye. But the places where thoſe holes

ſeem to be , are really covered with a thin and

white membrane. Through a microſcope the

backſide of the herb Mercury, looks as if rough

with ſilver ; and all the ribs are full of white,

round tranſparent balls, faſtened by ſlender ſtalks,

like ſo many grapes. A Sage-leaf appears
like

rug or ſhag, fullof tufts of ſilver thrumbs , and

embelliſhed with round chryſtal beads, faſtened

by tender foot- ſtalks. The prickles of a Nettle

are formed for acting juſt as the ſting of animals.

a
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Every one of them is hollow , and terminates in a

fine point, with an opening near its end . At the

bottom of each prickle lies a pellucid bag , con

taining a clear liquor, which upon the leaſt touch

ing the prickle, is ejected at the little out-let, and

if it enters the ſkin , caufes pain and inflammation

by the pungency of its ſalts.

The leaves of plants are of great conſequence

to their life . At theſe the air paſſes in , and

goes through the whole plant , and out again at

the roots. If the leaves have no air, the plant will

die , as is eaſily proved by the air-pump: where

as if the leaves be left on the outſide of the re

ceiver (parted by a hole cemented with wax) while

theſe have air, the plant will thrive and grow ,

though its roots and ſtalks are kept in vacuo.

Theleaves likewiſe chiefly perform the neceſſary

work, (but who can explain the manner ! ) of al.

tering the water received at the roots, into the

nature of the juices of the plant . And hence it

is , that the life of plants depends ſo immediately

upon their leaves . The huſbandman often ſuffers,

for want of this knowledge. A crop of Saint-foin
is valuable ; and its roots being perennial , will

yield an increaſe for many years. But it is often

deſtroyed at firſt, by ſuffering it to be fed upon

by ſheep. For ifthey eat up all the leaves, the

root cannot be fupplied with air, and ſo the

whole periſhes. Leaves being ſo neceſſary to

all perennial plants, a reverfionary ſtock of

them is provided. The leaves of theſe plants

are always forined in Autumn, though not un

folded till the following ſpring . They then open

and increaſe in proportion to the motion of the

ſap, and the quantity of nouriſhment the plant
receives. Theſe leaves alſo, though not yet appear

ing out of the bud, may ſuffice for the extremely

ſmall
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ſmall motion , which the ſap of thoſe perennial

plants, that drop their leaves , has in winter.

But beſides theſe Autumnal leaves, there is ano

ther ſet formedin ſpring and expanding till Mid

ſummer . Theſe are of infinite ſervice to many

ſort of trees, particularly to themulberry , as they

ſave its life, when the firſt ſet of leaves have been

all eaten up by the ſilk worms.

The analogy between the parts of plants and

thoſe of animals may now more fully appear .

The parts of plants are 1. The Root, compoſed of

abſorbentveſſels , analogous to the lacteals in ani.

mals : indeed performing the office of all thoſe

parts of the abdomen, that miniſter to nutrition ;

2. The wood,compoſed of capillary tubes running

parallel from the roots, although the apertures of

them are commonly too minute to be ſeen .

Through theſe, which are analogous to arteries ,

the ſap aſcends from the root to the top : 3. Thoſe

larger veſſels, which are analogous to reins.

Through theſe it deſcends from thetop to the

root. 4. The bark, which communicates with4

the pith by little ſtrings, paſſing between the arte

ries. 5. The pith, conſiſting of tranſparent glo

bules, like the bubbles that compofe froth .

The ſap enters the plant in the form of pure

water, and the nearer the root, the more it retains

of that nature . The farther it goes,
the it

partakes ofthe nature of the Plant . In the trunk

and branches it remains acid . In the buds it is

more concocted . It is farther prepared in the

leaves, as blood in the lungs) which being expoſed

to the alternate action of heat by day, and cold

by night, are alternately dilated and contracted .

Is not then the motion of the Sap in plants,

(like that of the blood in animals)produced chiefly

by the action of the air ? All plants have the two
orders

mere
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.orders of vefſels 1. Thoſe which convey the nu

tritious juices, 2. Air -veſſels, hollow tubes, with

in which all the other veſſels are contained . Now

the leaſt heat rarefies the air in theſe air -vefſels,

thereby dilating them , and ſo cauſing a perpetual

fpring, whichpromotes the circulation of the

juices. For bythe expanſion of the air -vefſels,.

the fap -veſſels are preſſed, and the fap continually

propelled . By the ſame propulſion it is commi
nuted more and more, and ſo fitted to enter finer

and finer veſſels : while the thicker part is de

poſited in the lateral cells of the bark , to defend

the plant from cold, and other injuries.

Thusis every plant acted on by heat in the day

time, eſpecially in ſummer ; the ſap protruded,

then evacuated, and then exhauſted. Inthe night

the air - vefſels being contracted by the cold, the fap

veſſels are relaxed , and diſpoſed to receive freſh

food, for the next day's digeſtion . And thus

plants do, as it were , eat and drink during the

night-ſeaſon.

The veſſels themſelves conſiſt of mere earth,

cemented by oil and water : which being exhauſted

by fire, air, or age , the plant returns to its earth.

Thus in plants , burnt by the fierceſt fire , the

matter of the veſſels is left entire : which conſe .

quently is neither water, air , ſalt, nor ſulphur,

but earth alone. The ſap conſiſts of ſome faline

parts : others derived from air, rain andputrified

plants or animals. Conſequently in plants are

contained, falts, oils , water, earth : and proba

bly all metals too. In fact, the aſhes of all

vegetables yield ſomething, which the loadſtone
attracts.

There is a conſiderable difference as to the

time when different plants revive after the winter.

No
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No ſooner does the ſun begin to warm the earth ,

than the vernal flowers appear, and the trees, one

after another, open their buds, and cloathe them

ſelves with leaves. But why do many wood

plants, as colts-foot, pile-wort, violets, and many

garden -plants, as ſnow drops, aliara -bacca, cro

cus, flower in the very beginning of ſpring, when

we cannot by any pains or care, bring them to

flower after ihe ſummer follice ? Nay, theſe very

plants, which are ſo patient of cold in ſpring, are
in the autumn fo

very weak and tender , that they

die on the firſt touch of froſt. Whyon the con

trary, do thiſtles and many other plants , never

flower before the ſummer ſolſtice ?

In the ſame manner, trees obſerve fixed laws,

and a certain order in their leafing . Does the

cauſe lie in the differentdepth of their roots ? If

ſo, ſhrubs would have leaves before trees of the

fame kind. But they have not . We can only

fay, the fact we know, but the reaſon of it we
know not.

The order of the leafing of ſeveral trees and

ſhrubs, obſerved in Norfolk in 1755 , was as fol

lows .

1. Honey Suckle, January 15 .

2. Gooſeberry, currant. elder, March 11 .

3. Birch , weeping -willow, April 1 .

4. Raſberry, bramble, 3.

4

6. Plum, apricot, peach , 6.

7. Filbird , fallow , alder, 7.,

8. Sycamore, 9.

9. Elm, Quince,

10. Marſh -Elder,

11. Wych -Elm ,

12. Horn-beam , 13.

13. Apple

5. Briar,

g
o
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n
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10 .

11 .

12 .
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16.

13. Apple-tree, April 14.

14. Abel , Cheſnut,

15. Willow, 17

16. Oak, Lime, 18 .

17. Maple, 19 .

18. Walnut, plane, black poplar, beech,

19. Afh, Carolina Poplar,

Indeed the leafing of ſeveral of theſe varies

much, as the ſpring is earlier or later. But others

of them, be the winter ever ſo mild , do not put

out before their time. This alſo depends on ſome

ſecret properties, which man is not able to ex

plain .

1 21 .

22 .

17. As to the Generation of plants, firſt the

tree produces Buds, which afterwards expand into

leaves, flowers, or branches. In the buds entire

plants are contained. A ſmall ſtalk, conſiſting of

woody and ſpiral fibres, ſprings out of the middle

of the plant, wherein the bus inheres . It is in

volved in a thin bark, which may be divided

into various leaves, lying one upon another like

ſcales.

18. Buds are followed by leaves and flowers.

In flowers we may conſider, 1. The Calix or

outer Cup, deſigned to be a ſecurity to the other

parts of the flower. Thoſe whoſe leaves are firm

and ſtrong, as tulips, have no calix at all . Carna

tions, whoſe leaves are ſtrong but ſlender, have a

calix of one piece . Others have it conſiſting of

ſeveral pieces, and in divers rounds.
2. The

Foliation or Petala, the Flower -leaves, which are

properly the flower itſelf. In theſe not only the

admirable beauty, and luxuriant colours are ob

ſervable, but alſo their curious Folding in the

Calix , before they are expanded.

It
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It is remarkable, that many , if not moſt vege

tables , eſpecially thoſe of a tender kind, expand

their flowers, or down, every day, if it be warm,

ſun -fhiny weather. But they cloſe them as the

evening approaches ; and ſome, at the approach

of rain . This is particularly done at the begin

ing of flowering, while the feed is young and ten
der : as is eaſily ſeen in the down of Dandelion ,

and eminently in the flower of Pimpernel. Theſe

ſerve as a weather glaſs to the countryman : by the

opening or ſhutting of theſe, he can tell without

any danger of being deceived , whether the

weather will be foul the next day.

The flower is as it were the womb, which

contains the eggs or ſeeds of plants, and in

due time brings them forth . It's near the bud ,

and lies hid with it during the winter, till it is

brought out by the heat of the ſummer. The moſt

ſimple plants bear a bud , which contains a feed

of an oval figure. We may eaſily diſtinguiſh

from the flower itſelf, the Leaves of the Cover

ing which involves the bud. From theſe ariſe

the Leaves of the Flower, ſerving for the laſt

concoction of the fap ; in which are both woody

and ſpiral fibres, with various rows of utricles. In

the middle of flowers Filaments and little Pillars

ariſe, whoſe extremities are covered with a kind

of Duſt. Theſe pillars are hollow , and have veſi

cles full of liquor, and the rudiments of feeds,

which gradually grow and harden .
That duſt is of two kinds, male and female.

The male duſt is formed in the top of the fila

ments , where when it is ripe, it burſts its caſe ,

and is fpilt on the heads of the pillars, and thence

conveyed to the utricle or matrix thereof, to ima

pregnate the female duſt contained therein .

a

This
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This duft in any one plant being viewed with

a microſcrope , every particle is of the ſame ſize

and figure. But in different plants, the colour,

fize, and figure are widely different. In ſome

it is clear and tranſparent, as chryſtal; in others

white and opake : in fome blue, purple or red ,

and in others , fleſh -coloured. And its colour

varies in the ſame ſpecies, ſuppoſe tulips, accord

ing to the colour ofthe flower.

The moft general figure is the oval, more or

leſs ſharp at the ends, with one or more furrows

running lengthways. But the feeds of Melilot are

cylinders. Thoſe ofthe Panſy arepriſms, with four
irregular fides. Others repreſent two chryftal

globules faſtened together. Thoſe of the Jun

quil are in the form of a kidney. But indeed the

varieties are not poſſible to be numbered. The

office of the Bloſſom is partly to protect, partly

to draw nouriſhment to the embryo, fruit or feed.

The gourd, pumkin, melon, cucumber, and moſt

bearing trees, have both male and female bloſſoms

on the ſame plant. Male-bloſſoms, (uſually called

Catſkins) may be diſtinguiſhed from female, by

having no piſtil or rudiment of fruit about them ;

but only a large thrun , covered with duſt in their

middle : The female bloſſoms have always a

piſtil, within the flower -leaves; and the rudiments

of the fruit are always apparent, at the bottom of

the fruit before it opens.

But there is a ſpecies of willow, which appears

to change its ſex every year. One year it pro

duces ' male blafloms, and female bloſſoms the

next.

19. The Seed , when it is ripe, is incloſed in

a peculiar covering. In ſome plants it ſo increa

fes ,
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fes, as to become a fruit. And in theſe alſo we

find fibres and utricles diſperſed with endleſs va.

riety :

Various are the methods which the wiſdom of

God takes for ſowing Seeds of various kinds. Thoſe

of Arum and Poppy are heavy enough to fall di

rectly to the ground. Others that are light, have

hooks to ſtop them , from ſtraying too far from

their proper place. So have Agrimony and Gooſe

Graſs, the one wanting a warm bank, the other

a hedge for its ſupport.

Onthe other hand many Seeds have wings,

that the wind may carry them off the plant , and

may ſcatter them aſunder, that they may not fall

together, and come up too thick . ' The kernals

ofPines have very ſhort wings, juſt enabling them

to flutter on the ground. But fome Seeds have

many long feathers, by which they are wafted

about every where.

Others are lodged in elaſtic caſes, which dart

out the Seed to convenient diſtances. ThusWood

forrel having a running root , needs to have its

Seed ſown diſtant from each other. And this is

done, by means of a tendinous cover, which when

it begins to dry, burſls open on one ſide in an

inſtant, and is violently turned inſide out. The

Seed of Harts-Tongue is diſperſed in a different

manner . It has a ſpring wound round its caſe.

When it is ripe, this ſuddenly breaks the caſe in

two hulves, and ſo throws out the feed. Equally

remarkable is the way wherein Fern- feed is

ſcattered. If aquantity of this be laid on a pa

per, the ſeminal veſicles burſt, and are ſeen by a

microſcope projecting the ſeeds to a conſiderable

diſtance,

The Seeds of the ſeveral ſpecies of Fern, were

wholly unknown to the ancients . But it is now
well

a
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well known, that in the female fern, the whole

ſurface of the leaf on the under-ſide is covered

with a congeries of ſeeds, ſo that they guard one

another, and need no other covering . And in

the common male fern , there are found at the

proper ſeaſon, ſeveral brown ſpots, placed in a

very regular manner. Theſe are a fungous

matter, round which the ſmall ſeed veſſels are

inſerted.

The fruitfulneſs of plants, in producing Seeds,

tranſcends all imagination. An elm living an

hundred years, ordinarily produces thirty -three

millions of ſeeds. Add, that if its head be cut off,

it puts forth as many branches within half an

inch of the place where it was cut as it had

before. And at whatever height it is cut off,

the effect will be the ſame. Hence it appears,

that the whole trunk , from the ground to the riſe

of the branches, is full of embryo-branches, each

of which will actually ſpring forth, if the head be

lopped off juſt over it. Now if theſe had ſprung

out they would have born an equal number of

ſeeds, with thoſe that did. Theſe feeds therefore

are already contained in them : and if ſo, the tree

really contains 15840000000 ſeeds, wherewith to

multiply itſelf as many times. But what ſhall we

ſay, if each ſeed contain another tree, containing
the ſame number of ſeeds? And if we can never

come, either at a ſeed which does not contain

trees, or a tree which does not contain ſeed.

Timber-trees of any kind, might certainly be

planted to moreadvantage than they generally are.
There is a foreft two miles from St.Loe in Nora

mandy, planted chiefly with oaks, many of which

are but of a moderate height , though of a large

circumference. But near its entrance from St.

Loe

2
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Loe, there is a plantation , about twenty -five years

old, wherein none of the oaks are under ſeventy,

and fome an hundred feet high. They are ſet ſo

cloſe , that they almoſt ſeem to touch one another,
and are no more than four or five inches in di.

ameter. This timber is of great uſe , bothfor

making charcoal, andmany other purpoſes. And
the owners may reap four crops

of them in an

hundredyears.

This foreſt belongs to the king of France, who

ordered the plantation to be made by way of trial
And his miniſters have cauſed ſeveral of the trees ,

an hundred feet high , to be tranſplanted , to leave

ſtanding proofs of the wonderful effects of the

experiment.

As to ſowing,the perfection ofagriculture con

ſiſts, in ſetting plants at due diſtances, and giving

aſufficient depth to the roots , that theymay ſpread

and receive due nouriſhment. Yet this is little

regarded, but all ſorts ofgrain are fown by hand

fuls caſt at random. By thismeans four parts in

five of the feed is utterly loſt. To remedy this,

a Spaniſh gentleman contrived an engine (defcrib

ed in the Philoſophical Tranſactions, under the

name of the Spaniſh Simbrador ) which being

faitened to the plow , the whole buſineſs of plow

ing, ſowing, and harrowing, is performed at once ;

and the grain is ſpread at equal diſtances, and

equally deep in the furrow . An experiment

being made, land which uſually produced five

fold , by this means produced fixty fold. One ſtalk

is all that ſprings immediately from one grain :
but on the ſidesof this, near, if not within the

ground, iſſue ſeveral lateral ſtalks. And ſome of

theſe ſend forth roots, whence one or ſeveral

other ſtalks ſpring , if they are early formed, the
oil.
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ſoil good, and the weather favourable. By this

means one grain of wheat planted in a garden has
produced ninety, yea an hundred ears. If then

each ear, taking one with another, contain fifty

grains, a ſingle grain may produce five thouſand.

Nay, a gentleman in Yorkſhire, who made the

experiment in his garden ſome years ago, counted

upwards of eight thouſand grains, which ſprung

from a ſingleone.

After all that has been ſaid and wrote for ſo

many centuries, on the generation or propaga

tion of plants and animals, a late author (to whom

the French naturaliſts in general ſubſcribe) totally

denies the whole, and cenſures all who pretend

to diſcover any animalcula in the ſemen of ani

mals . He will by no means allow , that every

animal or plant, proceeds from an egg lodged in

the parent plantor animal. On the contrary, he

ſuppoſes, - there are in matter certain organical

parts, diſpoſed for the formation of animal and

vegetable ſubſtances, which by coalition conſti

tute the firſt ſtamina of all animal and vege

table bodies. Theſe are ſimple, uniform , com

mon to all , and conſequently to be found more
or leſs in every portion of the nutritive juice.

From thence they are digeſted, and when the

ſubject becomes adult , ſecreted for the formation

ofthe feed of every plant and animal. Theſe or

ganical parts , moving when diſengaged, and

thence imagined to be alive,are extremely ſimple

in their compoſition, being perhaps, only elaſtic

[prings, more or leſs compreſſed, more or leſs di

verſified in the direction of their force.

" All microſcopic animals, ſo called , are indeed

no other than fuch organical particles. Seeds

macerated in water, firſt diſunite into ſmall par

ticles,

1
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ticles, which ſoon after move, and ſeem alive,

though they are not ſo . The fame may be ob

ſerved of the juices of animals, as mutton - gravy

and the like . And as to the common imagina

tion , that the male ſemen , while in the veſſels,

contains millions of animalcula like tadpoles , it is

certain, they are produced, after the evacuation

of the fluid, and riſe from principiles contained

therein , by a real vegetation, and a ſubſequent
change from the vegetable to the animal life.

“ Semen immediately evacuated is an homo.

geneous fluid . In a few moments it begins to

ſeparate, and after this a kind of vegetable fila
ments grow in it, and ſhoot out ramifications on

every fide. Theſe open and divide into moving

globules, which trail after them fomething like

long tails ; which are in truth only ſtrings of the

viſcid matter,from among whichthe globules were

ſeparated . By degrees the globules get rid of

them, and then move at eaſe .

“ This vegetable power of ſhooting into fila

ments , is in all animal and vegetableſubſtances,

down to the leaſt microſcopic point. And to

this is really owing , all that is called animal life,

in the fluids produced from vegetables .

“ In all our obſervations on theſe ſubſtances,

the whole quantity of matter, after a ſeparation of

ſome volatile and ſaline parts, always divides into

filaments, and vegetates into numberleſs zoophytes,

which afterwards yield all the ſpecies of microſ

copic animals. After this, thoſe ſuppoſed animals

themſelves fublide to the bottomof the liquor,

become motionleſs, reſolve into a gelatinous fila

mentous fubftance, and then afford new zoophy

tes or animals of a ſmaller kind.

a

a
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* Hence we may obſerve, that every animal or

vegetable ſubſtance, advances as faſt as it can , to

reſolve into one common principle, which is the

ſource of all: a kind ofuniverſalſemen , from which

each atom may again aſcend to a new life . Theſe

animalculæ then in the femen of animals, and in

the infuſions and juices of animal and vegetable

ſubſtances, are not ofthe nature of any other be

ings, nor to be ranked with them . They comititute

a claſs apart from all others , the characteriſtic of

which is , that they neither are generated, nor

fubfift by nutriment , like other plants or animals,

nordo they generate in the ordinary way.”

What then becomes of this whole boaſted

branch ofmodern philofophy ? If this be fo, moft

of our microſcopic diſcoveries vaniſh into air.

Blue-flowered Gentianella requires wet wea

ther to be fown in . As ſoon as any rain touches

the feed -veſſels, they burſt open and throw the

ſeed on every ſide. Cardamines burſt their pods

and dart out their feed on as light touch of the

hand : nay , the Cardamine Impatiens does fo ,

even by the approach of the hand. Other ſeeds

by their agreeable taſte or fineli , invite birds to

feed upon them , who drop them again, fertilized

by paſſing through their body. So Miſlelto is

uſually fown.

The berries of Miſſelto -have within their viſcid

pulp, a kernel covered with a thin , whitiſh ſkin .

One placed theſe berries within the bark of oak ,

aſh, beech , pear, and apple-trees, by making feve

ral cuts in the ſides of the trees, but the whole

berries would not ſtay in any of them. And when

he broke them , the ſeed always flipt out to the

edge of the cut , and there ſtuck to the bark by

its viſcous covering. He ſtuck one feed to the

bark without any cutting at all , which ſucceeded

Vol. II . 1 beſt

/
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beſt, and yielded two plants. The viſcous matter

drying away, drew the ſeeds cloſe to the bark,

and on theſe with two more on an apple-tree and

one on a pear-tree, there began in ſpring to ſhoot

out at the end of the feed next the eye of the

berry, a ſmall deep -green ſhoot, like a little

claſper of a vine. At firſt it roſe upward , then

turning again , ſwelled out ſomewhat bigger

round the end : yet leaving the tip quite flat,

forming as it were a foot to ſtand upon. This

foot in June came to the bark , and fixed itſelf

thereon . Being thus faftened at both ends, it

formed a little arch, whoſe diameter was as long

as the ſeed . Thus it remained till March follow

ing: Then the other end let go its hold, and

raiſing itſelf upward became the head of the

plant, while the end which ſprung out firſt, be

came the root . 'Tis not uncommon, for the ſeeds

of ever-greens to be two years before they ſpring

out of the ground. But this was ſurprizing, the

change of the ends, firſt one fhooting out, and
then the other. Yet we find nature is uniform ,

and even in this ſtrange plant, acts as in other

vegetables , firſt carrying the fap to form the root ,

then turning the courſe of it back again , to ſend

out the upper parts of the plant . The ſtrangeft

circumſtance is, that the rooting end fhould firſt

ſhoot into the air, and then turn down to find a

place to fix on . This it is , which has kept the

world ſo long in ignorance about the growing of

this ſced . For by requiring a new , ſmooth.part of

the bark whereon to fix the rooting part, it has

fruſtrated all attempts of fowing it as we do other
feeds .

In Strawberries and Raſberries the hairs

which grow on the ripe fruit, are ſo many tubes

leading to the ſeveral ſeeds. And therefore we

may
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may obſerve, that in the firſt opening of the

flower, the whole inward area is like a little wood

of theſe hairs : and when they have received and

conveyed their globules, the feeds ſwell and riſe

in a fleſhy pulp.

The manner wherein Moſſes in general ſeed ,

is exceeding little underſtood. But in one fpe

cies at leaſt, it may be clearly explained , from a

number of obſervations. The headof this Moſs ap

pears to the naked eye, ſmooth and of a pale brown

colour . The top of this is bounded by an orange

coloured ring, which is a Calix , containing fís

teen pyramidal ſtamina, loaded with a white Fa

rina. Theſe bend towards each other, and when

the head is nearly ripe, almoſt meet in a point at

their tops . Immediately under the arch formed

by theſe ſtamina, is placed a flender, hollow

piſtil, through which the Farina makes its way,
and is diſperſed among the ſeeds in the head.

The external membrane of the head, is a con

tinuation of the outward covering of the lalk . A

ſection of the head ſhews, that this membrane in

cludes a ſeed veſſel fo large as to fill it every way.

This is filled with perfect and beautiful feeds.

They are round and tranſparent when unripe, but

afterwards they are opake , and of a beautiful

green . The number of feeds in one of theſe

heads, is not leſs than 13,800 .

The Seed veſſels of Mahogany -trees are of a

curious form . They conſiſt of a large cone,

which ſplitting into five parts , diſcloſes its wing
ed feeds. None would think, that ſo tall and ſo

large trees , could grow on folid rocks. They are

four feet and upwards in diameter. The manner

I 2 of
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of their growth is as follows. The Seeds fly along

the ſurface of the ground, and ſome falling into

the chinks of the rocks, ſtrike root , then creep

out upon the ſurface, and ſeek another chink. In

this they ſwell to ſuch a ſize and ſtrength, that

the rock ſplits and makes way for the root to fink

deeper. And with this little nouriſhment the tree

in a few yearsgrows to that ſtupendous ſize.

The progreſs of Germination was accurately ob

ſerved by Malpighi in the Seed of a Gourd. The

day after it was committed to the ground , he

found the outer coat a little ſwelled : and in its

tip a ſmall cleft appeared, through which the

ſperm was ſeen. The ſecond day the outward

coat was much ſofter, the inner torn and corrupt

ed, the Germ ſomewhat longer and more ſwelled

and the beginning of the root appeared. The

third day the root had made itſelf a paſſage

through the coat , near the former cleft . The

Gerinand ſeed -leaves alſo were now grown much

bigger. On the ſixth more of the ſeed-leaves

had broken through , and were found thicker and

harder. The root had ſhot out many fibres, and

the ſtem grown a finger's length . About the

twenty -firiť day the plant feemed compleat, from

which time the feed -leaves began to droop, till

they died away.

20. The Parts of different Fruits are different :

but in all the eſſential parts of the Fruit , are only

continuations of the fibres , obſerved in the other

parts of the tree. And there is a direct commu

nication between the fruit and the remoteſt part
of the tree. Thus an apple cut croſs-ways ap

pears to conſiſt of four parts, Firſt the Skin,

derived from the outer bark of the tree .

Pulp ,

2. The
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Pulp, which is an expanſion of the inner bark .

3. Ramifications of the woody part of the tree,

diſperſed throughout the pulp. To theſe are

faffened the coats of the kernels. And theſe being

at firſt extended to the flower, part of them di

rectly, and part obliquely, furniſh it with its

nouriſhment. But the Fruit increaſing intercepts

the aliment : and then the flower is ftarved and

falls off. 4. The Core, which is a production of

the pith ofthe plant, ſtrengthened by fibresof the

wood intermixed. This is a caſe for the kernels ,

filtrates the juice of the pulp, and conveys it to

them .

Fruit ſerve not only for the food of animals,

but to guard and nouriſh the feed incloſed ; to

filtrate the coarſer part of the nutritious juice,

and tranſmit only the pureſt for the ſupport and

growth of the plantule.

In every ſort of Grain , wheat, barley, or any

other, there are three particulars obſervable, i .

The outer coat , which contains all the reſt. This

in the ſame ſpecies of grain, is of a very different

thickneſs in different years, as alſo in different

foils. 2. The Germ or Bud. This is alwayshid

in the grain, and is the plant in miniature . And

3. The Meal , which is incloſed in the ſkin, that

furrounds the Germ, and gives it nouriſhment,

when firſt put into the earth, before it is capable

of drawing it from the earth itſelf.

The whole ſtructure of the plant which pro

duces theſe grains is equally admirable. The

chaffy Huſk is well adapted to defend the grain ,

as long as that is neceſſary, and then to let it fall.
The Stalk, hollow and round , is at once light

and ſtrong, capable of ſuſtaining the ear , without

abſorbing toomuch of the juices deſtined for its

I 3 nouriſhment.
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nouriſhment. . And the Beards are a defence

againſt the Birds, that would otherwiſe deſtroy the

grain before it ripened. The covering of the

grain is formed of fibres, which meet in a line

and form a kind of furrow . This is the place at

which the feed , when moiflened , is to burſt open.

Were not this means prepared for the germ's

coming out, the toughneſs of the outer coat,

would have kept in both the meal and the germ,

till they had rotted together.

Nor is this the only uſe of this place of open

ing. The grain is deſigned not only for ſeed, but

for food alſo. Men have art enough to erect ma.

chines, for reducing it to powder. But the birds eat

it as it is , and it would paſs them whole without

doing them any good, were it not , that when it is

moiſtened , it burſts open at the furrow and yields
them nouriſhnient.

The meal is compoſed of an infinite number of

round, white, tranſparent bodies. Theſe incloſe the

young plant, and by their figure being eaſily put

in motion, as ſoon as affected by the heat and

moiſture of the earth, they inſinuate into the vel

fels of the plant , and giveit increaſe , till it is in a

condition to feed on the juices of the earth. The

fame proceſs of nature is obſervable, when grains

of corn grow out of time, on being thrown care

lelly together, in a moiſt place .

21. Plants do likewiſeperſpire.To find thequan

tity imbibed and perſpired by plants ; Dr. Hale

took pot with a large ſun -flower planted in it,and

by various experiments found, the greateſt per

ſpiration in a very warm day, to be one pound

fourteen ounces ; the middle perſpiration one

pound four ounces. It perſpired three ounces in

a.

1

a

a warm
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2

1

$

1

a warmnight , when there was nodew . If ſinall

dew fell, it perſpired nothing, if a large dew it

gained two or three ounces.

The weight of the flower was three pounds :

the weight of a well-fized inan is one hundred

and fixty. The flower perſpires twenty- two

ounces in twenty-four hours : the man about

twenty -five; ( beſides fix ounces, which are car

ried off by reſpiration from the lungs).

A middling man eats and drinks in twenty-four

hours, about four pounds ten ounces . The plant

imbibed and perſpired in the ſame time twenty
two ounces . But taken bulk for bulk, the plant

imbibes ſeventeen times more food than the man .

For deducting five ounces for fæces, there will

remain but four pounds, five ounces , which enter

the veins , and paſs off in twenty -four hours . And

ſince taken bulk for bulk, the plant imbibes ro

much more food than the man , it was neceſſary

by giving it an extenſive ſurface, to provide for a

plentiful perſpiration, ſince it has no other way

of diſcharging fuperfluities as a man has. It was

neceſſary likewiſe that the plant ſhould imbibe a

larger quantity of freſh fluid than the man, becauſe

the fluid filtrated through its roots does not contain
ſo many nutritive particles, as the chile which en

ter's our veins.

But there is a latitude of perſpiration both in

men and plants . In this flower it varied from

fixteen to eighteen ounces during twelve hours

day , as it was watered leſs or more : in an healthy

man it varies from a pound and a half to three

pounds.

Ever-greens perſpire far leſs than other plants .
In proportion , they need leſs nourishment: hereby

they are better able to bear the winter : like in

ſects,
14
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fects, which as they perſpire little, live the whole

winter without food.

In order to try whether any fap roſe in winter,

he made various experiments: from all which it

appeared, it does riſe then alſo , but in ſmall

quantities. And hence we ſee why an ever

green grafted on an oak will remain verdant,

when the oak - leaves drop. Perſpiring leſs, it

needs leſs nouriſhment than the oak, and ſo is

ſufficiently fed by the fap that riſes even in win
ter.

a

a

In ſummer, when hot ſun - fhine follows a ſhower,

the vines in the middle of a hop-ground, are of

ten all ſcorched up, almoſt from one end of a large

ground to the other :at the ſame time thevapours

aſcend plentifully . The ſcorching of the vines

feems to be cauſed by theſe ſcorching vapours,

which afcend moſt in the middle of the ground ,

the air there being more denſe, and conſequently

hotter than on the outſides.

The white clouds likewiſe which appear in

fummer-time, occaſion a vehement heat, by re

flecting many of the ſolar rays, which otherwiſe

would not touch the earth. And if the ſun be on

one ſide, and the clouds on the other, they are

perfect burning -glaſſes.
Sometimes there is a kind ofhollow clouds , full

of hail or ſnow . During the continuance of

theſe the heat is extreme,ſince by ſuch condene

ſation they reflect more ſtrongly. By theſe like.

wiſe thoſe blaſts may be produced, as well as by

the reflection of denſe vapours.

Theſun-flower being tender, if the ſun riſes

clear, faces to the caſt. The fun continuing to

ſhine, at noon it faces to the ſouth, and at fix in

the evening to the weſt. The cauſe is, that ſide
of
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a

of the ſtem which is next the ſun , perſpires the

moſt, and thereby ſhrinks.

" What degree of heat will plants bear ?" The

common temperate point in the Thermometer is

eighteen degrees.' The external heat of an hue

man body,will raiſe it to fifty -four degrees. Very

hot ſun -ſhine will raiſe it to eighty -eight. Plants

endure a conſiderably greater heat than this , near

the line , for fome hours a day. But the hanging

of the leaves of many of them fhews , they could

not long ſublift under it .

The winter heat is from the freezing point to

ten degrees; the vernal and autumnal from ten to

twenty. The May and June heat is from ſeven

teen to thirty, in which thegenerality of plants

flouriſh beſt. The heat of July is , in the ſhade,

about thirty - eight degrees ; ' in ' the ſun -Shine, at

noon , about fifty. The beat of an hot-bed, when

too hot for plants, is eighty -five or more: and

near this is the heat of the blood in high fevers .

The dew heat of an hot-bed is fifty -ſix degrees ;

and the ſame heat hatches
eggs .

A continual fieam is afcending during the ſum

mer: the ſun -beams giving the moiſture of the

earth , at two foot depth, a briſk, undulating mo

tion , which rarefied by heat, aſcends in the form

of vapours. And the vigour of warm and con

fined vapour (ſuch as is that which is two or three

feet deep in the earth) muſt be great,and penetrate

the roots with ſome vigour; as we may reaſon

ably ſuppoſe, from the vaſt force of confined va

pour in the engine for raiſing water by fire .

Tho' vegetables have not, like animals, an en

gine which by its alternate dilatations and cori

tractions , drives their juices through ther , yet has

nature contrived othermeans, powerfully to raiſe

$

15 the
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the ſap and keep it in motion . And their roots

are covered with a very fine thick ftrainer , that

nothing may enter but what can be readily carried

off by perſpiration.

That there is a lateral communication of the

fap -veſſels in plants, as of the blood -veſſels in

animals, plainly appears from the experiment of

inarching trees . For when three wall -trees are thus

incorporated, the root of the middlemoſt may be

dug up, and the tree will grow ftill, as receiving

nouriſhment from the trees with which it is con

nećted . And hence elders , willows, vines and

moſt ſhrubs , will grow with their tops down

ward in the earth . For the ſame reaſon, if you

frequently, in an evening, waſh the bodies of

new -planted trees, they will grow quicker and

better than any others of the ſame plantation .

22. If the top of a Viburnum is planted in the

ground, it becomes roots , and the roots turned

up become branches; and the plant grows exa&tly

as well as it did in its natural poſition ; whether

the veftels which fed the branches have changed

their courſe, or whether the juices go up and

down the ſame veilels.

23. I cannot better conclude this chapter, than

by tracing the Analogy between the Propagation

of animals and that of vegetables. The roes of

fiſhes, the eggs of inſects, birds,and all other ani

mals nearly reſemble each other. They are com

pact bodies of ſuch forms as beſt ſuit their natures.

They all have integuments nobly contrived for

their preſervation, with firm coverings to ſecure

them from outward injuries. Thoſe to be kept in

the body have coverings alſo ; but ſoft and mem

branous. Every kind contains its peculiar ſub

ſtanice,
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ſame inanner,

--

fance, differing from that of every other kind.

And all theſe characters belong alſo to Seeds of

every kind . They have their coverings, more or

leſs compact, according to their neceſſities . Their

forms are convenient . The ſubſtances they con

tain are ſpecifically different from each other :

and their offspring proceeds from them in the

as animals proceed from their

eggs.

But beſide the ſubſtances peculiar to each ſeed,

there is a peculiar organization treaſured up in

each, which is the rudiment of the future plant,

capable of being propagated into ſuch a plant as

it ſprung from , and no other. So in every one

of the nut - kind , there is a viſible organization,

peculiar to each ſpecies . And if ſuch an organi

zation appear in every ſeed, which is large

enough to be viewed clearly, we cannot reaſon

ably doubt of their exiſtence, even in thoſe which

are ſo ſmall as to eſcape our ſight. There are

multitudes of feeds, which produce large plants,

and yet appear only like duſt , and a vaſt number,

which we cannot ' fee, but by the inicroſcope.

And yet theſe doubtleſs have all their peculiar

forms, and their organizations as well as the

larger.

But from what are there organizations produ

ced ? How does every plant or animal , bring

forth a freſh one after its kind ? A little of this

we may underſtand , if we trace a tree and an ani

mal through every ſtage from the egg to their ut

moſt growth.

See a you : g tree puſhing out its leaves and

flowers, till it has extruded an entire ſet of boughs

and branches . One part regularly opens after an

other from the firſt ſhoot till it comes to perfec

I 0 tion .

a

a
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tion . Then and not before, it produces feeds,

containing the rudiments of other trees like itſelf.

The fibres of its general organization grow into

little knots, ſome to form leaves, fome the calix,

fome the petals, ſome the piſtil and utricle, fome

again the little ſeeds, each growing from its own

pedicle. For the male parts, other fibres are

formed into ſtamina, and from theſe terminate

into apices : and again from theſe others termi

nate into the minute grains , commonly called the

Farina fæcundans; each grain growing on its

own pedicle, juſt as the leaves or fruits of trees.

See an animal, exactly in the ſame manner, un

folding itſelf by degrees, till its parts are expli

cated entirely, and it is compleat in every organ .

Then and not before each female is capable of

producing eggs , each being a continuation of the

general organization, and growing upon its own

pedicle. Each male likewiſe, when at its ſtate of.

perfection, is capable of producing from itſelf the

fæcundating matter, neceſſary for the propagation

of the ſpecies.

Let us again view a full grown tree , or plant,

putting forth its parts for fructification. Obferve

the apices on the itamina, loaden with the glo

bules of the farina fæcundans , the pulp of each

globule containing an exalted fluid, and convey.

ing it to one of the papillæ of the piſtil. The

atricle is now filled with green, ſoft feeds, ready

to beimpregnated by the globule , and containing,
a fuid , which afterward becomes a hard covering,

to each . And within this the little organization

gradually increaſe.

As then a refined fluid from the ſeminal matter

of the inale, impregnates the organization in the

egg of a female animal , mingles with the ſubtle.a

a .

a .

fluids
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fluids contained therein and promotes its growth

and progreſs; ſo therefined part of the pulpy fluid

contained in the globule , impregnates the organi

zation in the ſeed of a plant, mixes with its juices,

and gradually promotes its growth into a perfect

plant. And doubtleſs boththe impregnating ef

lluvia of animals and vegetables, and the innate

juices of the organization,havequalities peculiar to

themſelves. Hence the offspring of a black and

a white parent , is of a colourbetween both. And

thus if the farina of one fort of flower impregnate

the egg of another, the colour of the flower pro

duced thereby is variegated proportionably.

Thejuices imbibed by a plant, being compoſed
of innumerable various ſubſtances, after every part

has attracted its kindred particles, the fuperfluous

ones are carried off by perſpiration : chiefly by the

Tea ves, which are the emunetories, that throw off

thoſe juices which have no kindred particles in

the plant . Accordingly when the warm ſun be

gins to rarely the fluids, which during the winter

were condenſed and inactive, the new leaves then

begin toput forth , from their ſeveral organiza
tions. When winter comes , as no more fluids

aſcend in trees , ſo there is no perſpiration. Conſe

quently moſt of them needleaves no longer, which
therefore fall off. Nor are they ſucceeded by

others , till the vegetable begins to receive freſh

nouriſhment, and has occaſion therefore for excre

tory veſſels to carry off ſuperfluities. Juſt ſo the

fuperfluous juices in animals, are continually car

sied off by perſpiration : an'obſtruction of which

is equally pernicious to animals and vegetables.

But is there any thing in the vegetable kingdom

analogous to that ſtrange animal the Polypus,.

which multiplies by being cut in pieces ? There
is .
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is . View , for inſtance, a young willow. This is

an organized body, capable of growing, till it

come to its perfect growth by means of the vege

tative principle. The Polypus is an organized

body, capable of being extended till it comes to

its perfect growth , and of feeding and loco -mo

tion , by its animating principle . The willow as

it grows, is gradually ſending off new branches ,

which are its fætuſes, proceeding from the or

ganizations lodged in every part. The Polypus

in like manner gradually ſends off new fætuſus ;

from organizations placed in every part of it. If

the willow be cut in pieces and planted, each piece

will be explicated into a tree , and then ſend

forth new fætuſes, like its parent. And if the.

Polypus be cut in pieces , each piece will be exa

plicated into a Polypus, and then extrude new

fætuſes: fo that cutting it in pieces, is but anti

cipating the propagation of thoſe organizations

in the pieces, which would, if let alone for a

while , themſelves iſſue from the ſides of the pa

rent .

If we obſerve the extreme tenderneſs of this

animal , liable to be wounded, nay torn in pieces,

by any hard body, which is carried down the

ſtreams, or moved in the ponds, wherein they

dwell : we ſee the providential reaſon , for this

contrivance to propagate them ; as perhaps no

other animal is of ſo tender a texture, and fo eaſily

deſtroyed , having neither fagacity to avoid dan

ger, nor ſtrength to bear the leaſt'violence.

Other trees have been propagated by a ſtill

more ſurprizing way. One having cauſed

fome aſhen pipes, that had brought water to his

fountain twelve years to be taken up , they were

left in the yard , where they rotted almoſt en

tirely .
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tirely. But in their room there ſhot up a young

foreſt of aſhes , which are now about four feet

high . There is no afh -tree within a great diſtance

of the yard. Where then were the ſeeds from

which they ſprung ?

24. Mr. Bonet of Geneva was inclined to try

whether plants would grow, when planted in moſs

inſtead of earth . So he filled ſeveral garden

pots with moſs,and compreſſed it more or leſs, as

he judged the ſeveral plants might require, a
cloſer or a looſer ſoil.

He then ſowed therein wheat, barley, oats,

and peas . And he found firſt, That all the grains

thusfown, came to maturity later than thoſe of

the ſame forts, which had been ſown in mould .

2. That the items from the ſeeds fown in moſs,

were generally taller than thoſe fown in earth . 3 .

That there came more blades from the grains

ſown in moſs, than from thoſe ſown in the

ground. 4.The grains ſown in moſs produced

more plentifully than the others. 5. The grains

gathered from the corn which grew in the moſs,

having been ſown again partly in moſs, and partly

in earth , fucceeded well in both .

He alſo planted in moſs, pinks, daiſies, tulips,

junquils, and ſeveral other ſorts of flowers. And

all theſe ſucceeded full as well, as thoſe of the

fame fort which he planted in mould. He alſo

placed in moſs , cuttings and layers of vines, all

which grew up into vines . And theſe in a while

were larger than thoſe which came from cut

ting and layers planted at the ſame time in the

ground .

Mr. Kraft fowed oats and hemp-feed in rich

earth , in fand throughly dried, in ſhreds of

paper,

a
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paper, in pieces ofwoollen cloth , in chopt hay.

He afterwards watered them daily, and they grew

near as well in one ſubſtance as an other.

The huſbandry of Figs , as it is ſtill practiſed in

many parts, is one of the greateſt curioſities in

nature , There are two ſorts of fig -trees, the wild

and the garden fig -tree. The wild bear three

kinds of fruit, Fornites, Cratitires, and Orni :

and all theſe are neceſſary to ripen the garden

fig. The Fornites appear in Auguſt, and hold to

November without ripening. Herein breed ſmall
worms, which turn to a kind of gnats, no where

to be ſeen but about theſe trees. In November

theſe gnats make a puncture in the Cratitires,

which do not appear till towards the end of Sep

tember, and the Fornites gradually fall of , after

the gnats have left them . The Cratitires remain

on the tree till May , and incloſe the eggs depo

fited in them . In May the Orni appear, which

after they grow to a certain ſize , are pricked by

the gnat illuing from the Caititires,

None of theſe are good to eat , but only to ripen

the fruit of the garden fig -tree in the following
In June and July, the peaſants take the

Orni, when their gnats are juſt ready to break

out , and carry them to the garden fig -tree. If

they do notmind the time exa &tly, the Orni drop

and the garden -fruit not ripening, for want of its

proper puncture , will likewife fall foon after .

Therefore they carefully inſpect the Orni every

morning, and transfer ſuch of them as are proper.

By this means the garden -figs become ripe, in

about fix weeks after they have received the punc

ture of the inſect. When they have dried them

in the ſun, they put them into ovens, to deſtroy

the eggs of the gnats laid in them , from whence

.

otherwiſe

manner.
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otherwiſe worms would be produced, which would

confunie the fruit.

What an expence of time and pains is here !

Who can but admire the patience of the Greeks,

buſied above two months in carrying theſe prickers

from one tree to another ! But how do theſe con

tribute to the ripening of the garden -figs ? Per

haps by cauſing the nutritious juiceto extravaſate,

whoſe veſſels they tear afunder, in depoſiting their

eggs. Perhaps too they leave with their eggs fome

kind of liquor , proper to ferment with the milk of

the fig, and make it tender. Figs in Paris ripen

fooner, for having their buds pricked with a ſtraw

dipped in oil.

CHAP

!
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CH A P. II .

1. Of ſome particular 5. Of Ambergris :
plants : 6. Of the corruption of

2. Sugar not unwhole- plants and animals :

Some : 7. General Reflektions :

3. Maple Sugar : 8. El ly on the produc

4. Molaffes from ap- tion , $ c. of plants

ples:
and animals.

1 .

I .
T

markable productions of the Vegetable kind.

The graſs of the Submarine Meadows is not a

ſpan long, and is of a green approaching to a yel

low. The Tortoiſes ſeem to live wholly on this ;

but they bite much more of it than they ſwallow .

Hence the ſea is covered with this graſs, where

ever they feed at the bottom . About once in

half an hourthey come up, fetch one breath like

a ſigh , and ſink again. They breathe ſomewhat

oftener, when on ſhore; if you hurt them , the

tearswill trickle from their eyes. They will live

out of water twenty days and be fat, if they have

twice a day half a pint of ſalt-water.

A fubmarine Senſitive Plant has been obſerved

on the Iriſh Coaft. It conſiſts of a long ſlender

tube about as thick as the barrel of a gooſe quill ,

growing about fix or eight inches out of the cre :

vices of the rocks, eſpecially in ſuch hollows as
the
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the ſalt water reniains in , afier the tide ebbs away.

In the middle of the tube ſprings up a ſlender

ſtalk . The top of which is a reddiſh , round ve

ſicle. If you point a finger to this, as ſoon as

you are near touching it , the ſtalk withdraws to

the very bottom of the tube, and the tube itſelf

bends and becomes flaccid . The plant has no

branches, nor can the root be ſeparated from the

rock without breaking it . On the Corniſh

ſhores, there grows a kind of Senſitive Focus.

Bring this ſo near the fire as juſt to warm , and

its edges ſhrink up . In this ſtate , move a finger

toward them, and they ſhrink from it , but if the

finger is removed , recover their former ſituation .

Placed on a warm hand, it moves perpetually to

and from the hand, like an animal ſtruggling for

life . It ſeems this odd effect is owing to the ſtruc

ture of theſe plants . They are ſo extremely thin

that they yield to the perſpiration of the hand ;

the effluvia, being of force ſufficient to repel the

leaves when they are near.

The Vines of Hops wind about the poles with

the fun , thoſe of kidney -beans againſt the fun,

and that ſo obſtinately, that although the one or

the other be over- night wound the oppoſite way,

yet in the morning it will be found to be got back

again to its natural bent.

The Herb of Paraguay , as it is called, is the

leaf of a tree, of the ſize of a middling Apple-tree .

It is ſent to Peru and Spain , in great quantities,

well dried and almoſt reduced to powder, being

uſed by the miners and many others , as we uſe

wine, and the Turks Opium to raiſe the ſpirits.

Indeed the Spaniards believe it to be a preſerva

tion
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tion from , and remedy for all their diſorders. It

is opening and diuretic, and what is furprizing
produces very different effects at different times..

It purges foine, and nouriſhes others : it gives

fleep to the reítleſs and ſpirits to the drowſy.

Thoſe who are accuſtomed to the uſe of this herb ,

can ſcarce ever leave it off, or even take it mode

rately though when uſed to exceſs, it brings on moſt
of thoſe diſorders that attend the too free uſe of

Itrong liquors. They prepare it nearly as we do

tea ; but' ſeldom uſe any fugar with it. Some.

times they take it by way of vomit : then they
drink it lukewarm .

The Caa-Tree (that is its proper name) thrives

beſt in the marſhy bottoms between the moun

tains of Maracayu, eaſt of Paraguay, in about

twenty five degrees twenty five minutes ſouth

latitude . They ſometimes ſend to Peru alone in

a year, an hundred thouſand arobes, ( an arobe is

28 pounds,) and each arobe is worth ſeven French

crowns.

By the whole account, this appears to be a ſpe.

cies of tea, little differing from ſome of thoſe

which grow in China. The leaf is a third part
leſs than that of Bohea -tea, but much hardier :

for it bears the Engliſh froſt, which that will not.

Bohea-tea has a ſmaller and a darker leaf than

Green ; which is as large and as bright as a bay

leaf, and endures all weathers.

to be of the lawrel kind : and I doubt, if lawrel

or bay leaves properly cured, would not equal

a

All theſe appear

any of them .

The Coco-tree grows ftrait, without any

branches , thirty or forty foot high . Near the top

it bears twelve leaves, each ten foot long, and

half
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half a foot broad . Theſe are uſed in making

mats , covering houſes, and for many other pur

poſes. Above the leaves grows alarge excreſcence,
in the forın of a cabbage. But the taking it off

kills the tree. Between the leaves and the top

grow ſeveral ſhoots, as thick as a man's arm,

which when cut , yield a white, ſweet, agreeable

liquor, ſerving aswine, and equally intoxicating.

Yet at the end of four and twenty hours, it be

comes a ſtrong vinegar. Aslong as this liquor

diſtils, the tree bears no fruit : but when there

ſhoots are ſuffered togrow, it puts forth a large

bunch, wherein the Coco-nuts are to the number

of ten or twelve. In each there is firſt about

half a pint of clear, cooling water. In a little

while this becomes a white , ſoft pulp, which af

terwards condenſes into a nut . The tree yields

fruit thrice a year. Some of the nuts are as large
as a man's head .

16

+

a

The Cacao Tree is ofa middling fize ; the wood

is porous, the bark ſmooth , and of a cinnamon

colour. The flower grows in bunches between

the ſtalks and the wood, of theform of roſes, but

without ſcent. The fruit containing the Cacao.

is a ſort of pod, of the ſize and ſhape of a cucum

ber . Within this is a pleaſant, acid pulp , which

fills up the interſtices of the nuts till they are

ripe. Then they lie cloſe together, in a regular

and elegant order . They have a tough fhell ;

within which is the oily ſubſtance, whereof the

Chocolate is made. This fruit grows differently

from our European fruits, which always hang

upon the ſmall branches: whereas this grows

along the body of the great ones, principally at

thejoints. None are found on the ſmall ; a man

ner
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nerof vegetation ſtrange here; but which prevails

in ſeveral other plants within the Tropics.

The Tallow-tree , which grows plentifully in

China, is about the height of a cherry -tree. Its

is very ſmooth, and its leaves of a deep

ſhining red. Its fruit grows in a pod, like a chef.

nut, conſiſting of three white grains: each of

which is about the ſize, and of the form of a ſmall

nut . In each is a little ſtone, ſurrounded with a

white pulp, in confiftence, colour , and even

ſmell like tallow. And this it is , of which the

Chineſe in general make their candles.

a

The Horſe Cheſnut contains a faponaceous

juice, uſeful not only in bleaching, but alſo in

waſhing linens and ſtuffs. Peel and grind them ;

then the meal of twenty nuts, is ſufficient for

ten or twenty, quarts of water. Either linen or

woollen may be waſhed in the infufion , without

any other ſoap. It takes out ſpots of all kinds ,

rinſing the clothes afterwards in ſpring-water .

If you grind the nut, fteep the meal in hot

water, and then mix it with an equal quantity of

bran, both hogs and poultry will eat it. Both

horſes and cows will eat the nut itſelf, mixt with

other food .

The Sago Tree is between 20 and 30 feet high,

and about 5 or 6 round. It grows in the Molucca
Iſlands. Its outward bark is about an inch thick :

under this are ligneous fibres, which cover a maſs

of a kind of gummy meal. When this is ripe, a

whitiſh duft tranſpires through the leaves . The
Malais then cut down the tree, ſco out the

mealy ſubſtance, dilute it with water, and ſtrain

2

it
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it through a fine cloth . It afterwards gradually dries

and hardens, and will keep good for many years.

Palm Tree's are male and female. In March

or April, when the ſheaths that incloſe the young

cluſters of the flowers and fruit begin to open,

(atwhich time the Dates are formed) they take
a ſprig of the male cluſter, and inſert it into the

ſheath of the female ; or elſe take a whole cluſter

of themale tree, and ſprinkle the farina of it over

ſeveral cluſters of the female. Where they uſe

the former method, one male fuffices to impreg

nate 4 or 500 females.

The palm tree is in its greateſt vigour about

30 years after tranſplantion, and for 70 years

longer bears yearly, 15 or 20 cluſters of dates,

each of 15 or 20 pounds weight. Afterward they

gradually pine away, and uſually fall about the

latter end of their ſecond century ,

To procure the honey of the Palm Tree, they

cut off its head, and ſcoop the top of the trunk

into the ſhape of a baſon . The ſap aſcending

lodges in this cavity, for the firſt ten or twelve

days, three quarts or a gallon a day. Then it

gradually diminiſhes, till in ſix or eight weeks,

the juices are conſumed, and the tree is fit only

for firewood . This liquor is a thin fyrup, of a

more luſcious ſweetneſs than honey. Hence our

Poet mentions

“ Fruit of Palm-Tree, pleaſant to thirſt

And hunger both : "

Though one would imagine, a liquor of that kind,

would not be very proper to quench thirſt.

I find of the number of Sicilian Plants, ſays a

late writer, the Cinnamon, Sarſaparilla, Sáfia

fras,
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fras, Rhubarb , and many others commonly

thought not to be natives of Europe. The Palma

Chrifti too, thatplant ſo much celebrated of late,

from the ſeed ofwhich the Caſtor Oil is made,

grows in many places of Sicily in the greateſt

abundance. OurBotaniſts have called it Ricinus

Americanus, fuppoſing it only to be produced in

that part of the world .

But the moſt uncommon of all the vegetable

productions of Sicily, are ſome of the trees that

grow on the ſides of Mount Ætna. Three of

theſe are nearly of one ſize ; but one is rather

taller than the other two . It riſes from one ſolid

item to a conſiderable height ; after which it

branches out. I meaſured it about two feet from

the ground, and found it ſeventy - ſix feet round.

All theſe grow on a thick rich foil, formed origi

nally of alhes thrown out by the mountain.

The Balſam - Tree grows on rocks, and frequent
ly on the limbs or trunks of other trees. This is

occaſioned by birds, ſcattering or voiding theſeeds,
which being glutinous, like thoſe of Miffelto, take

root and grow ; but not finding ſufficient nouriſh

ment, the roots ſpread on the bark till they find a

decayed hole wherein is ſome ſoil. Into this they

enter and become a tree . But the nouriſhment

of this ſecond ſpot being exhauſted , one or two

of the roots paſs out of the hole , and fall directly to

the ground , though at forty feet diſtance. Here

again they take root, and become a much larger

tree than before. They flouriſh on the Bahama

Iſlands, and many other of the hot parts of
America.

In Italy are many Coppice Woods, of what

our gardeners call the Flowering Afh. Manna is

procured
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wine.

procured by piercing the bark, and catching the

fap , as we do that of birch trees, to make birch

It begins to run in the beginning of Au

guſt, andin a dry feafon, runsfor five or ſix

weeks. But we have no need to be beholden to

the king of Naples. For the tree grows as well

in England as in Italy . What ſtupidity is it

then , to import, at a large expence, what we

may have at our own doors ? The leaves of this

tree are the proper Sena, and better than
any

brought from Apulia.

Peruvian Bark comes from a tree, about the

bigneſs of a plumb-tree. Its leaves are like ivy,

and are always green . It is gathered in Autumn ,

the rind is taken off all round, both from the

boughs and the tree, and grows again in four

months. It bears a fruit, not unlike a cheſnut,

except itsoutward ſhell. This ſhell is properly

called China-China , and is eſteemed by the na

tives , far above the bark, which is taken from

the trunk or boughs. And it ſeems this only was

in uſe, till the demand for it ſo increaſed .

The tree which produces Cotton is common

in ſeveral parts both of the Eaſt and Weſt Indies .

The fruit is oval , about the ſize of a nut. As it

ripens, the outſide grows black, till opening in

ſeveral places by the heat of the ſun, it diſcovers

the cotton, of an admirable whiteneſs.

Pepper growson a ſhrub in ſeveral parts of the

Eaſt-Indies,which is of the reptile kind; and for

that reaſon is uſually planted at the foot of ſome

larger tree. It grows in cluſters, which at firſt

are green. As the grains ripen , they grow reddiſh ;
VOL. II. K and
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and after being expoſed a while to the ſun,become

black. To make White Pepper, they moiſten

it with ſea -water, and then expoſing it to the

ſun , diveſt the grains of the outer bark, which .

of conſequence leaves them white.

The tree that bears Jamaica Pepper, is about

thirty feet high, and covered with a grey, ſmooth,

ſhining bark. It ſhoots out abundance of bran

ches, which bears large leaves, like thoſe of the bay.

tree. At the veryend of the twigs grow bunches

of flowers, each ſtálk bearing a flower, which bends

back. Totheſe fucceeds a bunch of herries , larger

when ripe than juniper berries. They are then

black , ſmooth, and ſhining ; but they are taken

from the tree when unripe, and dried in the ſun .

They have a mixed flavour ofmany kinds of ſpice,

and hence they are called All -fpice.

The plantwhich affords Ginger, reſembles our

reed, both in its ſtem and leaves. The root

ſpreads itſelf near the ſurface of the ground, in

form not unlike a man's hand. When it is ripe

they dig it up , and dry it either in the ſun, or

in an oven .

Nutmegs are incloſed in four different covers :

the firſt, thick and fleſhy, like that of our walnuts :

the ſecond is a thin , reddiſh coat, of an agreea

ble ſmell, called Mace. The third is a hard blackiſh

ſhell. The fourth is a greeniſh film . In this the

nutmeg is found, which is properly the kernel of

the fruit.

a

The Wild -pine, as it is called, is a wonderful

inſtance of the wiſe providence of God. . The
5

leaves
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leaves of it are channelled, to catch and con.

vey water into their reſervoirs. Theſe reſer

voirs are ſo made, as to contain much water.

And they cloſe at the top when they are full, to

hinder its evaporation. Theſe plants grow on

the arms of the trees in the woods, as alſo on the

bark of their trunks. Another contrivance of na

ture in this vegetable is very admirable. The feed

has many long and fine threads, that it may be

carried every where by the wind, and that by

theſe, when driven through the boughs, it may

be held faſt, and ſtick to the arms or trunks of

trees . As ſoon as it ſprouts, although it be on

the under part of a bough, its leaves and ſtalk

riſe perpendicular, becauſe if it had any other

poſition, the ciſtern made of hollow leaves could

not hold water. In ſcarcity of water, this reſer

voir is not only neceſſary and ſufficient for the

plant itſelf , but likewiſe uſeful to men, birds, and
inſects. Hither they then come in troops, and

ſeldomgo away without refreſhment.

Theſe leaves will hold a pint and an half, or a

quartof rain -water. When we find theſe pines,

ſaysCaptain Dampier, we ſtick our knives into

the leaves, juft above the root ; and that lets

out the water, which we catch in our hats, to

our great relief.

3

Theſame providential deſign is anſwered by

the Water-withy of Jamaica.This, which is a

kind of vine, grows on dry hills in the woods,

where no water is to be found. Its trunk, if cut

into pieces, two or three yardslong, and held by

either end to the mouth, affords a limpid , inno

cent and refreſhing ſap, as clear as water ; and
thatK2
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a

that in ſo great abundance, as gives new life to

the weary and thirſty traveller.

An admirable inſtance of the ſame good pro

vidence we have in the Fountain Tree, which

grows on Hierro, one of the Canary Iſlands. In

the rocky cliff which ſurrounds the iſland, is a

narrow gutter, which begins at the ſea, and con

tinues to the ſummit of the cliff, where it falls in

to a valley, which is bounded by the ſteep front

of a rock. On the top of thisgrows a tree,which

has continued many years. Its leaves conſtantly

diftil as much water as is ſufficient for the drink

of every living creature on the iſland. It ſtands

by itſelf a league and a half from the ſea, and no

one knows ofwhat fpecies it is . Its trunk is about

nine feet round, in diameter about three. It is

thirty feet high ; the circumference of all the

branches together is about ninety. The branches

are thick , the loweſt of them is about an ell from

the ground. Its fruit reſembles an acorn, its

leaves reſemble thoſe of thelaurel, but are longer

and broader. They come forth in perpetual fuc.

ceffion , ſo that the tree is always green . On the

north fide of it are two ciſterns of rough ftone,

each fifteen feet ſquare, and twelve deep : one

of which contains water for the drink of the

inhabitants : the other, for their cattle and all

other purpoſes.

Every morning, near this part of the Ifland, a

milt riſes from the fea. Thisthe South and Eaſt

erly winds drive againſt the fore-mentioned cliff,

which it gradually aſcends, and thence advances

to the end of the valley. Being ſtopt there by

the front of the rock , it reſts upon theleaves and

branches of the tree, whence it diſtils the re

mainder of the day.

But
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But trees yielding water are not peculiar to
the iſland of Hierro . One of the ſame kind

grows on the Iſland of St. Thomas, in the gulph

of Guinea. And of the ſame nature is that near

the mountains of Vera Pogz, whereof we have

the following account in Cockburne's Voyages.

“ In the morning of the fourth day, we came

out on a large plain, in the midſt of which ftood

a tree of an unuſual ſize. Its trunk was above five

fathoms round ; the ſoil it grew on was very

ftony. And on the niceſt enquiry we could

afterwards make, both of the Spaniards and the

Natives, we could not learn, that any other ſuch

tree had been known in all New Spain .

Perceiving the ground under it wet , we were

ſurprized, knowing that according to the certain

courſe of the ſeaſon in that latitude, there had no

rain fallen for fix months, and that it could not

be owing to the dew, for this the fun entirely

dried up, in a few minutes after its riſing. At

laft, to our great amazement, as well as joy, we

perceived water dropping from the end of every

leaf ; after we had been labouring four days

through extreme heat, and were almost expiring for

thirſt , we could not look upon this , but as liquor

ſent from heaven , to relieve us in our extremity.

We catched it in our hands, and drank fo plen

tifully, that we could ſcarce tell when to give

over.

The Manchineel apple is moſt beautiful to the

eye, agreeable to the ſmell, and pleaſant to the

tafte, but the whole tree is ſo poiſonous, that the

wood of it while green, if rubbed againſt the

hand, will raiſe bliſters.

K3 The
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The wood is good for tables, cabinets, and
all other curious work . But the virulent nature

of the fap, calls for great caution in felling the
tree. I was cutting down one of them , ſays Mr.

Cateſby, when ſome of the milky juice ſpurting

in my eyes, I was two days totally blind,my eyes

and face being much ſwelled .' For four and

twenty hours, I felt a violent pricking pain , which

then gradually abated.

Indeed it is reported , and generally believed

of this tree, that the wound of an arrow dipped

in its juice is mortal, that the rain which waſhes

the leaves, will raiſe blifters on the ſkin ; and

that even its ſhadow is ſo noxious, that the bodies

of thoſe that ſleep under it ſwell. Yet a pregnant

woman ate three of the apples without any
in

convenience ; and a robuft man of about forty
five years of age, ate more than two dozen with

out being diſordered more than twenty four hours.

About an hour after he had eatenthem , his belly

fwelled, and he complainedof a burning heat in

his bowels. He could not keep his body in an

erect poſture ; his lips were ulcerated , and he was

ſeized with cold ſweats : but he was relieved from

all theſe ſymptoms by a decoction of the leaves of

Ricinus, the Avellana purgatrix, in water, which

being drank plentifully, produced a violent vo

miting and purging, for four hours, after this he

was made to walk about, and ſome rice gruel

perfected the cure .

1

The Negroes in Africa uſe a poiſon of an ex

traordinary nature . The doſe is very ſmall, and

hath no ill taſte . The fymptoms are various, ac

cording as the doſe is. It" kills ſometimes in a

few hours, ſometimes in months ; at others, in

fome
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ſome years. If a great quantity is given, death

follows in fix or ſeven hours. (The Negroes turn

white. If the doſe is but ſmall, the fick loſes his

appetite, feels pain in his head , arms, and limbs,

a wearineſs all over, foreneſs in his breaft, diffi

culty in breathing, and at laſt dies languiſhing.

Probably it is the ſame poiſon which is uſed in

Spain and Italy. This hath but one ſpecific an

tidote, the knowledge of which a famous Negroe.

poiſoner, was at length perſuaded to impart.The

antidote is the rootof the Senſitive Plant. Take

none of the root but what is in the ground ; waſh

it well , and ſplit it in two. Take a good handful

of theſe ſplit roots ; ſteep them in three quarts of

fair water, in an earthen glazed pot, having a

cover. Uſe but a moderate fire,that it may boil

gently. The decoction hasno ill taſte; you may

add ſugar, as you think beft. Give the patient a

good glaſs of this decoction as warm as he can

drink it; an hour after give another, and ſo for

ſome time, till you make a perfect cure. There

is no danger of giving too much, it can do no

harm at all.

1

In theValley ofthe Lancy , which runs between

the mountains ofJurin ,grows a plant like the Doro

nicum , near the roots whereof is found pure quick

filver, running in ſmall grains like pearls. One

would not imagine the plant had any influence on

this, but for the following experiment. Expreſs the

juice : expoſe it to the air in a clear night, and
there will be found as much Mercury as there is

loft of juice .

But of all productions of the vegetable kind,

there is none more remarkable than the Aloe. It

K4 grow's
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grows exceeding ſlowly. But the flowneſs of its

growth is afterwards compenſated, by the bulk

to which it arrives, the velocity with which it

thoots, and the prodigious number of flowers it

produces, which ordinarily amount to ſeveral

thouſands. It uſually takes up three months,
.

May, June, and July , from the firſt budding of

the ftem , to the finiſhing of the flowers. There

are however exceptions to this rule . The Aloe

in the garden of Cardinal Farneſe at Rome, ſhot

up in the ſpace of one month, to the height of

twenty -three feet. Another at Madrid grew ten

feet in one night, and twenty - five more in the

night following.

The progreſs of the Venetian Aloe, in the
garden of Signior Papatava, was as follows. It

began to ſhoot its ſtem on the 20th of May, which

by the 19th of June, was riſen four Paduan feet

and an inch. On the 24th it had gained ten

inches more, and on the 29th eight more, on

which day it began to emit branches. On the 6th

of July it had gained one foot one inch : on the

1971.11 ore ſuvi eignt inches more ; on the 5th of

Auguſt, one foot and a half. From that day to

the zoth, it grew very ſlowly, but continued

emitting branches and flowers. The trunk was

at the bottom a foot thick ; the branches were

twenty -three in number. On the top of each was

a knot or collection of flowers. On each of the

firſt branches there were an hundred and twelve :

on others an hundred and ten , and on others

an hundred. They yielded little ſmell: but what

was of it was agreeable,

When the tree has once flowered, it quickly

dies , being quite exhauſted by ſo copious a

birth. They feldom flower till they are ofa
conſiderable
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conſiderable age, when they are of a large fize:
and a great height. As ſoon as the flower

ftem begins to fhoot from the middle of the plant,

it drawsall the nouriſhment from the leaves, ſo

that as that advances, theſe decay. And when

the flowers are fully blown, ſcarce any of the

leaves remain alive. But whenever this happens,

the old root ſends forth a numerous quantity of

off - ſets for increaſe ..

Perhaps there is ſcarce any plant in the

creation which is of fo general uſe . The wood of

it is firm , and ſerves for fences, and for the uſe

of the carpenter . The leaves makes coverings

for houſes: the ſtrings and fibres ſerve, in the

room of hemp, flax and cotton. Of the prickles

are made nails and awls, as alſo pins and needles..

And from a large Aloe, when rightly tapped,may

be drawn three or four hundred gallons of

juice, which by diſtillation grows ſweeter and

thicker till it becomes fugar,

If there be a more beautiful flower than that

of the Aloe, it grows on a ſpecies of Cereus.

(or Prickly Pear, as they call it, in America)

which grows well in our' ftoves : about the mid

dle of July the flower is grown to its bigneſs..

Till then it appears. like a bit of wool on a

dead ftem. It uſually begins to open about five

in the evening, and isfull blown about eight, and

continues fo till about four the next morning . It

then gradually cloſes, and is ſhut up about fix
o'clock , covered with a cold moiſture. The

calyx or empalement is a foot diameter, divided

into fixty ſegments; the outſide of a fine gold

colour, the inſide of a ſplendid yellow, ſpreading

like the rays of a ſtar. The petals areabout

thirty, in form of a cup , of a pure white. There

K 5 is5
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is one ſtyle ſurrounded by a great number of fta

mina. It ſends forth a very fragrantperfume,

like the Gum Benjamin while in bloflom ; the

empalement and petals open one by one , with

great elaſticity .

There is not in nature any flower of greater

beauty, or that makes a more magnificent ap,

pearance. What pity, that it is only an Ephe

meran ! Literally the creature of a day !

It has been before obſerved, That as all animals

are from eggs, ſo all vegetables are from ſeeds.

But many hare ſuppoſed there is one ſort of ve

getable , which is an exception to this : namely

Muihrooms, the ſeeds whereof have been long

ſought in vain. And it is certain , if you only

range in April, balls ofhorſe-dung, as big as one's

fift, in lines three feet diſtant from each other,

and one foot under the ground, covering them all

over with mould, and that again with horſe-dung

in the beginning of Auguſtthe upper pieces of

dung will begin to grow white ; being covered

with fine white threads, woven about the ſtraws

whereof the dung is compoſed. By degrees the

extremities of theſe threads grow round into a

kind of button: which enlarging itſelf by little

and little , at length forms itſelf into a muſhroom .

At the foot of each , when at its full growth , is

an infinity of little ones. The white threads of

the dung preſerve themſelves a long time without

rotting, if kept dry. And if they are laid again

in the ground, they will produce new mulh

rooms.

“ Are theſe then any thing elſe than the

mouldineſs or putrefaction of horſe-dung ? " Yes

certainly. Indeed all Mouldineſs, ſo called, is a

congeries
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congeries of very ſmall plants. And theſe in par

ticular, like all other plants, have their origin

from feeds. But before the ſeeds can vegetate ,

there are required, certain juices, proper to pe

netrate their coats, to excite a fermentation in

them, andto nouriſh the minute parts thereof.

Hence ariſes that vaſt diverſity of places; wherein

different ſorts of this plant are produced. Some

will only grow on other particular plants, whoſe

trunk or roots have the juices proper for them.

Nay, there is one fort which grows only on the

fillets and bandages of the patients in the hoſpital

at Paris. It is not therefore at all ſurpriſing that

horſe-dung ſhould be a fit foil for common Muſh

rooms, It is probable the feeds of theſe are

ſpread in numberleſs places, well nigh through

out the whole earth . And the ſame may be faid

concerning the ſeeds of many plants, as well as

the eggs ofmany inſects : more eſpecially of thoſe

which are fo minute, that we can ſcarce diſcern

them even with glaſſes: ſeeing the ſmaller they

are , the more eaſily may the leaſt wind convey

them hither and thither. So that in truth the

earth is full of an inconceivable number both of

animals and vegetables, perfectly formed in all

their parts, and deſigned as it were in minature ;

only. waiting for certain favourable circumſtan

ces to enable them to make their appearance at

large. How rich then muſt that hand be, which

hath ſown them with ſo much profuſion !

It may not be improper before concluding this

head , to deſcribe one more ſpecies of ſea-plants.

Coral grows chiefly in grottoes, which open to

the ſouth , and whoſe concave arch is nearly pa

rallel to the ſurface of the earth . It will not

grow at all, but where the ſea is quiet as a pond.

1
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It vegetates the contrary wayto all other plants;

its root adhering to the top of the grotto , and its

branches ſhooting downward. The root takes

the exact form of the ſolid it grows to , and covers

it ( as far as it goes) like a plate : and this is a

probable proof, that its fubftance was originally

fluid. Accordingly corals fometimes line the in

fide of a ſhell,which they could not have entered

but in a fluid form . All its organifm , with regard

to vegetation , ſeems to confift in its rind, in the

little tubes whereof the juice runs to the extre

mities of the branches. And this juice petrify

ing both in the cells, that encompaſs the coraline

fubftance, and in thoſe at the extremity of the

branches, whoſe ſubſtance is not yet formed, by

this means inlarge the plant to its full dimenſions,

both in height and bulk . It is vulgarly believed,

that coral is foft while in the water. But expe

riment proves the contrary.

It is obſervable that all Sea -plants, ( except the

Alga) are without roots. Nor have they any

longitudinal, capillary ſap -veffels, through which

rooted plants draw nouriſhment to every part.

But the whole ſubſtance of Sea -Plants is com

poſed of veficles, which receive their nouriſh

ment immediately from the furrounding water.
Confequently they can have no circulation of the

fap , having no veſſels to convey it from one end

of the plant to the other.

2. Many phyficians affirm , That Sugar is un

wholeſome, and moſt , that it deſtroys the teeth.

But how will this agree with the following ac

count ? " My grandfather, fays Dr. Slare, took as

much ſugar as his butter ſpread upon bread would

receive,
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receive, for his daily breakfaſt. He put ſugar in .

to all his ale and beer, and into all the ſauces he

uſed to his meat. Ateighty years old he had all

his teeth ſtrong and firm (having never had the
tooth -ach) and never refuſed the hardeſt crust.

In his 82d year one of his teeth came out , and in

two or three years all the reſt. But others filled

up their room, and in a ſhort time he had a new

fet quite round. His hair alſo from very white

became dark . He continued in health and

ſtrength, and died without any diſeaſe, in his

ninety -ninth or hundredth year .

3. It is not only from the canes that fugar is

extracted. In New England much of it is made

from the juice of the Upland Maple. They firſt

make a hole in the tree, within a foot of the

ground, ſhelving inward , ſo as to hold about a

pint. Then they tap this hole, and by a reed

draw off the liquor into a veſſel. A large tree

will yield between the beginning of February and

the end of April twenty gallons of juicé. A

gallon in boiling fixteen hours is reduced to tliree

pints, and yieldsmore than two poundsof fugar,

which our phyficians prefer to all other for medi
einal ufes.

4. Moloffes likewiſe may be procured without

fugar-canes. This was diſcovered a few years
ago by Mr. Chandler, of Woodſtock, in New.

England, an inland town, where the common

Molofles is ſcarce and dear. Ever ſince both he

and his neighbours ſupply themſelves with it, out

oftheirown orchards. The applethat produces it,

is a ſummer ſweeting,of a middling ſize, and full

of juice. They grind and preſs the apple , and
then

a
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then gently boil the juice for about ſix hours. In

that time it comes to the ſweetneſs and conſiſtency

and anſwers all the purpoſes of other Moloſſes.

5. There is one Sea-production , if it may be

fo termed that is not commonly underſtood.

Some have maintained, that Ambergris was a ſub

ſtance naturally bred in one ſpecies of whales,

in a bag three or four feet long. But this bag is

in truth only the bladder of the whales, and the

ſuppoſed Ambergris is only a calculus of the blad

der. The largeſt of theſe ever found in a whale,

weighed twenty -onepounds. But pieces of Am

bergris have been found , which were fix feet

long, and weighed above 180 pounds.

It ſeems, 1. That Ambergris, like yellow am

ber, comes out of the earth into the ſea .

That it comes not like Napththa, but in a thicker

viſcid and tenacious conſiſtence. 3. That in the

firſt formation thereof, a liquid Bitumen or Napth

tha is mixed with it. 4. That large pieces

may be generated at the ſame time; but uſually
a ſmall one riſes firſt, to which another ſoon ad

heres, and ſo more and more , forming irregular

figures, under which it is ſoft, ſo that various

ſubſtances ſtick to it ; but it gradually hardens to

the conſiſtence of wax.

However, one would not be poſitive, as to

the manner of its generation . For who can ex

plain in what manner amber is produced ? Or

how metals , ſemi-metals, precious ſtones, and
innumerable other mineral ſubſtances,' are gene:

rated ? We know what they are, but how they

are formed, we know not with any degree of

certainty.

2 .

a

3. The
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6. The principle of Corruption in plants and

animals , is probably the very fame, which during

a ſtate of circulation, is the principle of life :

namely the air, which is found in conſiderable

quantities, mixed with all ſorts of fluids. This

has two very different motions; an expanſive one,

ariſing from its natural elaſticity, by which it

gives their fluids an inteſtine motion , and gradu

ally extends the parts that contain them : and a

progreſſive motion. It does not appear that this
is eſſential to it. Rather it is occaſioned by the

reſiſtance of the ſolid parts. This reſtraining its

expanſion, obliges it to take the courſe that is

more free and open, which is through the veſſels,
of plants and animals.

When this courſe is ſtopped, the expanſive

motion remains, and ſtill continues to act, till it

has ſo fully overcome the including bodies , as to

bring itſelf to the fame degree of expanſion with

the outward air. But this it cannot do, without

deſtroying the texture and continuity of thoſe fo

lids, which we call Corruption .

This deſtructive quality of the air is promoted,

either by weakening the tone or coheſion of the

including parts ; as when fruit is bruiſed , which

corrupts in that part much ſooner than in the

others: or by increaſing the expanſive force of

the air, by heat or ſome other co -operating cir

cumſtance.

And certainly thereis no corruption or putre

faction , without air. Hence either vegetable or

animal bodies buried deep in the earth or water,

remain for ages entire, which when expoſed to

the air, quickly moulder away. And hence ſuch

vegetables as are moſt apt to putrify, remain un

changed in vacuo.

Yet
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Yet various experiments ſeem to fhew , that

air muſt be impregnated by water, before it can

occaſion putrifaction, either in animal or vege

table fubftances. For take a pound of freſh fleth ,

and keep it in a moderate heat, and it will

throughly putrily in a few days. But if you firſt

extract the moiſture, it will harden likea ſtone .a

And it may then be kept for ages, without any

putrifaction. Even blood, if you deprive it of

its watry part, may be kept for fifty years. But

if youthen diffolve it in water, and place it in

a gentle warmth, it will putriſy immediately.

The proceſs of putrefaction may be learned

from an eaſy experiment. Take the green , juicy

parts of any freſh vegetable, throw them together

in a large heap, in a warın air, and lay a weight

upon them . The middle part of the heap will

ſoon conceive a ſmall degree of heat. It will.

grow hotter and hotter, till it comes to a boiling,

heat, and is perfe &tly putrified .

In three days fromthe firft putting them toge

ther , the heat will equal that of an human body

in health . By the fifth day , the heat will be fuch

as the hand can hardly bear. By the ſeventh or

eighth, all the juices are generally ready to boil..

Sometimes the matter will even flame, (as does

moiſt hay) till it burns away. But commonly it

acquires a cadaverous taſte and imell, and turns

into one foſt, pulpy maſs, much reſembling hu

man excrements in the ſcent, and putrified fleſh

in the taſte.

If this be diſtilled, there will come from it, 1 .

An urinous ſpirit, perfectly like that obtained

from animals, and ſeparable by freſh diſtillation

into pure water, and a large quantity of white,

dry, volatile falt , not to be diſtinguiſhed from

animal

1
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2.

animal falts. 2. An oily ſalt, which ſhoots into

globes. 3. A thick, fætid oil, both which are

entirely like thoſe of animals. 4. The remainder4

being calcined in an open fire, yields not the

leaſt particle of fixed ſalt : juſt as if the ſubject had
been of the animal, not the vegetable kingdom .

And this proceſs holds equally in all kinds of ve

getables, though of ever ſo different natures .

Yea, in dry vegetables, ſo they be inoiſtened

by water, before they are thrown into heaps .

By this means the difference between one ve

getable and another is entirely taken away . By this

proceſs, they are all reduced to one common na

ture : ſo that wormwood for example, and fage,

become one and the ſame thing. Nay, by this

means the difference between vegetables and ani .

mals is quite taken away : putrified vegetables

being no way diſtinguiſhable from putrihed fleſh ,

Thus is there an ealy and reciprocal tranſition of

animal into vegetable, and vegetable into animal.

So true it is, that matter , as inatter, has no

concern , in the qualities of bodies. All depend

on the arrangement of the particles , whereof

each body conſiſts . Hence water, though taſte

leſs, feeds aromatic mint, and the ſame earth gives

nouriſhment to bread and poiſon.

As to this arrangement, the firſt view of a ve

getable gives us an idea, of infinitely numerous

and various parts : and fo complex, that many

havebeen diſcouraged from profecuting the re

fearch. But upon examination , the parts which

appear ſo numerous, are reduced to a very fmall

account . For a careful maceration in ſoft water

will ſhew , that the parts really diftinct are only

ſeven . Theſe are 1. An outer bark , 2. an inner

rind, 3. a blea, 4. a fleſhy ſubſtance, 5. a pith ,
There

1

1
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1 . The cup,

There is between the fleſh and the blea, 6. a

vaſcular ſeries, and 7. cones of veſſels take their

courſe within the fleſh .

Whatever part of the plant we examine, we

find theſe, be it a fibre, the root or the item . We

never find more : and tracing theſe, we ſee the

other parts of theplants are only the productions

of them. Thus the root, its deſcending fibre, and

the aſcending ſtalk , we find are one, not three

ſubſtances. The ſame ſeven parts are continued

from one to the other, and what are ſuppoſed at

its fummit, to be many new and ſtrange parts,

are found to be no more than the terminations

of theſe ſeven . The external parts are alſo

ſeven . 2. The outer petals,

3. The inner petals, 4. The nectaria, either di

Itinét, or connected in one ring, 5. The filaments,

6. The receptacle of feeds, and 7. The feed -veſſels

or feeds. And theſe are only the terminations

of the ſeven conſtituent ſubſtances of the plant.

The outer bark terminates in the cup, the inner

rind in the outer petals ; the blea forms the inner

petals, the vaſcular ſeries ends in the nectaria, and

the fleſh in the filaments : the cones form the re

ceptacle, the pith , the ſeed, and their capſules.

Theſe are univerſal in plants , though their courſe

beleſs plain in fome, and their terminations leſs

diſtinct in others.

Every piece therefore cut from a plant tranf

verſely contains all the parts of the plant , ready

to grow in length into a ſtalk upwards, and into

a root downwards, and to ſeparate at a due height

from the root, into the ſeveral parts of the

flower.

Thus ſee the arrangement of the common

particles of matter into a vegetable body , although

a

we

it
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it be a work worthy of his hand who formed it,

yet is not ſo complex a thing as it appears. And

this arrangement being once made in one indi

vidual, theſpecies is created for ever. For growth

is the conſequence of the arrangement, when it

has heat and moiſture.

Upon the whole : if we conſider every part of

a plant, we ſhall find none without its uſe. The

Root draws nouriſhment from the earth : the

Fibres convey the fap : the larger veſſels con

tain the ſpecific juice of the plant: others carry

air for ſuch a reſpiration as it needs. The outer

and inner Bark in Trees, defend them from heat

and cold and drought, and convey that fap which

is required for the annual increaſe of the tree.

And in truth every treë may in ſome ſenſe be

ſaid to be an annual plant . For both leaf, flower

and fruit proceed from the coat that was ſuper

induced over the wood the laſt And this

never bears more, but together with the old wood

ſerves as a block to ſuſtain the ſucceeding annual

coat. The Leaves ſerve, before the bud unfolds,

to defend the flower and fruit, which is even

then formed ; and afterward to preſerve them

and the branches from the injuries of the ſummer

fun . They ſerve alſo to hinder the too haſty

evaporation of the moiſture about the root .

their chief uſe is to concoét the ſap, for the

nouriſhment of the whole plant : both that they

receive from the root, and that they take in from

the dew, the rain , and the moiſt air. Add to

this, that they are as lungs, which ſupply the

plant with the neceſſary quantity of air, and as

excrementory duets, which throw off fuperfluities

by inſenſible perſpiration. And fo neceſſary is

year:

their
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their ſervice, that moſt trees, if quite ſtript of

their leaves, will die . And if in ſummer you

Itrip a vine-branch of its leaves, the grapes will

never come to maturity. Not that they are hurt

by the ſun : expoſe them to this as you pleaſe, ſo

the leaves remain, and they will ripen well.

Another point worthy ourconfideration is , the

immenſe Smallneſs of the Seeds of ſome Plants.

Some areſo extremely minute, as not at all to be

diſcovered by the naked eye. Hence the num

ber of ſeeds produced by ſome plants, is beyond

imagination. A Plant of Redmace, for inſtance,

and many ſorts of Fern, produce above a million :

a convincing argument of the infinite underſtand .

ing of the Former of them.

And it is remarkable, that ſuch Moffes as grow

upon walls, the roofs of houſes and other high

places, have ſeeds ſo exceſlively ſmall, thatwhen

Thaken out of their veſſels they appear like ſmoke

or vapour . Theſe therefore may either aſcend of

themſelves, or by an eaſy impulſe of the wind

be raiſed to the tops of walls, houſes, or rocks.

And we need notwonder how the Moſſes got

thither, or imagine they ſprung up fpontane.

ouſly.

Concerning Vegetables in general we may far .

ther remark , 1. That becauſe they are intended

to be food for numberleſs ſpecies of animals,

therefore nature has taken ſo extraordinary care ,

and made fo abundant provifion, for their propa

· gation and increafe. So that they are propagated

and multiplied, not only by the ſeed, but alſo

by the root : producing ſhoots or off -fets in fome,

creeping
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creeping under -ground in others. Some like .

wife are propagated by fhips or cuttings ; and

fome by feveral of theſe ways. Secondly ; for

the ſecurity of ſuch ſpecies as are produced only

by feed, moſt ſeeds are endued with a laſting

vitality : ſo that ifby reaſon of exceſſive cold or

drought, or any other accident, they happen not

to ſpring up the firſt year, they may continue

their fruitfulneſs, I do not ſay, fix or ſeven only,

but even twenty or thirty years. Nay, after

this term, if the hindrance be removed, they

will ſpring, and bring forth fruit. Hence it is,

that plants are ſometimes loft for a conſiderable

time, in places wherein they abounded before.

And after ſome years appear anew . They are

loft, either becauſe of the unfavourable feaſons,

becauſe the land was fallowed ; or becauſe plenty

of weeds, or other plants , prevented their coming

up. And as foon as thefe impediments are re

moved, they ſpring up again . Thirdly, Many

vegetables are armed with prickles or thorns, to

ſecure them from the browzing of beaſts ; as alſo

to defend others, which grow under their ſhelter.

Hereby likewiſe they are made particularly uſeful

to man, either for quick or dead fences. Fourthly,

Such vegetables as are weak and not able to ſup

port themſelves, have a wonderful faculty, to uſe

the ſtrength of their neighbours, embracing and

climbing up upon them , and uſing them as crutches

to their feeble bodies. Some twiſt themſelves

about others like a ſcrew : fome lay faſt hold

upon them , by their curious Clafpers or Tendrils,

which herein are equivalent to hands . Some

ſtrike in a kind of root : others by the emiſſion

of a natural glue , firmly adhere to any thing

which has ftrength fufficient to ſupport them .

Claſpers
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Claſpers are of a compound nature, between a

root and a branch. Sometimes they ſerve for

ſupport only ; as in the Claſpers of Vines, whoſe

branches being long and flender , would other.

wiſe ſink with their own weight: fometimes, for

a ſupply of nouriſhment allo ; as in the trunk

roots of ivy ; which mounting very high, and

being of a cloſe and very compact nature, the

ſap would not be ſufficiently ſupplied to the upper

ſprouts, unleſs theſe affifted the mother root.

Fifthly, The beſt of all grain , and what affords

the moſt wholeſome andagreeablenouriſhment is

Wheat. And it is moſt patient in all climates ,

bearing the extremes both of heat and cold. It

grows, and brings its feed to maturity, not only

in the temperate countries, but alſoin the cold

regions of Scotland, Denmark, Norway, and

Muſcovy, on the one hand, and on the other, in

the ſultry heat of Spain ,Egypt, Barbary, Mau-,
ritania, and the Eaſt Indies. Nor isNor is it leſs ob

ſervable, that nothing is more fruitful. One

buſhel when ſown in a proper ſoil, having been

found to yield an hundred and fifty, and in ſome

inſtancesabundantly more.

7. It may be of uſe to ſubjoin here, firſt a

general view of Vegetation, ſecondly, ſome ad
ditional Reflections on the vegetable kingdom.

And firſt. As to Vegetation itſelf, we are fen

fible all our reaſonings about the wonderful ope .

rations of nature, are ſo full of uncertainty, that

as the wiſe man truly obſerves, Hardly do we '

gueſs aright at the things that are upon earth

and " with labour do we find the things that

are before us. This is abundantly verified in
vegetable
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vegetable nature . For though its productions are

ſoobvious to us , yet are we ſtrangely in the

dark concerning them, becauſe the texture of

their veſſels is ſo fine and intricate , that we can

trace but few of them , though affifted with the

beſt microſcopes. But although we can never

hope to come to the bottom and firſt principle of

things , yet may we every where ſee plain ſigna

tures ofthe hand of a Divine Archite &t.

All vegetables are compoſed of water - and

earth, principleswhich ſtrongly attract each other :

and a large portion of air, which ſtrongly attracts

when fixed, but ſtrongly repels when in an elaſtic

ſtate . By the combination, action, and re -action

of thoſe few principles all the operations in

vegetables are effected.

The particles of air diſtend each ductile part,

and invigorate their fap, and meeting with the

other mutually attracting principles, they are by

gentle heat and motion enabled to aſlimilate into

the nouriſhment of the reſpective parts. Thus

nutrition is gradually advanced, by the nearer

and nearer union of theſe principles, till they ar

rive at ſuch a degree of conſiſtency, as to form the

ſeveral parts of vegetables. And at length by the

flying off ofthewatry vehicle, they are compacted
into hard ſubſtances.

Butwhen the watry particles again ſoak into

and diſunite them , then is the union of the parts

of vegetables diſſolved, and they are prepared by
putrefaction, to appear in ſome new form , where

by the nutritive fund of nature can never be ex
hauſted .

All theſe principles are in all the parts of Vem

getables. But there is more oil in the more ex,

alted parts of them . Thus ſeeds abound with

1

a

oil,
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oil , and conſequently with fulphur and air. And

indeed as they contain the rudiments of future

Vegetables, it wasneceſſary they ſhould be ſtored

with principles , that would both preſerve them

from putrifaction, and alſo be active in promoting
Germination and Vegetation .

And as oil is an excellent preſervative againſt

cold , ſo it abounds in the ſap of the more northern

trees. And it is this by which the ever-greens

are enabled to keep their leaves all the winter.

Leaves not only bring nouriſhment from the

lower parts within the attraction of the growing

fruit, (which like young animals is furniſhed

with proper inſtruments to fuck it thence) but

alſo carry off redundant watry fluid , while they

imbibe the dew and rain, which contain much

ſalt and fulphur : for the air is full of acid and

ſulphureous particles ; and the various combina

tions of theſe, are doubtleſs very ſerviceable in

promoting the work of Vegetation. Indeed ſo

fine a fluid as the air, is a more proper medium ,

wherein to prepare and combine, the more ex

alted principles of Vegetables, than the grofs

watry fluid of the fap. And that there is plenty

of theſe particles in the leaves is evident, from

the fulphureous exudations often found on their

edges. To theſe refined aëreal particles, not
only the moſt racy , generous taſte of fruits, but

likewife the moft grateful odours of flowers, yea,

and their beautiful colours are probably owing .

In order to ſupply tender ſhoots with nouriſh

ment, nature is careful to furniſh, at ſmall diſtan

young ſhoots of all ſorts of trees, with

many leaves throughout their whole length, which

as ſo many jointly acting powers, draw plenty of
fap to them .

The

ces, the

fo
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The like proviſion has nature made, in the

corn, graſs, and reed -kind: the leafy ſpires, which

draw nouriſhment to each joint, being provided

long before the ſtem ſhoots : the tender ſtems

would eaſily break , or dry up , ſo as to prevent

their growth , had not theſe ſcabbard's been pro

vided, which both ſupport and keep them in a
fupple and ductile ſtate.

The growth of a young bud to a ſhoot, conſiſts

in the gradual dilatation and extention of every

part, till it is ſtretched out to its full length . And

the capillary tubes ftill retain their hollowneſs,

notwithſtanding their being extended, as we ſee

melted glaſs-tubes remain hollow, though drawn
out to the fineft thread.

Tre pith of trees is always full of moiſture,

while the ſhoot is growing, by the expanſion of

which, the tender, ductile ſhoot is diftended in

every part. But when each year's ſhoot is fully

grown, then the pith gradually dries up . Mean

time nature carefully provides for the growth of

the ſucceeding year, by preſerving a tender, duc

tile part in the bud, replete with ſucculent pith .
Great care is likewiſe taken to keep the parts be

tween the bark and wood always ſupple with

ſlimy moiſture, from which ductile matter the

woody fibres, veſicles, and buds are formed .

The greatvariety of different ſubſtances in the

ſameVegetable proves,that there are peculiar

veſſels for conveying different forts of nutriment,

Inmany vegetables fomeof thoſe veſſels are plain

ly feen full of milky, yellow, orred nutriment.
Where a ſecretion is deſigned to compoſe an

hard ſubſtance, viz. the kernel or ſeed of hard.

ſtone fruits, it does not immediately grow from

the ſtone, which would be the ſhorteſt way to

VOL. II.
convey
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convey nouriſhment to it. But the umbilical

veſſel ' fetches a compaſs round the concave

of the ſtone, and then enters the kernel near

its cone. By this artifice the veſſel being much

prolonged, the motion of the ſap is thereby

retarded, and a viſcid nutriment conveyed to the

ſeed , which turns to an hard ſubſtance.

Let us trace the Vegetation of a tree , from the

feed to its full maturity. When the ſeed is ſown,

in a few days it imbibes ſo much moiſture, as to

{well with very great force, by which it is enabled

both to ſtrike its roots down, and to force its ſtem

out of the ground. As it grows up, the firſt,

ſecond, third,and fourth order of lateral branches

ſhoot out, each lower order being longer than

thoſe immediately above them : notonly as hoot

ing firſt, but becauſe inſerted nearer the root, and

ſo drawing greater plentyof fap. So that a tree

is a complicated engine, which has asmany diffe

rent powers as it has branches . And the whole

of each yearly growth of the tree, is proportion .

ed to the whole of the nouriſhment they attract.

But leaves alſo are ſo neceſſary to promote its

growth , that nature provides ſmall, thin , ex

panſions, which may be called primary Leaves,

to draw nouriſhment to the buds and young

ſhoots, before the leaf is expanded . Thefe bring

nutriment to them in a quantity fufficient for their

ſmall demand : a greater quantity of which is

afterward provided , in proportionto their need ,

by the greater expanſion of the leaves. A ſtill

more beautiful apparatus we find in the curious

expanſions of bloſſoms and flowers, which both

protect and conveynouriſhment to the embryo,

fruit and feeds. But as ſoon as the calix is

formed into a ſmall fruit, containing a minute,

feminal
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ſeminal tree, the bloſſom falls off, leaving it to

imbibe nouriſhment for itſelf, which is brought

within the reach of its ſuction, by the adjoining

Icaves .

I proceed to make ſome additional Reflec

tions upon the vegetable kingdom .

All plants produce ſeeds : but they are entirely

unfit for propagation , till they are impregnated.

This is performed within the flower, by the duſt

of the Antheræ falling upon the moiſt Stigmata,

where it burſts and ſends forth a very ſubtle

matter, which is abſorbed by the ſtyle, and con

veyed down to the ſeed . As ſoon as this opera

tion is over, thoſe organs wither and fall. But

one flower does not always contain all theſe :

often the male organs are on one, the female, on
another. And that nothing may be wanting,

the whole apparatus of the antheræ and ſtigmata

is in all flowers contrived with wonderful wif

dom. In moſt, the ftigmata ſurround the piſtil,

and are of the ſame height. But where the piſtil

is longer than the ſtigmata, the flowers recline , that

the duftmay fall intothe fligma, and when impreg.

nated riſe again, that the feeds may not fall out. In

other flowers the piſtil is ſhorter, and there the

flowers preſerve an erect ſituation . Nay, when the

flowering ſeaſon comes on , they become erect tho '

they were drooping before. Laſtly , when the

male flowers areplaced below the female, the leaves

are very ſmall and narrow, that they may not hin

der the duſt from flying upwards like ſmoke: and

when in the ſame ſpecies one plant is male, and

the other female, there the duſt is carried in abun .

dance by the wind from the male to the female.

We cannot alſo without admiration obſerve, that

moft flowers expand themſelves when the fun

ſhines, and cloſe when either rain, clouds, or

L2
evening

1
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evening is coming on , left the genital duſt ſhould

be coagulated, or otherwiſe rendered uſeleſs.

Yet when the impregnation is over, they do not

cloſe, either upon howers, or the approach of

evening.

For theſcattering of feed nature has provided
numberleſs ways. Various berries are given

for food to animals; but while they eat the

pulp , they fow the ſeed. Either they diſperſe
them at the ſame time ; or if they fwallow

them, they are returned with intereſt. The

miſleto always grows on other trees ; becauſe the

thruſh that eatsthe ſeeds of them, caſts them forth

with his dung. The junipers alſo, which fill our
woods, are ſown in the ſame manner. The

croſs -bill that lives on fir -cones, and the haw

finch which feeds on pine- cones, fow many

of thoſe ſeeds, eſpecially when they carry the

cone to a ſtone or ſtump, to ſtrip off its ſcales.

Swine likewiſe and moles by throwing up the

earth , prepare it for the reception of feeds.

Thegreat Parent of all decreed that the whole

carth ſhould be covered with plants. In order to

thishe adapted the nature of each to the climate

where it grows. So that ſome can bear intenſe

heat, others intenſe cold. Some love a moderate

warmth . Many delight in dry, others in moiſt

ground. The Alpine plants love mountains whoſe

tops are covered with eternal ſnow , And they

blow and ripen their feeds very early, left the

winter ſhould overtake and deſtroy them. Plants

which will grow no where elſe, flouriſh in Siberia,

and near Hudſon's Bay. Graſs can bear almoſt

any temperature of the air : in which the good

providence of God appears : this being ſo neceſ

fary
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ſary all over the globe, for the nouriſhment of

cattle.

Thus neither the ſcorching fun nor the pinch

ing cold hinders any country from having its

vegetables. Nor is there any foil which does not

bring forth ſome. Pond -weed and water- lillies in

' habit the waters. Some plants cover the bettom

of rivers and feas; others fill the marſhes. Some

clothe the plains : othersgrow in the drieſt woods,

.that ſcarce ever ſee the ſun. Nay, ſtones and the

trunks of trees are not void, but covered with
liver -wort.

The wiſdom of the Creator appears no where

more, than in the manner of the growth of trees.

As their roots defcend deeper than thoſe of other

plants, they do not rob them of nouriſhment.

And as their ftems ſhoot up ſo high , they are eaſily

preſerved from cattle. Their leaves falling in

autumn guard many plants againſt the rigor of
winter : and in the ſummer afford both them and

us a defence againſt the heat of the ſun. They

likewiſe imbibe the water from the earth , part of

which tranſpiring through their leaves, is in

ſenſibly diſperſed , and helps tomoiſten the plants

that are round about. Laſtly, the particular ſtruc

ture of trees , contributed very
the

propa

gation of inſeats. Multitudes of theſe lay their

eggs upon their leaves , where they find both

food and ſafety.

Many plantsand ſhrubs arearmed with thorns,

to keepthe animals from deſtroying their fruits.

At the ſame time theſe cover many otherplants,

under their branches, ſo that while the adjacent

grounds are robbed of all plants, fome may be

preſerved to continue the ſpecies.

inuch to
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The Mofles which adorn the moſt barren

places, preſerve the ſmaller plants when they be

gin to ſhoot from cold and drought. They alſo

hinder the fermenting earth from forcing the
roots of plants upward in the ſpring, as we fee

happen annually to trunks of trees . Hence few

Mofles grow in ſouthern climates, not being ne,

ceſſary there to theſe ends.

Sea-Matweed will bear no ſoil but pure ſand.

Sand is often blown by violent winds, ſo as to

deluge as it were meadows and fields. But where

this grows , it fixes the ſand, and gathers it into,

hillocks. Thus other lands are formed, the

ground increaſed , and the lea repelled , by this

wonderful diſpoſition of nature .

How careful is nature to preſerve that uſeful

plant graſs ? The more its leaves are eaten , the

more they increaſe. For the author ofnature intend

ed , that vegetables which have flender ſtalks and

erect leaves ſhould be copious and thick fet, and

thus afford food for ſo vaſt a quantity of grazing

animals . But what increaſes our wonder is, that

although graſs is the principal food of ſuch ani.

mals, yet they touch not the flower and ſeed

bearing ſtems, that ſo the ſeeds may ripen and be

fown .

The Caterpillar of the Moth, which feeds up

on graſs to the great deſtruction thereof, ſeems to

be formed in order to keep a due proportion be

tween this and other plants. For graſs when left to

grow freely, increaſes to that degree as to exclude

all other plants, which would conſequently be

extirpated, unleſs the infect ſometimes prepared

a place for them. And hence it is, that more fpe

cies of plants appear, when this caterpillar has

laid waſte the paſture the preceeding year, than at

any other time.

But
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But all plants ſooner or later, muſt ſubmit to

death. They ſpring up, they grow , they flouriſh,

they bear fruit, and having finiſhed their courſe,

return to the duſt again . Almoſt all the black

mould which covers the earth is owing to dead

vegetables. Indeed after the leaves and ſtems are

gone, the roots of plants remain : but theſe two

at laſt rot and change into mould. And the earth

thus prepared, reſtores to plants what it has re
ceived from them. For when ſeeds are commit

ted to the earth, they draw and accomodate

to their own nature the more ſubtle parts of this

mould : ſo that the talleſt tree is in reality no

thing but mould wonderfully compounded with

air and water. And from theſe plants when they

die, juſt the ſame kind of mould is formed as gave

them birth . By this means fertility remains con

tinually uninterrupted: whereas the earth could

not make good its annual conſumption, were it

not conſtantly recruited.

In many caſes, the cruſtaceous Liverworts are

the firſt foundation of vegetation. Therefore how

ever deſpiſed, they are of the utmoſt conſequence,

in the economy of nature. When rocks firſt

emerge out of the ſea, they are ſo poliſhed by the

force ofthe waves, that hardly any herb is able to

fix its habitation upon them . But the minute

cruſtaceous liverworts foon begin to cover theſe

dry rocks, though they have no nouriſhment but

the little mouldand imperceptible particles, which

the rain and air bring thither. Theſe Liverworts

dying turn into fine earth, in which a larger
Lind of Liverworts flrike their roots. Theſe alſo

die and turn to mould : and then the various

kinds of moſſes find nouriſhment . Laſtly , theſe

dying yield ſuch plenty of mould, that herbs and

Ihrubs eaſily take root and live upon it .

ThatL 4
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That trees, when dry or cut down, may not

Temain uſeleſs to the world , and lie melancholy

ſpectacles, nature haftens on their deſtruction, in

a fingular manner. Firſt the Liverworts begin to

ſtrike root in them ; afterward the moiſture is

drawn out of them, whence putrefaction follows.

Then the muſhroom-kind find a fit place to

grow on, and corrupt them ftill more.

ticular, ſort of beetle next makes himſelf a way

between the bark and the wood . Then a ſort of

caterpillar and ſeveral other ſorts of beetles , bore

numberleſs holes through the trunk . Laſtly , the

wood -peckers come, and while they are ſeeking

for inſects, ſhatter the tree already corrupted , and

exceedingly haften its return to the earth from
whence it came. But how ſhall the trunk of a

tree, which is emerſed in water, ever return to

earth ? A particular kind of worm performs

this work, as ſea- faring men well know .

But why is ſo inconſiderable a plant as thiſtles,

ſo armed and guarded by nature ? Becauſe it is

one of the moſt uſeful plants that grows. Obſerve

an heap of clay , on which for many years no

plant has ſprung up : let but the ſeeds of a thiſtle

fx there, and other plants will quickly come

thither, and foon cover the ground. For the

thiſtles by their leaves attract moiſture from the

air, and by their roots ſend it into the clay, and

by that means not only thrive themſelves, but

provide a ſhelter for other plants.

I ſhall add only one obſervation more , con

cerning the difference between Natural and Ar

tificial Things. If we examine the fineſt needle

by the microſcope, the point of it appears about
a quarter of an inch broad, and its figure neither

round,

a
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round, nor flat, but irregular and unequal. And

the ſurface, however ſmooth and bright it may

ſeem to the naked eye, is then ſeen full of ragged

neſs, holes, and ſcratches, like an iron bar from

the forge. But examine in the ſame manner the

fting of a bee, and it appears to have in every

part a poliſh moſt amazingly beautiful, without

the leaſt flaw or inequality , and ends in a point too

fine to be diſcerned by any glaſs whatever. And

yet this is only the outward fheath of far more

exquifite inſtruments.

A ſmall piece of the fineſt lawn, from the diſ

tance and holes between its threads, appears like

a lattice or hurdle. And the threads themſelves

ſeem coarſer thanthe yarn wherewith ropes are

made for anchors. Fine Bruſſels lace will look as if

it were made of a thick, rough, uneven hair.line,
intwiſted or clotted together in a very aukward and

unartful manner. But a ſilk -worm's webb on the

niceſt examination appears perfectly ſmooth and

fhining, and as much finer than anyſpinſter in

the world can make, as the ſmalleſt twine is than

the thickeft cable. A pod of this ſilk winds into

nine hundred and fixty yards . And as it is two

threads twiſted together all the length, ſo it really

contains one thouſand eight hundred and ſixty:

and yet weighs but two grains and an hall.

What anequiſite fineneſs ! and yet this is nothing

to the filk that iſſued from the worm's mouth

when newly hatched .

The ſmalleſt dot which can be made with a pen,

appears through , aglaſs, a vaſt irregular ſpot, rough ,

jagged and uneven about all its edges. The finest

writing (ſuch as the Lord's Prayer in the compaſs

of a ſilverpenny) ſeems as ſhapeleſs and uncouth as

if wrote in Runic characters. But the ſpecks of

moths, beetles, flies, and other inſects, are moſt ac +

curately

a
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rately circular ; and all the lines and marks

about them are drawn, to the utmoſt poſſibility of

exactneſs.

Our fineſt miniature paintings appearbefore a

microſcope , as mere daubings, plaiſtered on with

a trowel. Our ſmootheſt poliſhings are ſhewn to

be mere roughneſs, full of gaps and flaws. Thus

do the works of art ſink, upon an accurate exami

nation . On the contrary, the nearer we

amine the works of nature, even in the leaſt and

meaneſt of her productions, the more we are

convinced, nothing is to be found there, but

beauty and perfection. View the numberleſs

fpecies of inſects, whatexactneſs andſymmetry

ſhall we find in all their organs ? What a pro

fufion of colouring, azure, green , vermillion ;

what fringe and embroidery on every part ! How

high the finiſhing, how inimitable the poliſh we
every where behold ! Yea, view the animalculæ ,

inviſible to the naked eye, thoſe breathing atonis

ſo ſmall, they are almoſt all workmanſhip : in

them too we diſcover the fame multiplicity of

parts , diverſity of figures, and variety ofmotions,

as in the largeſt animals. How amazingly cu

rious muft the internal ſtructure of theſe crea

tures be ! How minute the bones, joints, muſcles,

and tendons! How exquiſitely delicate the veins

arteries, nerves ! What multitudes of vefſels

and circulations muſtbe contained in this narrow

compaſs! And yet all have ſufficient room for

their' ſeveral offices, without interfering with

each other.

The fame regularity and beauty is found in

vegetables. Every ſtalk , bud, flower, and ſeed ,

diſplays a figure, a proportion ,' an harmony, be

yond the reach of art. There is not a weed

whoſe
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whoſe every leaf does not ſhew a multiplicity of

pores andveſſels curiouſly diſpoſed for the con

veyance of juices, to ſupport and nouriſh it, and

which is not adorned with innumerable graces to

embelliſh it .

But ſome may aſk , to what purpoſe has nature

beſtowed ſo much expence on fo infignificant

creatures ? I anſwer, this very thing proves they

are not ſo inſignificant, as we fondlyſuppoſe. This

beauty is given them either for their own fake,

that they themſelves may be delighted with it:

or for ours, that we may obſerve in them the

amazing power and goodneſs of the Creator. If

the former, they are of conſequence in the ac

count of their Maker, and therefore deſerve our

regard. If the latter, then it is certainly our

duty to take notice of, and admire them .

In ſhort , the whole univerſe is a picture,in

which are diſplayed the perfections of the Deity.

It ſhews not only his exiſtence, but his unity , his

power, his wiſdom, his independence, his good

neſs. His unity appears in the harmonywe can

not but fee in all the parts of nature ; in that one

fimple end to which they are directed , and the

conformity of all the means thereto . On every

fide we diſcern either ſimple elements or com

pound bodies, which have all different actions and

offices. What the fire inflames, the water

quenches : what one wind freezes, another thaws.

But theſe and a thouſand other operations, fo

ſeemingly repugnant to each other, do neverthe

Yeſs all concur in a wonderful manner, to produce

one effect. And all are ſo neceſſary to the main

deſign, that were the agency of any one deſtroyed,

an interruption of the order and harmony of the

creation muſt immediately enſue.

16 Suppoſe;
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Suppoſe, for inſtance, the wind to be taken

away, and all Society is in the utmoſt diſorder.

Navigation is at a ſtand , and all our commerce

with foreign nations deftroyed. On the other

hand the vapoursraiſed from the ſea would re

main ſuſpended juſt where they roſe. Conſe

quently we ſhould be deprived of that uſeful co

vering the Clouds, which now ſcreens us from

the ſcorching heat : yea , and of the fruitful rains.

So our land would be parched up, the fruits of

the earth wither, animals die, through hunger

and thirſt, and all nature languiſh and droop ,

All the parts of Nature therefore were conſtituted

for the aſſiſtance of each other, and all undeniably

prove the Unity of their Omniſcient Creator.

His Power appears in the whole frame of cre

ation , and his Wiſdom in every part of it. His

Independence is pointed out in the inexhauſtible

variety of beaſts, birds, fiſhes and inſects : and

his Goodneſs, in taking care of every one of theſe ,

opening hishand, and filling all things living with

plenteouſneſs.

Every thing is calculated by DivineWiſdom ,

to make us wiſer and better. And this is the ſub

ſtance of true philoſophy. We cannot know
much. In vain does our ſhallow reaſon attempt

to fathom the myſteries of Nature, and to pry into

the ſecrets of the Almighty. His ways are paſt

finding out. The eye
ofa little wormis a ſubject

capable of exhaufting all our boaſted ſpeculations.

But we may love much. And herein we may

be aſſiſted by contemplating the wonders of his
Creation . Indeed he ſeemsto have laid the high

eſt claim to this tribute of our love, by the care

he has taken to manifeſt his goodneſs in the moſt

confpicuous manner, while at the ſame time he

has

a
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has concealed from us the moſt curious particulars,

with regard to the eſſences and ſtructure of his

works. And to this our ignorance it is owing,

that we fancy ſo many things to be uſeleſs in the

Creation . But a deep ſenſe of his goodneſs will

fatisfy all our doubts, and reſolve allour ſcruples.

8. I cannot conclude this part, better than with

an Eflay on the Production, Nouriſhment, and

Operation of Plants and Animals.

SECT. I.

Creatures produce their own kind .

WHEN I ſurvey the works of Nature with an

attentive eye, I am furprized to find with what

marvellous exactneſs every Creature draws its

own picture , or propagates its own likeneſs,

though in differentmanners of operation. The

fox produces a living fox ; the gooſe drops her egg,,

and hatches the young gooſe; and the tulip lets

fall its feed into the earth , which ferments and

ſwells, and labours long in the ground, till at laſt

it brings forth a tulip .

Is it the natural fagacity of foxes that enables

them to form their own image ſo accurately ? By

no means ; for the gooſe and the flower 'do the

like : the ſprightly and the ſtupid, the ſenſible and

the ſenſeleſs, work this wonder with equal regu

larity and perfection ; and the Plant performs

as well as the Animal.

' Tis not poſſible that any of them ſhould effect

this by any peculiar rules of art and contrivance :

for neither the one nor the other are at all ac

quainted with the compoſition or progreſs of
their
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their work. The bird is entirely ignorant of the

wondrous vital ferment of her own egg, either

in the formation of it , or the incubation : and

the mother -plant knows as much of the parts of

the young plant , as the mother - animal knows of

the inward fprings and movements of the young

little animal. There could be no contrivance here:

for not any of them had any thought or deſign of

the final production : they were all moved, both

the beaſt, bird and flower, by the material and

mechanical ſprings of their ownnature to continue

their own ſpecies, but without any ſuch intent or

purpoſe.

Give ſouls to all the animal race, and make

thoſe fouls as intelligent as you can ; attribute to

them what good ſenſe you pleaſe in other affairs

of their puny life ; allow the brutes to be as ra

tional and as cunningas you could wiſh or fancy,

and to perform a thouſand tricks by their own ſa

gacity ; yet in this matter, thoſe intelle & ualpow

ers muſt all ſtand by- as uſeleſs : the ſenſeleſs ve

getable has as much ſkill here as the animal ; the

gooſe is as wiſe as the fox or the greyhound ;

they draw their own portraits with as exquiſite art

and accuracy, and leave as perfect images behind

them to perpetuate their kind. Amazing proof

and inconteſtable argument of ſome Superior

Wiſdom ! Some tranſcendent contriving mind.

Some Divine Artificer that made all theſe won.

drous machines, and ſet them at work ! The ani.

mal and the vegetable in theſe productions are

but mere inftruments under his Supreme Ruling

Power ; like artleſs pencils in a painter's hand, to

form the images that his thought had before de

figned : and 'tis that God alone, who before all

worlds contrived theſe models of every ſpecies in

his.
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his own original idea, that appoints what under

agents he will employ to copy them.

In the week of the Creation, he bad the earth

teem with beaſts and plants : and the earth like

a common mother brought forth the lion , the

fox, and the dog, as well as the cedar and the

tulip , Gen. i. 11. 24. He commanded the water

to produce the firſt fiſh and fowl; behold the

waters grow pregnant ; the trout and the dolphin

break forth into life ; the gooſe and the ſparrow

ariſe and ſhake their wings, Gen. i . 20, 21 .

But two common parents, earth and water to the

whole animal and vegetable world ! A God needs
no more. And though he was pleaſed to make

uſe of the water and the earth in theſe firſt pro

ductions, yet the power and the ſkill were much

the ſame as if he had made thein immediately

with his own hands.

Ever ſince that week of Creative Wonders,

God has ordered all theſe creatures to fill the

world with inhabitants of their own kind ; and

they have obeyed him in a long ſucceſſion of al

moſt fix thouſand years . He has granted (ſhall I

fay) a Divine Patent to each creature for the fole

production of its own likeneſs, with an utter pro

hibition to all the reſt ; but ſtill under the ever

laſting influence of his own Supreme Agency upon

the moving atoms that form theſeplants or ani

mals. God himſelf is the Creator ſtill.

And 'tis evident that he has kept a reſerve of

ſovereignty to himſelf, and has diſplayed the en

ſigns of it in ſome important hours. Egypt was

once a glorious and tremendous ſcene of this ſo

vereignty : ' twas there that he ordered the rod of

Moſes, a dry and lifeleſs vegetable, to raiſe a
fwarm

7
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fwarm of living animals , to call up a brood of lice

in millions without a parent, and to animate the

duft of the ground into a noiſom army.

It was there he bid Aaron wave the fame rod

over the ſtreams and the ponds, and the ſilent rod

under divine influence would bring forth croak

ing legions out of the waters without number,

But theſe are his works of miracle and aſtoniſh

ment, when he has a mind to fhew himſelf the

ſovereign and the controuller of nature : with

out his immediate commiſſion not one creature

can invade the province of another, nor perform

any thing of this work but within its own peculiar

tribe. EvenMan the glory of this lower creation

and the wifeſt thing on earth, would in vain at

tempt to make one of theſe common vegetables,

or theſe curious animated moving machines. Not

all the united powers of human nature, nor a
council of the niceſt artificers with all their en.

ginry and ſkill, can form the leaſt part of theſe

works, can compoſe a fox's tail, a gooſe quill, or
a tulip -leaf. Nature is the art of God, and it muſt

for ever be unrivalled by the ſons of men.
Yet man can produce a man. Admirable effet

but artlefs cauſe ! A poor limited, inferior agent !

The plant and the brute in this matter are his

rivals, and his equals too. The human parent

and the parent bird form their own images with

equal ſkill, and are confined each to its own work.

So the iron ſeal transfers its own figure to the

clay with as much exactneſs and curioſity as

the golden one : both can transfer only their own
figure.

Thisappears to me a glorious inſtance wherein

the wiſdom and powerof God maintain their

own ſupremacy, and triumph over all the boaſted

reafon
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reaſon and intellectual ſkill of men ; that the

wiſeft ſon of Adam in this nobleſt work of nature,

can do no more than a flower or a fly ; and if he

would go out of his own ſpecies, and theappoint

ed order of things, he is not able to make a fly,

or a flower; no , nota worm , nor a ſimple bulruſh .

In thoſe productions whereinmankind are merely

the inſtruments of the God of Nature, their work

is vital and divine ; but if they would ſet up for

prime artificers, they can do nothing : a dead

ſtatue, a painted ſhadow on a canvaſs, or perhaps

a little brazen clock -work is the ſupreme pride of

their art, their higheſt excellence and perfec
tion .

Let the atheiſt then exert his utmoſt ſtretch of

underſtanding : let him try the force of all his

mechanical powers, to compoſe the wing of a

butterfly, or the meaneſt feather of a ſparrow :

let him labour, and ſweat and faint, and acknow

ledge his own weakneſs : then let him turn his

eye, and look at thoſe wondrous compofures, his

fon , or his little daughter, and when their infant

tongues fhall enquire of him , and fay , Father,

who made us ? Let him not dare aſſume the honour

of that work to himſelf, but teach the young

creatures that there is a God, and fall down on

his face, and repent and worſhip.

It was God who faid at firſt, Let the earth bring

forth graſs, and the herb.yielding.ſeed - after his

kind and the living creature after his kind ; and

whenthis was done, then with a creating voice

he bid thoſe herbs and thoſe living creatures, be

fruitful and multiply to all future generations.

Great things doth hewhich we cannot comprehend.

-But he ſealeth up the hand of every man, that

all
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all men may know his divine work. Gen.i. 11.25 .

Job xxxvii. 5. 7.

SE C T II .

The Laws of Nature ſufficient forthe Production

of Animalsand Vegetables.

WILL you ſuppoſe that it derogates from the

glory of divine Providence, to repreſent the great

engine of this viſible world, as moving onward in

its appointed courſe, without the continual inter

poſure of his hand ? 'Tis granted, indeed , that

his hand is ever active in preſerving all the parts

of matter in all their motions according to theſe

uniform laws : but I think it is rather derogatory

to his infinite wiſdom , to imagine that he would

not make the vegetable and animal, as well as

the inaniinate world, of ſuch ſort of workman

fhip , as might regularly move onward in this

manner for five or ſix thouſand years, without

putting a new hand to it ten thouſand times every

hour : I ſay ten thouſand times every hour; for

there is not anhour nor a moment paſſes, wherein

there are not many millions of plants and animals

actually forming in the Southern or Northern

climates.

He that can make a clock, with a great variety

of beauties and motions, to goregularly a twelve

month together, is certainlya ſkilful artiſt; but if
he muſt

put
his own hand to aflift thoſe motions

every hour, or elſe the engine will ſtand ſtill, or

the wheels move at random , we conceive a much

meaner opinion of his performance and his ſkill.

On the other hand, how glorious and divine an

artificer would he be call'd that ſhould have made

two
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two of theſe pieces of clock-work above five thou

ſandyears ago, and contrived ſuch hidden ſprings

and motions within them , that they ſhould have

joined together, to perpetuate the ſpecies, and

thus continue the ſame fort of clocks in more than

a hundred ſucceſſions down to this day ? though

each of their ſprings might fail in forty yearstime,

and their motions ceaſe, or their materials decay,

yet that by the means of theſe two original en

gines, there ſhould be engines of the ſame kind

multiplied upon the face of the earth , by the ſame

rules of motion which the artiſt had eſtabliſhed

in the day when he firſt formed them ?

Such is the workmanſhip of God ; for nature

is nothing but his art. Such is the amazing pe ..

netration of divine ſkill, ſuch the long reach of

his forefight, who has long ago fet his inftru

ments at work, and guarded againſt all their poffi

ble deficiences ; who has provided to repleniſh

the world with plants and animals to the end of
time , by the wondrous contrivance of his firſt

creation, and the laws he then ordained .

Thus every whale,eagle and apple-tree, every

lion and roſe, fly and worm in our age, are as

really the work of God, as the firſt which he made

of the kind. It is ſo far from being a derogation

to his honour, to perpetuate all the fpecies by fuch

inſtruments of his
agency

formany ages, that it

rather aggrandizes the character of the Creator,

and gives new luſtre to Divine Wiſdom : for if

any thing can be ſaid to be eaſier or harder in this

ſort of almighty work , we may ſuppoſe it a more

glorious difficulty for a God to employ aſparrow

or an oyſter, to make a ſparrow or an oyſter, than

to make. one immediately with his own hand.

Perhaps there is not a waſp or a butterfly now in
the

*
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the world, but has gone through almoſt fix thou

fand anceſtors, andyet the work of the laſt parent

is exquiſitely perfect in ſhape, in colour, and in

every perfection of beauty, but it is all owing to
the firit cauſe .

This is wiſdom becoming a God. and demands

an eternal tribute of wonder and worſhip.

SECT. III .

Ofthe Nouriſhment and Growth ofPlants.

IN the beginning of time and nature, at the

command of God, the earth brought forth plants

and herbs, and four - footed animals in their vari .

ous kinds ; but the birds of the air, as well as the

fiſhes, were produced by the fame command out

of the waters. This was intimated in a former

fection. The water and the earth were the firſt

appointed mothers, if I may ſo expreſs it , of all

the animal and vegetable creation . Since that

time they ceaſe to be parents indeed, but they are

the common nurſes of all that breathes, and of

all that grows. Nor is the wiſdom of God much

leſs conſpicuous in conſtituting two ſuch plain

and ſimple beings as the earth and water, to be

the ſprings of nouriſhment and growth to ſuch an

innumerable variety of creatires, than it was in

the formation of them out of two ſuch materials.

Is it not counted an admirable piece of divine
contrivance and wiſdom , that the ſingle principle

of gravitation ſhould beemployed by the Creator,

to anſwer ſo many millions of purpoſes among

the heavenly bodies in their regular revolutions,

as well as among the inhabitants, and the furni

ture of this earthly globe where we dwell ? And

may
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may it not be eſteemed as aſtoniſhing an effect of

the ſame ſupreme wiſdom , that two ſuch ſimple

things as water and earth ſhould be the common

materials out of which all the ſtanding ornaments,

the vegetable beauties, and the moving inhabi

tants of this our world, whether flying or creep

ing, walking or ſwimming, ſhould receive their

continual ſuſtenance, and their increaſe ?

Let us firſt conſider this as it relates to the ve

getable part of the creation. What a profuſion

of beauty and fragrancy, of ſhapes and colours, -

of ſmells and taſtes, is ſcatteredamong the herbs

and flowers of the ground, among the thrubs, the

trees, and the fruits of the field ! Colouring in

its original glory and perfection triumphs here ;

red, yellow , green , blue, purple, with vaſtly

more diverſities than the rainbow ever knew, or

the priſm can repreſent, are diſtributed among

the flowers and bloſſoms. And what variety of

taſtes, both original and compounded, of ſweet,

bitter , ſharp, with a thouſand nameleſs flavours,

are found among the herbs of the garden ? What

an amazing difference of ſhapes and ſizes appears

among the trees of the field and foreſt in their

branches and their leaves ? And what a luxurious

and elegant diſtinction in their ſeveral fruits ?

Howvery nunierous are their diſtinct properties,

and their uſes in human life ? And yet theſe two

common elements, earth and water, are the only

materials out of which they are all compoſed,

from the beginning to the end of nature and
time!

Let the gardener dreſs for himſelf one field of

freſh earth , and make it as uniform as he can ;

then let him plant therein all the varieties of the

vegetable world, in their roots or in their feeds,

3
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as he ſhall think moſt proper; yet out of this

common earth, under the droppings of common

water from heaven , every one of theſe plants
Thall be nouriſhed, and grow up in their proper

forms; all the infinite diverſity of ſhapes and ſizes,

colours, taſtes and ſmells, which conſtitute and

adorn the vegetable world, (would the climate

permit) mightbeproduced out of the ſame clods.

What rich and ſurprizing wiſdom appears in that

Almighty Operator, who out of theſame matter

ſhall perfume the boſom of the roſe, and give

the garlick its offenſive and nauſeous powers?

Who from the ſame ſpot of ground, ſhall raiſe

the liquorice and the wormwood, and dreſs the

cheek of the tulip in all its glowing beauties ?

What a ſurprize,to ſee the ſame fieldfurniſh the

pomegranate and the orange-tree with the juicy

fruit, and the ſtalks of corn with their dry and

huſky grains ? To obſerve the oak raiſed from a

little acorn, into its ſtately growth and ſolid tim

ber, out of the fame bed of earth that ſentир
the

vine with ſuch ſoft and feeble limbs ? What a

natural kind of prodigy is it, that chilling and

burning vegetables ſhould ariſe out of the fame

ſpot ? That the fever and the frenzy ſhould ſtart

up from thefame bed, where the pally and the

lethargy lie dormant in their feeds ? Is it not ex

ceeding ftrange, that healthful and poiſonous

juices ſhould riſe up in their proper plants out of

the ſame common glebe, and that life and death

ſhould
grow

and thrive within an inch of each

other ?

What wondrous and inimitable ſkill muſt be

attributed to that Supreme Power, that Firſt

Cauſe, who can ſo infinitely diverſify effects,

where the ſervile ſecond cauſe is always the ſame?
It
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It is not forme in this place to enter into a

long detail of Philoſophy, and ſhew how the mi

nute fibres and tubes of the different ſeeds and

roots of vegetables take hold of, attract, and re

ceive the little particles of earth and water pro

per for their own growth ; how they form them

at firſt into their own ſhapes, and ſend them up

aſpiring above ground by degrees, and mould

them ſo as to frame the ſtalks,the branches, the

leaves and the buds of every flower, herb, and

tree . But I preſume the world is too weary of

ſubſtantial forms, and plaſtic powers, to be per

ſuaded that theſe mere creatures of fancy ſhould

be the operators in this wondrous work. It is

much more honourable to attribute all to the de

ſign and fore-thought of God, who formed the

firſt vegetables in ſuch a manner, and appointed

their little parts to ferment under the warm ſun

beams, according to ſuch eſtabliſhed laws of mo .

tion , as to mould the atoms of earth and water

which were near them into their own figure, to

make them grow up into trunk and branches,

which every night ihould harden into firmneſs

and ſtability; and again , to mould new atoms of

the ſame element into leaves and bloom, fruit

and ſeed, which laſt being dropt into the earth,

ſhould produce new plants of the ſame likeneſs

to the end of the world .

It is eaſier for the ſons of men to ſtand and

wonder, and adore God the Creator , than to

imitate, or even to deſcribe his admirable works.

In the beſt of their deſcriptions and their imita

tions of this divine artifice, they do, but chatter

like Hottentots, and paint like Goths and Van

dals.

2
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SECT. IV.

Ofthe nouriſhment andgrowth ofanimals,

LET us proceed in the next place to ſurvey

new wonders. All the animals of the creation

as well as theplants, have their original nouriſh

ment from theſe fimple materials, earth and

water. For all the animal beings which do not

live upon other animals, or the produce of them ,

take ſome of the vegetables for their food ; and

thus the brutes of prey are originally indebted to
the plants and herbs , ' i . e. to the earth for their

ſupport, and their drink is the watery element.

That all fleſh is graſs, is true, in the literal, as

well as the mataphorical ſenſe . Does the tion

eat the fleſh of the lamb ? Doth the lamb fuck

the milk of the ewe ? But the ewe is nouriſhed

by thegraſs of the field . Does the kite devour

the chicken, and the chicken the little caterpillars

or infects of the ſpring ? But theſe inſects are

ever feeding on the tender plants, and the green

products of the ground. The earth moiſtened

with water is thecommon nurſe of all . Even

the fiſhes of the ſea are nouriſhed with vegetables

that ſpring up there, or by preying on leſſer fiſhes

which feed on theſe vegetables.

But let us give our meditations a looſe on this

entertaining ſubject, and we ſhall find numerous

inſtances of wonder in this ſcene of Divine con

trivance .

1. What very different animals are nouriſhed

by the ſame vegetable food ! The felf- fame her

bage or fruits of the earth by the divine laws of

nature and providence, are converted into ani

mated bodies of very different kinds . Could you

imagine that half the fowls of the air, as different

a

as
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as they are, from the crow to the tit -mouſe, ſhould

derive their flelh and blood from the productions

of the ſame tree, where the ſwine watches under

the boughs of it , and is nouriſhed by the fruit ?

Nor need I ſtay to takenotice what numerous in

ſects find their neſts and their food all the ſum

mer ſeaſon from the ſame apples or apricots,

plumbs or cherries, which feed hogs and crows,

and a hundred ſmall birds. Would you think

that the black and the brindled kine, with the

horſes both grey and bay, ſhould clothe them

ſelves with their hairy ſkins of ſo various colours,

out of the ſame green paſture where the ſheep

feeds, and covers himſelfwith his white and woolly

fleece ? And at the ſame time the gooſe is crop

ping part of the graſs to nouriſh its own fleſh ,

and to array itſelf with down and feathers.

Strange and ftupendous texture of the bodies

of theſe creatures, that ſhould convert the com

mon green herbage of the field into their dif

ferentnatures, and their more different cloathing !

But this leads me to another remark.

2. What exceeding great diverſity is found in

the ſeveral parts, limbs, and coverings even of

the ſame creature ? An animated body is made

up of fleſh and blood, bones and membranes, long

hollow tubes, with a variety of liquors contained

in them, together with many ſtrings and tendons,

and a thouſand other things which eſcape the

naked fight, and for which anatomy has hardly

found a name: yet the very fame food is by the

wondrous ſkill and appointment of the God of

nature formed into all theſe amazing differences.

Let us take an ox to pieces, and ſurvey the won.

drous compoſition. Beſides the fleſh of this hug
living ſtructure, and the bones on which it is

VOL. II. M built,
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built, what variety of tender coats and humours

belong to that admirable organ the eye ? How

folid and hard are the teeth which grind the food ?

How firm the general ligaments that tie the joints

of that creature together ? What horny hoofs are

his ſupport, and with whatdifferent fort of horny
weapons has nature furniſhed his forehead ? Yet

they are all framed of the ſame grally materials :

the calf grazes upon the verdant paſture , and all

its limbs and powers grow up out of the food to

the ſize and firmneſs of an ox . Can it be fup

poſed , that all theſe copuſcles, of which the fe .

veral inward and outward parts of the brute are

compoſed, are actually found in their different and

proper forms in the vegetable food ? Does every

{ pire of grafs actually contain the ſpecific. parts of

the horn and the hoof, the teeth and the tendons,

the glands and membranes , the humours and

coats of the eye, the liquids and ſolids, with all

their innumerable varieties in their proper diſtinct

forms ? This is a moſt unreaſonable ſuppoſition.

No, it is the wiſdom of the God of nature that diſ

tributes this uniform food in the feveral parts of

the animal by his appointed laws, and gives pro

per
nouriſhment to each of them.

Again , 3. If the food of which one ſingle ani

mal partakes of be never ſo various and different,

yet the ſame laws of motion , which God has or

dained in the animal world , convert them all to the

fame purpoſes of nouriſhment for that creature.

Behold the little bee gathering its honey from a

thouſand flowers , and laying up the precious
ftore for its winter food ! Mark how the crow

preys upon a carcaſe: anon it crops a cherry from

the tree , and both are changed into the fleſh and

feathers of a crow. Obſerve the kine in the

meadows,
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ineadows, feeding on an hundred varieties of hierbs

and flowers ; yet all the different parts of their

bodies are nouriſhed thereby in a proper manner :

every flower in the field is made uſe of to increaſe

the fleſh of the heifer, and to make food formen :

and out of all theſe varieties, there is a noble

milky juice flowing to the udder, which provides

nouriſhment for young children .

So near a -kin is inan , the lord of the creation,

in reſpect of his body, to the brutes that are his

ſlaves, that the very lame food will compoſe the

fleſh of both, and make them grow up to their ap

pointed ſtature. This is evident beyond doubt in

daily experiments. The ſame bread -corn which

we eat at our tables will give rich ſupport to ſpar

rows and pigeons, to the turkey, and the duck,

and all the fowls of the yard : the mouſe ſteals

it and feeds on it in his dark retirements ; while

the hog in the fly and thehorſe in the manger,

would be glad to partake . When the poor Cot

tager has nurſed up a couple of geefe, the fox

ſeizes one of them for the ſupport of her cubs,

and perhaps the table of the landlord is furniſhed

with the other to regale his friends. Nor is it

an uncommon thing to ſee the favourite lap -dog

fed out of the ſamebowl of milk, which is pre

pared for the heir of a wealthy family, but which

nature had originally deſigned to nouriſh a calf.

The fame milky material will feed calves, lap

dogs, and human bodies .

How various are our diſhes at an entertainment ?

How has luxury even tired itſelf in the invention

of meats and drinks in an exceſſive and endleſs

variety ? Yet when they paſs into the common

boiler of the ſtomach , and are carried thence

through

17
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through the inteſtines, there is a white juice

ſtrained out of the ſtrange mixture called chyle,

which from the lacteal veſſels is converted into

the blood, and by the laws of nature is conveyed

into the ſame crimſon liquor. This being diſtri

buted through all the body by the arteries, is far

ther ſtrained again through proper vellets, and

becomes the ſpring of nouriſhment to every dif

ferent part of the animal. Thus the God of na

ture has ordained, that how diverſe foever our

meats are, they ſhall firſt be reduced to an uniform

milky liquid , ' that by new contrivances , and

Divine art it may be again diverſified into fleſh

and bones, nerves and membranes.

How conſpicuous, and yet how admirable are

the operations of Divine Wiſdom in this ſingle

inſtance ofnourilhment ! But it is no wonder that

a God who could create ſuch aſtoniſhing and ex

quiſite pieces of machinery as plants and animals,

could prefcribe ſuch laws to matter and motion,

as to nouriſh and preſerve the individuals, as well

as to propagate the ſpecies, through all ages to
the end of time.

SECT. v.

Thefmilar Operations ofPlants and Animals.

IT is with admiration and pleaſure we take

notice of the regular actions of animals even in

their earlieſt hours oflife, before they can poſſibly

be taught any thing by remark or imagination.

Obſerve theyoungſparrows in the neft : ſee how

the little naked creatures open their mouths wide

to their dam, as though they were ſenſible of

their dependance on her care for food and nouriſh

ment.
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ment. But the chicken juſt releaſed from the

priſon of the ſhell, can pick up its food with its

own bill, and therefore it doth not open its mouth

to beg food of the hen that hatched it. Yet the

chicken ſeems to ſhew its dependance too : for

when the firſt danger appears, you ſee it run and

fly to the wing of its dam for protection ; as

though it knew , that though it could feed itſelf,

yet it was not able to defend itſelf, but muſt truſt

to better ſecurity and a parent's wing.

We admire theſe little creatures,and their re

markable ſagacity ; we are ſurprized to find that

they diftinguiſh ſo happily , and purſue their pro

per intereft ; that they are ſo ſoon acquainted
with their abilities and their wants , and come to

uſe their underſtanding ſo very early ; for it is

evident, that the mere faculty of ſenſe , that is,

the paſſive reception of images or ideas, can never
be ſufficient to account for theſe wondrous imita.

tions of reaſon ; ſenſe has nothing to do but with

the preſent impreſſion, and includes no reſlec

tion or proſpect of the paſt or the future, no

contrivanceof means to an end, nor any action
in order to obtain it.

But what ſhall we ſay, or how ſhall we account

for it, if we are told there are inſtances almoſt as

admirable as theſe to be found in the vegetable

world, where we never ſuſpect ſenſe or reaſon ?

The vine, as though it were ſenſible of its own

weakneſs, thruſts forth its long tendrils , which

cuirl round the branches of any ſtronger tree that

ſtands near, and thus it hangs its weighty cluſters

upon the arms of the elm that ſupport it . Nay ,

every cluſter has a tendril belonging to it, and if
any ſtronger twig of its own be within its reach,

a
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it hangs itſelf there by this tendril for ſupport.

The hop and the lupin, or French bean , as though

they knew they could not ſtand by themſelves,

find another'way to raiſe their heads on high ;

they twine the whole length of their bodies round

the poles or the rods which are planted near them ;

and thus their growth and their fruit are upheld

from rotting upon the ground. The ivy , for the

ſame reaſon , but by another contrivance, climbs

up the oak, and ſticks cloſe to its ſides : and the

feeble plant which we vulgarly call the creeper,

that can hardly raiſe itſelf three foot high alone ,

thruſts out its claws at proper diſtances, fixes

them faſt in the neighbouring wall or building,

and mounts by this means to the tops of the higheſt

houſes . What variety of artifice is found here

among theſe feeble vegetables to ſupport them
felves !

Yet we believe theſe plants have no underſtand

ing, and mankind are all agreed they have no

ſuch thing as ſenſe belonging to them ; and weim

inediately recur to the wiſdonı ofGod the Creator,

and aſcribe the contrivance and the honour of

it to Him alone . It was he, (we ſay) who gave

the vine its curling tendrils , and the creeper its

hooky claws : it was he inſtructed the one to

bind itſelf with natural winding cords to the

boughs of a ſtronger tree, and he taught the other

as it were, to nail itſelf againſt the wall .

he ſhewed the ivy to aſcend ſtraight up the oak ;

and the hop and the lupin , in long ſpiral lines ,

to twine round their proper ſupporters.

Let us enquire now, Whatdo we mean by

ſuch expreſſions as theſe ? Truly nothing but
this ; hat God formed the natures of theſe

vege.

tables in ſuch a manner, as that by certain and

appointed

It was
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appointed rules of mechanical motion , they ſhould

grow up and move their bodies and their branches

ſo, as to raiſe and to uphold themſelves and their

fruit. Thus the wiſdom of God, the great Arti

ficer, is glorified in the vegetable world.

And why ſhould we not give God the Creator
the ſame honour of his wiſdom in the animal

world alſo ? Why may we not ſuppoſe thathe has
formed the bodies of brute creatures, and all their

inward ſprings of motion, with ſuch exquiſite art,

as even in their youngeſt hours, without reaſon

ing and withoutimitation, to purſue thoſe methods

as regularly which are neceſſary for their life and

their defence, by the ſame laws of motion and

the ſame unthinking powers ? This is nature,

when God has appointed it . This ſeems to be

the true idea, and the cleareſt explication of that

obſcure word , Inſtinct.

If we allow theſe young animals to perform all

their affairs by their own contrivance and fagacity ,

why do not we aſcribe the ſame fagacity and ar

tifice to vines and ivý, that we do to young ſpar

rows or chicken ? The motions of the plants are

flower indeed, but as regular and rational as thoſe

of the animals ; they ſhew as much deſign and
contrivance , and are as neceſſary and proper to

attain their end .

Beſides, ifwe imagine theſe little young birds,

to practiſe their different forms of motion for

their nouriſhment or defence by any ſprings of

reaſon , meaning or deſign in themſelves, do we

not aſcribe underſtanding to them a little too ſoon ,

and confeſs their knowledge is much fuperior to

our own, and their reaſon ofmore early growth ?

Do we not make men, or rather angels of them ,

inftead of brute creatures ? But if we ſuppoſe.

them

a
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them to be actuated bythepeculiar laws of animal

motion, which God the Creator by a long fore

fight has eſtabliſhed amongſt his works, we give

him the honour of that early and ſuperior rea

ſon, and we adore the Divine Artificer. Pſalm

cxlv. 10. All thy works ſhall praiſe thee, O Lord.

But we are loft among theſe wonders of thy

wiſdom ! We are ignorant of thy divine and

inimitable contrivances! What ſhall we ſay to

thee, thou All-wiſe, Creating Power! Thy works

ſurprize us : the plants and the brutes puzzle and

confound our reaſonings : we gaze at thy work

manſhip with ſacred amazement: thy ways in the

kingdom of nature are untraceable, and thy won

ders paſt finding out.

But what will ſome readers ſay when they pe.

ruſe theſe diſcourſes ? Are plants and brutes ſo very

near a -kin to each other, creatures which we

have always diſtinguiſhed into the ſenſible and the

fenſleſs ? Have birds and beaſts no more perception

or feeling, knowledge or conſciouſneſs, under

ſtanding or will than the herbs, the trees and the

flowers ? Is the graſs of the field as wiſe a thing as

the animal which eats it ? Excuſe me here, my

friends : I dare affert no ſuch paradoxes. What

if ſome of the early actions of brute creatures arc

merely the effects of ſuch machinery and inſtinct

as I before deſcribed ? It does not follow thence,

that all the actions and operations of their lives

muſt be aſcribed to ſuch a mechanical principle.

Even in human nature, where there is an undoubt

ed principle of ſenſeand reaſoning, there are ſome

early actions which ſeem to be the proper effects

of fúch inſtinct or mechaniſm, andare owing to

the wondrous divine artifice in the contrivance of

their
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their animal bodies , and not to any exerciſe of

their own reaſoning powers. How doth the infant

hunt after the breaſt, and take it into its mouth ,

moving the lips, tongue and palate in the moſt

proper formsfor fucking in the milk to nouriſh

it ? How does it readily ſhut the eyes, to cover

them from any dangernear? How does it raiſe

its cries and wailings aloud for help when it is

hurt ? Theſe are certainly the effects of inſtinct in

their outward members, as much as the circulation

of their blood and digeſtion of their food in their

bowels and inward parts.

It is certain, there are ſeveral operations in the

lives of brute creatures , which ſeem to be more

perfect imitations of reaſon, and bid fairer for the

real effect of a reaſoning principle within them ,

than theſe early actionswhich I have inentioned .

What ſtrange ſubtilty and contrivance ſeem to be

found in the actions of dogs and foxes ? What

artifices appear to be uſed both by birds and beaſts

of prey, in order to ſeize the animals which were

appointed for their food , as well as in the weaker

creatures, to avoid and eſcape the devourer ? How

few are there of the paſſions, as well as the appe

tites of human nature, which are not found among

ſeveral of the brute creatures ? What reſentment

and rage do they diſcover ? What jealouſy and

fear, what hope and defire, what wondrous in

ſtances of love and joy, of gratitude and revenge ?

What amazing appearances of this nature are ob

ferved in birds and beaſts of the more docile and

domeſtic kind ? Such as puzzle the wiſeſt ofphi

loſophers to give a plain, fair and fatisfactory

account how all thele things can be performed

by mechaniſm , or the mere laws of matter and

motion ? But how many actions foever may be

performed

1
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performed by brute creatures, without any princi

ple of ſenſe or conſciouſneſs, reaſon or reflexion ,

yet theſe things can never be applied to human
nature. It can never be ſaid, that man may be

an engine too, that man may beonly a finer ſort of

machine, without a rational and immortal ſpirit.

And the reaſon is this . Each of us feel and are

conſcious within ourſelves, that we think , that

we reaſon , that we reflect, that we contrive and

deſign , that we judge and chuſe with freedom , and

determine our own actions : we can have no

ſtronger principle of affent to any thing than

preſent , immediate, intellectual conſciouſneſs.

If I am aſſured of the truth of any inference

whatſoever , it is becauſe I am ſure of my

conſciouſneſs of the premiſes, and of my con

ſciouſneſs that I derive this inference from them .

My conſciouſneſs of theſe premiſes therefore is a

prior ground of aſſurance, and the foundation of

all my certainty of the inferences. Let a thouſand

reaſons therefore be lait before me, to prove

that I am nothing but an engine, my own inward

preſent conſciouſneſs of this propoſition, that I

have thoughts , that I have reaſoning powers, and

that I have a will and free choice, is a full evi

dence to me that theſe are falſe reaſonings, and

deceitful arguments: I know and am aſſured, by

what I feel every moment, that I have a ſpirit

within me capable of knowing God, and of

honouring or diſhonoring my Maker, of chuſing

goodor evil, of practiſing vice or virtue, and

that I hereby am bound to approve myſelf to the

Almighty Being that made and governs me, who

will reward me in ſome future ſtate or other,

according to my behaviour in this.

And as I can certainly determine this truth ,
with
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with regard to my own nature , ſo when I ſee crea-.

turesround about me of the very ſame ſpecies with

myſelf , I juſtly infer the fame truth concerning

them allo : I'conclude with aſſurance , that they

are not mere engines, but have ſuch reaſonable

and immortal ſpirits in them, as I find in myſelf.

It is this inference of ſimilar and equal cauſes from

fimilar and equal elfects that makes a great part of

the ſcience of mankind .

Beſides, I daily bear men diſcourſing with me

on any ſubject, and giving as regular and reaſo

nable anſwers to my enquiries, as I do to theirs ;

I feel within myſelf, it is impoſſible for me to

do this without thinking, without the careful

exerciſe of my intellectual and reaſoning facul

ties, ſuperior to all the powers of mechaniſm ;

and thence I infer, it is as impoſſible for them

to practiſe the ſame diſcourſe or converſation ,

without the powers of a rational and intelligent

fpirit, which in its own nature is neither mate
rial nor mortal.

Let the queſtion therefore which relates to

brute creatures be determined to any ſide, it

does not at all affect the nature, the reaſon , or

the religion of mankind. It is beyond all doubt,

that man is a creature which has an intelligent

mind to govern the machine of his body ; that

man has knowledge, and judgment, and free

choice ; and unleſs he approve his conduct to the

eyes of his Creator and his Judge, in this ſtate of

mortality and trial, he expoſes himſelf to the juſt

vengeance of God in his future and immortal

ftate.

It is certain , that the All -wife and All-righte .

ous Governor of intelligent creatures , will not

appoint the very fame fate and period to the
M6
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pious and the profane ; neither his wiſdom , his;

equity , nor his goodneſs, will ſuffer him to deal

out the ſame bleſſings and the ſame events in

every ſtate of exiſtence, to thoſe who have loved

him with all their ſouls, and thoſe who have hated

and blaſphemed his name. It is the glory and

the intereſt of the Supreme Ruler of the univerſe,

to make a conſpicuous and awful diſtinction in

one world or another, between thoſe who have

endeavoured to ſerve him , and to render his ma

jeſty honourable among men, and thoſe who have

impiouſly abuſed all his favours, ridiculed his

thunder, and robbed him of his choiceft honours .

Butif philoſophy ſhould fail us here, if it were

poſſible for creatures of ſuch different characters

to have nothing in their own natures which was

immortal, yet it is a very reaſonable thing, that

the great Judge of all ſhould prolong their beings

beyond this mortal ſtate , that the ſons of vice

might notgo triumphant off the ſtage of exiſtence,

and that the men of virtue might not be always

oppreſſed, nor come to a period of their being,

without ſome teſtimony of the approbation of the

God that made them ,

*
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DJS QUESee moreAD

CHA P. III .

OfMetals, Minerals, and other Foſſils.
>

1. The Variety of Fof- 9. Ofthe Fiſures of the

fils.
Earth.

2. The general Pro
10. Of Salts.

perties ofMetals. 11. Of Stones.

3. Ofthe Nutrition and 12. OfpetrifyingSprings.

Generation ofMe- 13. Of Copper Springs.

tals. 14. OfLime.

4. OfGold, Silver,Pla 15. Of preciousStones.

tina, Copper, Iron, 16. Of the Loadſtone.

Tin, Lead. 17. Of inflammable Fof

5. OfSteel. fils.

6. Of Quickſilver.
18. Of Amber.

7. Of Mines. 19. Of Linum Aſbeſtum .

8. OfMundic.

A ſidered , thoſe which ſeem to bear the

anereſt reſemblance to plants, are Foſſils, com

prehending under the name, all bodies that are

dug out of the earth . There have frequently

been , for order's fake, divided into three claſſes,

ſuch as are capable of liquefaction, ſuch as are re

ducible to a calix, and ſuch as are inflammable.

Of the firſt claſs are Metals, Gold, Silver, Pla

tina, Copper, Iron , Tin, Lead, Quickſilver.

However, theſe differ in other reſpects, they all

agree
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agree in the following particulars, That they are

heavier than any other bodies yet known, that

they are malleable, and that they are capable of

liquefaction.

2. It is not improbably ſuppoſed , all Metals

conſiſt of particles ſo heavy, that they cannot be

wholly torn aſunder or diſſipated by fire , or put .

into fo rapid a motion as to inflaine. It only ſepa

rates them ſo far as not to reſiſt ſo hard a body,

which is what we term Liquefaction . TheirMalle

ableneſs, or bearing to bewroughtby the hammer,

may ſpring from the figure of their parts , perhaps

oblong or ſquare, which mayoccaſion their co

hering ſo ſtrongly, as not eaſily to be ſeparated.

And it is probable the pores either of their con-.
ftituent particles , or of the whole maſs, are few

and ſmall ; which may account for their being ſo

much heavier than any other known bodies..

This is the radical character of Metals . The

weight of gold to that of glaſs is as nine to one .

And the weight of tin , the lighteſt of all Metals,

is to that of gold as ſeven to nineteen : which con

ſiderably furpaſſes the weight of all ſtones and
other the moſt folid bodies. Nor is there any

body in nature but a Metal, that is one third of the

weight of gold .

The ſpecific weight of the ſeveral Metals, and

of the granate water and air, ſtands thus:
Gold 19636 Iron

7852

Quickſilver 14019 Tin
7321

Lead
11345

Granate
3978

Silver
10535

Water

Copper 8843 Air

1000
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3. The Nutrition of Metals ſeems to coniſt

only in the accretion of homogeneous parts ,

which is not improbably ſuppoſed to continue,

while they lie in their native bed . Many ſup

poſe, they have lain there ever ſince the flood ,

if not ever ſince the creation . Whether they

have or not, they ſeem to grow as long as they

remain therein . And after theſe beds have been

emptied by miners, in a time they recruit again .

Yea , the earth or ore of allum will recruit again

above gro'ind, if it be expoſed to the open air.

And ſo in the foreſt of Deane the beſt iron , and

in the greateſt quantities, is found in the old cin

ders melted over again.

However, it has been long diſputed , whether

Metals are generated , or were all originally pro

duced at the creation : and whether there be any

general Seed ofMetals, as ſome ſuppoſe Antimo

ny to be . This is indeed a Foſſil of a very pe

culiar nature . It is a kind of undetermined, me

tallic ſubſtance, mixed with ſtony and fulphurcous

particles, ſo that it is hard to reduce it to any

claſs. It is found in mines of all Metals, but

chiefly in ſilver or leád mines. That in gold mines
is counted the beſt. It has alſo its own peculiar

mines. It lies in clods of ſeveral ſizes, nearly re

ſembling black -lead , but is full of ſmall ſhining

threads, like needles , brittle as glaſs. It melts in

the fire, though with ſome difficulty. Its uſes are

very numerous. It is a medicine of ſovereign uſe

in many caſes, when warily and properly admi

niſtered. It is a common ingredient in burning

concaves, ſerving to give the compoſition a finer

texture. It makes a part in bell -metal , in order

to render the ſound more clear. It is mingled

with tin, to make it more hard , as well as of a

brighter

a
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brighter colour, and with lead , in caſting of Prin

ters Letters, to render them more ſmooth and

firm . It is alſo a general help in the caſting of

Metals , and eſpecially in caſting cannon -balls.

4. Gold is either foundin ſmall grains in the
fand of rivers, ( formerly in ſeveral of the rivers of

Europe) or is dug out of the earth , in ſmall pieces

of a tolerable purity. Sometimes it is alſo found ,

like the ore of other Metals, in a maſs of earth,

ſtone, or ſulphur. In this ſtate it is of all colours,

red white, blackiſh , making no oſtentation of its
real value .

The chief properties of Gold are, 1. It is

the heavieſt, though not the hardeſt , of bodies. 2.

It is the moſt ductile and malleable of all Metals,

of which gold -beaters and wire-drawers give us

an abundant proof. But this depends altogether

( incomprehenſible as it is) on its being free from.

lulphur. For mix but one grain of ſulphur with a

thouſand of gold ; and it is malleable no longer .

3 .It is more fixed in the fire than any other

Metal. Lay a quantity of gold two monthsin the

intenſeft heat , and when it is taken out, there is

no ſenſible diminution of its weight. And yet in

the focus of a large burning glaſs, it volatilizes
and evaporates. Yea , many thouſands of moi

dores were wholly conſumed , others half, or a

quarter conſumed, by the flames which broke out

of the earth, during the late earthquake at Liſbon .

Gold may likewiſe by a glaſs be fufed into a fortof

calx , and then vitriſed . But if the ſame be fuſed

again with greaſe, it is reftored into gold. 4. It is diſ

ſolvible by no menſtruum known , but Aqua Re

gia and Mercury. The baſis ofAqua Regia is fea

falt , the only ſalt which has any effe&t on gold.

But this has its effect, however applied, whether

in
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in a fluid or ſolid form . 5. It readily and ſpor

taneouſly attracts and abſorbs Mercury. But as

ſoon as the Mercury enters it, the gold becomes

ſoft like paſte. 6. Ít withſtands the violence both

of lead and antimony. All Metals but gold and

ſilver, melted with lead, periſh with it and eva

porate ; and all but gold, if melted with antimony.

Thus melt gold, ſilver , copper and tin with an

timony, and all the reſt riſe to the top , and are

blown off with bellows, but the gold remains

hehind. Hence antimony is uſed as the teſt of

gold .

The malleableneſs or ductility of gold, is be

yond all imagination . By exact weighing and

computation it has been found, that there are gold

leaves, which in ſome parts of them are ſcarce

35000oth part of an inch thick . And yet this is a

notable thickneſs in compariſon of that of the

gold ſpun on filk in gold -thread. It has been

proved, that the breadth of theſe gold plates is

only the 96th part of an inch , and their thickneſs,

the 3072d: fo that an ounce of gold is here

extended to a ſurface of 1190 ſquare feet.

How thin muſt it be when thus extended ! In

ſome parts it has been computed, its thickneſs is

only the 3,150,000th part of an inch ! And yet

with this amazing thinneſs , it is ſtill a perfect cover

for the filver : nor can the beſt eye, or even the

beft microſcope diſcern the leaſt chaſmor diſconti

nuity. Nay, there is not an aperture to admit

Alcohol of wine, one of the ſubtleſt fluids in

nature : no, nor light itſelf. So cloſely connect

edare the particles, notwithſtanding their incon

ceivable thineſs.

Silver approaches the neareſt to gold in duc

tility and relifting fire. Like the ore of all other

Metals,
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Metals, it is found in the earth, under different

forms and colours. But it uſually affects fome.

what of a pointed regular form like chryſtals. It

is never found in fand or grains, as native gold is.

It is ſometimes aſh-coloured , ſometimes ſpotted

with red and blue , ſometimes of changeable co

lours, many times almoſt black .

Although the hiſtory of Foſſils has been dili

gently cultivated, eſpecially by the moderns , yet
it muſt be owned, that amidſt the vaſt variety of

them , there is ſtill room for new enquiries. No

wonder therefore, that among the great variety of

falts, ores and other concretes, new mixtures

ſhould daily be diſcovered. But that among bodies

ſo ſimple as Metals, any ſhould ſtill remain un

known, will appear extraordinary.

a

a

Yet ſo it is : there has been diſcovered in New

Spain , an original Metal between gold and ſilver.

The Spaniards call it Platina , from the relem
blance in colour which it bears to filver. It is of

an uniform texture, bright and ſhining. It takes

a fine poliſh , and does not tarniſh nor ruſt. It is

very hard and compact, but extremely brittle , and

malleable but in a finall degree.

It is found chiefly in ſmall grains, yet not pure,

but mixed with a ſhining black ſand. There

are likewiſe uſually mixed with it, a few ſhining

particles of a golden colour.

When expoſed by itſelf to the fire, it is ex

tremely hard to melt. It has been kept for two

hours in an air furnace, in a heat that would melt

caſt iron in fifteen minutes, without being either .

nielted or waſted . But when expoſed to a pro-,

per heat with gold , ſilver, copper, lead, or tin ,

it readily melts and incorporateswith them. Hay-,

a

ing
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ing been kept in an aſſay -furnace with lead for

three hours, till all the lead was wrought off, it was

found remaining at the bottom , without having

ſuffered any alteration or diminution. A piece of

it was put into ſtrong aqua -fortis, and kept in a

ſand -heat for twelve hours , yet when taken out,

it was no ways corroded , and was of the ſame

weight as when put in . It has been ſaid to be

heavier than gold : but that is a miſtake.

Its ſpecific gravity is to that of water, as fifteen

to one. Yet an equal mixture of gold and pla

tina , was near as heavy as goll itſelf, being to
water as nineteen to one. It appears then , that

no known body comes ſo near gold in fixedneſs

and folidity. If it could bemade as ductile as gold

it would not caſily be diſtinguished from it .

Platina is likewiſe found in large hard maſſes ;

theſe maſſes are with great labour, reduced into

ſmall grains; which are afterwards ground with

mercury to extract the gold ; and it is not to be

brought into fuſion by the greateſt degree of fire

procurable in the ordinary furnaces. It entirely

reſiſts the vitriolic acid , which diſſolves or corrodes

every other known - metallic body except gold .

Nay, it reſiſts the marine fumes , and the regal

cement, ſo called, from its being fuppoſed to pu

rify gold from all heterogeneous metallic matters.

It alſo reſiſt's the force of the vitriolic and nitrous

acids, though applied in ſuch a manner as to be

capable of perfectly diffolving all other known

metallic bodies . It follows from other experi

ments, that Platina contains no gold ; for it can

not any more than the common metallic ſubſtan

ces, prevent a ſmall portion of gold mixed with

it from being diſcoverable. It farther appears,

that Platina , like gold , is not acted on hy the

ſimple
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ſimple acids which diſſolve every metallic body

beſides : that aquæregiæ, the ſolvents of gold,

prove menſtrua for Platina; and that conſequently

the coinmon methods for afſaying or purifying

gold by aqua fortis, aqua regia, or the regal ce

ment, can no longerbe depended on : that it

differs from gold , in giving no ftain to the ſolid

parts of animals, not ſtriking a purple colour with

tin, not being revived from its folutions by in

flammable ſpirits, not being totally precipitable

by alcaline falts ; that in certain circumſtances it

throws out gold from its ſolutions; that theſe

properties afford means of diſtinguiſhing a ſmall

portion of gold mixed with a large one of Platina,

or a ſnall portion of Platina with a large one of
gold ; and that Platina contains no gold except

ing the few particles diſtinguiſhed by the eye.

That Platina is precipitated from its ſolutions by

the vitriolic acid, and by the metallic ſubſtances,

which precipitate gold , though ſcarce totally by

any : and that its precipitates reſiſt vitrification,

and this perhaps in a more perfect manner than
precipitates of gold itſelf. It is therefore a fim-.

ple Metal of a particular kind, eſſentially diſ

tinct from all thofe hitherto known, though poſ.

fefled of ſome properties generally ſuppoſed pe

culiar to gold. Many of its characters have been

already pointed out ; others reſult from com

bining it with the ſeveral Metals, with each of

which, notwithſtanding its reſiſtance to the moſt

intenſe fires by itſelf , or with unmetallic addi

tions, it melts perfectly; occaſioning remarkable

alterations in their colours, texture, and hard

neſs. It melts with equal its weight of each of

the Metals, with one more readily than with
another. With forpe it becomes fluid , in a

moderate

a
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inoderate fire ; but a ſtrong one is requiſite for

its perfect ſolution. Compoſitions of ſilver, cop

per, lead , with about one third their weight of

Platina , which had flowed thin enough to run

freely in the mould, and appeared to the eye

perfe tly mixed, on being digeſted in aqua-fortis

till the menftruum ceaſed to ačt, left ſeveral grains

of Platina in their original form . Upon viewing

theſe with a microſcope ſome appeared to ſuffer

no alteration ; others exhibited an infinite num

ber of minute bright globular protuberances, as

if they had juſt beganto melt. Platina hardens

and ftiffens all metals ; one more than another,

lead the moſt. In a moderate quantity it dimi

niſhes, and in a large one deſtroys, the toughneſs

of all the malleable Metals, but communicates

fome degree of this quality to caſt iron . Tin

bears much the leaſt, and gold and ſilver the

greateſt quantity without the loſs of their malle

ability. A very ſmall portion of Platina ſcarce

injures the colour of copper and gold : a larger

renders both pale. A far leſs quantity has this

effect on copper than on gold . It debaſes and

darkens in proportion to its quantity, the colour

of the white Metals ; that of filyer much the

leaſt, and of lead the moſt. It in good meaſure

preſerves iron and copper from tarniſhing ; ſcarce

alters gold or ſilver in this reſpect ; makes tin

tarniſh Toon , and lead exceeding quick.

1

Copper comesnext to ſilver in ductility. Braſs

is an artificial Metal, compoſed of copper fuſed

with lapis calaminaris. Iron is leſs ductile than

any of theſe, and contains more droſs. * It like.

wife

1

* The Spirit of vitriol being mixed with iron, after ferment

ing, produces a green vitriol like the natural one. But if for

Spirit
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wife eaſily ruſts, whereas ſilver feldom rufts, and

gold ſeldom either rufts or cankers . Tin re

fembles * lead , but is conſiderably harder, and

not near ſo heavy. Indeed it ſeems to be a fort

of imperfect metal, generated of two different

feeds, that of ſilver and that of lead , which makes

it a kind of compound of both . And it is fome

times found in ſilver mines, ſometimes in lead

mines,though it has alſo mines of its own . It is the

lighteſt of all Metals , very little ductile or elaftic ,

but the moſt fuſible of all . It is ſcarce diffolvible

with acids, but eafily mixes with other Metals.

Of all the ſubſtances concurring to form the

terreſtrial globe , Iron ſeems to have the greatest

ſhare; as it not only abounds in moſt kinds of

ſtone, but enters greatly into the compoſition of

clay . This may be judged from the fimilitude

of colour between clay, anddry Iron-ore, from

the eaſy vitrification of clay ,from the reſemblance

of vitrified clay to clinkers of Iron, from its deep

red colour after calcination , and laſtly, from its

yielding pure iron, by being burnt with oil .

Dr. Lifter has ſhewn that ſtones out of the hu

man bladder being calcined , Iron may be ex
tracted

Spirit of vitriol , you uſe oil of vitriol, which is the moſt acid

part of that mineral, there happens immediately a ſmall fermen

tation, which is quickly over. That fermentation begins again

in afew days, under theform of a white ſmoke, which riſes to

the ſurface,and thewhole maſs of iron turns into a very white

pap which ſmells like common ſulphur. When the fermentation

is over, the iron , inſtead of turning into green vitriol, becomes
on a ſudden white vitriol . Mean time there is on its ſurface a

black duft, which it has thrown up. It ſeems this would have

made it green. For if white vitriol be mingled with this duſt,

it acquires a green colour.

* White-Lead is thin plates of lead diſſolved in vinegar.
Red Lead is commion lead calcined .

Black Lead (very improperly fo.called) is only a talky kind of
earth,
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tracted from them by a loadſtone. And there is

ſcarce any terreſtrial ſubftance either in men ,

brutes, or plants, which after uſtion doth not ex

hibit ſome metallic particles . Dr. Bucher ſays ,.

that out of brick -earth , mixed with any fat or oil ,

and calcined in the fire, he hath produced iron :

for it is only the iron that cauſes the redneſs of

the bricks : and it can be extracted from them

again . Moreover, Metals are diſſolved by the

falts and moiſture in the earth , and ſo mix with

the nutritious juices ofvegetables ; hence it may

in ſome reſpects be ſaid , that we eat metals with

the greateſt part of our food.

1

The Arbor Martis is a germination of iron,

reſembling a natural plant . The manner of its

diſcovery was this . One poured oil of Tartar

on Iron filings, diſſolved in ſpirit of nitre in a

glaſs. Preſently the liquor ſwelled much, though

with little fermentation , and was no ſooner at

reſt, than there aroſe a fort of branches adhering

to the glaſs, which increaſed till they covered it

all over. And theſe branches were ſo perfect,

that one might even diſcover a kind of leaves and

flowers thereon. The experiment has ſince been

frequently repeated , and with the ſame ſucceſs.

}

a

A friend of mine ſhewed me an experiment of

the ſame kind. In a glaſs placed over a mode

rate fire, there was a continual budding of filver,

in the form of a branch . When this was clipped

off with ſciſſars, and a little crude mercury

added, in a ſmall time there aroſe another branch

of true ſilver, which had fucked in and con

verted into Metallic ſprigs, a conſiderable portion

of the quickſilver. The increment of new Silver
branches

$
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branches ceaſed not , as long as the fire was con

tinued and freſh mercury ſupplied, for the due
nutriment of this mineral vegetation . The ingre

dients were only aqua-fortis, quickſilver, and a

fmall quantity of ſilver, far leſs than you may

reap in a ſmall time from theſe Silver ſprigs

Yet far more expence is blown away in ſmoke,

than can be recovered from this Silver harvelt.

Not much unlike this was an experiment made

by a gentleman , who kept in a cabinet ſome

pieces of Fire-ſtone from a coal-pit, and ſome large

pieces of crude Allum - ſtone, ſuch as it was when

taken out of the rock . After a time both theſe

liad ſhot out tufts of long and ſlender fibres : ſome

of which were half an inch long, bended and
curled like hairs . And as often as theſe tufts

were wiped off, they ſprouted out again .

But both of theſe fall ſhort of what is related

by a curious naturaliſt. “ Having extracted the

falts out of a quantity ofFern -aſhes after the com

mon method , moſt of the water being evaporated,

I had ſeveral pounds of falt, moſt ofwhich being

dried , I expoſed the reſt to the air. Having put

it into a large glaſs, I forgot it for five or fix

weeks : looking after it then, I was ſaluted with a

pleaſing ſpectacle. The lixivium had depoſited

a large portion of ſalt, out of which ſprung at

a ſmall diſtance from each other , about forty

branches, which exactly reſembled Fern , putting

out many leaves on each ſide, from one ftem .

They were of different ſizes, but the figures of

all were preciſely the ſame. And theſe artificial

vegetables, taking care not to ſhake them , I pre

ferved for many weeks."

And
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a

And yet the following account is ſtranger ftill.

" I mixed equal parts of Sal Ammoniac and Pot

alhes which were put into a tall glaſs body, till

plenty of volatile ſalt ſublimed. I expected no

unuſual appearance from this, having oſten re

peated the operation . Being called out juſt as

the ſalt began to appear , how was I amazed at

my return, to ſee in the glaſs-head a foreſt in per

fpe&tive, ſo delineated, as fcarce to be equalle:

by the greateſt maſters. They were a repreſenta

tion of firs, pines, and another fort of tree which

I had never ſeen . But of this delightful ſpecta

cle I was ſoon deprived by the fublimation of

more ſalts .

“ The next day I related this to Sir Robert

Murray. He told me, one Daviſon , an expe.

rienced Chymift at Paris , had frequently ſhewed

him in a glaſs a great company of firs and pines,

full as lively as any can be painted . But in a little

time they diſappeared . He produced them again

at pleaſure . But herein his operation differed from

mine : the ſubſtance out of which he raiſed thoſe

ſhapes was of a more fixed nature ; that which af

forded mine, was volatile to the higheſt degree.

Again , He could conſtantly and regularly pro

duce thoſe beautiful repreſentations: whereas

mine unexpectedly appeared; nor have I any

hope of ſeeing thein again .”

Sal Ammoniac is made of the foot ariſing from

the dung of four-footed animals, as fheep, oxen

and camels , ſo long as they feed only on green

vegetables. This dung is collected in the four

firſt months of the year, when all theſe feed on

freſh ſpring graſs. This in Egypt is a kind of

trefoil or clover. But when the cattle are fed on

hay, and the camels on bruiſed date-kernels, their

excrements are not fit for this purpoſe.

Vol. II. The

1

N
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The Nitre of Egypt was well known to the an.

tients . It is produced in two lakes near Mem

plis. One of them is four or five leagues long

and one league broad : the other, three leagues

long, and one and an half broad . In both , the

Nitre is covered by a foot or two of water .

They cut it up with long iron bars , ſharp at the

end . And what is taken away, is replaced in one

or two years, by new Nitre, coming out of the

earth .

5. If iron in melting be carefully purged from

its drofs, drawn into plates , and plunged red hot

into cold water , it grows harder, and is termed

Steel . But it is conſiderably foftened again, if

it is put into the fire, and afterward left to cool

gradually in the air.

6. Quickſilver differs from all metals , in that

it is naturally liquid. Its properties are 1. It is

the heavieſt of all bodies, butgold and platina .

2. It is the moſt fluid of all . The particles even of

water, do not divide ſo eaſily as thoſe of Quickſilver:

they have hardly any coheſion. 3. Of all bodies

it is diviſible into the minuteſt parts. Being on

the fire, it reſolves into an almoſt inviſible vapour.

But let it be divided ever ſo much, it ſtill retains

its nature . For the vapours of diſtilled Quick

ſilver, received in water or on moiſt leather, be

come pure Quickſilver. And if it be mixed with

lead or other bodies , in order to be fixed , it is

caſily by fire ſeparated from them again , and re

duced to its ancient form . 4. It isextremely vo

latile , being convertable into a fume, even in a

ſand-heat . 5. Of all fluids it is in equal circum

ſtances
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ſtancesthe coldeſt and the hotteſt. This depends

on its weight ; for the heat and cold of all

bodies, is cæteris paribus ) as their weight. 6 .

It is diſſolvable by almoſt all acids, but vinegar.

And hereby we diſcover, if it be ſophiſticated
with lead . Rub it in a mortar with vinegar. If

it be mixed with lead it grows ſweetiſh : if with

copper it turns greenish or bluiſh . If there be

no adulteration , the Quickſilver and vinegar will

both remain as before. 7. It is the moſt ſimple

of all bodies , but gold and platina. 8. It has

no acidity at all, nor does it corrode any body..

But itmay be obſerved of Metals in general,

there is great uncertainty and inconſtancy in the

Metallic andMineral kingdoms, both as to colour,

figure, and fituation . A Marcaſite, for inſtance,

may have the colour of gold and ſilver, and yet

afford nothing but a little vitriol and ſulphur:
while what is only a pebble in appearance, may

contain real gold .

It is common alſo to find the faine Metal ſhot

into many different forms, as well as to find dif

ferent kinds of Metal of the ſame form . There

is the ſame uncertainty as to their place . Some

times they are found in the perpendicular fiſſures

of the ſtrata, ſometimes interſperſed in the ſub

ſtance of them ; and the ſame Metals in ſtrata

of very different natures. They are likewiſe fre .

quently intermixed with each other ; ſo that we

feldom find any of them pure and ſimple, but cop

per and iron, gold and copper, filver and lead,

tin and lead in one maſs : yea, ſometimes all lix

together.

What diftinguiſhes them from all oth lodies

as well as from each other, is their heavincſs :

N 2
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each Metal having its peculiar weight, which no

art can imitate .

But who can reckon the various
ways,

where .

in Metals are uſeful to mankind ? Without theſe

we could have nothing of culture or civility ; no

tillage or agriculture; no reaping or mowing, no

plowing or digging, no pruning or grafting, no
mechanic arts or trades, no veſſels or utenſils of

houſhold ſtuff, no convenient houſes or edifices,

no ſhipping or navigation . What a barbarous

and fordid life, we muſt neceſſarily have lived ,
the Indians in the northern parts of America, are

a clear demonſtration .

And it is remarkable, that thoſe which are of

moſt neceſſary uſe, as iron and lead are the moſt

plentiful . Thoſe which may better be ſpared,

are more rare. And by this very circumſtance

they are qualified to be made the common mea

fure and ſtandard of the value of other commo

dities, and to ſerve for money , to which uſe they

have been employed by all civilized nations in
all ages.

Ali Metals are liable to ruft. Gold itſelf ruſts,

if expoſed to the fumes of fea -falt. The great in- ,

ftrument in producing ruſt is water : air, only by

the water it contains. Hence in dry air Metals

do not ruft ; neither, if they are well oiled :

water not being able to penetrate oil. Ruſt is
‘ only the Metalunder another form . Accordingly

ruſt of copper may be turned into copper again.

Iron if notpreſerved from the air by paint, will

in time turn wholly into ruft .

I

7. Mines in general are cavities, within the
earth, containing ſubſtances of variouskinds . Theſe

the miners term loads: if Metallie , they are ſaid

to
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to be alive; if not, to be dead loads. In Corn

wall and Devonſhire the loads always run from

eaſt to weſt. Mines ſeem to be , or to have

been channels of waters within the earth , and

have branches opening into them in all directions .

Moſt mines have ſtreams running through them :

where they have not, probably the water has

changed its courſe. The ſprings in theſe parts

are always hard, abounding either with ftony or

ſulphureo -ſaline particles.
Theſe particles are

either of a vitriolic or an arſenical nature . The

firſt concretes into white cubes, reſembling ſilver,

the ſecond into yellow ones reſembling gold.

Both theſe are by the miners termed Mundic.

a

8. Mundic is variouſly coloured on the outſide

with blue, green, purple, gold, ſilver, braſs and

capper-colours. But within it is either of the

colour of ſilver, of braſs, or gold colour, or brown .

The other colours are no more than a thin film

or ſediment, which water variouſly impregnated,

depoſites upon the ſurface.

There are few copper-loads, if any, but have

this Semi-metal (which is a kind of wild mock

copper) attending upon them . Therefore , in

ſearching for copper, it is reckoned a great encou

„ragement to meet with Mundic. The Mundic

does not intimately incorporate itſelf with the

ore of copper ; for copper in its mineral ſtate, be

ing uſually of a clole confiftence , repels the

Mundic, which is therefore eaſily ſeparated from

Corniſh waters are infected by Mundic, more

or leſs, according to the quantity which they paſs

through , and the diſpoſition of the Mundic, either

to retain or to communicate the noxious particles.

N3 of

the ore .

1

1
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of which it conſiſts. "Arſenic, ſulphur, vitriot,

andmercury are the conſtituents ofMundic, yet
theſe pernicious ingredients are ſo bridled and

detained by their inutual action and re - action,

and by mixing with other Minerals, that the

water is not poiſonous , (generally ſpeaking) even

in the mine where it proceeds directly from the
Mundic.

Mundic reſembles plants, animals, mouldings,

carvings, and ſundry more varieties, too nume

rous to infert. Shall we attribute this to a plaſtic

power ſuperintending the congreſs of foſſils, and

Sporting itſelf with ſuch repreſentations ? Or ſhall

we rather ſay, that the great Power which con

trived and made all things, needing no delegate,

artfully throws the flexile liquid materials of the

foſſile kingdom into various figures,to draw the at

tention ofmankind to his works, and thence lead

them , to the acknowledgment, and adoration of

an intelligent Being, inexhauſtibly wiſe, good

and glorious ? Doubtleſs theſe are the works of

that ſame lover of ſhape, colour and uniformity

that paints the peacock's train , that veins the onyx,

that ſtreaks the zebra : it is the ſame hand whoſe

traces we may diſcover even among the meaneſt

and moſt obſcure foſſils. God loves ſymmetry,

gracefulneſs, elegance, and variety, and diſtributes

them for his complacency as well as glory, limits

them not to plants, and animals, and open day

light, but like a great Mafter habitually imparts

them to all his works, though in the deepeſt

ocean , and in the moſt ſecret parts of the earth.

9. Although Fiſſures are the natural reſult of

a moiſtened and mixed congeries of matter, paſ

fing
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which cairy.

fing by approximation of parts into a ſtate of folia

dity , we are by no means to conclude them uſe

leſs, or the works of chance . No, the great Ar

chitect, who contrived the whole, determined

the ſeveral parts of his ſcheme fo to operate, as that

one uſeful effect ſhould become the beneficial

cauſe of another . Hence it happens that matter

could not contract itſelf into folid large malles,

without leaving Fiffures between them : and yet

the Fiſſures are as neceſſary and uſeful as the strata

through which they paſs.-- Theſe are the drains

off the redundant moiſture from the

earth, which but for them , would be too full of

fens and bogs for aniinals to live , or plants to

thrive on . - Through theſe Fiſſures the rain

whick finks beneath the channels of rivers, not

having the advantage of that conveyance above

ground, returns into the ſea, bringing the falis

and mineral juices of the earth into the ocean ,

enabling it to ſupply the firmament with proper

and fufficient moiſture, and preſerving that vaſt

body the ſea, wholeſome, fit for fiſh to live in, and

failors to navigate.

In theſe Fillures the ſeveral ingredients which

form the richeſt loads, by the continual paffing

of waters, and the menſtrua of Metals, are educсe

out of the adjacent ſtrata , collected and conve

niently lodged in a narrow channel, much to the

advantage of thoſe who ſearch for and purſue
them . For if Minerals were more diſperſed , and

{cattered thinly in the body of the ſtrata , the

trouble of finding and getting at Metals (thofe ne

cellary inſtruments of art and commerce, and

the ornaments of life) would be endleſs , and the

expence of procuring, would exceed the value of

the acquiſition : without theſe , neither Metals,

marbles,N 4
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marbles, falts, earths, nor ſtones, could be ſo eaſily

or in ſuch plenty, provided , as is neceſſary for the

uſe of man .

Earth is certainly the general food and ſtamen

of all bodies, yet we know of itſelf it can do no

thing : it muſt be connected by a cement, or it

cannot form ſtone ; it muſt be foftened and atte

nuated by moiſture and warmth ,or it cannot enter

into the alimentary veſſels of plants and animals.

The parts of earth which conſtitute the ſolids of

any plants are exceeding fine , and the common

maſs in which we plant trees , is for the moít

part gravel , clay , and fand, which promote ve

getation , but are too groſs to enter into, and be

come the conſtituent parts of them. Water muſt

therefore be conſidered the vehicle of more

folid nouriſhment, and the parent of the fluids :

the earths, falts, and oils , are the great inſtruments

of the increaſe of ſolids . To trace fertility a little

farther : when the earth is foftened and diluted,

heat rarefies and evaporates the mixture ; the ſalts

contained and diſſolved , are always active and

promote motion ; the elaſticity of the air quickens

and continues it : the oils fupple the paſſages, of

which fome are fitted to fecrete, arreſt, and depo

ſit the nutritious particles as they paſs ; ſome

adapted (by the ſame ſecret hand, which conducts

every part of the operation) to throw off the re

dundant moiſture by perfpiration : the earthly

mixture compoſes the hard and ſolid parts, and

the genial, little atmoſphere of every plant gives

fpirit, colour, odour and taſte. Herbs and fruits

being thus fed and matured, make the earth they

contain better prepared to paſs into the ſtill more

curious and highly organized parts of animals .

It
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It is eaſy to ſee that this is rather a detail of the

feveral materials, and well known inftruments,

conducing to fertility , than the cauſe. Fertility is

owing to the concert , fitneſs, and agreement of

all theſe, with ſome volatile active principle, of.

which we know nothing at all . But whence that
agreement reſults, how the materials ſerment, re

place, connect , and invigorate one another, how

the veſſels chuſe and refuſe, ( if I may ſo fay ,) in

order to produce the fertility deſired, is known

only to the infinitely wife Diſpoſer of all things,

ever attentive to the nurture and ſupport of what
he has created . But to whatever cauſe the fertia

lity of earth is to be alligned, carth it muſt be

owned is a moſt fruitful univerſal element . Ani

mals , plants , metals, and ſtones ariſe out of it,

and return to it again ;. there, as it were, to re

ceive a new exiſtence, and form new combina

tions, the ruins and diſſolutions of one fort afford

ing more and more.materials for the production

of others.

In ſtones and Metals, we admire the continuity ,,

hardneſs and luſtre of earth ; in plants the rarity ,

foftneſs, colours, and odours : in animals the flesh ,

the bone, and an infinite number or fluids, in:

which this ſupple element can take place : but the

greateſt wonder is, that earth is capable of being

ſubtilized to ſuch an exquiſite degree ,, as by unit-

ing and communicating with ſpirit, to perform ,

all animal functions given it in charge by the

foul . This is the higheſt and utmoſt refinement,

which in this ſtate of being, earth is capable of ;,

but that it may be ſtill farther refined, in order to

be qualified for a future, incorruptible, and more

glorious ſtate, is one of the greateſt truths which

we owe to revelation.

-
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10. To the ſecond claſs of Foſſils belong thoſe

which are reduced by fire to a calx . Such are

1. Salts, all Foſſils which (whether they have a

falt taſte or no ) are ſoluble in water. Common

Salt is heavier than water , and if quite pure, melts

when left in the open air. If the water it is diſ

folved in be boiled and evaporated , it remains in

the bottom of the veſſel. It is well known to pre

ferve fleſh from putrifaction, and to be with great

ficultly diffolvedby fire . Probably it is compoſed

of pointed particles, which fix in the pores of fleſh ,

and by reaſon of their figure are eaſily divided by

water, though not by fire. It ever comes purer

out of the fire. Yet it will fuſe in a very intenſe

heat.

All Salt diffolves by moiſture : but moiſture

only diſſolves a certain quantity. Yet when it is

impregnated with any Salt, as much as it can bear,

it will ſtill diffolve a conſiderable quantity of

another kind of ſalt. It ſeems, the particles of

this, being of different figures, infinuate into the

remaining vacuities. Thus when a cup of water

will diſſolve no inore common ſalt, alum will diſ

folve in it. And when it will diſſolve no more

alum , Salt-petre will diſſolve, and after that ,
Sal Ammoniac ,

The moſt remarkable Salt -mines in the world ,

are in the village Williſca,five leagues from Cra

eow in Poland . They were firſt diſcovered above

500 years ago , in the year 1251. Their depth

and capacity are ſurprizing: They contain a kind

of fubterranean republic , which has its laws ,

polity, carriages, and public roads for the horſes
which are kept there, to draw the Salt to the

mouth

31
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mouth of the quarry . Theſe horſes after once

they are down , never ſee the light of the day

again. But the men take frequent occafions of

breathing the upper air. When a ſtranger comes

to the bottom of this abyſs, where ſo many peo

ple are interred alive, and where ſo many were
born , and have never ſtirred out , he is furprized

with a long ſeries of lofty vaults, fuflained by

huge pillars, which being all rock falt, appear by

the light of flambeaux that are continually burn

ing, as ſo many chryftals, or precious ſtones of

various colours..

11. To this claſs, Secondly, belong Stones , which

are hard , rigid , void of tafte , reducible to duſt

by the hammer, and into a calx by fire. It is

probable, thatStones, like Salts and most offls, are

generated from a fluid , which gradually hardens

into Stone, by the evaporation of its finer parts ..

Mr. Tournefort obſerved , that in the famous

labyrinth of Crete, ſeveral perſons had engraved

their names in the living rock, of which its walls

are formed : and that the letters ſo ingraven , in

ſtead of being hollow , as they were at first, ſtood

out from thefurface of the rock .. This can

otherwiſe be accounted for, than by ſuppoſing the

cavities of the letters filled inſenſibly, with matter

iſſuing from the ſubſtance of the rock, even in

more abundance than' was need ful to fill thoſe ca-

vities . Thus is the wound of a knife healed up ,

much as the fracture of a bone is conſolidated, by

a callus formed of theextravaſated nutritiousjuice,

which riſes above the ſurface of the bone. Such

callus's have been obſerved to be formed on other

ftones, which were reunited after they had been

N.G. accidentally

no :
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accidentally broken. Hence it is manifeft, that

ftones grow in the quarry, and conſequently are

fed ; and that the fame juice, whichi nouriſhes

them, ferves to rejoin their parts when broken.

There is then no room to doubt, that they are or

ganized, and draw their nutritious juice from the

earth, which is firſt filtrated and prepared in the

ſurface of the ſtone, and thence conveyed to all

the other parts.

Doubtleſs the juice which filled the cavities of

thoſe letters was brought thither from the root of

the rock , which grew as corals do, or ſea-muſh

rooms, which every one allows to grow : and yet

they are true ſtones.

Indeed there are ſome ſpecies of ſtones, whoſe

generation can no otherwiſe be accounted for,

than by ſuppoſing them to come from a kind of

feeds, which contain its organized parts in minia

ture. But many ſorts of ſtoneswere once fluid ;

witneſs the various foreign bodies found therein.
That even pebble ſtones grow, may be proved

to a demonſtration , by an eaſy experiment.

Weigh a quantity of pebbles and bury them in

the earth. After a time dig them up, and on

weighing them again, you will find they have

gained a very confiderable addition ,

1

The Vegetable Mould or Surface of the Earth ,

is made up of ſands, clays , marls , loams, rot

ten ſtalks and leaves of herbs, ſerving both as

a proper bed and covering, and as a receptable,

and conductor of moiſture to the roots of trees

and plants. Sands and pebbles may be confidered

as drains, for carrying off the redundant moiſture,

to places where it maybe ready to fupply the

place of what is continually riſing in. exhalations.

But
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But left the ſtrata of ſand ſhould be too thick,

ſmall ones of clay are often placed between, to

prevent the moiſture from departing too far

from where it may be of uſe . And left theſe

thin partitions of clay ſhould let the particles of

fand inſinuate into them , and thereby let the

moiſture paſs through , thin cruſts of a ferrugine

ous ſubſtance are placed above and beneath each

of theſe clayey ſtrata ; by which means the clay

and fand are effectually kept aſunder.

1

Suppoſing ſome Stones are organized Vegeta

bles , and are produced from feed , yet moft forts

of ſtones ſeem to be unorganized Vegetables .

Other vegetables grow by a ſolution of ſalts, at

tracted into their veſſels. Moſt ſtones grow by

an accretion of falts, which often ſhoot into re

gular figures. This appears by the formation of

chryſtals upon the Alps. And that ſtones are

formed bythe ſimple accretion of falts , appears

from the tartar on the inſide of a claret veſſel;

and ſtill more clearly, from the formation of a

ſtone in the human body. The air is in many

places impregnated with ſuch falts or ftony par

ticles : and theſe aſcending from the cavities of

the earth, may petrify wood. In this caſe the

petrifying quality is not originally, either in the

earth'or thewater: but in the riſing ſteams im

pregnated with ſaline or ſtony particles.

12. Many waters are generally ſuppoſed to turn

other bodies into ſtone. This is aſcribed to the

Lake Loghmond in Scotland, and Lough Neagh

in Ireland . But it is a miſtake. There is not

in reality any ſuch tranſmutation in thoſe bodies.

Only the ftony particles floating in the water,

lodge
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lodge in the pores , or on the ſurface of them ..

Petrefactions therefore are nothing more than

incruſtations of ſtony particles, which ſurround

and partly inſinuate into the bodies immerſed .

With regard to Lough Neagh , the Petrifying

Quality, ſeems to be not only in the water, but

in the adjacent foil. Many pieces of petrified

wood are thrown up daily , in breaking up new

ground, which that water never touched. They

are often found two miles from the Lough, in

great numbers , and deep in the ground, altoge

ther like the Lough Neagh ſtones. That theſe

were once wood is certain . They burn clear ,

and may be cut with a knife, though not ſo eaſily
as other wood.

a

Petrifying Springsare impregnated, ſome with

particles of ſtone, others with ferrugineous and

vitriolic particles. When the ſtony ones drop on

wood, or other vegetables, they coagulate upon

it, and by degrees cover it with a ſony coat . If

this be broke before the wood is rotted away,

you find it in the heart of the ſtone. If the wood

is rotted, you will find a cavity in the ſtone ; but

this alſo in time will be filled up with ftony par

ticles. Sometimes indeed theſe waters permeate

the pores of the wood, fill them up with their

ftony particles, and by their burning quality pro

ceeding from line-ſtone, deſtroy the wood, and

aſſume the ſhape of the plant .

Metallic particles moſtly act, by inſinuating

into the pores of woodor other vegetables, with

out increaſing their bulk , or altering their texture ,

though they greatly increaſe their weight. Such

is the petrified wood in and near Lough Neagh.

It:
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It does not ſhew any outward addition of matter,

and preſerves the grain ofwood. All the altera

tion is in the weight and cloſeneſs, by the inine

ral particles pervading and filling the pores.

That there are Mines near the Lough, we may

gather from the great quantity of Iron -ſtones

found on its ſhores, and from the yellowiſh ochre

and clay in many places near it. Now whatever

ſprings run through theſe, will be impregnated

with metallic particles. And if they riſe in the

middle of a river or lake, and in their courſe

meet with wood or other vegetables, theſe par

ticles will inſinuate and lodge themſelves in their

pores, and by degrees turn them into ſtone.

That ſuch ſprings are under this Lake, ap

pears from hence, that in the great froſt, 1740,

though the Lake was froze over, ſo as to bear

men on horſeback, yet ſeveral circular ſpots re

mained unfrozen . Hence it appears, that this

petrific quality is not in all parts of the Lake, but

here and there only. As to the treeswhich are

found petrified and buried at a ſmall diſtance from

the Lake, probably it was broader once than it is

now, ſo that what was then under water, is now

dry land . If ſo , theſe trees might have been pe

trified, in the part which wasthen overflowed,

though it is now dry.

13. It is certain, that water impregnated with

metallic particles, when falling on wood or other

vegetables, will coagulate upon it , as was obſerved

above, and cover it with a metallic coat. It is

alſo certain, that the vegetables included therein,

are gradually deſtroyed, tillthe ſame matter which
firſt
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firſt formed the cruſt , takes up the whole ſpace
which they occupied before. But it is not

only wood and other vegetables, which are capa

ble of being thus actedupon, firſt cruſted over

and then deſtroyed. A ſhovel of iron fome years

fince lying in the water, in the County of Wick

low , in Ireland , was obſerved to be incruſted

with copper, which gave occafion to an important

diſcovery. A gentleman , who viſited the place

on purpoſe to examine the truth of what was

commonly reported , obſerves, " I ſaw the iron .

bars impregnated with copper. I was an eye

witneſs to the change in all its progreſs; and ſo

were thouſands beſides. I ſaw the maſons laying

a chain of new ſtone troughs, for the copper wa

ter to run through. I ſaw the men alſo laying:

the iron bars , on wooden rafters, in thoſe troughs.

I ſaw the iron bars lifted up out of ſome troughs,

where they had laid from one to eight months :.

and ſaw them incruſted over with copper, and

corroded more or leſs, ( ſome of them to very

thin plates) according to the time they had lain

in the water . I ſaw ſome of the troughs emptied ,

wherein the bars were wholly diſſolved : and the

labourers were throwing up with ſhovels the cop

per, which lay on the ſtones in the bottom of

them. It was like mud, as it lay wet in the heap ,

but became duft as it dried . I alſo ſaw ſeveral

pieces of copper, which had been made out of

their copper-mud.

“ This water is ſuppofed to flow over a vein

of copper in the neighbouring mountain . It is
of a ſharp, acid taſte, and of a blue colour. It is

received and collected in thoſe troughs, wherein

the iron bars are placed ; which after lying in the

water, often not above three months, are entirely

conſumed .

1
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conſumed : then at the bottom of the troughs, a

quantity of copper is found, in the form of coarſe

fand. And it is remarkable, that there is a

greater quantity of this copper, than there was

of iron .

“ But by what principle is this effect produ

ced ? In order to diſcover this , I made the fol

lowing experiments.

1. Some ſmall iron nails put into the water,

were in four minutes covered with a ſubſtance of

a copper colour. And during that time the nails

gained four grains in weight. The water had the

very ſame effect on ſilver and tin , but not on

gold . Hence we obſerve, the colour and increaſe

of weight were owing to the adheſion of the par

ticles of the matter diſſolved in the water by an

acid, which could not penetrate gold.

2. In order to determine the quantity and

quality of thismatter, I put two drachms of ſmall

iron nails into t.ee ounces of the water . After

they had lain therein four and twenty hours, I

found the ſurface of the water covered with a

thick fcum , exactly like that which uſually covers

a chalybeate fpaw . I obſerved likewiſe, it had

loft the blue colour, and ſharp , vitriolic taſte.

It was quite tranſparent, and at the bottom lay

a brown powder, which when dried , weighed

fourteen grains. This powder, melted without

any flux, produced twelve grains of pure copper.

The nails alſo (which had loſt eight grains) were

in ſeveral places covered with a ſolid lamina of

pure copper. The water being afterward filtrated

and evaporated, afforded a pure green vitriol.

3. From the ſpring water treated in the ſame

manner, I obtained a blue vitriol, the baſis of

From all theſe experiments

it

66
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which is copper .
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it appears, that a mineral acid is the active prin

ciple in this water, which being diffuſed through

the copper ore, unites itſelf with that metal , and

forms a vitriol. This is diffolved by the water,

and remains ſuſpended therein , till it meets with

the iron in the trough, and by which it is more

ſtrongly attracted, than by the copper. There-.

fore it quits the copper, corrodes the iron, and

changes it into a vitriol , which is again diſſolved

and carried off in the ſtream . Meantime the

copper, deſerted by its acid , falls by its ſpecific

gravity to the bottom of the trough .

" It appears then upon the whole, that this

admirable proceſs of nature, whereby one metal

ſeems to be turned into another, is no more than

a ſimple precipitation of the copper, by means of
them .”

In the Lower Egypt , there is a vaſt fandy de

ſert, called The Deſert of St. Macarius . One

large plain herein is called by a name which ſig,
nifies, The Sea without water. This is ftrewed

over with limbs of trees which are entirely pe

trified : very probably by means of the nitre, with
which thiswhole country abounds.

The change of wood into ſtone is not the only

wonder here. The fand alſo is changed into

Eagle ſtones. Theſe ſtones are foundtwo

three fingers breadth beneath the ſurface of the

earth, in little mines, ſome paces long and broad,

about half a mile from each other. It is thought

that in theſe places, there oozes out of the earth,

a ſort of Metallic matter, which ferments with the

burning fand, and in fermenting aſſumes fome

kind of roundiſh figure, and attaches to itſelf

more

or
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more and coarſer fand. Afterward it hardens by

degrees, and grows black through the heat of

the ſun .

The Eagle Stone when in the mine is foft and

brittle as an egg, and of a bright yellow or violet

colour, but after being expoſed to the air , it turns

brown or black , and hardens gradually. Like

wiſe after a few days , moſt of theſe ſtones will,

if ftruck , ſound like little bells .

Not far off is a vaſt heap of fand, which they

call the Eagle Stone Hill , becauſe it is covered

over with great rocks of the very
{ ame matter

whereof the ſmall eagle ſtones are formed.

But what inall we judge of thoſe Petrified

Shells , which have been dug up in manyplaces ?

Some indeed are not petrified. Near Reading,

in Berkſhire, for ſucceeding generations , a con

tinued body of oyſter-ſhells has been found

through the circumference of five or fix acres

of ground . Beneath is a hard , rocky chalk , on

which the ſhells lie in a bed of green fand, about

two feet thick . Above are various ſtrata for at

leaſt eighteen feet. The ſhells are ſo brittle , that

in digging , one of the valves will frequently drop

from its fellow . But ſeveral are dug out entire ;

nay, fome double oyſters, with all their valves
united.

In a quarry at the eaſt end of Broughton , in

Lincolnſhire, there is a clay under the ſtone, in

which are numberleſs fragments of the Shells of

Shell- fifh of various kinds. And there are ſome.

times found whole Shell- fiſh , with their ſhells on,

in their natural colours , only bruiſed and broken ,

and fome ſqueezed flat by the weight of earth ,

which was caſt upon them at the deluge .

There
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There is another quarry, ſouth of the town, of

a blue, hard ſtone, (probably a pure clay in ſome

antediluvian lake) in which are numberleſs ſhell

fiſh of various forts , but fo united to the ſtone,

that it is hard to get them out whole . They are

all in the ſurface of the quarry , within a foot of

the top.. On the ſurface, there are many fhell

fiſh half in the ſtone, half out . That part which

is within the quarry is whole, but is an hard
Itone . That which is without, is all conſumed ,

but a little of the edges, which are plain ſhell.

Some of the ſhell- fiſh in this quarry are half

open , and filled with the matter of the bed on

which they lie . Some of theni arc, broken , others

bruiſed : the edge of one fiſh is fonetimes thruſt

into the ſides of another. One ſhell of ſome is

thruſt half way over the other, and ſo they are

petrified together.

Among theſe there are ſeveral great Horſe

muſcles, ſuch as breed in rivers and ponds. And

in the fields and ſtones nearBrambyand Fording

ham is found a ſort of fiſh bending like a Ram's

Horn , and creaſed like one on the outſide. The

bed wherein , it ſeems, this fiſh bred , is about a

foot thick : in which are inillions of the fiſh ,

ſticking half within the ſtone, half without . And

this ſhell being extremely durable , even the part

ſticking out, is not conſumed, as it uſually is in

others , but remains whole and entire.

14. From ſtone burnt to duſt ariſes Lime, which

has this remarkable property, that if cold water

he poured upon it, it preſently heats and boils

up. In order to account for this , fome have

ſuppaſeden
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ſuppoſed, that ſome ſubtle matter is lodged in the

pores of the Lime, (perhaps many of thoſe par

ticles of fire, whereby the ſtone was reduced to

duft) which when the water inſinuates into thoſe

pores , occaſions the ſame kind of ebullition , as if

it was poured on any other burning ſubſtance.

15. Moſt Precious Stones are tranſparent, and

ſtrike the eye with vivid and various colours .

Probably they were once fluid bodies, which

while in that ſtate were mixed with metallic or

mineral juices. Their tranſparency likewiſe makes

this probable, and ſo does their outward configu

ration. For many bodies hardening into ſolids

ſhoot into Chryftals, juſt as is obſerved of ſeveral

kinds of precious ftones : and to this their in

ward ſtructure anſwers. For in many we may

obſerve the thin plates or coats one over the other,

juſt as we ſee in thoſe mineral ſubſtances, which

were once fluid. Their colours might be owing

to ſome mineral juice or exhalation , which tinc

tured them before their pores were fully cloſed .

This is the more probable, becauſe many gems

loſe their colour, if they lie long in the fire: and

becauſe generally coloured gems are found over
Metallic or Mineral veins.

Dr. Boerhaave takes Chryſtal to be the baſis of

all precious ſtones, which aſſume this or that co

lour, from the Metallic or Mineral ſtreams mixed

with the primitive Chryſtalline matter. But how

is Chryſtal itſelf formed ? An Italian writer gives

a particular account of this. In the Val Sabbia

(ſays he) I obſerved fome parts of ameadow bare

of all herbs. Here, and no whereelſe thereabouts,

the Chryſtals are generated . And whenever there

is a ſerene and dewy ſky, if all the Chryſtals that
a

can
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can be found over night, are taken away, others
will be found in the lame place in the morning.

Having obſerved, there is no ſign of any Mine-.

ral ſtream near, I conclude, they are produced

by ſteams of nitre . Theſe may at the ſame time

hinder vegetation in thoſe places, and coagulate

the dew that falls thereon. As nitre is the natus

ral coagulum of water, ſo it ever retains its fex

angular figure. The largeſt Chryſtals known

were found in the mountains of Grimiule, between

vaſt ſtrata of ſtones. The biggeſt of them was near

three feet in length , and little lefs in circumfe

rence. It weighed two hundred and fifty pounds :

others weighed leſsand leſs, to thoſeof tenpounds,

which were the ſmalleſt there. They were of

the fame figure; ſexangular columns, terminated

by ſexangular pyramids at one end, and at the

other fixed to the rock. They were in general

perfectly clear throughout, but in ſome the baſe

was foul, in others the point .

If a ſolution of Alum is permitted to chryſta

lize quietly, it ſhoots into planes of eight, fix ,

four and three ſides. But beſide this, its parti

eles when excited to action by a certain degree of

heat, arrange themſelves into regular and delight

ful ſtar -like figures of different ſizes . Many of

theſe have long ſtreaming tails, and reſemble co

Others ſhoot into an infinite number of

parallel lines, beautiful beyond deſcription. Theſe

configurations are no leſs conſtant in their forms,

than the Chryſtals on which they grow . And

they are equally tranfparent, but the figures pro

duced are ſo extremely different, that every con

fiderate obſerver muftjudge them to be owing to

fome very different property in nature. But what

a
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propertyܕ ? Who can determine ? Indeed how little

do we know ofthe moſt common things ? The very

elements that ſurround us, the fire, the water, the

air we breathe, the earth we tread upon, have

many properties beyond our ſenſes to reach, or

our underſtanding to comprehend.

Dr. Borlaſe ranges Chryſtal itſelf and all gems
under the head of Spar, which ſays he, are only

finer and purer ſubſtances of the Spar-kind.
All Spar has been in a ſtate of fluidity. In

ſome are found ſtraws and other light bodies .

Yet time adds nothing to their firmneſs : but they

areas hard when firſt conſolidated, as ever they

will be. But why do we find no ſpars in their

fluid ſtate ? Becauſe while the matter of them re

mains incorporated with the water , it is not to

be diſtinguiſhed from it, and as ſoon as it is de

ſerted by the water wherein it ſwims, it com

mences ftone. It is by water that the Sparry

atoms are waſhed out of their repoſitories, and

colle &ted into a tranſparent or opake juice. As

ſoon as the redundant water is drained off or eva

porated, the ftony parts accede to a cloſer union.

They are aſſiſted therein, either by cold, com

preſſing the parts, or by fudden evaporating heat .

Thus the ſtone is formed, ſo much water reſting

in the pores, as is neceſſary to fix it into a con

fiftency. Hence may ariſe fome queries.

1. Whether Spar is not the univerfal gluten of

Stones diſtinguiſhed from each other, by various

mixtures ofearthy, Mineral, or Metallic particles,

but all united by theSparry liquor? Perhapsthere

is ſcarce any ſand, ſtone, or ore, which either by

the naked eye or glaſſes, may not be diſcerned to

have
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have a portion of Spar, clearer or opake, in its

compoſition.

2. Whether theſe and all other ſort of ſtones

are not continually forming in the earth ?

3. Whether there are not quarries of ſtone,

which when left unwrought for a conſiderable

time, yield a freſh ſupply of ſtone, in thoſe

channels, which had been before thoroughly
cleared ?

A very peculiar kind ofprecious ſtone is what

is termed a Turquois. It is of the opake kind , and

commonly of a beautiful blue colour. And yet

it has lately been made very probable, that thefe

fhiring ſtones are originallyno other than the

bonesof animals. In the French mines they

are frequently found in the figure ofteeth, bones

of the legs, &c . And Turquoiſes half formed are

compoſed of laminæ , like thoſe of bones, be

tween which a petrifying juice inſinuating, binds

them cloſe together. And the more imperfect

the Stones are , the more diſtinguiſhable are the

different directions of the fibres and their laminæ,

and the nearer reſemblance they bear to fractured

bones.

The Blue Turquois, is indeed no other than fof

fil bone , or ivory ſaturated with copper diſſolved

in an alkaline menftruum ; the Green Turquois

is the ſame ſubſtance, intimately penetrated by

cupreous
matter diffolved in an acid menftruum .a

16. The Loadſtone is found in iron mines , and

reſembles iron both in weight and colour. Its

moſt remarkable properties are, turning to the

poles, and attracting iron. As to the former,
when
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when it moves without hindrance, it conſtantly

turns one end to the north , the other to the

ſouth : onlydeclining a little to the eaſt or welt.

If.two loadſtones are brought within a certain
diſtance of each other, that partof one which is to

ward the north pole of the earth, recedes from

that part of the other which reſpects the ſame

pole. But it accedes to it, if the ſouthern pole

of the one, be turned toward the ſouth pole of

the other. The needle touched with the Load

ftone, when on this ſide the equinoctial line, has

its north -point bending downward, on the other

ſide, its fouth -point: under the line, it turns any

way, and is of no uſe.

As to its attractive power, it not only ſuſtains

another Loadſtone, (provided the north pole of

the one be oppoſed to the ſouth pole of the other)

but iron alſo . Likewiſe if ſteel-duft be laid

upon a Loadſtone, it will ſo diſpoſe itſelf, as to

direct its particles ftrait to the poles, whence

they will be moved round by little and little, till

they are parallel to the axis of the Loadſtone. It

communicates its virtue to iron, and if it be armed

with (that is, fixed in) iron, its force is greatly in

creaſed. It loſes its force either by fire , or by

letting two Loadſtones lie together, with the

north pole of one oppoſed to the north, or the

ſouth pole of one tothe ſouth of theother. Theſe

plain phænomena of the Loadſtone we know :

the cauſe of them we know not.

From late obſervations it appears, that the

Loadſtone is a true iron ore, and is ſometimes

found in very large pieces, half Loadſtone, half
common ore, In

every one, 1. There are two

poles, onepointing north , the other ſouth . And

Vol. II. O
if

1
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if it be divided into ever ſo many pieces, the

two poles will be found in each piece. 2. If two

Loadſtones be ſpherical, one will conform itſelf

tothe other, as either would do to the earth , and

will then approach each other : whereas in the

contrary poſition, they recede from each other.

3. Iron receives virtue , either by touching, or by

being brought near the ſtone: and that variouſly,

according to the various parts of it which it

touches. 4. The longer the iron touches the

ftone, the longer it retains the virtue . 5. Steel

receives this virtue better than iron . 6. In theſe

parts the ſouth pole of a Loadſtone lifts more iron

than the north pole. 7. A plate of iron inter

poſed hinders the operation of the Loadſtone;

but no other body, no not glaſs itſelf. 8. A

touched wire , if bent round in a ring, quite loſes

its virtue. But though bending thus deſtroys

its virtue byday, it will not deſtroy it in the

evening . Where is the philoſopher in the world,
who can account for this ?

9 .
Loadſtones without

any known cauſe, act ſometimes at a greater dif

tance than other times. That of the Royal Society

will keep a key fufpended to another, ſometimes

at the height of ten feet, ſometimes not above

four. As ftrange it is , the variation of the

needle is different at different times of the day .

10. If a touched ' wire be ſplit, the poles are fome

times changed (as in a ſplit Loaditone ). And yet

ſometimes one half retains the ſame poles, and the

other half has them changed. 11. Touch a wire

from end to end with the ſamepole of the Load

ftone, and the end firſt touched turns contrary to

the pole that touched it . But touch it again from

end to end with the other pole of the ſtone, and

it will turn juſt the contrary way . 12. Touch a

a

a

wire
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:

wire in the middle with one pole of the ſtone, and

the pole ofthe wire will be in thatplace the two

ends will be the other pole. 13. The poles of a

ſmall Loadſtone may preſently be changed, by ap

plying thein to the oppoſite poles of a large one.

14. Iron bars which ſtand long in an erect po.

fition , grow permanently magnetical ; the lower

end ofthem being the north pole, and the upper

the ſouth pole . 15. The ſame effect follows, if

you only hold them perpendicularly : but if you

invert them, the poles will ſhift their places . 16.

Fire, which deprives a Loadſtone of its attractive

virtue, foon gives verticity to a bar of iron, if it

be heated red hot , and then cooled in an erect

poſture, or directly north and ſouth. 17. A piece

of Engliſh oker, thus heated and cooled, acquires
the ſame verticity . 18. The verticity thus ac:

quired by a bar of iron, is deſtroyed by two or

three ſmart blows on the middle of it . 19. Either

a piece of iron or a Loadſtone being laid on a

cork that ſwims freely in the water, which ever

of the two is held in the hand , the other will be

drawn to it . This proves that the iron attracts

the ftone, juſt as much as it is attracted by it.

20. Draw a knife leiſurely from the handle to the

point over one of the poles of a Loadſtone, and it

acquires a ſtrong magnetic virtue. But this is

immediately loſt, if you draw it over the ſame

pole from the point to the handle. Laſtly, A

Loadſtone acts with as great force in vacuo, as in

the open air.

The chief laws ofmagnetiſm are theſe, 1. The

load - ſtone has both an attractive and a dire &tive

power: iron touched by it has only the former.

2. Iron ſeems to conſiſt almoſt wholly of attrac

tive particles , load - ſtones of attractive and direc
O 2 tive
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tive together, probably mixed with heterogenous

matter, as not having been purged by fire like

iron . And hence iron,when touched will lift up a
much greater weight than the load - Itone that

touched it . 3. The attractive power of armed Load

ftones, is cæteris paribus , as their ſurfaces. 4 .
Both

poles ofthe Loadſtone equally attract the needle till

it is touched. Then it is that one pole begins to at

tract one end and repel the other. But even the

repelling pole will attract upon contact,orat a very

finall diſtance. But how odd arethefollowing

experiments . I cut a piece, ſays Dr. Knight , of

a Loadſtone, into an oblong ſquare. Inthis I

placed the magnetic virtue in ſuch a manner, that

the two oppoſite ends were both ſouth poles, and

the middle quite round was a north pole. I made

the two oppoſite ends of another ſtone, north

poles, the oppoſite ſide ſouthpoles. An irregular

ſtone had two broad, flat ſurfaces oppoſite to each

other. I made half of each of theſe ſurfaces a

north pole , and the other half a ſouth pole. So

that the north pole of one ſurface was oppoſite

to the ſouth pole of the other. I took aſtone

that had a grain very apparent , running the

length-ways of it . At one end of it I placed a

north pole, ſurrounded by a ſouth : at the other

a fouth ſurrounded by a north pole : ſo that the

edges of each ſurface had a different pole from

that which occupied the middle.

Many varieties of this kind might eaſily be de

viſed . " But theſe examples are fufficient to ſhew ,

how manageable the magnetic virtue is , with

reſpect to its direction ; and how defective all the

hypotheſes are , which are brought to account for

the phænomena of the Loadſtone.

a

a

Mr
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Mr. Howard failed to Barbadoes in company

with another ſhip, commanded by one Groſton.

Suddenly a terrible clap of thunder broke Grof.

ton's fore-maſt, and did ſome damage to his rig

ging. When the noiſe was paſt, he was ſur

priſed to ſee Mr. Grofton's ſhip ſteering dire&tly
homeward. He tacked and ſtood after him , and

found that Mr. Groſton did indeed ſteer by the

right point of his compaſs, but that the card was

turned round, the north and ſouth point having

changed places. If he ſet it right with his

finger, as ſoon as it was at liberty, it returned to

its former poſture . And on examination , he

found every compaſs in the ſhip had undergone

the ſame change.

An odd diſcovery has been lately made, that

not oniy iron , as has been generally thought , but

Braſs too, by being hammered and properly

touched , will contract a true magnetic virtue.

And perhaps it will be hereafter diſcovered, that

otherMetals Inay receive the ſame.

Beforecloſing this article, it may be proper to

obſerve, firſt, The peculiar qualities wherewith

fome other ſtones are endued ; and ſecondly, The

remarkable uſes they are of to us. As to the

former, we may obſerve, 1. The colour. The

Carbunkle and Ruby ſhine with red , the Sapphire

withblue, the Emeraldwith green, the Topaz

with a yellow or gold colour; the Amethyſt, is as

it were tin &tured with wine, the Opal varies its
colour like changeable taffeta, as it is variouſly

expoſed to the light. Obſerve, 2. The Hardneſs.

wherein ſome ſtones exceed all other bodies , the

Diamond in particular, which is ſo extremely

hard, that no art is able to counterfeit it. 3. As

to the uſes, fome are ſerviceable for building, and

for

1
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for many ſorts of veſſels and utenfils ; for pillars

and ſtatues ; for portico's, conduits, palaces, assi

Free - ſtone and Marble : fome to burn into lime,

ſome (with the mixture of kelp) to make glafs as

common Flints : ſome to cover houſes as Slate ;

fome for marking, as Chalk , which ſerves alſo

to manure land , and for medicinal uſes; fome to

make veſſels which will endure the fire. I might

add the Warming -ſtone, digged in Cornwall:

which being once well heated at the fire, retains

its heat for a conſiderable time.

a

17. Ofthethird claſs are inflammable Foſſils, the

chief of which are Sulphur and Bitumen. Both

are highly inflammable: but the ſubſtance of
Bitumen is more fat and tenaceous ; whereas

ſulphur may eaſily be broken, and reduced to a

fine powder.

The Bitumen of the Latins was by the Greeks

called Aſphaltos. It is a black , folid , brittle ſub

france, reſembling pitch . It is chiefly found

ſwimming on the Dead Sea , where antiently ſtood

Sodom and Gomorrah . It is caſt up from time

to time from the bottom to the ſurface, where it

gradually condenſes by the heat of the ſun . It

burns as violently as Naptha ; but is of a firmer
conſiſtence.

Aſphaltos is alſo a kind of bituminous ſtone,

found near the antient Babylon, and lately in the

province of Neufchatel, which properly mixed

makes an excellent cement, incorruptible either

by air or water. With this it is ſuppoſed, the

walls of Babylon were built.

Jet ſeems to beformed inthe earth of a bitu

minous juice. It is a light, ſmooth , pitchy ſtone.

It is fillile, and works like amber: the beſt in the

world
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world is ſaid to be found in Yorkſhire . It readily

catches fire, flaſhes and yields a bituminous ſmell .

Nearly reſembling this, is the Channel-Coal, found

in ſeveral parts of Lancaſhire, which burns with

an even, ſteady flame, like a candle or torch .

18. Amber is a kind of Foſſil pitch , the veins

of which run chiefly at the bottom of the ſea. It is

hardened in tract of time , and caft on ſhore by

the motion of the fea. It was long thought that

none could be found but in Pruſſia : but it has

ſince been found in Sweden, on the ſhores of the

ifle of Beorkoo, though fituate in a lake whoſe

water is ſweet. Nay , it is digged out of the

earth, at a conſiderable diſtance from the ſea, and

not only in ſandy, but in firm ground.

19. But the moſt extraordinary of all Foſſils is

the Albeſtos. It ſeems to be a ſpecies of alabafter,

and may be drawn into fine filky threads, of a

greyiſh or ſilver colour. It is indiſſoluble in

water, and remains unconſumed even in the

flame of a furnace. A large burning-glaſs indeed

will reduce it to glafs-globules; but conimon fire

only whitens it. Its threads are from one to tem

inches long, which may be wrought into a kind of
cloth . This the Antients eſteemed as precious

as pearls . They uſed it chiefly in making ſhrouds

for emperors or kings, to preſerve their alhes

diſtinct from that of the funeral pile. And the

princes of Tartary at this day apply it to the fame

uſe. The wicks for their perpetual lamps were

likewiſe made of it. A handkerchief of this was

long ſince preſented to the Royal Society. It

wastwice thrown into a ſtrong fire, before ſeveral

gentlemen . But in the two experiments it loft
04
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not above two drachms of its weight. And what

was very remarkable, when it was red hot, it

did not burn a piece of white paper, on ' which it

was laid .

But there is a kind of Aſbeſtos wholly different
from that known to the antients. It is found ſo

far as we yet know , only in the county of Aber

deen , in Scotland. In the neighbourhood of

Achintore, on the ſide of an hill, in a ſomewhat

boggy foil, about the edges of a ſmall brook , there

is a ſpace ten or twelve yards ſquare, in which

pieces of foſſile wood petrified lie very thick.

Near this place, if the ground be dug into with

a knife, there is found a ſort of fibrous matter,

lying a little below the ſurface of the ground,

among the roots of the graſs. This the knife

will not cut : and on examination it proves to be

a true Aſbeſtos. It lies in looſe threads, very

ſoft and flexible, and is not injured by the fire.

Yet it is fometimes collected into parcels , and

ſeems to form a compact body. When this how

ever is more nearly examined , it appearsnot to be

a real lump, but a congeries reſembling a pledgit of

preſſed lint, and being put into water, it ſeparates
into its natural looſe threads.

A ſtranger diſcovery has ſtill been lately made .

The proprietor of a forge, upon taking down his

furnaces to repair them , found at the bottom a

great quantity of a ſubſtance, which upon repeated

trial,effe &tually anſwered all the uſes of theAſbeſtos.

It was equally well manufactured either into linen

or paper, and equally well enduredthe fire. Upon

proſecuting the enquiry, it appeared to him, that

both the native Albeſtos ( at leaſt one fpecies of it )

and this obtained from the forge, were nothing

more, than what he terms calcined iron, deprived ,

whether

>
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whether by nature or by art, of its inflammable

part : and that by uniting the inflammable part,

either with this, or the foſſile Albeftos, it may

at any time be reſtored, to its primitive ſtate of

iron .

But it is certain , there is Albeftos which has no

relation to iron. Both in Norway and Siberia ,

there are petrifying waters which, pervading the

pores of wood lying therein, fill it with ſłony

particles; andwhenby a coftic ,corroſive power,

derived from lime, they have deſtroyed the wood,

a proper Aſbeſtos remains, in the form of a vege

table, which is now no more. Towhich of theſe

does the following belong ?

Signor Mareo Antonia Caſtagna, ſuperinten

dant of ſome mines in Italy, has found in one

ofthem a great quantity of Linum Aſbeſtum . He

can prepare it ſo as to make it like either a very

white ſkin, or a very white paper. Both of theſea

reſiſt the moſt violent fire . The ſkin was covered :

with kindled coals for ſome time: being taken out,

it was ſoon as white as before : neither had it loft .

any thing,of its weight. Thepaper alſo was tried

in the fire, and without any detriment. Neither

could any change be perceived, either with regard

to its whiteneſs, fineneſs, or ſoftneſs.

END OF THE SECOND VOLUME...
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